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W. Alaexu r Steveoson March 29,, 1968

Arthur U. Timam

Statstical ?ublia o . the rl Ba.u

The attached letter from Mr. Iftus, the Director of the
Statistical Office of the United Nations, refers to the aseting of
the AGO Subecunittee on Statisticel Activities of February 22, 1968,
aW requests a statemnt on the &Lnk's wrgular statistical publicatic".
Ix this connection, I plan to report that the Bank ] aa no regular
statistical publications in the usual sense. However the Bank does
have statistical releases an price, of specific comoditie. aad on
foreign investments in capital urkets. Both of these relsa.e.
already go to organizations outside the Bank. On the othar hand, I
do not propose to mention tho EC-156 publiction, since it Is not
officially designated as a regulr publication but rather as a one-
thUs release, generally up dated on an aniual basis. Although we
have found this latter publication invaluable in answsrlng rqueqto
for debt data, we have not mud any public anounaemt on the avail-
ability of these data in a published form. I would appreaiat your
guidance with respect to what I have proposed here.

In addition, I womer whether Mr. Lawy's World Atlas should be
Included in my response, The same question applies to his World
Tables.

The request from Mr. Loftus also requwets information about
statistical research. Tbe research program of the Econasis Departxt
contains ,oamtrie projects which may be interprsted as statistical
research, and I wonder whether arq of than should be inluded,

I=e= Mr. Consolo attended the recent Mvisory Coordinating
Oacittee meeting in Geneva, he cabled Mr. Perinbam to determine
whetber we wuld have any input to that meeting. The response for
Mr. Denuthe signature is also attached.

Atts2

cs Mr. Kundu
Mrs. Paulson

Ainam i ra



Mr. C. Orcutt March 25, 1968

Alexander Stevenson

Research and the World _ank

There are many things I like about your paper, patticularly
the need for the Bank Group to have a nucleus of people concerned
and in close contact with research on broad problems of economic
development, and to stimulate the collection and use of data far
more than it has done so that more and better research can be carried
out, particularly in the developing countries. But I wonder if the
approach followed in the paper, particularly the first part,
constitutes a very persuasive case. !''y own thinking and the reactions
of various people at last Thursday's meetin; vould6 suggest to me that
it is not, and would bring me particularly to the conclusion that long
discussions about categories (inductive deductive, basic applied) will
quickly become sterile and even counter-productive. Furthermore, few
of the Bauk poltcymakers, I saspect, would accept the characterization
of themselves on page 5.

To make a persuasive case for more long-run empirical research
in the Bank I would think it better to concentrate on a few specific
problem areas, (e.g. savings), where (a) there is an obvious need for
a type of empirical research which could not be expected to have a
pay-off in the short run (say a year), and (b) it car be fairly easily
demonstrated both that the results would be relevant to the Bank's work
(broadly defined), and that the Bank would be a particularly appropriate
place in which to conduct research. In short, I would start with what
I take to be Section 3, which is missinr, and let the examples bear the
weight of the argument.

AStevennon: 18

cc: Mr. Kamarck
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z.... .P em. 1M~ . .h. a..~ in .. s osThe MMU i eeree fr a eaeaa ve historical aeae an wor2 reverme
is tbo NOMOAZarffoiew of tha Unamne of ASU=Se. Tkw Varuees stue ur-
takby er MW zu n n - -- *I Uguadty pmkhlem do "ot ser soqerala-
gave doa fr "w 19309 bw% fttbw )6Mtroo M ta pwdft #0 or m amS bm

Iftn vs, 1937 Md 1935.

The ?a*4pe of Natmene NonwUW R1w bw evs t-asee U 4an 4 reserves
for the years 1930 threeSh 1.938j %how an evred La tam Of dUAs Of

old PU eint, i.. $1 - 1.5063 trames o fg pV . A eMo S t
p-ab-s by the Iang st e Is I heir mrno** Rimw for 1939 Is

sttamed ftr ----. *l Vw figoo rati" to th oaitral mnuatry gold
y serv et ts tree wud (i.e. -s-xO& te Oww.wit MA9) . . a tuarisod

-w foaw; Q w a e ow bM as origW&W rert6 In twm ot doUlare
of eU V gaw bea md eanvurl4 Ufte earrent dannrev

of .w of - a- Md Itm - b2 MR,

aWdeNlars) llMre dsfla) *11w, * m)

1929 10.0 (17.0) 3(.3) 6.1 (10.4)

1930 10.6 (17.9) 6.6 (u.3) 6.6 (10.8)

193L 10.8 (18.4) 4-1 (6.9) 6-? (11.5)

193 U.4 (13.3) 7.4 (6.8) 7.2 (1.5)

1933 21.4 (19.3) 4.0 (6.5) T.4 (12.5)

1934 1.3 (20.8) 4.9 (8.2) 7.4 (12.6)

1935 3.6 (21.3) 6.o (10.1) 6.6 (21-2)

1936 U3.2 (22.3) 6.6 (U.3) 6.6, (11-0)

1937 13.8 (23.4) 7.6 (12.8) 6.2 (10.7)

1We 1k.5 (24.6) 8.6 (14.5) 5.Y (10.1)

1 dellar a 1.50463 zmgem of tim mpId.
i d ar - 0.8671 gramme of fine P.

inon-Communist countries as of today, but including Yugoslavia.
w Tal 1 appeaded.



Mr. S. 1uSa - 2 - Ua6eb IS, 338

The LONsV of hatio' UhN eei ai se " a binumties en th
-bae gld and -orsiv assoe of @entral D=*a. The data are

how expressed in lees- 4arronwsme. Sie. a nomber ot urrinsins
were rowalnoo darit this portod, it woul4 perhaw be fear imat it
Catval Box* Maing of said and for"en ase-t as of varwin dates
were eprssed In tone of a bee year, toy met eases tahe be yew
Is 1929. Table rl show the year-to-year obngsw in es gatote resemr
as Xtesu JA the top - XSthtae' Ibastsr7 Review of 1939.

The tw tWhle tA stben *bow that dWite flwt-atle La t
yoar-to-ear r-saw petiaa of several eisntries, *eet f the indue-
trialse de nitries wer able to add to reserves dign 3fle lar aajor
usepti ms were astria, Dommark, Italy ad Jqem. Indeed, oen a few

of the inemstrialse ed. tmies like *Umvia, G&I-W-. 3ovedor,
Gree, TW ad Meagsivia bad mers reserves at the md of 1936 tea

In 1929. An may be esposted the m% strik ng s s were made kW te
U.S. with a ore tbes Seaw-b14 S amoese frt $2.9 biUll to $11.
billien wr tat palted.

y anU isante, VsA eruS e sharply in the 1930m partig as a
resvlt of the rnaluatim ot gold In 193 e ales beesse, of uwsy mined
gld oowljw an to the aftet m lated bW te Ugher prise fer old.

*0noahale, world trade had Wt -eevered tem We dproesien. kern in
2937/38 Sbma there was, eabotatiaL reomy esporto did net esed YV
of thar 1926 wlms. Vat, sla.o msort priees ot industrial oetrise

No 15% bele 192$ and tboso of nea-Iaftstrial osutries were 31 loweuy
the valve of WPoWte s only 7W of 1936. -Om , the ratio Of
worl4 reserves to wrld trade reseled peak levels a the 2930s, fer

=emP1*, In 19S, the Pe34 d femip .wshmao reema St mistries
eataide the n---o - st e. e1mqe1l to 11S of IAert. as agaist 42

ia 32 6 . it the U.S. in slad the retoe" are 60 few 1938 md 35%
for 198

Mor -Mmos , it uW be asta that in 1957, tre swrld PU
moo'bam" reimiliis e a I I t tree werd Ima wsd had
a*Limed fa re te a iswd 360 at the eSn t of 4?7

ad V e- ?o is Zawaattmsl Tradmi A reowrt by a Panel ot
" rto, "TT, Owtober 195, p. 20.

-&Mureo DAeratinam l Reserves mnd 1Asidit31 A 3%mQ tV the Staff St
th DW, AvgW 195, p. 18.

Sres Thd.
Compted rm data pubu*had In a s U W'e rnattnal PinsAial Statistios'

*srsh 1M6.

as Xom*sr ssAmek
Attsse8

eel eem . 1w



Table I

MoN8ETARY OLu WI

- u TR A W wrx'aRy G P .4ESE'PES uF TI WvOLTD.

4'.. 7 ,n,,i;cxtt'nt 12$ .50413 gr 02 of fini 4o9I

45 41 252 242 238 233 262 296 277
6- 75 51 41 2 2 2 2 2

24 3 27 2. 27 27 27 27 27,
163 191 354 361 360 348 346 373 353 34J

5 A 3 2 2 2 2
15C- - 4 10 14 19

I I ii 1 13 V I

,5 t. .94 147 4 12 129 114 112 109 111
8 12 10 H 17 17 17 17 17

- 1 - 3 5 4 6 5 1 9 '11
22' 17 9 12 14 1 1 9 I 10 11

11 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 '
37 46 49 51 51 66 66 54 54 5

-4 4 6 5 2 3 3
46 46 39 36 36 36 32 32 32

a. 3 3 3 2 2 2
19 20 21 33 33 32 32 32 .32

2 2 .4 5 7 9 9
8 8, 8 8 8 12 19 16

631 2.099 2,6B3 3,257 3,015 3.218 2,598 1,769 1.516 ' 46
560 544 231 2K9 109 36 37 1if 17u

8 7 11 8 24 23 20 16
29 29 18 17 14 14 14 15 1I
23' 12 162 162 162 162 162 162 162 I

1 3 4 i 12 14 14 15
273 279 296 307 373 306 159 123 12

542 412 234 212 212 232 251 27 154
5 7 9 9 9 9
4 4 5 5 5 5 4 7
7 4 3 4 9 1 26 27 1
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 5' 3
83 171 357 415 371 338 259 289 549

56 56 45 42 44 46 32 29 39
23 29 '4 1 21 15 4 4 14 1 14

' 39 39 42 39 36 34 42 46 43
21 IS 12 11 11 . 11 12 T 2
3 3 3 1 1 1
7 63 67 56 53 56 50 44 49

9 9 13 24 34 40 40 40 41

55 55 53 57 59 62 65 67 7 P
5 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4

23-2 - - -
495 471 434 456 436 438 435 425' 3I0

2 2 2 2 - - - -

66 65 55 55 99 94 109 142 144 1
. 15 138 453 477 366 368 268 387 393 41

.- . 4 10 12 13 14 16 71

37 33 39 36 83 108 125 120 112 o
cm. 711 722 590 587 933 938 977 1,529 1,592

?'900 4,225 4,051 4,045 4,012 4,865 5.980 6,649 . 7,536 4.5
68 61 53 48 50 48 45 45 44

8 18 18 18 2 34 35 31
19 31 3 52 31 2 29 30

5 6 -6 *6 5 6 6 *6 -

' 47 249 328 . 416 439 . 22 ...

9 1,053 11,392 . 12.035 12.972 . -13.623 .

- 2 t 10 ' 10.Q4 1 1.064 ,tl44 19 12533 12.807 13.393 14,073
IT __25__________14.07_____1___

u '1 rx' of ii c Coi1 . a 0 7ly ;1 .0! on 1013 : of th" C.n;ra1 .
-i p n x. ' : U o .1, i o n . ra~th din. go]: &., ~eld b ' .x .i o .. . -

* ~~a...,'r E "o Ii' Gootisuntb.nk "in 1936, ro w1 9 g a d held by iihe furmur Austrnx>.:,.....
- or th I 13.Jv of Japan ard, in i'S, of the Gover0rnent. ' lxico rank of 3x-

- - i'ry cona iw'-ludc'd in the publishe-d gold rccrva of tihi notao-cning banks up to l'a -. .'.

-... ty isarri.,ie onici U infornta~ion and na heo deducted. Swir zerland : cxcilin p rmn y3

. 1 , be wuon XII. 36 and S. 1, to 73 million doars. iUnited ngdom : E hukn 4' c
li 37: ;11 IX. 27:; 63 ;X. 28 : 80 IX. 38: 448 millon do'ir. ' Uruguay .. Omo 11'15,

-o- o a bloekd credit. ' U.S. : in the priod considered, import-ant amounts of od va
-C'niing re;V.erves of B n of SpaIn.

'14



Table II

AISIsi 100 123 10 96
A a NSM 192 &1 12 us 7 256
A=UL& 0 24 27 38 8 I7 U

.Nw 100 01 10 195
199 43 3 37 31 3 S1 32 3

-Lo"* 37 LA 44 43 85 in 96 LIS
Demat* 60 w 4 a5 17 29 4 77

*vu*" 4 10 51 77 11 W* 143 117
* 72 69 7 75 u a 75

* 1 86 167 1 8 la2 236 24 347
?raw*e 133 199 W5 123 100 91 38 130
fto* 26 22 so 5 8 6
Of"". 61 1V? LW 105 1m 2 11

ta"a 93% 109 )O 100 82
%ts4 929 ?5 6 72 57 3) V 9

JOE** 44 42k 36 39 46 4f 64
w-.bwjAQ" * 1" 1 3 126 9T 106 206 no

,-- Wwww loduo 72 75 6? 70 50 56 79
sm 2amm 193k 100 96 76 s

-W * fb t 70 S3 108 ms U 19
P"% TO 47 d 1 56 57 Is

11ea A 163 IZ IS7 10 29? 2W 193
bpa * 10 95 96 95 9) 67

Owed= 50 82 1w 17 201 2b? 299 ft
&Asswd a 206 270 W 101 1k? 292 337 334

T2tr 1932 WO 103 139 99 m 1?) 113
V"Ma of *"Ith
Afr*i 199 57 51 255 233 264 mi gu 24

kMted UMAW 53 53 1 U 132 137 WS 22k 224
U.S.A. 10 -113 121W 365 33 39D 413
*w is 74 757 69 In iv IA

* 12 1 110 112 1m 2*2 1go 143

-als, of iMas' Haa sav , P19N, tibia U, pp. 6-35.

nus"O Divivias

March 25, 9



Mr. Shisphazu Takahashi March 25, 16

Tariq Husain <-

A Note on gsing Linar Pr*graBing to oolve a Dversifisatin r .

1. The problem of finding alternatve uses for released resources
on be formulated at different levels of .omplexitr and there is a threshold
level belv which the use of linear progresming (L.P.) mW beeme e unmsoami.
Above this threshold level the use of L.P. would require at least a week or two of
full time work. This estimate msW be a bit low if em problems arime in the
use of the available L.P. eoputer progrm.

2. In order to illustrate the kinds of diffiatieg that may atse
let us take th example used in the draft Vp/0er. Assme that 100,000 ha
would have to be diverted sma from caffe.. Assime further that the freed
land oan be used to grow rise maise, etten and smay beamsj it ean als
be used to earry on livestock breeding/fattening n/or dairy operations.
The preble is to find that embination of these alternative actvities
vhich shall optimize sme desired objeetive (like, Maximum sew nus or
Minialu epital *pe4niture) subject to given constraints.

3. Of the s alternative ativities given above the last two
(Livestock brodiug and dairy parations) are different frem the first
four in that %I3 the first four are aamal creps the last two ae not.
Livestock breeding as well as dairy operations involve gestation periods
of a few years. That is, in order to use theme as alternatives we must
formulate our problem in a multi-period (as againet a single-period) eentext.
This makes the problem of forwalatLon larger though not necessarily ma
difficult. Problmse my arise in the specification of constraints -
sxply Mnd demind eestrAints, magsment constrants, infrastrustuare
(stook routes eto.), constraints etc. Some of these probles may be
assumd away withbut subotmtiasUj distrting the probtm)there may not.
Deoisions about theme aspects would be pertinent in the fomliation stage.

a. If instead af breeding am introftes only fattsaing as an
alternative the problem of gestation in still there (two ynars, sq, instead
of four) though management constraints beoom less severe. But processing
enstraints (slaughtering enpacity, ete.) and dsmmd constraints remain as
does the problem of supply of immatues. If only the single period alterna.
tives (maime, rieo, ete.) are cnsidered the problem is relatvely simple

so simle in fast that the emplezt falls belaw the threshold level.

Diversfieation as a smeem of stablizing Agricultural ossidity
prices - eam* possibilites, problems and constraints psp 22,
February 28, 1968.



Mr. Shigehar Takahai 02- March 25, 1968

5. Apart from these conaiderstions about the sive of the problem
there is one other a eot vhich is important in tUs wm right. Narrow
diversilflation has been defined in the draft paper (footnote IAa
the dispIament ef factors of production from existing e i astivitiea
to *acceptable" alternative activities. To be "acceptable" the alternate
activity must be ecologically suitable, be able to provide emplpasent for
the displaced factors of production, and at least maintain if not improve
the country's external earnings position. This definition oreates addition-
al constraints (full ameloymnt of displaced factors of production, main-
tenanme and/or improvment of external receipts) for the linear progm.
This Involves forecasting export price, of the alternative outputs, etc.
vhich may pose am difficulties.

6. In essence, a problem in terms of only single period alternatives
(rice, maise, etc.) is easy to solve, though it does not provide smy useful
insights, especially so as livestock is the alternative in the case of
Brasil. The more realistic multi-period 3xmulation of the problem would
require about a weak or two of full time work. A solution to this problen
would be more useful though st only illustrative. In my honest
opinion only an illustrative use of L.P. to solve a &=Wle diversification
problem may not be worthwhile. In fact, use of L.P. may suppress uaom of
the informattem available in the present presentation.

Tlusain/ak
Bank



Mr. Tariq Hlamain )arch 22, 1968

Arthu E. 1mann-

Cemznt. on draft paper "Estimation, Inference and
Mle SieW

The use of the Chyschev inequality to obtain saple sise is
based on acceptance of the cloeness of the inequality to an equality.
Approximately forty years ago H.L.iets in his sonogreph entitled
Mathratical Statistics noted the disappointment of statisticians
with the results of the Chbyschav inequality and presentod one closer
inequality by Camp which only require* that the distribution function
be mnotonic decreasing for values gmter than saw number times the
population standard deviation.

Using the IM. formula in its simplest forn, the factor

=W be replaced by 4. of its 1amin. If thii is done the sawple

size on page 14 can be reduced fra 80 to 35.

Unfortunately I have not cheocked arq of the recent work on the
problem of finding a criterion for judging the magnitude of sampling
errors when little or no limitation is placed on the distribution
function, bat I belive the original Chebyvbev inequality to be

mOesively loose.

cc: Mr. Stevenson
Mr. undu

AR$i-ann: ra



ASSOCIAZIONE
PER L'UNIVERSITA INTERNAZIONALE DEGLI STUDI SOCIALI PRO DEO

00198 ROMA, March 21st, 1968
IL PRRSIDEBNTE ViaePola12-tel.855241(n. 10linee urbane)

indirizzo telegr.: PRouEo ROMA

Prot.N. CF/3369

Dear Mr. Bhatia:

Please rece4ve my best thanks for your
hind letter of Larch 14th with the enclosed reports
worked out by your Economics Department, which are real
ly very interesting for us.

We would also be very grateful if you
could include the International Pro Deo Association in
the mailing-list of your Department, as we would highly
appreciate receiving any further reports on similar sub-
jects.

Would you please extend my warmest
thanks and kind regards also to Mr. Kamarck.

Very sincerely yours,

bsgr. arlo Ferrero

1r. Samir X. Bhatia
rconomics Department
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

L'ASSOCIAZIONE PER LUNIVERSITA INTERNAZIONALE DEGLI STUDI SOCIALI PRO DEO
t stata eretta in Ente Morale con Decreto del Presidente della Repubblica 7-10-1965 n. 1260, G. U. n. 289



Mr. X.X. Hakinae Marah 21, 196

N.J. Niaa' /

Oea te. M Aawd omrQ's MMe b

This ppw obviMy noodo a great d1 ot re-witis beor
mne could 9aiL" it a good Witia reeding. A lat of verbiage

And $Xtvanso mtwial shld be awL out of the paper " it shuld
be 40huod4d by are eatomods intmrpi.tatis St the *%rial resat.
AN well as the SPeiMisatim or ths be i wmla.

I have 1s0h QD at the = -, Part 1 and Part 3 aod it
is to these osatids that I ,ill sine or egsinstmt.

VAst basl11Z I find mvelf left a bit cold by the specifica-
tim Ot the Mdusl. Owzy wiists apm specio both yia3A per acr* and

in9s as fnMtiM CC the Smact -me set of variables. He definas
this " his iWIrect method. His diret othed r*eats total prodUtiMn
to the -M Wt of data as in both &creep anci ysld. Sims the u
the identity that peobsction equals a"V times ivn4W yj4U per

ac" I wu0d think that the third r*ati i w basth caluy ImIed
b the specitic formlatiom edopted for yimLd amd acreage andthwfon,
it reafl% A Z naMUtiM. If the relation for production is wt
matlhoostdc-17 Gsmistut with its se3-.ts, it womw seem to e that

there is a qesltication srror. ThiU isn't a situatia for restriated
lemt squris as seem to be 1i =3 d by the autbor.

I know nothing about this fleM of applid en -, but it
would seom appealifg to as to derive yll4 per are frm a prodwtion

fZction fwilation. TM acreage da si them wu logially cntain
amin'y es variables. That yi*Md pr mam ad aureas relatia.
ontain inctI7 the MAMM set Of ArgmNtM sern VM* restrictive. Ol
page 29 when talking about retumos to seasle, Du sume I $itly to
wout to estimate a pr'dution tumation *WWiagoW I don't see how aw
omM interpret his owirical relatiens tar yeULs " in prt 3
as giving no ne-W Prdnatisan ftmotiwos.

Paragrm 35 to me seem =am ed with Ofry not reoogz#iAg
the Test s.xt..ned arline that qpmifiaation of the scmpentmu uniquejq
speoiias the total.

Ma pahegw 22 and 37, Owy states that a Mso limnw IA
the variables ilies constant elastisity relatimA, behow the ad*r.oeiat
and depounat vaiabI&. This is jtst apt trw.

Ih Psrgaph 29, tinwd the od, I fal to unsatud t
an" IInI absut cyposite'sigme wAn statistleal *JgnJ icamew.



-2-

In pmn* 35 1 thiak Owy wagVl ocems tm linw
---- s ial for not boiag able to gap nalinw i-n.x-W--

gemen *Uv bewrea kw earns to r*Osqpda hre that 0 Phn-
-imma =W be arsp mem id msIwr in the VariaeW.

3h wtins 23a the ltust ost of brsoimte "eM m11AaU

In eatiin 3 the at-- f the opirial tind1o Is
Iaequte. COQMre the lngth of this diyamssim to this actimns.

orliew repetitins m triAl and plain pein , the bam iS 044kng
For .a So writig out tho egvitum s he hee da ns pg 4O and 41
le unbepful eand xiat be *4*tiead m2y it - eart of emcwuic

notatim ls usd. Ale thwe m mm typ- an pqs 4O and the wr
tim dietmgbaina torn iS wtt4U it sum OPOm tO MisaterpretatiMn.

A"JA I WUMId 11 to Stee the ned for uIt'x"tmttin
of the r tei. For emople tebe 8 peev rta oft=* ubm e

the U'-g 10 1wvaiales is a oompxmt of the &pem vwi*W. Als
in the fi'st diffwame rsesatme on w e about the we of the

trwd vreble nd Intworpte end hew thW ser h thee l ndel
trewteda Ia the lewI dista In mact:Un 1.

I dan't laia to hays gIvua this popr a Be srittAl
readag. It yo u en this dtvisalm to moke a real canSt butdn at the
propmd e em o this ppr somem in spi~n to have to sit dmn
ew do quite a bit of work.

RJeMpiate



Mr. Richard W. Van Wagenen March 21, 1968

Samir K. Bhatia

Professor Alan A. Walters

1. With reference to your inquiry of yesterday, I should like to
inform you that, according to his contract of December 1, 1967, Professor
Walters was to work for a maximum of 55 days on the Central American Road
User Charges Study. Out of this total, he has so far worked 49 days.
This, therefore, leaves provision for him to work for a further 6 days on
the study.

2. Mr. S. Please has asked me to inform you that he would like
Professor Walters to spend 6 days with him after completing the Modern
Quantitative Techniques Course in the Bank and after Professor Walters'
lecture cani tments in the United States have been fulfilled.

o0s Messrs. Stevenson
Please
Mitchell (PEC)
Laing

SKBhatia/rk



March 20, 1968

Mr. Milton Abelson
Harvard University
Center for International

Affairs
DeVlopment Advisory Service
1737 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Abelsons

Many thanks for your letter of March 15 and the address
of Mr. David Henderson.

I appreciated your response during our phone conversation
to my request for suggestions for information on industrial econo-
mists who may be available for our work either as pmanent staff
or as consultants.

Maxy thanks also for your offor to keep our interest in mind
if names of industrial sconomists come to your attention.

Sincerely yours,

M.A. Sreedhar, Acting Chief
Industrialization Division
3 onomics Department

MAS:ph



Mr. Guy H. Orcutt March 13, 1968

0. J. MoDiarmid

Research and the I.B.R.D.

I found your draft paper on Basic and Applied Research very
stimulating, though I think I disagree with some of the conclusions
embodied therein. You have tried without, I think, complete success,
to distinguish between basic research as primarily a tool-making
undertaking and applied research as a tool-using process. (Excuse
the over-simplification). While logically separable, and perhaps
useful, in physical science, I do not believe that such a dichotomy
can be satisfactorily carried over into such a heterogeneous and ill-
defined field as "development economies". In short, I feel that all
research in development economic, if it is to be any good, must be
"applied". The fact that, as you and many others have said, that
no satisfactory theory of economic development exists (apart perhaps
from Schumpeter who was really discussing another set of circumstances)
may be because the subject does not land itself to sweeping generali-
sations. I suppose the same can be said of other aspects of the
welfare "sciences".

In saying that I do not see "basic" and "applied" (I take it we
are not talking about deductive and inductive method. of analysis) as
useful categories of economic research, I am not denying the value of
cogitation regarding now analytical tools to help us define and hope-
fully solve some of our policy and prediction problem. From past
experience it would appear that every decade or so such a tool is
invented (production function, 1920's; input-output, 1930';
capital/output ratios, 190's; linear programing, 1950's, etc.).
However, in all cases the inventor was tring to solve a set of
problems in applied research.

To avoid negativism, I do believe that there is a useful alterna-
tive classification of "research" in the Bank, i.e. "country" research
and "problem" research and success will be in pulling the two closer
together. If there are those among us who are smart enough to invent
new tools such as those mentioned above, I am sura their genius will
not be dampened by the failure of the Bank to have a department of
basic research. As you say, while the Bank has not much of a reputa-
tion as a research center, I have not noticed startling new theoretical
innovations in development economics emerging from those centers (Tale,
Harvard, etc.) where, presumably, the staff is not distracted from high
thinking by the necessity of making loans and analyzing the intricacies
of country development programs. Perhaps if our unnecessarily restric-
tive policy on the distribution of economic reports were changed, our
reputation might grow.

ect Mr. B.B.King

Messrs. Kaarck/Stevenson
Economic Advisers

OJVc]p4ske



March 12, 1968

Dr. Paul Rosenstein-Rodan
10 Emerson Place
Boston, Massacbuaetts 02114

Dear Paul:

This is just to remind you that you
agreed to come into the Bank to have lunch
with me on Monday, March 18 at 12:45 p.m.
in my office, Room 800.

Looking forward to seeing you then,

Sincerely yours,

Andrew M. Kamarck
Director

Economics Department

AMK/vhw



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck Iarch 1m, 1968

Frank M. Tamagna

Comments on your Draft dated February 15, 1968 on The Organisation
of Research in the Economics Department - Autonomous Initiative and
Financial Markets

1. There is, I believe, an ama of economic research that should
be of primary interest to the Bank, that is not (and probably could not
be) handled by area dopartments, and is not, as far as I know, being
studied in depth by other institutions or agencies. I refer to the role
of the private sector, or perhaps we should call it "autonomous" sector,
in economic development in its three aspects - how to spark "private"
(or "autonomous") initiatives, the form and degree of complementarity
and competition between sectors, and how to achieve their effective in-
tegration in a single market economy. Such a study should include re-
search in case histories, analysis of economic and financial patterns,
and their application to newly imerging countries.

2. I an not sure of how this problem of how to spark initiatives
and risk-taking by private or local investors, for "grass roots" develop-
ment that would become continuing and increasingly self-supporting, would
fit in your scheme. It does not belong, it would seem, to "Policy Re-
search", which in your definition seems to consist primarily of background
information for the presentation and solution of problems as they arise.
Neither would it be part of "Operational Rtseearch", which is intended to
provide our operating staff with advice needed for case-by-case decisions.
It could probably be part of "Basic Research", directed, as you indicate,
toward meeting "the needs which tomorrow's policy makers will have". I
fully share your view that "after 20 years of the Bank existence in very
many fields we still have to muddle along on the basis of inadequate
knailedge".

3. The various aspeets of public-private relationships and their
intermingling are one of the "very many fields" of our inadequate knowl-
edge. In a general way, planning and infrastucture have placed emphasia
on the public sector almost exclusively, with concentration on the initia-
tive and role of central governments and relegation of -ritonomous and
private sectors to residual estimations and case-by-case considerations.
Development has a kind of pyramidal way of "happening", however, being
dependent on the contribution of resources that basic and unplanned sectors
make to planned and more technologically advanced sectors and proceeding
from broader toward more restricted activities. In a sense, the problem
should not be viewed in term of private versus public interest, but of
how to intermingle them so as to obtain the fluidity of resources and over-
lapping competition that is needed to maxinize economic return and produc-
tivity.

1/ The tem "autonomous" is adopted to include those quasi public or mixed
activities, local government units and voluntary associations, that are
increasingly assuming a leading role in social and economic changes.



Mr. Andrr N. ma rok- 2 - March 11, 1968

4. A case to the point is the study of financial markets in
developing countries. A financial market (or system) is the common
link between all sectors, whether public or private, through which
resources are mobilised and surpluses traneferred to match deficitsj
a sophisticated market is generally a sip of maturity, while any
inadequacy of the system tends to hold back growth in the economy.
Substitute can be found to serve the publie seetors of the eoona,
such as the use of fiscal techniques for savings formation and re-
distribution and of money creation for investment financing - but autone-
mm and/or the private sectors remain for the most dependent for their
needs of external financing on voluntary savings and other funds collected
through market institutions. A financial market in just one aspect of the
autonomous initiative process, that needs be structured as help to coun-
tries to booms self-supporting in their own economic environment.

S. The purpose of a financial market study would be to analyse the
procoasses by which institutions and instruments can be introduced, that
could gather local savings and transform it into investment capital, in
particular countries at various stages of economic development. Both the
OED and ECE have thought enough of the importance of furthering a proper
financial framework for their countries, to entrust to two important com-
mitt*". the task of studies of this problem in depth. We do not seem to
find the same interest and preocmation in the Bank for the imenseo4
more difficult task of guiding financial development as an integral part
of economic development. Such a study would require, as did those cited
studies, the combination of knowledge and experience from various coun-
tries, on a comparative and analytical basis. You might consider it as
part of the now administrative machinery and the research cmmittee that
you propose, involving the Econemics Department with area departments, as
well as official and private experts, individuals and universities from
several of our member countries.

F14TAMAGRAi mm-v

cc: Mr. Friedman
Mr. Stevenson
Mr. Sacchetti
Mr. Adler



March 7, 1968

Mr. Richard L. Simmns
N.C. State University Mission
U.S. Embassy - USAID
Lima, PERU

Dear Dicka

As you may have talked to Art Coutu recently, you may
be able to anticipate why you should hear from me so soon again.
It is to ask wehter you would be interested at all in establishing
residence in Washington sometime in the not so distant future ad
if so, if you would be interested in reviewing and developing
methodology for appraising projects and sector priorities (pubmarily,
but not exclusively in agriculture) and, hence, join our Department
of Sconowfd= staff at the World Bank.

In case you have not seen my letter to Jim Seagraves you
might want to know my personal impression of the work here. Because
I am very hard pressed for time this week preparing for a short
mission to Africa I will just quote from my letter to Jima "......
I am now here at the World Bank just a little over ae year. The
work has been interesting and promises to become even more challenging
as time goes on. This organisation is becoming increasingly conscious
of the necessity to examine the entire development impact of its
investment operations as well of all the other institutions involved
in this task. It apparently is not so long ago that the major con-
cern here was the financial "soundness" of the project and the borrowing
country and consequently the scope of work for economists was quite
limited. Particularly, since about two years ago the objectives have
been moving into new directions and economics work has come quite into
its own. Quite a number of good economists have joined the staff
recently (a recent arrival is Guy Orcutt). go one quite knows how
this is going to develop and since economists quite notoriously do not
have any clear solutions particularly when it comes to development
planning issues, the road ahead is still quite rough and every once
in a while the sceptics have their day again. Most of the senior
economists here now are concerning themselves with macro-issues and
the micro-operations research type problems are primarilyppushed by
the younger new staff. I am in a group called Investment Planning
Division and we (very few of us) are primarily concerned with deve-
loping operational models for appraising projects and loo ing for
development potentialities in sectors like agriculture, transportation,
etc."



Dr. Richard L. Simns 2 - March 7, 1968

If you are interested to purme possible esplyeent with
the Bank, and personally I hope you do, I would suggest that you
fill out the enclosed form (a neeseary evil) and return it to me
with whatever related questions you may have. I would then pursue
the matter with the people who would be concerned.

i.th the family an. in well. Blooseo has a job zew and
the kids including the baby we growing up rapidly. I hope Janice
and your kids are all well.

Best regards,

Tours sincerely,

Shlom.

SReutlingerabso

Attachent



March 7, 1968

Dr. Joseph D. Coffey
Department of Agricultural Economics
University of CAlifornia
Berkley
CALIFOVRNU

Dear Joes

A few weeks ago Art Coutu told me about your whereabouts
these days and that you may be coming to Washington for a visit
sometime in March. The specific purpose of my meeting with Coutu
was to see if we could establish some mutually beneficial relation-
ship between my Department here at the World Bank and the North-
Carolina-Peru Istablishment. Furthermore, I mentioned to Art that
we might be expanding our acitivities here and that we are intereted
in knowing about good agricultural economists who would congidertto
join us. Noedless to say, Art highly recommended you and I would,
therefore, like to encourage you to apply should you be interested
in working for the Bank in research related to development and parti-
cularly agricultural project issues.

I an fairly much of a newcomer myself in the Bank, having
joined a little over a year ago. You may be interested, therefore,
in my impression of the role an economist may play here. Thb work
has been interesting and promises to become evern more challenging
as time goes on. This organisation is becoming increasingly con-
scious of the necessity to examine the entire development impact
of its investment operations as well of all the other institutions
involved in this task. It apparently is not so long ago that the
major concern here was the financial "soundness" of the project
and the borrowing country and consequently the scope of work for
economists was quite limited. Particularly, since about two years
ago the objectives have been moving into new directions and economics
work has come quite into its own. Quite a number of gCd economists
have joined the staff recently (a recent arrival is Guy Orcutt). No
one quite knows how this is going to develop and since economists
quite notoriously do not have any clear solution particularly when
it comes to development planning issues, the road ahead is still
quite rough and every once in a while the sceptics have their day
again. Most of the senior ecorwkists here now are concerning them-
selves with macro-issues and the micro-operations research type
problems are primarily pushed by the younger new staff. I am in a
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group called Investment Plaming Division and we (very fow of va)
are primarily concrned with developing operational models for
appraising projects and looking for development poteatalities in
sectrs like agriculture, transportation, etc. Th is then the
area of work *hich I thiought might interest you.

I regret that I w4ll be away from the office for the
remainder of this month. I will return from Africa about April 2.

owevwr, in came you should be interested in *hat we have to offer,
I suggest that you met with 3*. SoheedtJe (Dl 1-3M7), whenever
you happen to be in Wdhngton, anyway. I an also nwlosing a form
which you may fill out and sumit to our persomml office with a
copy to myself.

In &W cesse I would be bppy to hear from you sometime.

Best regards,

Tours sinoer.ly,

Shimst

Seuthingwabeo 7
Attacheent



Mr. barVWu A. deWris 7e'mary 28, 1968

A. fd (Vt/

Letter from Mr. John W. Mdsen

Please note that a coer look at tto data will show there
are only 16 camon observations vhIch could be vved for regression
analysis.

For tte variables used in equations 7, 8 & 9g has 25 abeer-

vatiom (Table 4, colum 5 - pap 27), and from ArA Table IV, pap 81,
Ta has 29 observations, Yi has 28, pd has 28, pw and pw bave 18.

The last two variahls narrowed dtun the field, and even from there we

had to omit 2 observations (for Paiatan and Thailand) since no data for

D1 wre available.

Mr. odeents ltter is seut back herewith.

AMoe5



Ir. J. H. C9.iw r 26, l 6

1. At Us Msting of Mvsion MW* hold a e ?e ary 20, 1968,
Mr. Lomark regestmd a brief note from each Dvision Chief L IdA -
fying 4 major itewt probls intheir reepeo ve faild. rol-
lo g is a utem ns of the problem arifflM in h ea field to-

-sm, with sam - prapmwU for hture acetom te Dionk.

2. As iU wall kwns, the data ompiled b7 ant dnelopng
countries arm of very poor qwUlity and fzvqusey fall to meet *m

minimm standards of rU1e Ml1tr. VA natinal inaemu estimates, in
parUoular, an in uw mones littA nwv then guesses - ingsru d or
o erwise- the reponsibulity fr developing and Ibyo g stat s-
tieal wrk In ap o"ntes is primarily that of te United
Nam 3 ael Offtosa, %idob also mntains a large staff of

teboca esperts and connsulta. Thome would qppoar to be no
point, therefore, in the Bank's a%%MA4Min to dupliain this arramse-
Ment. 3mwnar, In view of the Bank's ital intarost in a proper
sme - an*i of exn * perfomnens in devel*ping countdmp thre is
a streng am for the lokl's asmamI a far mom moWie *I* In this
field thn hervtofos.

3. In the first ylAnp the BAWk hAould ha an Important voios
in ining atitl policies and priritge in 4emloping
aawmtries. So far, tbes hae been I=ly et out by .e U.N. itha
lttle or no partlc*pa n k the Book. Thwo polici am g.nerally
globl in -tam (e.g. x -x-a a -Vto for. all countries to carry out

Vaien em0 0 at st intwu.ala). qp ilo has dwm that not
only er oh programs not app priate fbw all countries but my ev

molt in a wastel use of mw satistiI resources. Thom is a
~a mned to look nub nmo oalame]y at te problems and
of ISWvidual dantrie.

4. In this -sepect, Vh Bank has alrady a** s useful oo-
tributiams directly to the aotes iee ns. Emples a e the pro-

psels =bmitted to the Owner nts of the . and Indaoansa
fbr timrawUM the performance of %bir qolAtive statistical systems.

In the am of tho Philippineas, t has already bone frit and can-
siderable Improeent is evident. This sr of a&ios shoul be eade
arallabl by the Bank an a wach broader basis.

5. The Bank amn a3O make a contrUtIon through te
Inqwn md revision of the national incom aouts of

*Aob am the subjeot of IMu arvey sme=ins. In te ase of
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IrAWW8Ja, for OsMWlG, revlsad end WeAe rigtjom income &nUane
Mr pnrp~ad in Owng aftM with 00 Indoesian MUU&Uoal abri-
ies and Mm will w doub, serve as a besis flor flurter w -t Md
iSpauemente In the f re. It abould be pointed out Oat -9 .ak

Ue far better plaood to do 04s ast of fting VhR is tg a. V. , bwtb
bans of its pnMO 0 0 in ua Of its n=-FOUUOal absr r.

6. 4~art froM txgreving WIS qality Of statiuos in Indivi-
dual developing Gowitwis, th Bank is also vitally ncerned wi*
Offltetin intercowitry sW nd er-gicnal 0cprioe A case in
Point is the level Of per Owpita MP in VarIOU& OCOUtiSO in Sermes
OX Ub elae althxogb the 1i"s ootad be amlargod to LnndW iteme
such " aqnvriown of Jawestuent, oonsuartionj, saVings love";, at*.

7. O pw Pina a- - of mch intermmtry and inter-
MCIOCA, 0oWIsMe mesariv dorww M the carrying out of

baeic reswb prjots, sah " the oo s mtatqlm of rsyr,*smU~ve
puram pover pa"Ity rates. Ropsily, the -ak wid be trmojv9d
to a l1idtod exkmt in the Projeat an real ino oompi m now
being oganied by Prof. Kra"A of Pnsylymia University. Oivan
te u y of te problem nd the wide field to be comnrd, hw ,ver,
Vwr* would gnar to be a st oW ce for the Bank,# undertkIdng

-m indWpedout mresera In bai field.

UNW710b



Mr- Aadw 3.~f ft ?Wtr7 6, 1968

The foulsag is.112 rgsins to Y~ ro ir a brier MU Oa
ftvo pmbl ithin ou fld of esqtem.

that tb*wra miePf*Wa w ~si I f ~ cpt
wi32 Aw 0 11wtmt 201 IM tis gSumt inM l~we do aft br to'k*t "tt ws WiLl bo "pma to SM suprU intotmowtd, X@mdiU us pla to bmW up to date Ow prjectI.= of "VitalI~nma dewiv" ty 000n@d r"r of A.4m D41t~ wepa toPrmIte Staff "kW*M tO W. KI for bis werig t an IDA criteria,an wsb to inwrs our o'.eatomith MD in It* Ois, 0 tw ofaid.

2. 4nm wesNow to ixswt~roa woka thi.Subjws JulOf .4ions 'Ia to debt @riiestj 10a* In toc with flU 'ho a" OgsTL in tis t11d and b" to lamrue.mI GO-pgrtm ith MM In Its of an p Woblf.

hsv beg.etib with a aVw to 04wim
D. Probem n whichb~i d

Dw*riA h oalsw Xx- t pw of~w4 ~m prqi

0. UfSW. Mrt

3Eclott

Naasf
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wu s t a bef statminnt a the jaw dmmg t
as s-e tam th viempoint or the w In thias DavsI.

I Will at ith the tqpia of p s, hvbw it am be imgo
*m is wide insqptmxm e of t es hat eM*s pIammt -idw* is
a dgtdrent to ememo devel i n etuino y all Pwt U ea .
) oa hm ben at tht s sttatoo b 604,10n i1 t". rimt1r
A" t In A at Iom.bss movkr o ft co-noal vien. We
wed have is for a* we waft an t e s of bow atU doterront
&fact "U2mn Oeres ia dib of :S-:AN. ! mtO alas be

nwommy to have ... lr "* at em a thePed histwois f/dkoal
m--i--v- an to idmt aat=22l h-Womd in the s=Uw atame f -vwth-, o

the Nme t d4salmed e .

m wil be tmm ptht a GWW is a tope of gvat am=t Itert
outside te Book. Tt is of partsmg, intWt to VW U.S. AID, wte bM
relativ*V large funde avvdlAW* for rosa roh In this field. TW an

Ow"0417 mass" in mn Ie this vmes -h work out to U.S. vivepitimen
IrIG g aee uhich ham not pmi Augly dome h work in the field of

- -atiom atutiem. An Important pt of the emptastn for this Curvent
interest lies in the attitudo of the U.S. Ocosges, but it aIas rflets
th opersume of ratbr Pown-fal "abbas mosgmod In th t m or

im, amw m4 the to h1 ue of pOPAatian Gontrol.

AnatbW Om iten fw this Division, but a* whiah is clesry of
mijw -ode, for development, is the question of agmrian r nfa ad 2A4

tonme we ws m right to pick this maject as
gae whih m4mAe be at least wteW closely if we are uwLte to do =7

m In th wW of sys.muati suaem in ta Socalog*l fiel . As it
beomine obvioe that he urgwds=tion of agrimtwe is a

mjor davolwpaont prob4 the aestao of land tornm iNAnOSmintu We
son wd -are to th front. t is also beeug eem that, as in th

field of pOeasO Q Y UItND the twL muntan of refm
schoee is as an ad moistrative - it is a poitical problem. I

- Dpet* howvw, that less pvg - h ben mdo with the malysli ad
IdKNWtowdng of this prbIM thn has be-n mo& in the fild of spdpatim

control.

'eraditianyi, the adest of the AgriM ref4M has bow ratbw
soaloudVg gumrded by FAO. Wtumtatear their attitUde ham not PA sto MPI
othom to think that thW haw a 1pwtial a & and pvb&Xy the most
Ink aws-mM vwek m th- s abjeot We been done in m weitIA, of *tich
thend T1 Cwr of the Vsimeity of Wicnn is one of the best

noms . This moft, 1Ad<h ha be= fina.4 b AITD, is rAM bqOM:dMS
to yield s M inteetiMn reSdlt*. e 0Oined AO saW with %Mob
us boo bmw wl Aeborativg in a vw7 maw wq mW alm &W to tage romlt*
as far -e Tin Anwica is m naameL.



h the maft s-.a of divaeiasi ativitims - ressenh into
probl w of -cndtry e.mm . anlymis - there Is 1 e gAralisatim
which not be =4s, trite as it mu oem. The mm work we do in this
field4 the mme it beoma obvia= that there is no genmrl tbeary of
the naturo of the pames. 7h* field IS wvmed with patal
inmights mieh, ho ir mmain- they MW be, do not add up to a

gSawl theo" of the knd wh h bee so produtive in the hisetry of
oconamie thought In the peat. In these irsautances we peba V
right to er e the prapatle midt and try to we aid Arvelp what we
know. I the context of our work prgm, this amnte to afplicatime

of - of MOW=- mu'"'t Wim %uma tative techmu
develoed for V.3. and Wtern Europe. I do not @Wmwibo to the view-
point that there is oamething inherntly wreg in a tr=wfer of iMa of
this kind nee I b1enIa that there is an mulwlying wdty to emom

phomewma thr-ughout Us world. (I do, howvvr, belim it neisaary to
bew in xnd the 1idtaims of mm cnaseeo a the tim.)

An im e m b't of rovearch Is going forward thromghmt the sord
an quwatitative apoets of Aevelopment. one mspets, hwwevar, that the
eipd-ficanae of ah of this work is not in prwpartIe to its volae.

N,- the viewpoint of or intts in the Bonk (whiah I t~a to be Uh
d - Llopwt of remsate which would ham relevow e t* either *ur I oandIng

to the developent prOes or to appropriate pelicy omnclusiom) m-ch of
the &aa4e work is not sigifiant. The beet of this work, hIwever,s
beginning to have an ipat e the pl.ming and poliiess of the dol.jopUW

comtris.

Miawkins/w

ec: fr. de rize
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Jbnm 0. ran der Tak

sm hw Pofazm IMIlMI ?LaRSLaS Dhvision

Following our couratio .terda I attach three sets
of docmmunts relati to the research proga of the Investmant
Planning Mvdania Ti) -Progress Foport ad ftudiss,, Jswmy U, 1968
(Annar J) 5 (ii) PrOUXeary Long-Toma Aarche Poram (Ammax II) g
?iii) Pr*1i"i"*zT Tuo-Toar Research Program for 196, amw studties
oWly (A==a 1)).

I hope this will provide a useful bamiu for a discussion of
the research program of the Investment Pfwlbag Diviaioa scheuld tor
Mn4adW, Fobruaz7 26, at 11.00 c~m. in your offie.

Attabsmate

eel Mfr. Stesom



February 16, 1968

Mr. Turgut Osal
Under-Secretary
State Planning Organisation
Bakanliklar
Ankara, Turkeiy

Dear Turgut,

Thank you very wnwh for giving s an opportunity to hear

about your prorau in connetion with the ROD and your views

about the future of RGD. YIf discussion with you great3y increased

our understanding of the possibilities and aecompavring problems

in your efforts at regional cooperation

Please give jw regards to Mr. Oeyhun and your other

colleagues.

Best regards.

Yours sincere3y,

Ayhxan Ciligiroiglu
concnaias Department

ac: Mr. R. Hablutsel

Acilingiroglu:dma



7*ruary 16, 1968

AIR MAIL

Professor Hisry Bruton
Department of NaEmnnics
Willims College
Willinstown, Mass. 01267

Dear Hezwyi

Please find attaohed vq internal ocaimts (internal
to the Sector and Project Grop of the E.onomiis Depart-
ment) on your peper whiah I prumised to send you in our
telephone conversation the other day.

I = looking forward to hearing from you early next
week whether a ssinar discussion in the near future wilU
be possible.

Yours sincerely,

Bertil Walstedt, Adviser
Sector and Project Grop
Uoncoacs Department

/tgakment

/V"



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE HEMORANDUM

TO Mr. J. D. Scott DATE: February 13, 1968

FROM : Barend A. de Vries

SUBJECT: "Economies of Scale and Economic Integration" by Mr. Hung

I am sorry that, because of my absence on a mission, I was unable
to comment on this article by Mr. Hung. The article strikes me as un-
duly general, and should have qualified the few facts and research re-
sults presented. I do not believe that the article reflects accurately
or adequately the findings and thinking of economic research workers,
including several in the Bank, on economies of scale in industrial pro-
duction, and the experience of industry in developing countries. The
article may leave the reader with an erroneous impression of the thinking
on the subject matter in our institutions.

Since this draft article is only for the September issue I recommend
strongly that an alternative be considered in its place. In any case,
thorough revisions are needed. I also suggest that, should Mr. Bung
prepare a follow-up article on related subjects, my associates and I will
be given more time for review.

On page 2 Mr. fung starts out by saying that it is well established
that as an enterprise expands its scale of operation the cost of produc-
tion per unit decreases. This is true in general, for most industries,
and for conditions prevailing in industrial countries but there are
certain industries for which this is not true. Entirely apart from the
potentials of integration, conditions in underdeveloped countries may
not favor large scale operations. For example, take the management
factor, mentioned on page 4, where it is said that management efficiency
increases in larger enterprises. But the fact of the matter is that
management is a very scarce resource in developing countries and,
consequently, it may well be desirable to keep down the scale of opera-
tion in order to make industrial operations "manageable".

The size of industrial enterprise cannot be judged solely on the
basis of economics, as it is understood in industrial countries, or of
the technology developed to suit the conditions of industrial countries.
Industrialization in the process of economic development is an integral
part of the modernization of the economy. Establishing an industry in
a small country or a region of a large country brings with it a multitude
of inter-reactions: technological adaptation, training of management
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and labor; establishing supplies of raw materials and other inputs and
developing markets for the output of the plant; setting up financial
arrangements for the plant and its products; housing for the workers
and other social services. These are all indirect benefits which must
be taken into account in judging the appropriateness of size. And
these factors are more important for underdeveloped countries than
they are for industrial countries. There is no adequate treatment of
these factors anywhere in the article. This is a major shortcoming
which, in my view, puts the wrong face on the case for integration and
large-scale operation.

The article does not seem to be based on adequate facts and research
on the subject. For example, in giving examples of products for which
economies of scale are found, Mr. Hung mentions farm machinery. It is true
that for many types of farm machinery there are significant economies of
scale. It is also true -- and this is perhaps much more relevant for the
design of industrial development in many of the poor countries -- that
there are many products for which economies of scale are less important.
They are the more complex machinery and items of equipment of which
production is labor intensive even in the industrial country. This also
holds for certain types of farm machinery. Thus, while, as it is said on
page 6, hundreds of examples could be given of the actual economies
achieved, many opposite examples could also be given. The reader will
not be impressed by being given a quote from an article which is now al-
most 10 years old (Table 1).

On page 7, the article addresses itself to the issue of economic
integration. It is said to improve the welfare of the integrating region.
This is true under certain conditions. However, integration may involve
trade diversion and, therefore, reduce welfare. Should not the case -
against excessive discrimination associated with integration be discussed?
Moreover, the same points made in favor of integration can be made for
exports in general. Does not this article make points in favor of export
efficiency in general rather than integration? Certainly, the relevance
of the analysis for the case in favor of exports ought to be pointed out.

On page 8, the author says that it is precisely the low quality and
less expensive product which is most suited for mass production techniques.
But cannot many high quality and expensive items be quoted which are
massed produced, e.g. automobiles, steel, small transformers, etc.? These
are also relatively complex products.

The case given for the cement industry in Asia on page 9 requires
further qualification and much more detailed analysis before it can be
convincing. In the first place, is it not rather abstract and unreal to
talk about the cement industry in Asia, the region being far too vast
for a realistic analysis? Is it fair and relevant to give the reduction
in cost involved in increasing volume from 50,000 tons to 1.8 million tons
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if most cement factories are now said to be operating in the 100,000 to
230,00% ton range? Furthermore, the percentage cost reduction possible
should make explicit allowance for the cost of transport, especially
since cement is quite bulky. Finally, it is not really relevant to say

that the region consumes some 10 million tons a year, since much of the
consumption may be inland and out of reach of cheap transportation.
Consequently, a figure for coastal regions in a smaller and more co-
herent area would be more relevant.

The author turns next to the case for integration of the steel
industry in Latin America. But again the figures given, on page 10,
need very serious qualification. They apply to the cost of rolling flat
products. But much of the steel consumption of Latin America is for
billets, reinforcing bars and other forms of structural steel, and wire.
The economics of the production of these latter items is quite different
and can be accomplished economically at much lower production volumes
than that of flat products. Consequently, an economic case can be made
for smaller volume mills, as in fact has been demonstrated by Bank opera-
tions.

In discussing the case for integration of electric energy consump-
tion and production, the author ventures outside the concept of integra-
tion usually adhered to in trade discussions. The author comes back to
this in the closing paragraph. However, while imnortant, policy and
facts in this type of integration are often quite different and deserve
separate treatment. This aspect of integration should be discussed in
another article.

The next subsection, "Are Economies of Scale Unlimited?" does not
get to the real point. This section ends by saying that it appears that
in developing countries there may be quite proper preference for labor
intensive industries which may employ "optimum plants" smaller than those
in the capital intensive industries. I have already mentioned above that
there is a rather impressive range of products which, even under the tech-
nology commonly followed in industrial countries, are produced in a labor
intensive manner. If organization, management and technical development
is well on its way we have found that developing countries can be reason-
ably competitive in these products. Thus, little contribution is made by
saying "we know only that, egenerally speaking, unit costs do fall as pro-
duction increases". The point of the matter is that we know much more and
our work has proceeded far enough that we should not be speaking in a
general vein.

Under his "Three Observations", on page 12, the author directs him-
self to the appropriate attitude of planners. Ile feels that they should
give greater attention to the economies of scale in formulating joint
industrial plans, and make sure that priority and types of projects and
plant location will assure the maximum benefits for the region and the
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region and the best allocation of resources. The fact of the matter is
that,even under the best of circumstances, planners know very little what
is the best allocation of industrial resources. From the experience with
successful industrialization one is rather led to believe that industrial
planners might best proceed on a piecemeal basis within a sound policy
framework rather than promoting a grand design, even if regionally oriented.

In conclusion, while the broad general advocacy of integration may
well be warranted, the specific evidence given in the article should be
severely qualified and further substantiated. As it now reads, the
article distracts from, and contradicts the need for, many other and per-
haps more urgent things which developing countries can do and should be
doing in order to promote their industrial development. Last, but not
least, it should give more explicit recognition to the case for export
orientation.

cc: Messrs. R. Goodman
1. G. Hilton
M. L. Hoffman
Lars Lind
S. Lipkowitz
M. Sreedhar

BAdeVries:ya



Yr. Antonio J. Macone February 13, 1968

3. Bevan Waide

Cmgtesi~es Work,

Since yesterday's meeting was postponed, I thought it might be
useful to put dous mn paper the Asia Department' a need for commodities
work in 1968, taking as read (or said) the various suggestions abont
content and documentation that were made in the first two meetings on
this subject. Apart from 1r operations, Consortia and Consultative
Group meetings on India, Pakistan, alaysia, Thailand, Korea and Ceylon
will be held this year. We thus have a hig priority need for work an
jute and jute textiles, tea, rubber, tin, and oils and fats (with par-
ticular reference to oil palm and coccnut products). Of slightly lower
priority, but nevertheless important, we seek further guidance an tropical
timbers, iron e, rice, and then tobacco, cotton textiles, copper and fibres.

Our main needs are for an evaluation of short and medium-ters price
and market prospects. However, in sows cases we feel a need for additional
work on the long-term prospects, particularly for rubber and tin which are
important in Geylon, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand. In rubber, I imagine
the main question is whethr the Behrman Study will give us (perhaps with a
little more work on our part) the price forecast which we shall be seeking
in July. Regarding rice, we had understood that sme econometric work was
being done on the demand side - is this so? Because of the importance of
rice as an import or export in every country in Asia, we regard additional
work on the medium to long-run prospects as having high priority. Would it
be possible, in the case of tropical timbers, to enlarge the scope of the
plywood study so as to give us judgementa about timber exports from the
Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia (and even Burma)? I understand
that plywood corestock and veneers are the main end-uses of tropical timbers.
The coverage being given to jute and tea by the Ils/aron mission should meet
our needs for these cmmdities, and we hope we are correct in assuming that
we can be adequately briefed on fats and oils. Cotton textiles and tobacco
will presumably also be handled by the Ils/Varon mission.

I attach a copy of a mmorandum fr m. PaPrkins which may be of interest.

The "Partial List . ... distributed at the last meeting is very useful,
and we have distributed this to country eoomsts. Wll it be succeeded by
"Coplete List ..... "?

Attacbment

ac: & cleared with: Mr. ring

cc: Mr. Stevenson, lalnanoff, IDO

EWaide :bh
IMR



February 12, 1968

Mr. I. [el.og
State Department
Rooa 7511A
2201 C Stro.t, N.W.
Washngton, D.C.

Dear Mr. Kellogs

Attached is a cow of a paper which I have Just oealeted,
anid which I had mentioned Over lunch last Octeber. If you have
ow comints, I will be very glad to hear tbAk.

I hope we will have the opportunity to meet in the near
future to discuss this a"i other Matbrs.

Yours sincers37,

&2-

George C. *zaian

Ecoomics Departamnt

0CZaidante

boelomure



OFFICE NEMORANDUI

To: Economic Advisers, Area Departments and February 8, 1968
Projects Department

From: George Kalmanolf I K

Subject: Commodities Work

During our meeting of February 7, 1968 on the subject, we
tentatively agreed to continue our discussion on Monday, February 12.
The meeting on February 12 is being temporarily postponed, to permit
the Export Projectiuns and Trade Division to prepare some concrete
suggestions in the light of our discussions thus far. You will be
infarmed of the date of the next meeting.

cc: Messrs. Kamarck, Stevenson, Macone, Bhatia

GKalmanoff :vlb
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Enrique erdau

ank Coum.dita Work

ir. Weiner hae aokvd me to atrend the metings at whieh this
subject 1i being di.eusoed. tdry thA qttakh*4 list a? "rerent" domu-
%ante war distributed, which may be af interst.

rould you let no km- by 9:30 &.m. Monday 12th - *rally if
preferred - what observationN ad weq t* fy prw1 iy tre-tmrv. of
comadities in 196C you wish m to eonvoy to the usit mmtig?

13Lrdaustg
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Mr. J. H. Willies February 2, 1968

Andrew M. Kamarek (ygned)

Economic Intelligence Work on Developed Economies

You vil recall I roised the problem of where the economic work
in the Ban),/on developed countries should be done in my memorandum
of June 2, 1967.

It seems to me that some kind of decision in principle ought
to be reached on this within the near future. The IDA replenishment
negotiations with the Part I countries seems to be becoming a
continuous process. Sir Denis Rickett in his work of liaison with
Part I countries I would think would ask almost immediately as to
who in the Bank is responsible for this work and to whom he should
turn for help, briefing materials and so forth.

A decision on the exact size of the staff to do this work
presumably should wait until we discover from Sir Denim how much
help he will need.

cc: Mr. Friedman
Mr. Knapp

AMK:ner



OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY * STILLWATER
Research, Instruction, and Extension 74074
Department of Agricultural Economics
372-621T, Exs. 7511, 7521, 7515

February 2, 1968

Projects Dept. Correspondence

Mr. Tully Friedgut A BN'DY ..
F-350
IBRD, 1818 H Street, N. W. DATE -1i-

Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Friedgut:

Thank you very much or the World Bank publications and
your informative letter. I will be expecting the questionnaire
back from Dr. Sitton.

Furthermore, I will be contacting Professor Tangri con-
cerning possible exchange of information.

I am hoping to be able to go to D. C. later this year
to collect information on my topic. I am sure that the World
Bank would be one of the organizations I would like to visit
and I would be very pleased to meet you on that occasion.

Sincerely yours,

P. Pinstrup Andersen
Research Assistant

ld

cc: Dr. Luther Tweeten





February 1, 1968

Mr. Marry Haines Bell
Director, Research Division
United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development
Palais des Nations
Geneva, Bvitzerland

Dear Harry:

This is just to acknowledge receipt with thanks
of your division's research memorandum No. 13/4
"Illustrative Tariff Profiles of Selected Developed
Countries - Kennedy Round - Part III.:"

Sincerely yours,

Andrew M. Kamarek
Director

Economics Department

AMK:ner

document sent to Kalmanoff
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March 1, 1968

Mr. kAobert C. Mioncure
Africa and Middle East Branch
Econozic Research Service
U. j. Departent of Agriculture
Washington, D.C. 20250

Dear Bob.

Thank you very much for your letter of February 27,
enclosing a copy of "The World Agricultural Situation"
published by your Department. I am sure this will be of great
interest to my oolleagues here. I was glad to hear c.hat you
are back in WaLhington for some time.

With regard to your friend, I will be glad to forward
your letter to our Personnel Division for their handling, as
all recruiting for all Departments in the Bank is coordinated
by them. I appreciate, however, your thinking of the Bank.

With best wishes,

Sincerely youra,

A. M. Kamarck (signed)

Andrew M. Kanarck
Direc tor

Economics Department

cc: Hr. Dyck (with incoming letter)

S l a/rk



January 31, 1968

Professor Arnold C. Harberger
Chairman
Department of Economics
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Dear Al:

This is to follow up on John Adler's letter.

I would like to give lunch for you on Thursday,February 15. T hope you can make it. If you can,you could come to my office at about 12:50 and we
would then go on up to the Bank dinin7 room together.

All best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

R.7M. Kamarck (signed)
Andrev M. Kamarck

Director
Economics Department

AMK:ner



January 31, 1968

Oiannini libundation
Department of Agricultural Economics
University of California
Berkley
CALIFORNIA

Dear Sir.

I would appreciate receiving a copy of the
following at your earliest convenience:

0. 0. Taylor, "Economic Planning of Water
Supply Systems", Giannini Fourdation Research Paper
Number 291.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

Shlomo Reutlinger
Economics Department

SRabso



January 31, 1968

Mr. A. R. Tainah
Ostermalm gatan 61
Stockholm 0, Sweden

Dear Mr. Taineb:

Thank you for sending me a copy of your article
"Gross National Waste" in Nov. As you requested, I
am passing this on to Mr. Friedman.

Best wishes for the New Year,

Sincerely yours,

Andrew M. Kamarek
Director

Economics Department

AMK:ner



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: FILES DATE: January 31, 1968

FROM: Andrew M. Kamarck QSJ%

SUBJECT: Per Capita GNTP Figures

I had lunch on January 29 with Mr. Handfield-Jones, the Canadian
Alternate Executive Director in the Fund; Mr. John Stone, the Australian
Executive Director in the Bank, and Mr. Johnstone who is the new head
of the General Studies Division of the Research Department in the Fund.

This lunch was organized by Mr. Handfield-Jones in agreement
with Mr. Stone. The purpose of the lunch was to express the distrust
that both Mr. Stone and Mr. Handfield-Jones have of the conventional
per capita GNP figures shown in the annual reports of the Bank and
Fund. Mr. Stone tended to go so far as to say that these figures
inherently were so bad and so misleading that no figures should be
provided. Mr. Handfield-Jones emphasized rather the difficulties of
evaluating the subsistence sector. He suggested that it would be more
informative and more representative if the figures given on national
accounts clearly isolated the subsistence sector. In this way, one
would have a better view of what economy really consisted of.

Both Mr. Johnstone and I accepted their points in so far as
they implied the need for improvement of the data and the need to
regard existing data with a cautious eye. I also feel that Mr.
Handfield-Jones had a real point on the handling of the subsistence
sector.

cc: Messrs. Adler
AMK:ner Collier

Levy



Kr. John Hulloy January 31, 1968

Bedri Ra.

Suggested Topics for Charts

With reference to our conversation, I suggest the following topios
for presentation in chart form. The suggestions have the approval of
those colleagues with whom I have discussed this matter. However, on
one point there was some disagreement. I feel that in addition to the
global data being charted in a set of "master-eharts" we should have
supplemental charts on each topic showing data for each of the five
regions: turope, Western Hemisphere, Asia, Africa and the Middle last
and North Africa. I also feel that the regional charts should identify
data for at least two of the most important countries in each region.
As against this view, it was argued that regional data have less meaning
than country data and that instead of regional charts we should have
supplemental charts plotting the data for say ten or fifteen important
LDCs.

I do not agree that regional data have little meaning; they are
indeed of operational significane. econdly identifying the data for
ton or fifteen countries in each ehart would make it overly cumberseome
to read.

Since the charts are to be simple, I have suggested the minimal
number of items for inclusion under each topic. Ivan then, the regional
charts may beome cumbrous if individual country data are plotted en the
same charts Assuming that three items are included in a regional chart
and that three countries are identified, there would be, in all, twelve
observations to make. If only two countries are identified, the number
of observations would be nine and if the items plotted are only two and
data for two countries are identified, the number of observations would
be reduced to six.

The master charts might perhaps be printed on transparent sheets
so as to enab1e comparison with the regional country charts by placing
thon over the latter.

Finally, it may be appropriate to consider som topics for which
historical data may not be available, e.g. distribution of financial
flows by bread purpose (capital aid, non-profit finance); tied assistance;
and average terms of official bilateral loans in relation to bond yields
in lender-country.

1. Net flow of financial resources to LaC*.
WDC balance on giowds and s;rMce ac-c-oun.
Net changes in reserves.

2. Not flow of financial resources to LDCz.
Not flow ol'official capital.'
Net flow of private capital.

Pa of saternal assistance.



2-

4. Net flow of official bilateral Mpital.
lit flar of graut and grant 1k* assistane.

5. Net flow of financial resources in relation to national inoome.
Ist flow or offioiaL bilateral capital in relation to
national income.

6. Not flow of multilateral assistance.
'let rlOW 0of loapaW, tace

Net Bank-Group assistance.

7. External Public Debt Outs+.,ndinu.
1n3cudng undisbr8d ount.
Exrluding undisburesd amonts.

8. Debt Servie

Amortization
Intarsat.

9. Net Qhanaes in disbursed debt
Not Wming"n in debt iiriiee obligations
Changes in the debt aervice ratio.

IC. Gross earninjz from goodz and services.

D ebt service.
Debt aerAo. ratio.

11. LDC GNP
Grosidomestic investmrnt.
Net receipts fram goods and servicas.

oet inflow of financial resources.

DRao/7d



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: FILES DATE: January 31, 1968

FROM: Andrew M. Kamarck L&

SUBJECT: Planning

I spoke to Mr. Hawkins today on the work on economic planning
methodology and techniques in the Economics Department. I asked
him to continue his and his division's interest in this.

I also asked him to think about ways in which this work could
be carried forward.

We made a preliminary reconnaissance of several ideas. One was
that we might have somebody, preferably someone who has had actual
experience in the Bank in this matter (e.g. Bevan Waide), bring together
an analysis of Bank experience in this field. We also discussed the
possibility of bringing in somebody from the universities or elsewhere
as a summer consultant or as a sabbatical year to make an exploration
of the existing literature and experience.

I mentioned to Mr. Hawkins that at a meeting some time ago in
Mr. Demuth's office there had been agreement reached that the work
in the Bank in this field should proceed along the lines that Waterston
would continue in the field of planning organization, the Area De-
partments would staff themselves to provide whatever technical assistance
we felt justified in providing to member countries in helping them plan
and that the Economics Department would do the back up work on planning
methodology and techniques.

cc: Messrs. Friedman
Stevenson
de Vries
Hawkins

AMK:ner



Mr. Benjamin B. King January 26, 1968

Shinji Aaa=4 vision D

C siodi ties 4ork

We have the following o-menta to offer on Mr. Kalmanoff'B
onandum dated January 12, 1968t

(1) In the past, we tended to rely on ad hoc briefings, mostly
verbal, of the lonmics Department which were usually prepared at
short notices. No basic studies are available recently, for eample,
for rubber, tin, oil palm and tropical timber (the last basic study on
rubber was issued back in 1963). At one time the mission leader had
to go to New York to obtain industry opinions, in the absence of a
reasonably up-to-date basic study or written briefs. In the future
it would be appreciated if the Economics Department could prepare
studies or at least extensive notes on important codities biemially
and also provide outgoing economic missions with updating memoranda,
describing changing factors in supply and deiand, together with a summary
of industry opinions.

(2) We have no onnt.

(3) It would en necessary to have fresh looks at rubber, palm oil,
tin, rice and tropical timber for Malaysia and Indonesia Economic Missions,
both tentatively scheduled in early suuer, because market prospects for
rubber and palm oil have changed considerably since the last missions.
In fact, we have already asked the Economics Department for these studies
last July ( p refer to Mr. MDiarmid's memorandum to Mr. Stevenson,
dated July 9Vl67, of which a copy is attached).

(4) As usual, we would need forecasts of export price trends and
analyses of individual countries' positions in the world markets. In
addition, any past attempts to measure varia-s elasticities of supply and
demand, if made available in sumary forms, could be very helpful to the
mission work. It should not be difficult in cases of rubber and rice, as
we understand that econometric studies are well underway for these
comodities.

(5) We have no comient.

Attachment

SAsannmaab A
Cleared and cc (without attachaent)u Mr. Brakel



Mr. Benjamin B. King January 24, 1968

. Bevan Waide

Commodities Work

Referring to George KWmanof's memorandum of January 12, I have
the following coments regarding India. Under Item (1) to the best of
my knowledge there was no outstanding example of a failure to meet our
requirements on comodity analysis. I did not feel that there was any
such shortcoming at the time of writing the last economic report, nor,
asffar as I know, was Mr. Baneth's work early in 1967 held up by the
absence of the necessary comodity studies. As you know, we have
emphasized the internal policy and production problems of the main
export comodities, because these internal problems are clearly more
important in the short run than world price prospects.

Regarding Item (3), we have already been in touch with the Economics
Department and the Hls/Varon Mission will look in detail into the prospects
for jute and tea exports and, to a lesser extent, export prospects for
cotton textiles, tobacco and fats and oils. This mission will thus
already meet the bulk of our requirements for comodities work on India.
In addition, however, we could use an up-dated report on iron ore price
prospects, because the most recent study on this is already about four
years old.

Regarding Item (4), the types of information and analysis required
are, in essence, thus described in the terms of reference for the Elz/
Varon Mission.

Regarding Item (s), the documentation already prepared is generally
adequate and I have not encountered difficulty in obtaining the necessary
information. It will be useful, however, to have a list of the commodity
studies available, indicating the date on which fundamental work was last
done. Referring for a moment to the commodity studies on Malaysian exports
(rubber, tin, iron ore, and tropical timbers) we encountered no great
difficulty in obtaining up-dated view and judgments from the relevant
commodity experta; however, these up-dating reviews were invariably verbal
exercises, and it would have beeh very useful to have, from time to time,
brief memoranda updating an earlier report, indicating in what way the

judgments of the earlier report have had to be modified in the light of
subsequent events.

cc: Votaw, NDO

EBWaide :bh
IBRD



Mr. Banjamin B. King January 23, 1968

0. J. MNDiarmid

Loneliness of te Couniay Economist

I sypathize with Bevan Waide's note to you about the flow of
information on Bank economic work. I have also felt the lack of flow,
not down-streen from the higher elevations but ap-strom from the
divisions within the Asia Department. I too often find out about
what our people are up to from outsiders. I doubt, however, whether
Bevrn's suggestion of a periodic summary of the mltifarious documents
would help, and besides, who would do it? I do not find time to read
the stuff Welt, except occasionally late at night after having com-
pleted or regular homework on Asia Department reports.

On a few occasions, I have tried to break down the barrier between
the division economists and economic advisers by calling a meeting on
some topic that I felt should be of interest to the economists in the
Department. The last was on the Dudley Sears' note on economic reports.
I cannot say that these meetings (I think I have had three in about ten
years) were howling successes. The attendance was sparse and discussion
desultory. I suspect the former was beause the country esonomists were
preoccupied in taking care of the needs of their division chiefs, under
the chain of command which the Establishment thinks desirable. The
identity of economists in the Asia Department is somewhat obscure, since
unlike in other area departments, thay are not listed in the "Bank/IDA
Assignments" document which The Secretary puts out from time to time.
Consequent3.y, their identification requires some research which I have
not yet fully accomplished.

Despite the deficiencies of the past get-together, and being aware
of the repugnance with which more meetings are justifiably viewed, I
think it might be worth another effort. I suggest that at monthly
intervals we get the division economists together with front office
economic staff to go over (a) the economic work being done elsewhere in
the Bankj and (b) our own economic missions and problems. On point (a),
certain selected draft papers emanating. fu time to time from the
Economics Depar+mnt might be assigned to individuals on which to report
to the group. This might even save us of some time. We might chew over
this momentous idea for a time as I an about to dash off on another
country assinamt.,

cc: Messrs. Goodman, Street, Melmoth, Gibbs, Iraske, Votaw, Brakel
and country economists.

Oj)J dke



Mr. Benjaudn R. King January 23, 1968

C.G.F.F. )lmoth

Comodities Work

Reference your memorandum of January 15.

I should like to comment on Im I and to rNM5r* that
oontodity reports are of value *hen Y are relatively carrent.
The jute industry (raw and zamufactured) in Pakistan is very
iportant and sinoe Pakistan is the largest exporter of raw jute,
world conditions am iportant to consideration of future trends.
In Februa*y/arch 1967, Mr. Varon visited Pakistan and certain
other countries to collect information for his jute study. An
annex on jute was included in the Economic Report on Pakistan
distributed in April 1967, but the full report was supposed to
bsome available in May 1967. It has been promised from time to
tim but it is yet to arrive and it would, I imagine, be out-of-date
by now. Sam (investment) opinions have had to be given without
the advantage of an up-to-date study of Jute being available to the
Bank.

CJMartin/CGFFMelmoth:dp



NO. Benamain R. King January 23, 1968

Maurice F. Perkins

Ommodities Work - Comments on Mr. Kalmanoff' Memorandum.

This maerandum consolidates the cooments from Division A.

Iten 1. Given the limited resour ces available in the Bank for comnodity
Z=ses, work has been concentrated quite rightly on the general factors
influencing supply and demand as a means of determining forward price
estimates. The consequence, however, is that insufficient attention is
given to particular variations in supply in any given country. This is
important for country economic reporting particularly because is also
inadequately handled by the country economist given other priorities on
his time and his generally inadequate commodi background. Wat
specifically is needed is more attention to, a) variations in individual
country supply s+emming from price behavior on international markets for
the commodity concerned and, b) variations, or possible variations in
supply, st.amming from economic forces within the country which are
extraneous to the comiodity but indirectly influencing its supply. This
is not to say that a) is given no consideration, but that it is given
inadequate attention; in the ease of b), however, it is fair to state
that it is almost cmpletely neglected.

To improve en this situation the following subjects need to be
given more attention in cmmodity analysis (the emphasis here is on agri-
cultural comoindities).

i) The institutional framework within which eiport comndities are
produced in different countries. Internal conditions such as
producers' attitudes and values, taxation, government controls,
etc. can affect producers' response to price changes in
different ways. Thus heavy corporate income taxes have affected
the output quality-wise of the better types of tea in Ceylon but
not the smallholders' output. The country economist knov
about this because the government is trying to raise loans to
correct the situation. The connodity analyst, however, would
learn about it only accidentally unless he were intimately
aware of conditions of tea production within the country.

ii) The organisation of factor input markets. The efficacy of
internal factor markets in supplying necessary inputs such as
fertilisers, insecticides, seed, machinery, etc. plus credit
facilities in some countries result in a wide variation in
producer responses to international price movements. As such
markets are well organised in Taiwan for paddy but poorly
organised in Burma, the supply response to external price
changes, if operable, could be quite different in the two
countries.



iii) The influence of government long-terx development plan. and programs.
Some governments in conmmdity exporting countries may be actively
promoting export crops in their development programs, whereas others
are concentrating attention on non-agricultural development. This
would affect the future output of traditional export crops in
various countries in a quite different manner but to appraise this
requires some appreciation of the content of development programs.

iT) Opportunity costs for factors engaged in the production of a
commodity relative to, a) the supply of labor (e.g. the extent to
which other commodities and sectors absorb labor relative to growth
in the labor force); b) alternative uses of existing land in
cultivation and availability of nw land for a particular
commodity (e.g. the degree of versatility of land, such as paddy
land, which is not generally utilisable for other crops, should
price ration change; the extent of reserves of unused land which
could be brought into cultivation) and c) the supply of long-term
capital available for development of a particular commodity varies
from country to country and thus results in different commodity
supply responses. Thus in Malaysia, where population growth
exceeds the absorptive capacity of industry but there is unused
upland jungle in rainfed areas, there is bound to be an expansion in
agriculture. The land resources, however, are such that the main
effort will probably go into tree crops, particularly rubber and to
a lesser extent in palm oil. In Cqlon different conditions place
the phasis on annual crops, particularly paddy rather than tree
crops. In Taiwan where industrial development growth in high,
land resources scarce, and internal dmand growing, the result way
be a reduction in agricultural oomodity exports.

In addition, specific technical details are required to permit an
adequate interpretation of general market price forecastas

I) The relationship between representative c.i.f. prices in major
markets and corresponding f.o.b. and other values required to
compute foreign evhange earnings, return to producers, etc. in
exporting countries varies considerably. A comparison requires a
detailed knowledge of freight and other charges between c.i.f. and
f.o.b. points as well as fobbing charges. Account needs also to
be taken of various grades of a commodity and the relevant premia
and discounts involved which affect a country's foreign exchange
earnings.

ii) A balance sheet analysis for determining exportable production in
any given period would allow not only for the size of the crop in
any one year but some estimate of the influence of stock and
domestic offtake variations and thus would provide a more accurate
short-term picture than will a reliance on published estimates of
the sise of the crop.

The reasons for these defects are twofold. First there is not
enough manpower devoted to commodity analysis. A commodity economst can
at best handle two comodities (in the case of very involved commodity
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groups, such as oils and fate, he my be able to handle only one effectively).
The rule should be the same as for country esonomists in area departments who
usualLy do not handle more than two country reports a year. Second, the
comadity analyst does not always have the opportunity to visit major producing
areas frequently enough to obtain the necessary detailed information relative
to the subjects mentioned. These are seldom readily available in published
form. Hence, he is ofton placed in the e*barrasing position of having less
information on internal spply conditions than a country econ= 4st, vbo in
turn, usually does not have the complete picture.

. Division A requires periodic data on the following coindities

i Rice.
i) Tin.

iii Copper.
Iv Coconut products and palm oil (within the framework of fats and oils).
v Fibres (partimularly kenaf and manila hemp).

vi Tea.
vii Rubber.

Iten 4. The types of information and analysis required relates mainly to
couny economic reporting at the time missions are preparing new or updated
reports.

i) Prior to departure of a mission, a verbal presentation of long- and
short-term demand and supply conditions should be made, followed by
a short memorandam indicating specific aspects of supply including
new developments and information gaps which should have special
attention by the mission.

ii) Upon the return of the mission a one page (single spaced) report
per coonodity should be available which should containt

a) An analysis of recent events affecting short-term supply in
the particular country plus factors affecting the longer-term
position.

b) A brief statement of general demand and supply conditions
affecting the market for the co dity as a whole.

a) A brief statement containing estimates of foreign exchange
earnings espected in the next few years with emphasis on the
main influential factors.

Ite 5. Generally speaking, if the material suggested in item L is made
avalbl, there is little need for additional information as a routine
matter. Notes on international commodity meetings are interesting but not
essential for country economic reporting, although they may be of importance
for other Bank purposes. The following, however, would be usefult

i) A semi-annual combined comodity report consisting of one page for
each commodity showing the moat recent annual and estimated future



price or prices plus the latest estimates of foreign exihange
earnings for major supplying countries. This document should not
contain any verbal statement, as it would be used exclusively as a
check list.

ii) Unscheduled and infrequent brief notes could be prepared and
circulated, if and when some significant event affecting a
commodity market in general or a particular supplying country
occurs. These should show any effect on a country's foreign
exchange earnings position. Care should be taken that these do
not become routinized.

Although basic reports may be needed for special Bank purposes,
they are not required for country economic reporting. The commodity analyst
would need to do the underlying work for such a report on a continuing basisj
but the actual formal report preparation and aosequent revisions take up an
inordinate amount of timi and would detract fro the servicing involved in
the suggestions made above.

NF!erkinnspa



Mr. J. J. Polak January 22, 1968

Alexander Stevenson

Studies of the Economics Darent

1. is in rQsponse to your memorandum dated
January 15, 968 to Mr. Kamarck. In your memorandum you
asked whether you might infOr your colleagues about the
economic studies going on in the Bank's Economics Department.
I suggest that the appropriate people might contact
Division Chiefs or the authors of studies included in the
Bank list in case they thought an exchange of views on any
study would be desirable. We would welcome any such inter-
change of ideas.

Stevenson:jo

Ic: Nr. Kamarck



Mr. Alsaindar Stevenson December 21, 1967

Jobn H. Adler

Wark of aratlve ta, Mvision

*. Collier and Mt. Irty have informed me of their discussin with
ym regarding the personnel requiromants of the Comparative Data Division,
especially the need for adding an a permanent basis two research assist-
ants.

I usggeot that high priority be given to the pwuonnel requirwnits
of the Comparative Data Divisioun. The Bank has a unique comparative advan-
tag in assembling, evaluating and dissonating cosarative contry data.
The advtage is twofoldo one, we have direct contact with moot of the
LDCs through our contry missions and can therefore get data readily, and
two, we we probably better informed about the quality of the data than
meet other organisations and, unlik the U.N., are under no constraint if
and when we want to "impye" the figures by appropriate adjusment.,
modifications or elan-tions.

Moreover, the data which the Division is collecting are of vital
importance to Isik operations and to research. The more complete the com-
parative data are, the easier it is for country economists to form judgmenta
on uch questioss ama Is the rate of investment high or low? Is the dis-
tribution of investment plausible or sensible or out of line in comparison
with other countries? If it is out of line, why? How does the rate of
public savings in one country compare with that of other, simila countries?
I could extWnd this list ad infinitum. What I an driving at is the simple
proposition that our operatinal judgmnts are now to a large extent based
on hunches and inorance-which can at least be mitigated, though perhaps
not eliminated, by comparisons.

As to research, I an convinced that a reasonably coehinsive data
bank which is cantinnuusly kept uptodat. ad improved would be a major
asset for research purpose. On the basis of my own work I auimpressed
how much ne can learn from the grwth rate data which we have mw for the
first time for some 70 countries.

I find it difficult to accept the argument that the data so far
have not been widely used. Mw have not been used because until now the
data simply were not availablej I an confident the will be used exten-
sively once we have them. If they are not used, than I suggest that there
is something wrong with our research, not with the data bank.

cc. I r. olier
Mr. levy



Mr. G. Ialmanff (thwough Mr. Weiner) January 19, 1968

2. Lerdau

Commodi!y Work Requirezents of Western Hemisphere Dpartment

Regarding the agenda circulated by you for the January 31
meeting, which I have been asked by Mr. Weiner to attend, it may help
the discussion to outline the kind of support from the Cutodities
Division which this Department would find most useful.

We need whatever help we can get to enable our economic
missions to make more intelligent and informed assessments of a country t s
balance of payments prospects. The time horizon determines the degree
of precision that is required and possible, and varies to some extent
from country to country. The most comon cases are three to five year
forecasts, in which particular stress is nlaced on the current and first
subsequent year. However, a truly long term view - say twenty years -
of the prospects of particular commodities is also necessary to us;
particularly the impact of technological trends - which might be mL'Sal
in a 5 year projection - should be assessed from time to time. Thus the
creditworthiness of Venezuela will be vitally affected by the long term
prospects of oil vis a vis other sources of energy; that of Brasil,
Colombia and most 7 &e7ral America by the prosnects for synthetic
coffee, etc. These long term assessments - which should not require
frequent changes - would guide our attitude toward development policies
in a much broader way than the more financially oriented short and
medium term balance of nayment2 analysis.

?or the latter we would like to be able to count, at all times,
on reasoned world price projections of the nrincipal primary commodities
in our countriest exort and imort trade. We also want to be able to
obtain informed and reasoned statements on the quantities that parti-
cular countries will be able to export in all those cases in which this
is largely determined by international agreements or by policies in the
importing countries. Examples of the latter are cereal and meat exports
from Uruguay and Argentina to the EEC and British policies determining
meat imports and their distribution by source. The production prospects
and potential in our countries, by ani large, are probably best determined
by the economic missions themselves; what would seem logical is that the
Comodities Division continuously revise its short term price projections
in the light of:

(a) its own demand forecasts, and
(b) the changing forecasts of world supplies that it

obtains, inter aa, from the Bank's economic
missions.
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The critiaimn -de by awge and otherr that difftrmt Pak
economic rwevrt work with differit pri* forecatews to us to
be a motive for concern only if theme rert trom lark of eordim-
ti tiid. the Bank. Dder ta ahem pnmed hem it wald, on
the ontrAxy, be an "oential feature that the inforvation gthered
In - say - ftreh by throe eonomi miions regardinw nrobable hrve"t
1wels in throe cootries be brwAt to bear an the rwortn of three

other .sViona in July. Itha the March dssionm could very wll u
different price projections from those of the Jay miasiow; if they
are arrivid it by the iterative roess deieribed abov they vved
be more %an-dstent tan t i both used te am* -rices in rite of
the added knowledge an wupnlies.

The -articular vV9s in whieh the Cowvoditifs Divisonm
fhnid orgwAts it* w!* to be able to )rform the fwnctiom dexcriwbd,

-ie obviounly a matter for the kmt T.wrartment to decide. It i-,
havever, twrtant that the nrocens inl e a fairny ample d iy-na-
tic written rvxrd of the reasotng underlying par lar forecamtr.
For one thin, amn eavssmntr f treqwntIy hawe to dipnuvs thair balance
of peyvtnto fNrecaPt in ooniderable detail with goerwm t ffteiala
and hAve to be ablo to drw on a through bricfing for thi p.
"Oreover, pAerwnnel asgen Chun&e lbrw ttre to tim 3xn 7hould
Iterfre an little at po-uible with oontinuity of wproach, In other

ward,, it is not anouh to got "artea'i -rice forecamtm omomiiated
orally, howvmr Tondly baewd thy Ymy be.

unp, we do not ham too may e ugentim- for the
tye of domtmntation that _hould be pTt -ared or for it. tIming. Om
alterntive one ight think of is An ammutl -a-nr an each anjor conno-
dity, in Ohich the prn4s forecast am er,1-ioitly related to particulat
varld 4emnd wnd -upply ams t~ics and for monthly ada"*sa revi-

anm in the lt.7ht of dmlopoes, incuIng revisod tupply forecast.
orwrging frm mvoomic vieenis traode -olicy develommnts- n

rw-xr" on internatinal coIeaty mw tin4s, etc. The latter, iwii-
dentally, we ftnd usful mnd think that they mhould be cont d,but
they aron y part of te kind of -rmaent brIfiaN that we vould like
to have. Wether the no eoecafonAl long term ntadios for major em-
moditief that I Werred to arlier could also be undertaken b7 your
Diviaion or enther they wm1d hme to be dwns elmere - insids or
outsAid te nk - ould haw to be comwidred by you; I think it is
more imrortant that Qhvv be dam w21 thn uho is to do then.

T ha reorred aban to ama econsone missionv as ources
of relwant inform.tion ft the ank ma com-odity woz. A niele way
to eawnwe te this infomatip might be for te appronriate per-*m.
in your Danartnent to aftange for brief oral arcmangea after v,%zisnm.
I would nm iwaA e the oral aspott of the exebhvge, not only to mnlrda
7aper at to rrit ywmr - .on-e to probe "or Inormation which might

wt be incladed in ha;4Ilv written note- by ;w-ne iw would be wndr
grat preurc to o* on their xinvlo'k 9i-*rt-.

cc. $e.r.. )een, Wi.ht (o/e)



Mr. Benjamin B. King January 19, 1968

Jochin Irasim

Commodities Work

I refer to your memorandum of January a5 sking for
information related to the coverage and nature of the work of our
Commodities Division. The following cements are related to the
headings in the proposed agenda:

Item 1 - We have required the help of the Commodities Division
sporadically in the past. They have done work for us
on sugar in the context of our economic reports on
Taiwan and on glk, tuna fish and tungston for our
economic reports on Korea. We found the Commodities
Division reasonably well informed and we have no
suggestions for any changes or improvements in their
work.

Item 3 - We are confronted with plans to establish iron and
steel and petrol chemical industries in Korea and
Taiwan. It would be of some help to our economic
evaluation of these plans if we could have up-to-date
information on these comaodities by the time we will
be writing the economic report on China, presumably
March/April 1968.

Item i - Information on iron and steel and petroi chemical
industries should include data on the general situation
of supply and demand in the world market, possibly
including some comments on the expected impact of the
devaluation of the pound sterling on suppliers in the
Far East. Studies may also take into account the
expansion of substitutes. One aspect in evaluating
petro-chemical industries in relatively small countries
will be to consider the possibilities for regional
cooperation in this fieldj Comnodities people may be
in a position to furnish some information relevant to
this aspect.

Item - No comments.

JKraske:rk

cat Messrs. Jansen
Reif
Jang
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strtwturansm and Mmnetarlmn

Before leaving for MrA4a Mr. do Vt ak1d m to look at the
attal. br fr. mrks an the above s*tubje. Alitah I an not an sp rt

on this aspest of esmde thought, mW roaction to the article was Y=7
fawrable. It appears to be a good pesentation of the two sided of

this -trov -- and I have no suabsantve . s to mue.

I do not know how far an article of this kind should include
i mferamm, but I talm it that the feStnoto an pap 3 is in to

gtw at low4t the =in movres of the "ontrverey. If that is so, I
thdnk that it sheuld alse i1ncle the wl known article by DudImy Se
in the Cord Eommic Papers for Jmn 1962t Otitled "A Theory of
Ddrt aaj and MBad-Dovol3ped Nmand - bamd an the Aqprience

of Latin Awioa". I believe that Artbur Ionis nos said that 1weamw
he em em a pa sive version of the stroturalist argament, it umall
tws4d ot that it had bean written by DudlmV Seere

Mnwkins/

ee M. IK k
Mfr. do Vriss



Mr. Alaander Stevenson January 17, 1968

Benjamin B, King

Flow of Information

As I mentioned on the telephone, Bevan Waide has put on paper
his feelings about the lack of information on what is going on. I'm
sure he is not the only one.

In response to your suggestion I have already sent you a list
of economists in this department to whom seminar notices and such
flimsy pieces of paper should be sent directly.

The two additional suggestions I have to make are a

(i) That all documents in this general ecenomic circulation
will be identified by a series number or in some other
way, so that I can tell by a glance at my copy that
fartiher circulation is unnecessary.

(ii) That a list of bulkier documents be prepared monthly
and given the same circulation. In "doouments' I would
include yellow-cover drafts, commodity notes and
anything else in similar shape, which might be of
interest. Such a list might be useful to you, too.

BBKing tgg

os. Messrs. Ehatia
Walde



Nr. Benjamin B. King January 16, 1,968

ZBevan Waide

The Flow of Information about Bank Economic Work

Changing one's office from one Division to another always results
in a disruption in the flow of naterials describing what is going on
within and without the Benk. While gettirg reefvtablished I thought I
would take the opportunity to mention a flow of information that has never
been more than a trickle, namely, the flow of information about the
economic work being done in other Departments of the Bank.

As a country economist, in my experience one gets to know about
other work in the Bank only on a random basis - luncheons with colleagues,
corridor conversations, meetings of economic comuittees and subcommittees,
etc., the latter for most country economists being few and far between.
Occasionally, as for example in the case of the study of rate covenants
being undertaken by the Projects Department, we learn about it through
Senior Staff Meeting minutes; on other occasionE missions in the field are
a good source of information, and I first heard about an import substitution
stud on )lalaysia from somebod in Kuala Lumpur. On rare occasions, re-
ports of interest are circulated to all economists, but in the last year
through this channel I can recall receiving only the Dudley Seers' note on
Bank economic reports, and Mr. DeVries' study on exports of developing
countries. Reports that reach the Board are listed in our "Blue copy"
circulation, somewhat unreliably, but obviously not all reports reach the
Board.

Would it be possible to devise a systeriitic way through which
economists could learn what their colleagues are doing so as to help them
avoid the pitfalls of a narrow country specialization within an expanding
IBRD? I am not arguing for a wider circulation of reports because the
volume of paper flows is alread great enough; what would be useful,
however, is a brief periodic summary that would let each country economist
know who is doing what, so that the experience accumulated by staff mem-
bers, on specialized topics as well as on various countries, can be more
readily shared whenever the need arises.

EBevanWidhofb

cc: Messrs. Goodman, Stevenson, Votaw, McDiarmid



Division Heads \ January 15, 1968

Benjamin B. King

OSwdities Work

I would be grateful if you would let me haye a short note
in reaction to the attached memorandum from Mr. Kalmanoff. would
you please write it as far as possible under the same headings as
the proposed agenda (obviously nothing is required on item 2)).
I would like to have the note, which can be amplified verbally,
by January 24th.

Attach.

Distributic a

Messrs. Street
Brakel
Gibbs
freas
Malmoth
Votaw

BBlingigg



Mr. W. wapenhans January 12, 1968

J.B. Hbndry

Agricultural Division Research Interests.

1. Ther" are two broad types of problem in which the Agricultural
ivision has a continuing interest, and on which the Economics Department

might provide sane assistance. Thse would include (a) better under-
standing of significant factors which affect agricultural development,
and the manner in which Bank agricultural projects are likely to promote
such development, and (b) adaptations of the most advanced analytical
techniques to the selection and evaluation of projects. The first of
these falls most clearly under the heading of "research" in that is
invmves new understanding of the developmental process, whereas the
second constitutes technical advisory and service activities rather than
research as such. A brief word on each of the types of problem may
serve to indicate the kinds of activities which might be involved.

2. One aspect, of developmental research could be concerned with
the supply and demand conditions likely to prevail for agricultural
ca4ndities. These represent, in som sense, the limits within which
developmental efforts will take place, and are thus of significance.
The supply and demand for agricultural inputs constitute another part
of the setting for future development. An alternative approach, and
one more directly related to the Division's activities, would start by
focusing on the projects themselves, analyzing them from the twin stand-
points of their relative impact on promoting development and the reliability
of the original appraisal estimates (e.g., in matters such as size and
phasing of costs and benefits, implementation time, organisational dif-
ficulties). In other words, although the J1vision miSt continue to
make reconeandations affecting agricultural development (i-e., in its
project appraisals), a body of experience on past projects is beginning
to accumilate which permits some testing of the reliability and value of
the Division's methodology and general performance in making such recom-
mandations. A critical review of the effectivbness of past operitions
would appear indispensable to any real effort to improve future performance,
and research activities which facilitate a feedback of actual experience
we thus extremely important and should be initiated at an early date.

3. The Division has already begun to test the suitability of certain
new analytical techniques in its work. rEx lea of this include a current
effort to incorporate a risk analysis based on estimates of probabilities
in the appraisal of a land settlement and credit project in Papua, the
development of computer programs relating to livestock growth, and programs
for agricultural credit project cash flows at the level of central banks
and commercial banks. There will thus be continuing need to test and
refine the models already being developed, as well as to draw up new
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models which =q be applicable to other types of agricultural project,
and the assistance of the Econamics Department will be required in all
such activities. Economica Departient staff sq also be able to suggest
additional techniques which sq be relevant to the types of project work
being undertakes by the Divisicn.

4. Looking ahead to the next six-month period, three specific
activities fall within the two types of problem outlined above.

(a) Assistance fram the Economics Departmnnt to complete the
developuesnt of a risk analysis model far the Tansania
Livestock project, for a risk analysis model of the Papua
land settlement and credit project, for the agricultural
project cash flow model, and for a linear program model
of the El Salvador irrigation project. This would
constitute largely a continuation of assistance by the
U&onxeics Department.

(b) In order to obtain a better understanding of the econamic
impact of agricultural projects, it will be necessary to
analyse the past experience and also prepare for the future
collection of data which ill make continuing study easier
to carry out and more effective in producing meaningful
results. This requires careful preparation of a research
design to accomplish it, and copleting the research
design alone could take some or all of the ensuing six
months. The need to understand better how projects are
soundly executed and operated is set forth in Operational
Memorandim 6.06, particularly in paras 6-8 and 12.

(c) The Division supports the interest expressed by Area
Departments in more detailed analysis of commodity
projections, and would benefit from efforts expended in
this area. Assuming that some work will proceed on
commodity projections, but depanding on which crops and
countries are involved, the Division would have a par-
ticular interest in projections of internal demand and
supply of commoditie in countries where important
agricultural projects are being considered. As things
are at present, appraisal missions generally are unable
to obtain reliable projections for internal supply and
demand for agricultural produce.

JMendrysaal
cc: M. Evans

Hr. Takahashi
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Minutes oftieeting on Future Research Projects for the Economics

Department-

ADDENDUM

1. It has been agreed by Messrs. Kamarck, Lipkowitz and Sadove

that the Projects Department should participate in the proposed

regular meetings of Area and Economics Department representatives.

2. As well, it was understood that the suggestion, that greater

emphasis should be given to commodity studies by the Economics

Department, was also of operational significance to the Projects

Department.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

Secretary's Department

1/ The Economic Committee Meeting was held on December 19, 1967.

See EC/M/67-34, dated December 29, 1967.

D I S T R I B U T I 0 N

Comi i ttee: Copies For Information:
The Economic Adviser to the President, Chairman President
Director, Economics Deoartment President's Council
Director, Special Economic Studies Directors, Area Departments
Director, EDI Special Adviser to the President(Mr. Schmidt)
Special Adviser to the President (Mr. Rist) Secretary
Senior Adviser, Economics Department Treasurer
Economic Advisers, Area and Director, Office of Information

Projects Departments Director, European Office
Secretary, Loan Committee
Executive Vice President (IFC)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM

January 12, 1968

To: Economic Advisers, Area Departments and Projects Department

From: George Kalmanoff k. K.

Subject: Ccmmodities Work

Pursuant to the discussion of the research activities of the
Economics Department at the Economic Committee on December 19, 1967, I
should like to meet with you to discuss the commodities work of the
Department. I suggest that we meet on January 31, 1968 at 9:30 A.M. in
Room 866. Please let me know if this time is inconvenient for attendance
by you or by a representative you may wish to designate. Mr. Antonio J.
Macone, Chief of the Export Projections and Trade Division, will attend
from the Economics Department besides myself.

The general objective of the meeting will be to have a full
and frank exchange concerning the commodities work so as to effect improve-
ments in the coverage and nature of the work in the light of the needs of
your Departments.

In order to make the discussion as fruitful as possible, a

suggested agenda is given below. If you have any suggestions for modi-
fications or additions to the agenda, please let me have them in advance
of our meeting.

The agenda would be as follows:

1) Indications by the Area Departments and Projects Department of ways
in which their needs for commodity analyses have failed to be met,
as regards coverage of particular commodities as well as content of
the analyses they have received.

2) Statement by Mr. Macone of work over the past year and of the
prospective 1968 work program of his division.

3) Priority requirements of the Area Departments and Projects Depart-
ment with respect to commodities to be covered and timing.

4) The types of information and analyses required for the commodities
covered.

5) Suggestions for changes in types of documentation prepared on commodities

(e.g. basic reports, reports of international commodity meetings, notes
on recent developments, commodity reference sheets).

cc: essrs. Kamarck, Stevenson, Macone, Bhatia

GKalmanoff :vlb
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To handle Note and Fl
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return

Approval Prepare Reply

CoMment Per our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation
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initial Send On
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From
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To Handle Note and File
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Approval Prepare Reply
Comment Per Our Conversation
Full Report Recommendation
Information Signature
Initial Send On

REMARks

1. I am enclosing, for your consideration and
approval a draft chart describing the
composition and major activities of the
Department.

2. If you agree, I a hinking of distributing
a copy of it along with our Status of
Studies - 1st Quarter, 1969, in order that
the structure of the Department and the
Divisions mentioned in the Status of Studie
may be more readily understood.

From Samir K. Bhatid
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raft
Savir K. Rhatia
December 27,1968

Mr. 54atia:
Pl-ase note that "Division" will be added
after the Division names in the final

904POSITION AND MAJCR ACTIVITIES OF ECONOMICS DEPAPTMENT with the exception of Comparative Data.
Also under publications, the heading 'Others'
will 6e on the same level as the other headings
and the references will be inderneath similar

Andrew K. Kamarck, Director to the last reorqaNizational chart.
Rosemary.

Aoxander Stevenson, Deputy Director

----------- __

Fiscal Policies f Developing Countries Setri anr Projects Studies Statistical Services

S. Please, Chief H. G. van der Tak, Chief A. E. Tiemann, Chief

Makes studies of specific development Works on projects and sector research This is in great part a service
finance problems of less developed problems so as to provide a better oruanization to provide all

countries and asists in the analysis basis for judqements on appropriate Departments in the Bank with the

of such problems for country economic policies and investment priorities in statistical compilations,
reports. the lending and other activities of analyses and advice tney require.

the Bank. Collects and compiles basic data
on external debt for World Bank
Group and 3 Regional Development
Banks, Maintains (elected
information onacommodity prices,
eme-rei-grrbonds- and equities,
ae-n-4ntarastarates in. selected

Quantitative Techniques and Analysis capital markets.

E. K. Hawkins, Chief Economics of Industrialization

Resnonsible for the exploration of G. Kalmanoff, Chief

quantitative techniques and their 'x,
application to country economic Responsible for questions related to

work. the study of industrialization and
industrial policy in developing Population Studies
countries.
co nt ieE.K. Vawkins , Acting Chief

Concerned with population studies

E. Levy - of interest to the Bank, with
special reference to country

Carrs ou& data :udy and prepares economic work, and the analysis 4

comparative statistics on economic Economics of Urbanization appraisal of population control

7rowth and development in Bank member proirammes.
countries for general use within the R. M. Westebbe, Chief
Bank and for Publications, such as the
Annual Report and the World Bank Atlas. Wor.s on the problems of urbanization

in developing countries.



Trade Policies and Export Projections

A. J. Macone, Chief

Studies the developments in the supply,
demand, prices and trade of major
primary commodities and their impact
on the erort earnings of develooing
countries.

P U B L I C A TI O N S

Economics Department Working Papers Departmental Reports World Bank Staff Occasional Papers Country Economic Studies

Papers issued in this series contain The e appear under EC numbers and are These are generally reports of the A series akin to that of
no confidential material of any sort distributed to member governments same category as Departmental Reports Occasional Papers $s under-
nor do they commit the Bank in matters through the Executive Directors, which it was decided in 1966 should way. Tey will 0e produced
of policy or opinion. These are gen- They are unclassified reports covering be yiven wider circulation by offering uoyefly
erally the work available in the commodities, debt tables and general them for sale. In addition there is at-e lderahip~ an
Department which merits wider distri- i studies,on economic and financial a large free distribution list for Area Departmentfand edited
bution that that given to office subjects. They are not for publica- developing countries. The papers are in the Economics Department.
memoranda. They are issued in mimeo- tion but contain information which analytical in content, and in principle i --w-&r4, t, tpl-m-
graphed form and are known as Economics may ne disclosed. Such of those they should either contribute to the for- Mauritania, has been
Department Working Papers. Up till now papers as are still in print may be state of existing knowledge in economic published.--
the Department has issued 34 papers of obtained from the Information development or to the better under-
this nature, Copies of these can be Department on request. A complete standing of existing knowledge. So
obtained through the Office of the list of these reports can be obtained far, 6 ha c been oublisoed. One of
Director, Economics Department. through the Office of the Director, these on Sector and Project Planning

Economics Department. in Transport, is from the Projects
Department: so the series is not
confined only to Economics Department
studies.

0 ther

Peference H tndbook on World Tables World Bank Atlas Debt Tables Historical De t Tables
Commodity Prices (Yearly) (yearly) (yearly) (yearly) ( rearly)

Foreign !-sues in Various Capital Vnrkets 1 conomics Department: Status of Studies
(semi-annually)

Outlinqs the status of research work
undertaken by the Department. T is
paper is 'armed quarterly by the
Office of the Director to the staff
memomrs of the Bank and to 3 Pegonal
Derelopment Banks and to international
and research institutions both inthis
countr and abroad, for their information.



Mr. Bernard Bell January 3, 1968

Warren 0. Bad-73'

Possible Transport Re'earch Subjects for Economies Dartent

1. We have given considerable thought to studies which might
usefully be done for us by the Ucenamios Department. A number of
possible lines of inquiry were suggested in the Division. From these
we have produced a smaller list that oould form an appropriate basis
for discussion with the Economics Department.

2. I appreciate that in suggesting such a list we should, ideally,
have some indication as to their staff availabi.ity and ompetenoe to
handle the topics. We understand, however, that at this stage they would
prefer a 'shepping list' for consideration.

3. For the sake of brevity, I list our sugghstiona below in the
broadest of terms. At a joint meeting with the Economios Department we
could explain the tinking, issues and significanoe of the topics to aid
in the final selection process. The items are listed by category rather
than in any order of priority.

A. Roads and Road Tranport

l. Economla aspects -of-cont aling ntr into the road
trni rI dustE and -r&a its geratins.
Terms of reference for thsstudy a"e aready avail-
able. Some consideration has already been given as
to whether this can or should be undertaken within
the Bank.

2. Egonmi and Ttohnical An als of Fload Maintenanc
Projiects. Such a study could include a number of
important elements for us, e.g. the identification and
measurement of maintenance benefitsj the possible 'trade-
offs' between differmat initial design standards and
maintenancej the effect of reoenstruction timing on
ourrent maintenanoe wtpenditures and operations; the
relationship of maintenance and stage construction; the
interplay of opital-y-labor techniques both in constrotion
and curynt maintenance, Although the focus would be
primarily on maintenance, many of the issues have imlications
for construction as well.

B. Prts

UNCTAD (Geneva) has underway a substantial program of work
into the economios of ports and shipping. We should
establish a close liaison with then on this. We, in the
Division, have a fruitful exercise in progress on sensitivity
analysis. The Economios Department has already done some
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useful 'Psieces' for us (e.g. optimum number of berths),
It has aswe wr en optimum depths in progress. We
think that these, together with some other issues, oeuld
be usefully bought together under a title such as

'Studies in the evaluatimn of pgrt investnta;
theory ;Pd raet|Le'

A number of critial issues are invlved, e.g. the
distribution of benefits between foreign shipping
lines and the damestie eonomy. We think the Boo-
nemic Department should do nowe work on ports as a
matter of high ptiority, and woud like a full discussiei
with them to identify the specifie areas in which they
ould most usefully supplement the work being dw* by

UBOTAD,

. A

ground of theory and practioe. What is done in praotice
in a number of ountries? Is the Rehel approach, developed
at the Bank's initiative in Spain, of generalized value for
other borvwers? Are the issues and answers different in
developing countries? H. Rutter has previded some comments
on an outline methodo3agy which we hat prepared.

2. A uiommt*kg~ lutae MOe

of-tre se Thir. s is a questn we are t
face increasingly in raiway projects. The approaches adopted
to answer the question seem to vaz7 ensiderably. The issues
take us outside the transport seotor, e.g. ospacity and
marginal cests in electrioity getieration and distribution.
They also involve financial-v-eanomio criteria, etc. The
Division vould likG this to be a joint project with the
Economics Department.

D. Aviation

We have questions cneerning the osanowic evaluation
of airport and/or aviation projects. Difficult problems of
pricing policies may be invelved. However, before we go
such further I reeewwand that we get in touch with IGAD
(in Muntreal) to see what they have done and are doing.

E. Other - General

1.U r The
Nooiao Deaten ae ardysuggese a reoonaissano.
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type of paper into this (memo of H. vn der Tak to B.
Bell 12/3/67). We think a short invmstigation is
worthwile, but of soewhat lower priority for us in
the Division than the other items listed here.

2. Systems Analyvis and Trangport Planin Models. The
issue@ involved here indlude their rol*, useflnesa,
degree of colexity; the significane of transport
oost. in total distribution oosts; elasticity of transport
demand, &to. We agree in principle with the topic. We
have some reservations, however, on a suggestion by the
Economics Department that this might be a Joint Bank-
Stanford Univereity (California) poject. We would like
same clarification and discussion.

During our eonsiderations the possibility of a 'manual on
transport p=Ject evaluation teahniques' arose. We will puruue this
with the E.

VWHO gg Ig"
Bank

oat Xr. hadenot
Xr. Badave
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Minutes of Meeting on Future Research Projects for the 'conomics Department

1. The Economic Committee met on December 19, 1967 to discuss sugges-

tions for additional future research projects that might be undertaken by

the Economics Department. As a background document the Committee had before

it the "Status of Major Studies", distributed by the Economics Department on

October 17, 1967.

Existing Situation

2. Mr. Kamarck said that there was a good flow of research problems

tied in with project and sector work and the arrangements for agreeing on

what was of top priority with the Projects Department seemed to be working

well. He thought the Economics Department ought to be able to be more

helpful on country economics. The meeting had been called to permit a

discussion and exchange of ideas. Mr. Kamarck requested suggestions from

the Committee members.

Recommendations

3. There was agreement on the following:

(a) Commodity Studies: More emphasis and more staff was needed

on this work because of its operational significance to the

Area Departments. Also, a basic level of work would have to

be continuously maintained to meet sudden and urgent operational

needs.

1/ Members of the Economic Committee present: Messrs. Kamarck (Deputy

Chairman), Avramovic, Stevenson, Adler, de Vries, King, Lipkowitz,
McDiarmid, Sadove, Thompson, Weiner, Wright.
Also present: Messrs. Collier, Hogg, Leon, Takahashi, van der Mel

D I S T R I B U T 0 N

Comni ttee: Cooles For Information:
The Economic Adviser to the President, Chairman President
Director, Economics Department President's Council
Dirric, Special Economic Studies Directors. Area Departments
Director, ED! Special Adviser to the President(Mr. Schmidt)
Special Adviser to the President (Mr. Rist) Secretary
Senior Adviser, Economics Department Treasurer
Economic Advisers, Area and Director, Office of Information

Projects Departments Director, European Office
Secretary, Loan Committee
Executive Vice President (IFC)
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(b) Regular Meetings: The heads of the four main groups in the
Economics Department (Country, International, Sector and
Project, and General) should meet regularly with Area Depart-
ment representatives at about six months' intervals. This

regular exchange of views should help in identifying and
agreeing as to the priority needs of the Area Departments for
work on country economics.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

Secretary's Department



Mr. S. Lipkowits December 27, 1967

W. J. Aruat

Economie Studios

This is to confirm our recent conversation that the Public
Utilities Division has no suggestions for new studies by the Economic
Department. We would, however, like to have some results on the stud-
ios underwayt e.g. on Pakistan Load Control and on Water.

WJAmstrongtejv
cc) Mr. Knox
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R. . Ma.n

1. Research

(a) f2MiEA of Scale and Fwatr Subsitution in ZdwatiM

A studY of tis kind vu3A2 throw son 11&t an the Oprodtion ftutlows"
in the S&Wima-1 twm There has bary be=n w W- dw o o an h qupsstn
of how the ompositim of Lqpts (teachers vith different quai ica inss,

Onwatima1 et*WI1ies, teaChng eqW,0Mt, OU.) -- vith the size of
edats Mal -1 + 1 et - and how their perforomo (in te of aost per pqpiL/

y19W or cost per graduate) itll be affected. the sae question am be posed at
the Umv. of the class (eflehts of changes in, puil-teach ratios, eta.). An
apept that dewss s olsw ft Is the possbl sbstution of 3traditineal
irputs (21bo teu ws) bV "am media" (mmi as school television).

(b) A hvwvwk th Iwa the WA nMOs Of ENaLaLa P f#_

This is not a topic of imdidate aotuallty vinae up to now m1 me poject
(Tumisia) is com1peted, and a second -m (ausnia sclose to acopletion. aww"Cr,
in two yews aw so a anoew of oter projects widl ha been uresuted, and it =W
beome interesting to see whe thipe pots a ft 1ing the initial
expectatLoos, =d, if not, for ishat resn. Such an evluaon might econm uvablr
load to a -t of the %'ak' criteria and conditions fbr anninug wo rmal
projects.

(o) A g81=3ttlod Prcde a esl~athe Costs of adwgtional PzMJigog

From the vwy Uitted field expaiem I bad, it seens that the proess of
calulating (ar, at a latw stap, chdinog) ost figures for aticnal projects
is rathw cuaWsi , requring a gntat munt or faSt-finding work in the omtr.
It igt be wrtbAlo to a fram qnk for owtng Wb.h shave the ;"sIcal
%1t r fr .du A*- isamlies of diffrmt kinds wd sses, for

different types of stru tares, difframt seil and climatie eondJtionss etc. One
wuld thtw arrive at iqput figoes pw pull-place (e.g., tow of ossmt, steel,

=vmt of bricks, n-lmits of hours of dd41e and unIs1ed 3at, eto.). Another
isportat aspect vhih should slreao be introdaced at this eary stop an the
prospetime rmelr and mamintena s costs. Such a list, in Conjunction ith the
respective aost figmw (po@@ULV alIla i sted am A routine matter in som
part of the Bak), mgt% speed ue 0st elilatuaiin 8u1 ersbu. BOMS, thin is

Obnionly work that wzd Mrs to be -sdrt4ae jcint3y with an archtet.
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(4) The Role of Foreig Msn ser in D2Reag!& ggem.e

In many member countries, vital industrial and services activities are
still dependent on the employment of expatriate high- and medium-level xanpwsr.
So far there does not exist, to the best of wy knmledge, an overall or even
partial survey of the numbers of persons involved, their origin, qualifications,
the duration and conditions of their contracts, their payments relative to the
local salary level, etc. It sm that a systematic study of one or several of
these aspects would be of interest to the Bank, particularly in developing policy
guidelines for financing technical asaistance activities normally (but not
necessarily always) related to a specific Bank-supported project.

(a) The Economic Aspects of Investment in Health

This is a sector which so far has not been included into the Bank's field
of action. HIver, after the Bank has moved into the financing of one type of
hmsnn resources development (education), consideration of an equally (in developing
countries possibly even more) important type (health) would seen perfectly logical.
If such an increase in the scope of the Bank's activities wore likely to occur
during, say, the next two or three years, it would be justifiable to prepare for
this event by doing the theoretical groundirk and elementary fact-finding.

II. Observation

Apart from these subjects there are a number of topics on which this Division
might keep an eye, as it were, in order to be able to make an articulate contri-
bution whenever called upon.

(a) The desalinisation of water (profitability in relation to sime of
projects and water use).

(b) The economic implications of alternative ways of protein production.

(a) The diffusion of technological knowledge and the selection of labor-
intensive production processes. (The advance of best-practice
techniques within a sector or country or their transfer from one
country to another is a process which is still far from being
satisfactorily analysed. Most developing countries face the
problem of ho to absorb their surplus agricultural labor - not to
mention their natural population increase. Yet, the development
of new industries often places an undue emphasis on the most
advanced (and hence labor-saving) techniques. It would be a
challenging task for engineers and industrial planners to devise
and introduce to a greater extent teohnologies which make use of
idle resources while being econad cal and maintaining an acceptable
quality of output).



TO M r. J. 1. Schmedtje 3 . December 22, 96

(d) The role of local self-help in the ecoanmic growth proess of
developing countries.

(o) A framework for assessing a country's "degree of development"
(it is generally reognied that per capita income alone is a
rather poor criterion of a country's relative position as far as
its econoc performance and development potentials are concerned.
A battery of easily obtainable indicators which cover a broader

range of social and economic activities would undoubtedly be of

help in securing an equitable treatment of member countries, s.g.,
with regard to loan conditions).

III. Training

Since I do not know to which extent the field of educatiomad manpower

planning is treated in the regular program of the D1, my proposals are rather

tentative. If there appears to axist a sufficiently strong domand, it might be

considered either to give this topic a somewhat stronger *phasis in the normal

RDI courses, or to organise a special training session for educational admnistrators
in somber countries.

*as Er. H. 0. van der Tak

HHTtJln
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J.B. Hendry

Research Sugestious

1. On two occasions within the past month I have had talks
with members of the Economics Department on research suggestions
relating to agricultural projects, and Mr. Wapenhans convened a
meeting to discuss this topic during your most recent absence.
The Economic Section has also devoted one section meeting to the
topic. A meeting of the Economic Committee has been scheduled
for December 19th to discuss research activities by the Economics
Department, and you requested a statement be prepared outlining
useful suggestions which have been made in the Division. These
could be forwarded to the Economic Advisors who would represent
the Projects Department at the Decenber 19th meeting, to be used
by them in the discussion of future research as might be appropriate.

2. The suggestions for new directions which have come from
members of the Economics Section fall roughly into four main
categories, summarised below without particular implication of
order of importance:

(a) Research designed to produce standard programs
to be used for different types of agricultural
projects, the objective being to enable data
collected by appraisal missions to be analysed
readily and quickly by computer -- Examples of
this would be a series of linear programs for
different types of projects, or programs designed
to analyse the potential production or not
benefits from alternative cropping patterns.

(b) Research designed to determine the empirical basis
for key assumptions being made in project appraisals --

Eramples of this would be empirical study of the
validity of coefficients now being used to express
the conversion of TDN into livestock production, or
the actual farm gate prices of crops in a country
of particular importance to the Division.

(c) Research designed to determine now methodologies
which might be useful in project evaluation -
An example already done is the preliminary work
on risk analysis. Further modification of basic
ideas is underway to make the analysis on a
probability basis more easily applied in actual
appraisals.
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(d) Resoarch related to broad problem of supply and
demand of agricultural comodities -- This research
would be closely related to the kinds of problems
which arise in considering means by which to
stiMxnaate diversification of production. If there
is excess research capacity in the Economics
Department at present, it should be possible to
use some of this for the Bank study of diversifi-
cation which is currently being carried out under
the direction of Mr. Avramovic.

3. There appears to be agreement that the present study of
agricultural taxation and agricultural credit is a valuable
research effort, and shou1d be encouraged to continue.

JRHendryt aaJl
cc: Mr. Takahashi
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ff. avid DAwUs

Frwrtb to yow request for suggerste in te above onnehusnb
apart fri. the asrlm# agreed research proposals in the field of
towis, the other possibility wnld aries from the articae by
G. A. Co11y entitled oternational Twim Today* In the July 1967
isue, of Llop4e Bank Review an phi you have ale &sad se to sienti.
I thfefare resand to yew two requests in this me 'mnde1uv t.

Thu am t of T i amE th2 Jabs..m of EMMtU In avemaod CmuI

BSne the article has f ive sections -- twan wrl4-wlAe aggregateo,
e on developIng countries and - eh an Western arope, and the United

Kingdom respetiwly -- I prosus that elaboration along the lines
continued therein with respect to developing seutries would Imply awe

anaysis with respect to latter sladls to that in the article with
respect to *storn Europe and the liited Klagdon. Most of thin is
concrMed with the Imset of tomrim on the balas. of pasments. The
sectin an the United Kingdoa is a better uodel sInce it presens figeres
am a aumer of years while those for Western lwepq we for a single
Yvmr, 196$.

A sartaln anoant of work has bew done an the Impat of touris an
the balans .f perants., particularly by IUM. Dat mest of it Include#
only a partial list of countries -- probably becsase of te shortage of
snitable data -- and uewlly the less-dreloped contries we not
segr ted from the others. Furthenme, the approach has veml1y been
rather stati, with anlynis concerned only with one or tU years in the
recent past. Of greater interest might be d-ived from beh a l.nger
hiastorial analysis and formard projections based an varying bypothesee.

As a first step, it mlgft be worthwhile nakag a "statisatlOal
reconaissance" in oder to se what data is available -d what san be
dan with it. The shApe o fthr research wrk coId than be omsi d.

It shoald be noted that saem work along them. lines was carried out
a year or two ago In the International Finance Dvision, then under the
supervision of 1-. leow, with Mr. Rao and Mr. Pfeff mrn actually doing
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the wrk. It owAjb4 b Ued that fWthw iwk an this ShMUl be p to
that Diviximn r*Uwe Va $be 2nsgagat pl&MUWba DjL*Lao#.

I do not feal uu1t id to suggest rmwah pojewts ntgsie the
field of towlAm.
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Alexander Stevenson

Grant Elements

In accordance with your request, I attach a table of
"Grant Elements" for comparing different types of loans. I should
like, at your convenience, to discuss this with you and show you
other addtiomnkl material which we have on the subject.

Att.

AStevenson:js



TAB* OF GRbIT WLMO M M AING AES WIT!
PMEPCT TO TMMT RAT, MAC PMIO3, XAMRITI

AND THE IMC( SD MST ME TO TYING

?he attashed table is intended to help in oomparing altermative loan
from the borrower'm point of view. In view of the naW eenwde factors
which may influence a borrower in deciding to selest am lows rater then
amter, it shuUd be emphaesid that the guidance which uq mueh table en
provide en only be vW rough. t the table bsould be used with
great saution.

Three fas ,m which contribute toward making a 1eau nm or less
attractive as see frau te bowrwmr's point of vie a" the grae perlod,
the maturity, and the rate of interest. for variov 5 ationo of thse
tre fater the tables give a rative measure of attractivuwas, In which
the larger t positive percentage the morz value the borwer receives as
*ompared with a standard losn. An avtrge InD loan of 20 yvar* uaturlty, at
6% interest and having a throe-year grco period shoen as the standard
in or to make the easure simple mAi permit oemparisem with a WvU4he m
ype of loss.

Te measure used in tkwme tables is keu as a "Omt Element". It
is derived by sibtracting free the face value of the loan the present value of
the stream of service payment# discounted at the 6% average used for IND
loans, and wtpresing this differese as a perentage of the fae value.
When this measure is ocauted for two lom bring compared, the len shoving
the higher figwzo sa be ensidered the mre attractive with respect to the
three faetore, Inteest gate, grace period and matrity, taken together.

A fourth fester which affets the attretiveneas st a lesn to a borrower
is the degree of froodom allowed the bsrnewr to %m the prosede in the
cheapest market. Wirs the borywor met spend the proceed in the lbmdin
SMtry and where this results in bin having to pay more for a given amount
of goods and services, the attretiveoess of a given lean Is reduced. If oe
has available en average percentage inereese in ests resulting frem the tying
of purehee, ee an make the opp priate adjustsent in the grant alsmmt.
This is dme in s 5 solm at the righthnd side of the table.

in obvise limitation of these tables is that , lo-Is to
be compared met have interest rates less itm 6%, since all laese of 6t or
more will shms a sore or gativw gme element regardess of grace d or
mAter For too mbere n tivo values appear in the table, the effect of
10f makes the lean loe. attractive then the standard 6% loan withet tying.

T sMUWisO, tr taking the p ant value of a stream of service paymente,
adjusted whre appropriate for the effect of tying purehases to the lming
contry, one obtains a meas r of the increase in value to the borroer empared
with an average IM les. P obtaining auh a measure for two loans and re-
dpoing each to a peroantsge V the respective fa*e valuee, aw obtains tw
figures refloating the relative attrtivee of these two loos.



Ter pet an =tied lan bearing interest at V% with h.0 yaro
maturity and 5yar grace will hay a punt elemet of 28.51%. A loam
bearing interest at 1% wih 5 yearo graoe and 15 years natuwit with an
inew. in east of 20% due to tring will hav a gvet elint of 23.7%.
With respect to the fear fastrs Salutud in the easamr1, therefore, the
secnad la* will be Iwo attrwtiv than te first. A mi detailed eawamie
analysis should, of course, be vndram if additiamal osomde fastere an
to be given enideration.

1. Disburement snd ropayamt of loam.

a. The loans we assoood fully disbursed by the lner witmin
six manths of aemtrat date, althong in practie disburse-
umts mW be extended enr a longer period.

b. Interest and principal payabl. uasi-emnally; principal re-
pVabl. in equal instamlents.

a. Ore period is defined s the la-th ofttus fre the date
the loan is centrasted to &d inlauding th. first principal
rI.PsWmet date.

2. w diaomt rate -mW wao 6% per ;rawl servioe psymts (interest
plus amartisation) were diaoaunted sami-anually.

3. Grant elmont a LOO x ftoe "aw of loan - Sms of diesgntied rvcpaigt
ftan eane of I*=n

Tahnially, if the leander disbursed the n aowr a period loagor than
six onthe, the disounted value of these disbumrsint weld have te be
substituted In the formula far the face value of the loan.

4. ?he seommpt of ting was intrudueed by keeping the value of the equipoomt
received by tw bruer tenstwat ad inoressing the number of dollare to be
repeid by hin by 5, 10, 15, 20 ad 25%. Tbn, if the val of the equipsant is
100, and the i nsse in coeat &ew to tiing is 5%, the iisment In the abcve
formula would be 100, but servie popeente wuld be eoprted an a loon of 105.

Statistical Services Division
December 7, 1967



GRANT ELEMENTS

FRAJ 0. PERr.ENT REPAYM NT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIP4L
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

I MA

AhJRTIY PER1 1 ,. 5.00 10.00 15.C0 20.OC 2,.C
I tYEA!S)

- 2315 19.49 1, I

29.12 25.S /2.04 18.49 14.95 11.41
31.35 27.,9 24.48 21.05 11.62 14.1'

309 .16 :2.8-3 23.51 21 468

32.~3 29.09 25.z36 22.6~4 19.42
S44.63 41.86 39.10 36.33 33.56 30.79)

. 7 36.06 33.4 30 27. 4
43.74 40.93 33. 15. 32.149 29. '
5 . G 49.63 47.23 44.84 42.44 40.4

43.22 40.3P 37.54 34.70 31.8 29.03
42.43 39.69 36.5 34.21 31.47
44.39 41.75 39.10 36.45 33.80
46 4.72 41.1 38. 36,04

50. 5 48.08 45.61 43.14 40.66 38.19
8.14 56.05 53.95 51.F6 49.77 47.67

49.47 46.95 44.42 41.89 39.37 36.84
51 48.84 46.40 43. 7 4153 39.01)

. 50.6 48.30 49- 9 43,6U 41.25
54.65 52.38 50.12 41.35 45.58 43.32
56.23 54.05 51.86 49.67 47.48 45.29
63.1. 61.37 59.53 57.59 55.?5 54.01

t 54,74 52.47 50.21 47.95 45.69 43.42
56.41 54.23 52.05 49.97 47,69 45.51

55.91 53.81 51.1 49.61 47.51
4 ). 7.51 55.49 53.47 51.44 49.4?

(dO' 59.05 57.10 55.15 >.2' .Z
67.43 65.81 64.18 62.55 60.92 59.29

63.00 61.15 59.30 57.45 55.60 53.75
2 64.45 62.67 60.90 59.12 57.34 55.56
i 65.84 64.13 62.42 60.71 59.01 57.3
4 67.16 65.52 63.88 62.24 60.60 58.9s
C 68.43 66.85 65.27 63.69 62.12 60.54

73.97 72.67 71.37 70.07 68.77 67.47

50
S69.06 67.,52 65.97 64.42 62.8p 61.33
V.68. 67.3 6 59 34.41 62.9?

%''4 68.71 6729 . 6 4. I
1?7 ?7 '71,' 0 . 96 . 37. 7 65.

13. 2.2 1.22 6991 64.60 67.2 i
7 , 7 77.61 76.5' i5-57 7 -11, 73.34



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 0.75 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

TERM TO GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEARS)

10
1 23.46 19.63 15.80 11.91 8.15 4.32
2 25.48 21.76 18.03 14.31 10.58 6.85
3 27.43 23.80 20.17 16.54 12.92 9.29
4 29.30 25.76 22.23 18.,9 15.16 11.62
5 31.09 27.65 24.20 20.16 17.31 13.86

10 39.05 36.01 32.96 29.11 26.86 23.82

15
1 31.29 27.85 24.42 20.)8 17.55 14.11
2 33.15 29.80 26.46 23.12 19.78 16.43
3 34.93 31.67 28.42 25.17 21.91 18.66
4 36.64 33.47 30.30 27.13 23.96 20.79
5 38.27 35.19 32.10 29.01 25.93 22.84

10 45.53 42.80 40.08 37.36 34.63 31.91

20
1 37.82 34.71 31.60 28.49 25.38 22.27
2 39.53 36.50 33.48 30.45 27.43 24.41
3 41.16 38.22 35.28 32.34 29.39 26.45
4 42.73 39.87 37.00 34 14 31.28 28.41
5 44.23 41.45 38.66 35.87 33.08 30.29

10 50.87 48.41 45.96 43.50 41.05 38.59

25
1 43.29 40.45 37.62 34.78 31.95 29.11
2 44.86 42.11 39.35 36.59 33.84 31.08
3 46.37 43.69 41.01 38.33 35.65 32.97
4 47.82 45.21 42.60 3c-99 37.38 34.78
5 49.21 46.67 44.13 41.59 39.05 36.51

10 55.31 53.07 50.-4 4%,60 46.37 44.13

30
1 47.90 45.29 42.69 4('.08 37.47 34.87
2 49.36 46.83 44.29 41.76 39.23 36.70
3 50.76 48.29 45.83 4-.37 40.91 38.45
4 52.10 49.70 47.30 44.91 42.51 40.12
5 53.38 51.04 48.71 4).38 44.05 41.72

10 59.01 56.96 54-01 5 ?.86 50.81 48.76

40
1 55.13 52.88 50.64 48.39 46.15 43.91
2 56.40 54.22 51.73 49.d5 47.67 45.49
3 57.61 55.49 "'7 C.25 49.13 47.01
4 58.77 56.71 54.65 52.58 50.52 48.46
5 59.88 57.87 55.86 r3.86 51.85 49.85
10 64.73 62.96 61.20 59.43 57.67 55.91

50
1 60.43 58.45 56.47 54.49 52.52 50.54
2 61.55 59.62 57.70 55.78 53.86 51.93
3 62.61 60.74 58.88 57.01 55.14 53.27
4 63.63 61.81 59.99 58.18 56.36 54.54
5 64.60 62.83 61.06 59.29 57.52 55.75

10 68.84 67.28 65.72 64.16 62.61 61.0'



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 1.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYINGU./.)

MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEARS)

22.34 18.46 14.57 10.69 6.81 2.92
24.27 20.48 16.70 12.91 9.12 5.34
26.12 22.43 18.74 15.04 11.35 7.65

4 27.90 24.30 20.69 17.09 13.48 9.88
5 29.61 26.09 22.57 19.05 15.53 12.0112 37.19 34.05 30.91 27.77 24.63 21.49

15
1 29.80 26.29 22.78 19.27 15.76 12.25
C 31.57 28.15 24.73 21.30 17.88 14.46
* 33.26 29.93 26.59 23.25 19.92 16.58
4 34.89 31.64 28.38 25.12 21.87 18.61
1 36.45 33.27 30.10 26.92 23.74 20.561< 43.36 40.53 37.69 34.86 32.03 29.20

2c
1 36.02 32.82 29.62 26.42 23.22 20.02"
2 37.64 34.53 31.41 28.29 25.17 22.05
3 39.20 36.16 33.12 30.08 27.04 24.00
4 40.70 37.73 34.77 31.80 28.83 25.87i 42.13 39.23 36.34 33.45 30.55 27.66

1( 48.45 45.87 43.29 40.72 38.14 35.56

25
1 41.23 38.29 35.35 32.41 29.47 26.53
2 42.73 39.86 37.00 34.14 31.27 28.41
3 44.17 41.37 38.58 35.79 33.00 30.21
4 45.54 42.82 40.10 37.38 34.65 31.93
5 46.86 44.21 41.55 38.89 36.23 33.58

10 52.67 50.31 47.94 45.57 43.21 40.84

30
1 45.61 42.90 40.18 37.46 34.74 32.02
2 47.01 44.36 41.71 39.06 36.41 33.76
3 48.34 45.76 43.17 40.59 38.01 35.42
4 49.61 47.10 44.58 42.06 39.54 37.02
5 50.83 48.38 45.92 43.46 41.00 38.54

1 56.20 54.01 51.82 49.62 47.43 45.24

40
1 52.50 50.13 47.75 45.38 43.00 40.63
2 53.71 51.40 49.08 46.77 44.45 42.14
3 54.87 52.61 50.35 48.10 45.84 43.58
4 55.97 53.17 51.57 49.37 47.16 44.96
5 57.03 54.88 52.73 50.58 48.43 46.28

1> 61.64 59.73 57.81 55.89 53.97 52.05

50
1 57.55 55.43 53.31 51.18 49.06 46.94
2 58.62 56.55 54.48 52.41 50.34 48.27

59.63 57.61 55.60 53.58 51.56 49.54
60.60 58.63 56.66 54.69 52.72 50.75
1.53 59.60 57.68 55.76 53.83 51.91

1 65.56 63.84 62.12 60.39 58.67 56.95



GRANT ELEMENTS

INIEREST RAIF 1.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

WATURIIY PLRIO 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YLARS)

20.11 16.11 12.12 8.12 4.13 0.13
Y 21.84 17.94 14.03 10.12 6.21 2.30

23.51 19.69 15.86 12.04 8.21 4.39
25.11 21.37 17.62 13.88 10.13 6.39
26.65 22.98 19.31 15.65 11.98 8.31

1r 33.47 30.15 26.82 23.50 20.17 16.84

1 26.82 23.16 19.50 15.84 12.18 8.53
28.41 24.83 21.25 17.67 14.09 10.51

3 29.94 26.43 22.93 19.43 15.93 12.42
4 31.40 27.97 24.54 21.11 17.68 14.25
5 32.81 29.45 26.09 22.73 19.37 16.01

LU 39.02 35.97 32.93 29.88 26.83 23.78

20
1 32.42 29.04 25.66 22.28 18.90 15.52
7 33.88 30.57 27.27 23.96 20.66 17.35

35.28 32.05 28.81 25.57 22.34 19.10
4 36.63 33.46 30.29 27.12 23.95 20.78
5 37.91 34.81 31.71 28.60 25.50 22.39

1" 43.60 40.78 37.96 35.14 32.32 29.50

25
1 37.10 33.96 30.81 27.67 24.52 21.38
? 38.46 35.38 32.30 29.22 26.15 23.07

39.75 36.74 33.72 30.71 27.70 24.69
40.99 38.04 35.09 32.14 29.19 26.24

5 42.18 39.29 36.39 33.50 30.61 27.72
1u 47.40 44.78 42.15 39.52 36.89 34.26

1 41.05 38.11 35.16 32.21 29.26 26.32
2 42.31 39.42 36.54 33.65 30.77 27.88
3 43.51 40.68 37.86 35.03 32.21 29.38
4 44.65 41.89 39.12 36.35 33.58 30.82
5 45.75 43.04 40.33 37.61 34.90 32.19

V 50.58 48.10 45.63 43.16 40.69 38.22

40
1 47.25 44.61 41.98 39.34 36.70 34.06
2 48.34 45.76 43.17 40.59 38.01 35.42

49.38 46.85 44.32 41.79 39.25 36.72
4 50.37 47.89 45.41 42.93 40.45 37.97

51.32 48.89 46.45 44.02 41.59 39.15
1 55.48 53.25 51.03 48.80 46.57 44.35

50
1 51.80 49.39 46.98 44.57 42.16 39.75
2 52.75 50.39 48.03 45.67 43.31 40.94

53.67 51.35 49.04 46.72 44.40 42.09
54.54 52.27 50.00 47.72 45.45 43.1R
55.37 53.14 50.91 48.68 46.45 44.22

1) 59.00 56.95 54.90 52.86 50.81 48.76



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 2.0 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL

INCREASE IN COST DUE Ta TYING(./.)

TERM 10 GRACE
hIATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

(YEARS) (YEARS)

10
1 17.87 13.77 9.66 5.55 1.45 -2.66

19.42 T5.39 11.36 7.33 3.30 -0.73

3 20.90 16.94 12.99 9.03 5.08 1.12

4 22.32 18.44 14.55 10.67 6.79 2.90

5 23.69 19.87 16.06 12.24 8.43 4.61

10 24.75 26.24 22.73 19.22 15.71 12.19

15
1 23.84 20.03 6.22 12.42 8.61 4.8

2 26.16 21.52 17.78 14.04 10.31 6.57

3 26.61 22.94 19.27 15.60 11.93 8.26

4 27.9! 24.31 20.701 7.10 13.50 9.89

5 29.16 25.62 22.08 18.53 14.99 11.45

0 34.69- 31.42 28.16 24.89 21.62 18.36

20
1 28.81 25.25 21.70 18.14 14.58 11.02

2 30.it 26.62 23.13 19.63 16.14 12.64

3 31.36 27.93 24.50 21.07 17.63 14.20

32.56 29.1T 25.i fl.4 19.07 15.70

5 33.70 30.39 27.07 23.76 20.44 17.13

10 Ai.7 35.70 32.63 29.57 26.51 23.45

25
1 32.98 29.63 26.28 22.93 19.58 16.23

2 34.18 30.89 21.60 24.31 21.2 1.73

3 35.33 32.10 28.87 25.63 22.40 19.17

4 -6.4 33.26 30.08 26.90 23.72 20.54

5 37.49 34.36 31.24 28.11 24.99 21.86

10 42.14 39.24 36.35 33.46 30.57 27.67

30
1 36.49 33.32 30.14 26.97 23.79 20.61

2 3!.61 34.49 31.37 28.25 25.13 22.01

3 38.67 35.61 32.54 29.47 26.41 23.34

4 39.69 36.68 33.66 30.65 27.63 24.61

5 40.67 37.70 34.73 31.77 28.80 25.83

10 44.96 42.20 A4~43 36.70 33.95 31.20

40
1 42.00 39.10 36.20 33.30 30.40 27.50

2 42.91 40.12 37.26 34.41 31.56 28.71

3 43.89 41.09 38.28 35.48 32.67 29.87

4 418 42.01 39.25 36.49 33.73 30.q7

5 45.62 42.90 40.18 37.46 34.74 32.03

10 49.1 46.78 44.25 41.71 39.18 36.64

50
1 46.04 43.34 40.65 37.95 35.25 32.55

4469 4424 41.58 38.93 36.27 33.62

3 47.71 45.09 42.48 39.86 37.25 34.63

4 --. 4- 45.91 43.33 40.75 38.18 35.60.

5 49.22 46.68 44.14 41.60 39.07 36.53

10 5 2.45 50-007 47.69 45.32 42.94 40.56



GRANT ELEMENTS

INIEREST RATE 2.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL

INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)
r RM T0 GRAE
MATURITY IFRIUO 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

CY ARSI (YEAs)

15.64 11.42 7.20 2.98 -1.23

16.99 12.84 8.69 4.54 0.39 -3.16

18.29 14.20 10.12 6.03 1.94 -2.14

4 19.53 15.51 11.48 7.46 3.44 -0.59

5 20.73 16.76 12.80 8.84 4.87 091

S6.04 22.34 18.64 14.94 11.24 7,54

1 20.86 16.90 12.95 8.99 5.03 1.0$

22.10 18.20 14.31 10.41 6.52 2.62

3 23.28 19.45 15.61 11.78 7.94 4.11

24.42 20.64 16.87 13.09 9.31 5.53

25.52 21.79 18.0? 14.34 10.62 6.89

10 30.35 26.87 23.39 19.90 16.42 12.94

I 25.21 21.47 17.73 13.99 10.25 6.52

26. 5 22.67 18.99 15.30 11.62 7.94

1 27.44 23.81 20.19 16.56 12.93 9.30

4 28.49 24.91 21.34 17.76 14.18 10.61

5 29.49 25.96 22.44 1891 15.39 11.86

33.91 30.61 27.31 24.00 20.70 17.39

1 28.86 25.30 21.74 18.19 14.63 11.01
29.91 26.41 22.90 19,40 15.89 12.3

3 3C.92 27.46 24.01 20.55 17.10 13.65
31.88 28.47 25.07 21.66 18.26 14.85
32.80 29.44 26.08 22.72 19.36 16.00
36.87 33.71 30.56 27.40 24.24 21.0'1

1 31.93 28.53 25.12 21.72 18.32 14.91
2 32.91 29.55 26.20 22.84 19.49 16.13

A 33.84 30.53 27.22 23.91 20.61 17.30
4 34.73 31.47 28.20 24.94 21.68 18.41

5 35.58 32.36 29.14 25.92 22.70 19.48

0 39.34 36.30 33.27 30.24 27.20 24.17

4.0
1 36.75 33.59 30.43 27.26 24.10 20.94
2 37.60 34.48 31.36 28.24 25.12 22.00

3 38.41 35.33 32.25 29.17 26.09 23.01

4 39.18 36.14 33.10 30.06 27.01 23.97

5 39.92 36.91 33.91 30.91 27.90 24.90

1) 43.15 40.31 37.47 34.62 31.78 28.94

50
I 40.29 37.30 34.32 31.33 28.34 25.36

2 41.03 38.08 35.13 32.19 29.24 26.29

41.74 38.83 35.92 33.00 30.09 27.18

42.4? 39.54 36.66 33.78 30.91 28.03

43.2 40.22 37.38 34.53 31.68 28.84
45,1( 43.19 40.48 37.78 35.07 32.37



GRANT

00 PERCENT REPAYMEN KMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
iNCREASE IN COST DUE ATYNG./.)

ER 0. 5.Q0 10.00 1 JJ 20.0 25.0

iio9.07 4.74 -AM

24.6 1. 29 6.02 1f13 -2.53 -6
13.67 11.46 7.24 3.03 -1.19 -n.41

5 1674 2.5 644 50.0 -4.1
1 7 71 .3 .. 2 .2

S1. a7 13 465.5 5.431 1. 32 -
22 2 18.4 I t 10Z66 I6.7p

a,1 ?71 561 2.62
41>89 1.84 6vp 2-1.

I 13 17T9 Y4 06 1 1. U 2.3

1 l169 13.1, 9 5 >.93 2.01
22.99 18.72 14.84 10 91 7.10 3.23

23 52 19.10 15.87 12 05 8.23 4.40
4, 42 2).6 16.86 13 08 9.33 5.5

8 21.54 17.80 14 0? 10.33 6.60
/ 9 u7  25.52 21.98 18 43 14.88 11.34

-24. 74 . 7 121 1345.
42 64 .4 92 18.20 4 46 ] .76

3 6 -50 ?2.8 1l 5 15, 4 11.8 1
2733 236 23.06 16.43 L2.79 9.16

32a1 2- 52 2V93 17 34 13.14 10.1
31.60 28 18 24.76 21 34 17.92 14.50

a 2, 32 1 23.4 20.11 1641 12.,4 9.41
2 28.20 24.61 21.02 1744 131.5 1.

329M00 28.45 21.90 183 14.80 11.2
26.2 22,7i 19 23 15.72 16.21

2.03 23.55 20 0 16.30 13.13
LU 33 12 30.40 27.09 2377 20.46 17.71

31.50 28.8 24.65 17.80 14.38
S32.23 28.84 2.45 2 06 18.67 15.28
2.92 29.57 26.21 ? 86 19.50 16.15

433.58 30.26 26.94 3 62 20.30 16.98
S34.22 30.93 27.64 24 35 21.06 17.71

103.9 33.84 30.68 27 53 24. 38 21.23

3 ?26 27.9e 4 a 21.44 18.16
35.17 31.93 28,69 23 45 22.2 18.96

M.8 32.3? 29.36 26 15 22.94 19.72
-. ,3 33.18 3 (k0 26.8 23.63 20.45

,6 <2 3376 3.61 274 24.30 21.13
.* 36 3U 33.2? 3V.2 272 24.7



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 3.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

EAT GRACE -______-

MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEARS

10
1 11.17 6.73 2.29 -2.15 -6.60 -11.04
S-1.W 7.74 3.35 -1.04 -5.44 -9.83
3 13.06 8.71 4.37 0.02 -4.33 -8.67
4 13.95 9.65 5.35 1.04 -3.26 -7.56
5 14.81 10.55 6.29 2.03 -2.23 -6.49

10 18.60 14.53 10.46 6.39 2.32 -1.75

1s
1 14.90 10.65 6.39 2.14 -2.12 -6.37
2 15.78 11.57 7.36 3.15 -1.06 -5.27
3 16.63 12.46 8.30 4.13 -0.04 -4.21
4 17.45 13.32 9.19 5.06 0.93 -3.19
5 18.23 14.14 10.05 5.96 1.87 -2.22

.68 17.76 13.85 9.93 6.02 2.1b

20
1 18.01 13.91 9.81 5.71 1.61 -2.49
2 18.82 14.76 10.70 6.65 2.59 -1.47
3 19.60 15.58 11.56 7.54 3.52 -0.50
4 '0.33 16.37 12.38 8.40 4.42 0.43
b 21.06 17.12 13.17 9.22 5.28 1.33

10 24.22 20.44 16.65 12.86 9.07 5.28

25
1 20.61 16.64 12.67 8.71 4.74 0.77
2 21.36 11.43 13.56 9.57 5.64 1.71
3 22.08 18.19 14.29 10.40 6.50 2.60
4 22.17 18.91 15.05 11.19 7.33 3.46
5 23.43 19.60 15.77 11.95 8.12 4.29

10 26.34 22.65 18.97 15.29 11.60 7.92

30
1 22.81 18.95 15.09 11.23 7.37 3.51
2 23.56 19.66 15.85 12.03 8.20 4.38
3 24.17 20.36 16.59 12.80 9.00 5.21
4 24.81 21.05 17.29 13.53 9.77 6.01
5 25.42 21.69 17.96 14.23 10.50 6.77
102. i 24.50 20.91 17.31 1. 12 1-0.12

40
1 26.25 22.56 18.88 15.19 11.50 7.81
2 26.85 23.20 19.54 15.88 12.23 8.57
3 27.43 23.80 20.18 16.55 12.92 9.29
4 27.98 24.38 20.78 17.18 13.58 9.98
5 28.51 24.94 21.36 17.79 14.22 10.64

10 30.82 27.36 23.90 20.44 16.99 13.53

50
1 28.78 25.21 21.65 18.09 14.53 10.97
2 29.3 25.7 22.24 18.70 15.17 11.64
3 29.82 26.31 22.80 19.29 15.78 12.27
4 30.30 26.82 23.33 19.85 16.36 12.88'
5 30.76 27.30 23.84 20.38 16.92 13.45

10 32.78 29.42 26.06 22.70 19.34 15.98



GRANT ELEMENTS

IN EREST RATE 4.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCI L
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

MTUIRJV PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.-
(1 ARS) (YEARS)

8.94 4.38 -0.17 -4.72 -9.28 -13-8
9.71 5.19 0.68 -3.84 -8.35 -12,c6

10.45 5.97 1.49 -2.98 -7.46 -11,94
11.16 6.72 2.28 -2.16 -6.61 -11.>

11.84 T.44 3.03 -1.38 -5.79
1 14.88 10.62 6.37 2.11 -2.15

11.92 7.52 3.11 -1.29 -5.70 -10.
12.63 8.26 3.89 -0.48 -4.85 -9.2
13.31 8.97 4.64 0.30 -4.03

4 13.96 9.65 5.35 1.05 -3.25
14.58 10.31 6.04 1.77 -2.50 -6.7

10 11.34 13.21 9.08 4.95 0.81 -3.3

1 14.41 10.13 5.85 1.57 -2.71 -6,9
15.06 10.81 6.56 2.32 -1.93 -6.1

1 15.68 11.46 7.25 3.03 -1.18 -5.4C
4 16.28 12.09 7.91 3- -. 47 -4 .

16.85 12.69 8.54 4.38 0.22 -3.94
14 19.38 15.35 11.12 7..2

L 16.49 12.32 8.14 3.96 -0.21 -4.39
2 7.09 - 2.95 8.80 4.66 0.51 -3.
3 17.67 13.55 9.43 5.32 1.20 -I
4 18.22 14.13 10.04 5.95 1.86 -2.
5 18.74 14.68 10.62 6.56 2.49 -1.57

10 21.07 17.12 13.18 9.23 5.28 1.3

1 18.25 14.16 10.07 5.98 1.90 -2.19
2 18.80 14.74 10.68 6.62 2.56 -1.5
3 19.34 15.30 11.27 7.24 3.20 -0.8'
4 19.85 15.84 11. 3 1.82 3.81 -0.19
5 20.33 16.35 12.37 8.38 4.40 0.42
Ia 22.48 0.6i 14.73 10.85 6.91

40
1 21.00 11.05 13.10 9.15 5.20 1.25
2 21.48 17.6 42?.---.--.78 1.85
3 21.95 18.04 14.14 10.24 6.34 2.41
4 22.39 18.51 14.63 T67$.7 2.9h
5 22.81 18.95 15.09 11.23 7.37 3.51

10 24.66 2O.89 17.12 1.- 9.59 5.82

50
1 23.02 19.17 15.32 11.47 7.63 3.78
2 23.4U A.66 15.7 1196 8014 4.31
3 23.85 20.05 16.24 12.43 8.62 4.82

24.24 20.45 -1-6-.66 12.88 9.09 5.30
24.61 20.84 17.07 13.30 9.53 5.V-

1 26.22 22.54 18.85 15.16 11.47 7.



GRANT ELEMENTS

nFRST RA T: 4.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

MAIURY 1 ER0 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.0
{YFAR ; IY A'7S1

IS-70 2.04 -2.63 -7.29 -11.96 -16.2
1. 8 2.65 -1.99 -6.63 -11.26 -15.,
1 1.14 3.23 -1.38 -5.99 -10.60 -15.2
8.3? 3.19 -0.79 -5.37 -9.96 -14.34
8.38 4.33 -0.23 -4.78 -9.34 -13.9

1> 11.16 6.72 2.27 -2.17 -6.61 -11.0

8.94 4.39 -0.17 -4.72 -9.27 -13.3
9.47 4.94 0.42 -4.11 -8.64 -13.16
9.98 5.48 0.98 -3.52 -8.02 -12.
10.4? 5.99 1.51 -2.96 -7.44 -11.9?
10.4 6.48 2.03 -2.42 -6.88 -11.3
13.01 8.66 4.1 - .04 -4.39 -8.7'

1 10.81 6.35 1.89 -2.57 -7.03 -11.49
2 iia , 29 6.86 2.42 -2.01 -6.45 -10.83

11?6 7.35 2.94 -1.48 -5.89 -10.30
12.21 1.82 3.43 -0.96 -5.35 -9.7
12.64 8.27 3.90 -0.47 -4.83 -9.20
14.53 10.26 5.99 1.71 -2.56 -6.83

12.31 7.99 3.60 -0.78 -5.16 -9.j4
.12.2 8.46 4.10 .6 4.6 -8.9

3 13.25 8.91 4.57 0.24 -4.10
4 13.66 9.35 5.03 0.11 -3.60

14.06 9.16 5.46 1.17 -3.13 -7.4
15.80 1.59 . 3.1 -1.04 -5.2

1 13.68 9.37 5.05 0.74 -3.58 -7.89
14.10 9.81 5.51 -122 .8 -7.37
14.50 10.23 5.95 1.68 __-2.60 -6.87
14.88 10.63 6.31 2.12 -2.14 -6.39
15.25 11.01 6.78 2.54 -1.70 -5.94

1e 16.86 12.70 8.54 4.39 0.23 -3.93

1 15.75 11.54 7.33 3.11 -1.10 -5.31
2 16.11 11.92 7.72 3.53 -0.66 -4.86
3 16.46 12.28 8.11 3.93 -0.25 -4.43
4 16.79 12.63 8.47 4.31 0.15 -4.01
i 17.11 12.96 8.82 4.67 0.53 -3.62

1 18.49 14.42 10.34 6.27 2.19 -1.88

50
L 11.27 13.13 8.99 4.86 0.72 -3.42
2 1-7.58 13.46 9.34 5.22 1.10 -3.02

1 89 13.78 9.68 5.57 1.47 -2.64
Sa18 14.09 10.00 5.91 1.82 -2.
14o, 14.38 10.30 6.23 2.15 -1.93
;-j.67 15.65 11.63 7.62 3.60 -0.'



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 5.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

fERM TO GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEARS!

Lo
1 4.47 -0.31 -5.09 -9.86 -14.64 -19.42

.85 O.1 -4.66 -. 42 -14.18 -18.93
3 5.22 0.49 -4.25 -8.99 -13.73 -18.47
4 5.58 0.86 -3.86 -8.56 -18.02
5 5.92 1.22 -3.49 -8.19 -12.89 -17.60

1) 7.44 2.81 -i.82 -6.45 -11.07 -15.70

15
1 5.96 1.26 -3.44 -8.15 -12.85 -17.55
2 6.31 1.63 -3.05 -7.74 -12.42 -17.11
3 6.65 1.99 -2.68 -7.35 -12.02 -16.68
4 6.98 2.33 -2.32 -6.98 -11.63 -16.28
5 7.29 2.65 -1.98 -6.62 -11.25 -15.89

8.61 4.11 -0.46 -5.03 -9.59 -14.16

20
1 7.20 2.56 -2.08 -6.72 -11.36 -16.00
2 7.53 2.91 -1.12 -6.34 -10.97 -15.59
3 7.84 3.23 -1.38 -5.98 -10.59 -15.20

- 8.14 .5 - --T. 5.64 -10.23 -14.83

5 8.43 3.85 -0.73 -5.31 -9.89 -14.47
10 9.69 17 0.66 -3.86 -8.37 -12.89

25
I 8.25 3.66 -0.93 -5.52 -10.11 -14.69

2 8.55 3.97 -0.60 -5.17 -9.75 -14.32
3 8.83 4.27 -0.28 -4.84 -9.40 -13.96
4 9.11 4.56 0.02 -4-52 -9.07 -13.61
5 9.37 4.84 0.31 -4.22 -8.75 -13.28

10 10.53 6.06 1.59 -2.89 -t.36 -11.83

30
1 9.12 4.58 0.04 -4.51 -9.05 -13.60

9.40 4.87 0.34 -4.19 -8.72 -13.25

3 9.67 5.15 0.63 -3.88 -8.40 -12.92
4 9.92 5.42 0.92 -3.59 -8.09 -12.60
5 10.17 5.68 1.18 -3.31 -7.80 -12.29

To 11.24 6.80 2.36 -2.08 -6.51 1~.4-

40
1 10.50 6.03 1.55 -2.92 -7.40 -11.87
2 10.74 6.28 1.82 -2.65 -7.11 -11.57
3 10.97 6.52 2.07 -2.38 -6.83 -11.28
4 11.19 6.15 2.31 --- 2.13 -6.57 -11.01
5 11.40 6.98 2.55 -1.88 -6.31 -10.74

10 12.33 7.95 3.56 -0.82 -5.21 -9.59

50
1 11.51 7.09 2.66 -1.76 -6.19 -10.61

I1. 7.31 2.90 -1.52 -5.93 -10.35
3 11.93 7.52 3.12 -1.28 -5.69 -10.09
4 127.12 7.73 3.33 -1.06 -5.46 -9.85

5 12.31 7.92 3.54 -0.85 -5.23 -9.62
10 13.11 8.77 4.42 0.08 -4.27 -8.61



GRANT ELEMENTS

5.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT I LE PRI CIP
INCREASE TN C-ST DUE TC v~ r,..

)U 0 5.0u 2.00 Mi 2 0
(Y AR5~i ( \2)

6 L- .5 -.. -7

2 61 -2.26 -7.13 -12.f0 .-

9. 76 9 -1i . --I' 6 -s4.

1.8 -. 4 -'15 16 4 -21.4

0I

- 2 1.81 5.92 -1 .72 -(. 54 -20

-. 1.44.23 -1.-) -13.70 -18.4

3.37 .6 - 4. .014 -8,17 -13.55 -18.79
3.0-.3476 -.. 99 -13.41 -28,14
31. 1 - 849 -.8 -17 . 1 I - t . 00

7 0 9 - 3 -14-13. 16 -17-81

3-1 7-

-1. -3 -. 0 02216P -

9 7 -1 09 -5.86 -1 <7 -15.4$ -2.2
-0.88 -. 6 - 9 -15.-1.1

.-. 552 -1512 -17.6

4 4 0,09 -4. 6 -9. 43 -14. 19 -18 .94

4 42 -0 .36 -5.14 -19 -*4 , .4
4. -5 -0.22 -4.99 -9.'6 -l4.5~ -19.3

9 -0.08 -4.85 -9.1 -14.38 -1
.27 0.53 -4 21 -8 94 -13,68 -l8.42

4.56 -0.21 -4.98 -9. / 14.53 -93
4 '0 -0.06 -4.83 -9 59 -14.36 -19.,9

34. 3 0.08 -4.68 -9.44 -14.20 -18.96
4.60.21 -4.54 -9 29 -14.05 -88

5.25 0.51 -4.22 -8.96 -13.70 -18.44
5.37 0.64 -4.09 -8.82 -13.55 -18.29

5. 6) 0.88 -3.84 -8.56 -1L3.78 -18.0'
5.70 0.99 - 3.73 -8.44 -13.16 -17.81
6.16 1.47 -3.22 -7 91 -12.60 -11.29

5.76 1.04 -3.67 -8 38 -13.09 -17.81
2 .61.1t5 -3.55 -8 26 -12.91 176

56 1.26 -3.44 -8.14 -12.$4 -75
.t 1.36 - 3.33 -8.03 -12.73 -11.42

6.15 146 -3. 23 -1.92 -12.62 -l 7.M
., -( I88 -2.9 -. 46 -12.13 -68
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Shiom Reutlinger

Research Prora ProposaLw for Inmstment Planning Division

I. General Introduction

1. It may serve a useful purpose, prior to presenting specific research

proposals, if a definite understanding and concensus wers attained both in

the Division and Department and with other Departments on the broad aims of

research activities undertaken in or on the initiative of the Bank. My com-
ments below then are of a provocative nature to check whether we am tuned
in on! the same objectives and to suggest possibly some criteria which we

may use to set priorities for choosing among a set of research proposals.

2. Top priority should be assigned to pablem areas in which (a) the
Bank in fact has it within its power to substantially affect the success or
failure of the developent drive in developing countries, and (b) the Bank
has unique wxperience and data beyond what is available alswhere. This
then would include continuous comern with improving project appraisal pro-
cedures for the purpose of selecting projects. But far beyond this and

perhaps more *ffectively and importantly we should make greater efforts to

supply in conjunction with every project loan a prescription to operate the

project in the most effective way we know. Too often, it seems to me, our
consultants (at great expense) and our appraisors do not go far beyond giving
a "yes" or "no" answer to a project, tacitly accepting a mode of operation

(a "user charge" policy, a series of unrelated activities, some of which

may be completely unjustified, a niop.tal size of operation, etc.) which
has not been carefully checked out. There are some sceptic. inong us, who
may go so far as to suggest that our "yes" or "no" answer to a project is of
little relevawne to what a country will do. This may or may not be so. But
contrarywise, there seem to be little doubt in my mind, that whatever is
contained in our appraisal or in a consultant's report about the mode of

operaticn of a project vitally affects how that project is carried out,
whether or not we have critically considered the described details. Partly,
this is so because the loan will become efective only if a strict itemised
disbursement program is observed. But even more importantly, we must be
aware that it is the prestige and the authority with which a Bank or a con-
sultant's document speaks which will be difficult to be challenged later

on by others. Ti summary, the Bank's impact seems to me greatest in the
area of project design and any research which will assist in the optimum

design of projects (whether their overall return is 5% or 50%) is of high
priority.

(A propos, it may be useful to stimulate renewed ds-
cussion on whether it might not be useful to extend two types
of loans, ne which is based on strict adherence to a particu-
lar mode of operation of a project and consequently a thorough
appraisal, and another one which is given to a broadly defined

project without any suggestion as to the details. The latter
would apply if for whatever reason we do not wish or caxmot

do an adequate appraisal.)
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3. Relatedly, the Bank seems to have a fWr mount of influence on
pricing and taxing policies as they effect the services or products produced
by Bank sponsored projects. It has been suggested in some quarters that the
Bank may not have always ceerted its influence in this area in the best
possible way. Hene, because of the magnitude of the possible impact and the
mount of experience uniquely availAble to the Bank, it my be useful to
expand research in this area.

h. On a higher level of aggregation the Bank could have an impact on
accelerating development through participation in the process of de6ermining
priorities and ccaplemmtarities among various projects in a sector or region.
The appraisal of sectors and rqgions is, of course, a legitimate and important
function of other national and international agencies. Nevertheless, because
of the direct relationship between closely related projects, it may be useful
for the Bank to take an active part in such studies. This has been recognised,
of course, in ome particular cases (the Indus Basin) and with respect to the
Bank's role in administering the UNDP study projects in the transport sector.
We should engage in the development and review of the methodology of sector
analysis to support these efforts and to the extent that further involvement
in sector studies, either as the executing agency or as co-operators, is
anticipated.

5. On the still higher aggrmgative level of inter-sector studies, the
Bank's major ispact could be in pointing up relationshipe between particularly
highly related sectors. In this area, we may attevpt to initiate and partici-
pate in the preparation of an overall plan for related sectors (transportation-
agriculture, irrigation-power, etc.).

II. pecific Topics for Research Projects

ProJect Appraisal MethodLt

6. With few exceptions, our research work with respect to improving on
the methodology of project appraisal should be conducted in conjunction with
an actual case, but clearly the analysis and conclusions must be much more
general. Ideally, we should be infuormed of suitable projects far in advance
of the project being submitted to consultants for detailed planning. We
should be given the opportunity to investigate how the project could be planned
under a large number of differing conditions than those actually prevailing in
the particular case in order to derive useful generalisations.

7. In the area of prescribing optimum modes of operation, we should
conduct several studies:

(a) Alternative Objective Functions

The idea would be to take a hard look at the economic
surplus from a project and to assign different weights to a
dollar earned in various categories, say for wages to poor
and wealthy people, or for consumption, domestic investmwnt.
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Nuxislaing such a weighted benefit (social utility function)
may substantially chewge the order of priorities between dif-
ferent projects, and, less frequently though, the optimm
mode of operation of projects.

(b) Multi-dimensdonal Optindsation Models

Anear progrmnng type models for activity analysis and
regional allocation problems may be primarily useful for
cehong among alternative projects, for instance, (particularly
when consultants are engaged for project paration) may
present problems which ought to be exmined with an activity analysis
type model. One would have to cheme a project in which there
wre obviously many land use alternatives (neither inelastic
nor completely elastic demand for water) and the water avail-
ability can be altered with reasonable differences in costs
(neither inelastic nor completely elastic supply of water).

(a) 2ptmm C ci Z of Structure when Dem"n or 22pplZ

MOdels might be prepared to determine the rmber of
berths when ship arrivals cannot be predicted with cer-
tainty or the sise of reservoirs when water inflow or
utilization are randou variables. A paper on how to ana-
lyse for optimm solutions should be prepared.

(d) Probability A#=aisal

The idea is to further exasine the practical advantage
of estimating a probability distribution of the rate of
return frm subjectively estimated probability distributions
of crucial elements affecting the rate of return and to
compare results with conventional single valued estimates.

(e) A Critical Review of Selected Project Apraisals

We may take a quick look at many apprasial reports
and write a short paper on such features of reports which
usem to indicate weanesses in the economic analysis or
presentation. Subsequently, we could draw up a list of
problem areas and crucial projections in projects which
were aporaised a sufficiently long time ago to permit us
to check either by questionnairee or field checks or both
what has actually materialised.

Alternatively, we may do a thorough reappraisal of
one or two projects in order to compare the projections
in the apraisal with what actually has happened and why
(i.e., the El Salvador oseder Road Project).
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Evaluation of Policy

8. In the field of evaluating p2licieS which affect inter- and intra
allocations of resouces in sectors anI projects we may wish to undertake
or comtission the following studies:

(f) frrigation Water Charges

This would be a study of what constitutes a reasonable
pricing for water delivered from irrigation projects in terms
of resource allocation, technical and political feasibility.
The study could first review a large samber of hypotetical
problems (selected on the basis of prevelance of similar
cases found in appraisal reports). The empirical part of
such a study would determine whether economically optim=
pricing policies we being followed in a swiple of projects
and if not, whether departures from optiam policies can b*
justified on other grounds.

(g) Taxes and Subsidies of Agricultural Export Comedities

A study could be made to determine how taxes and sub-
sidies of selected export camodities in sklected countries
affect the --contribution made by the Bank projects to deve-
lopment. Similarly, as in (f) we would examine whether
currently practiced policies are reasonable In terms of any
mber of criteria or whether they are based on traditions
which could be effectively challenged.

(h) A Study of Farmers' Repponsiveness to Incentives

An analysis could be made by a carefully designed experi-
ment (in co-operation with G. Orcutt), possibly attabbed to
an agricultural credit project, of the responsivanes of
farmers to incae opportunities created by our projects and
the factors which affect the degree of response, such as
extension services, reduction of risk hazards, etc. That is,
farmers or group of farmers could be ielected at random and
assig*d different "traeatente".

Sector An&Iysis

9. As this is an area in which not WUch has been done in general,
much exploratory work must be done before pursuing any specific proposals.
We could think about proceeding as follows:

(1) Survy of iUterature on Sector Analyses

Primarily the objective would be to do a comparative
study of the quality and usefalness of various studies and 
models which have been tried in developing countries. We
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could then pursue the m promising ones (with or
without the authors of the original studies) to see
whether they lead to conclusions and/or project identi-
fication in a way which is useful to the Bank.

(j) Particiation in Sector (C2ntar) Mission

The idea would be that we would be informed, say,
three months In advane of an important sector survey
mission. We would then collect all the information
that can be gotten (from whateer source) here In the
office, and try to identify by whatever suitable method
of analysis the crucial issues and possibly tentative
recommedations. Subsequently, we would join the mission
with the purpose of further studying already identified
wnd new problems. If we should conclude that a coMlete
sector study or a joint study of several related sectors
could have a reasonable pay-off, we could propose t* the
country and to UNDP to undertake such a study - perhaps
in close co-operation wlth a conlt~nt' firs and FAO.

SReutlinger :bso
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A. E. Tiam and A. KuxAu

Intornational Price Cpetttvewwss by R. J. Ulmer

1. We have read with interest the revised version of Mr. Ulmer's
paper. Although soft of the material is entirely rwuritten, the substance
is essontial3y the same. He does repeat here that his proposed index of
price competitiveness is a "First Approimation." The ind is based on
weport and import of wxactured goods only, and the simple form is
derived undr the assumptions that i) price elastioities of demand are
the same for all exported goods and also for all imported goods, and
ii) cross elasticities of demand are negligibly small or zero. Mr. Ulmer
believes that these assumptions are substantial]y correct, and recomnda
that after the work on proposed index is initiated thy could be exained
and the ind.r suitabI4 corrected.

2. On the farculation of the index our eomants on Mr. Uilmer's
earlier paper are still applicable, Furthermore, prior to actual con-
struction of the indem, we suggest that he shoald rather exane the
valiity of his assumption5 first from past data, and then proceed
accordinglr.

3. Since Mr. Balasa& made some cinomnts on the earlier paper, he
might like to see this version also.

ec Messrs. Sterenson, awa and Tienuma

AE~i" nnAXundu/ato
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Bernard oury

isearch Sug&tions (Follow- to ! Mno dated Nov. 6- 1967)

1. During the Investment Planning Division Meeting held November 24, 1967,
you invited additional suggestions about futir. tcPiCS of interest. I might
add the following.

2. The Ohana desk has Wnf ahow interest In the development of a
cocoa model for Ghana. e a good OZORe of agricultural model
building involving a tree-crop (perenrial).

3. Work in the area of the economic of fertiliser use in 1DC's, aimed
at facilitating the work of the Bank Group.

4. Work in the wasr of crop diversification possibilities in DC's.

5. Imputation of agricultAral output to technological :input& t a VW
to measure the separate effects of the major segments of modern tehnology.

6. Earlier studies such as "The Evaluation of Agricultural Projects A
Study of Some Econcic and FinanialA Aspects" (EC-128, May 7, 1964) might
need same revision. Economic reappraisal of selected earlier agricultural
loans might also be of interest to the Bank Group.

BOUn7
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H. G. - *a der Tak

.I r to m amv wit iat the swtor sod Pjedt
ar*Wp could do to support moetor studios undertakena or rsperrimed bgr
the Projets Departmnt. You sugastod that I abmIad wwIte dam brI&Qy
tha ideas we tallod abWuA ia order to sti=4stU and faallitAte, further
s41 n an this topic in the Projec - Dipah.

2. As I Se it, "ssctr studim!" oomprehand a wids, range of
rtAr difnmt exerais. The -mn-' sootor revias unIrtaka n the

frowwsork of our oomtry sonon~t work oontain, art frmn descriptive
material, a deasm- of broad policy qu atim pertaining to the
aSOCUr con ed. e nernP - I researchn an varicus polUor ismunp,
such an pricing problemin, tax ininbves m iaeutives redit ad
fin ning pro~mat, regulation and control, Ma*WsU4g, tradt poU0i0a,

*to., would provide a better basis for our specific policy judgmats
d Aio in purtiua" @ountriS.

3. At the other eutrom are largo iuvistmat, plawAig efforts
mubh " UP-" sotor aurve",, Uo I-d- Basin Stuy, eta. These

involve a mh Larpr effor in term of tim, neiowr and ,
resulting In a well-founandt dWad invootanit progm for the
motor or sen unau, dr up an the basis of iatensive fact
fld' and andlyms. ftrthnr research an asthode that ma usefully be
e-plaWW in this type of work would s e s -somnr. This would esfw to

Varlom spt =&UUys qprosohse to uvaqport rAu ialop POWr Pstemo,
river basias, segional alacatice of resourows anad locatim publmis, etc.

Wde 4Ahe knms nAuh mome about the advantages and limitations of various
typos oatnd" far d fa rent puzvoses ad in difftreat otroumstaboes.

4. In botumm then types of ,sector study" are several otbor
types which tend to bend. Plan or progroa revimu ndaon try to ake

11m Judgmnt *a the aproprie+nm ot t1- 1rel and ooMonition of
investanat and expetume prograno dramn mp a the gove ient. Project
Jant Asnatioa N=M man look around a eomtay amd, on the basis of

espetecad oosmn sonom, try to pick out pronising Invortat posi-
biliti . Still other missins try to doetradas the direction in %Mioh
further dwmelopmant of the sector should take plas mud drimr up a tata-
tive broad outline of a developmat plan for the sector. An then
=esins am usually want with om to tm pepe par mnotor " a
required to produm a xvport in, say, . moth, of which sme for
wee s or so am spent in the 0014. In thi Short period theo to
now a Judgment on ueource alloatn prehlow and opti n vestmt

and wmpditure patter, -nally an the basis of vw,7 limdtod and dli-
csmt turzatm , and without the banfit of Intensive tact findi4 ad
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a-ulyis. I in wt - ortmin %bother bmokgm=W roseawh Sine provi-
m h help for W s kind of exaso. It m be wsrth +

h0Wemr, *Other v*W pLV h inily-eWdind axdas =L#h not be
useful in tiouing wbrther oo-oxm--- an*1vad at folie= tem the assur--
tieo &Wd judgmntm mods. I t might &I"s be Possible to try moma au"ayou
&Ion thoem lia Weore a xlso=a goe out into the field, cia the bas

of Puoh data s ane alrady availabaa iu the ak, ia order to hring out
the crucial Varisblos tbt the wsima shaald look lato am*e alwo e.
And Insighto derived frm the intensive - fttailmd museViS =Luired to

abaft ia parsp jh 3, adgt be iwaful 14 arrivlng at sensie Judge ts
In Other **=ntried whore cund"Won appear adodlar

S. All this s WAt1* 4t>. pl hs bud of owavoo, be wDmad out In njah wro d*ULU.
It MW suffioe1, b? h r, to etaft a aa the kid of rerch
that the Jector Ind Projtt Gmup Aw1l undertklm in wuport f wtor
Stldie (a dium+. rram proj st aysis). In partsular', I thi"k it
is 44,00 to oan="w ampoxit*4 the thxm br*W area of (a) owtor
pallA Vantlatn and prohimis (b) 14ta v eI -ulos of mnator

invwetownt pr~Iortie and (a) thw =03-ec**-eMzUt dimsted at ps=33mduary
ssrmaine of investawita, progr rwew, and identi taV7 IVsOtIAM and

arhm of weawr dewlopamt progras.

Schadtjo
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Harold Graves

Economic Surveys

In connection with your current interest in economic surveys of

various kinds, I thought you would be interested to see that the ECLA

Economic Survey of Latin America regularly contains economic profiles

of individual countries, as per the attached example. You may want to

check the other regional surveys to see whether other material of this

kind is regularly published.

Attachment

HG:ap
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J. Burke Knapp

How about a nice sinple heading for colum G of the
British table (following the pattern of colum F) as follows:

"Estimated drawings - three-year defermant
of annual U.S. balances for three years".

The Note in this colum might then read:

Deferment for three years, i.*e. the difference
between procurement in the U.S. and the annual
U.S. pro rata drawings in each of the first three
years is deferrei three years; the adjustment in
the pattern of pro rata drawings in the first,
second and third years would be compensated by
each and opposite adjustment in the pattern of
pro rata drawings in the fourth, fifth and sixth
years respectively.

ct Mr. Qherniavsky

JX/pd
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Radri Rao

geotxwr for $e5tdr Staff

With reference to your .n of vebr 8. 1967 and
our talphoani cosmrsatin tdq, I a forwarding herewih an
outline for your proposed talk to the Seaor staff. I have als
indioatod the souroe material for yeor speeh. The page and
table reforemnes are to the DAC Chairman's 1967 rawiew of
Devolopsent Assistance Efforts and Policies" a copy of which I

-s ftorwarding with this avmerandum.

eos r. John b&12

MBssk



ForeilM 5oenoie Ass.tanees Rocipienta and Donors

I. Topicalitys Likely issues before seoond UNCTAD Pp.155-157

U. The 0onoept and Mawarement of Foreign Reenomte Assistance.

Some general romaris Pp.1O7,para 2 110.
Grants, omindity assistanse, offial loeans,
private eapital "d invostmnt, commercial
eredits.

Tied assiatanse. p.87.

III. Performance by rt.s.
Overall and regional igrowth ratoos. Table 11-1 p.25
Growth and incoe levels. p.
Growth and maufacturing. p.28ill , jB29
Exports and growth. p.29 last Par& - 30
Exports of primary producers. p.30, paras 2 and 3
Foreign exchange reserves.

IT. Contribmtion of External Financal Resources

Aggregate quantum of flow. Table i11.2 Pp.36-37
Aid concontration. p. 129
Official assIstance, volume and direction. Table 6 Annex

Private eapital. p. 55 and p. 62
Debt servie burden. Table T. p.73

V. Performance of Develom in relation to

e fcts.Pp.01o4-5 & Table VU-1
ISle of Technical Assistane Pp.45-46
Softening of aid terms. p. 74, Table V.6, p. 81
Shift to non-project assistance. p. 126
Harmonisation of terms. p. 83
Debt resoeduling. p. 8 4

VI. Aid pvi C i P. 112
eln to government pnditures. p. 114

Balance of payments eonstraints. p. 116
Need for a long-Adw. Jp.18-119
Magnitude of effort needed. Table V.,p.79

Eonmesic Departawat
International Finanen Division

November 13, 1967



Mr. Huguette Angel November 9, 1967

Benjamin B. King ,

Grant Element Tables

I have a low initial osmments on these tables.

Introduction

This might be made more explicit. I attach a revision to work on
which I used here.

Grace Period

Your definition of a grace period appears to be the period up to
and inoladiM the date on which the first principal payment is made.

f or a oan with 3 years grace (e.g. Eimbank), principal payments
are not made on the first five semi-annual dates. The first is on the
sixth.

I have been consistantly using a different definition, which

appears not to be the one in comon usage in the Bank (yours is correct).
Maybe I am the only one out of step, but it might be useful to define
it somerhere, just in case there are others in the same boat.

Discrepancies

Look at the figures for Ekimbank and Eastern governments in the
first table on selected loans. Compare then with the ones in the
appropriate tables. They are different. Why? The tables appear to
be right.

idtional &ample

You might add DAC terms (25 years, 7 years grace, 3 percent). But
first, what do they mean by 7 years' grace?*

Formula

As a matter of interest, there is a formula for your tabless

G.E. - (1- h )(,_ am')
m-g

h the interest rate of the loan.
i - the discount rate

* See DAC(65) 1h (Final), July 23, 1965. Maybe Mr. aUley has the
reference.
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R - the number of semi-annual perioda during which
the loan is outstanding.

g - the number of semi-annual periods during which
no principal paymnt is made, i.e. by your
definition the grace period is (g+1)/2 years.

av, a = the present value of an annuity at 1/2 Interest
E for a and g periods.

at Messrs. Stevenson
Goodman
ulley

BB~ingske



Mr. M4ohamed Shoaib November 7, 1967

Nqustt. Angel (Through Mr. A. Steveauam)

Grant eslint tales

Please find a set of grant e6ment tables prepared at your requent.

These includes 1) cam table for seleted loan, with 6peSOal repaYment tersn.

2) tables for hypothetical loans with level principal repq7-

ments.

Tables of grant olament, for aw bqpothetieal loan. when repamemnts

are level total were also prepared but not given since the r.sults were wy

close to those obtained when repayment. wers level prinaipal.

Attaohment.

00s Mesrs. Friedman
Kearok
Stevenson
D. King
Larsen
Edelman
Thpan
wigtht
Weiner
van der Mel
Tiemana
Kundu
Kalmanoff
KUrwswaauglu

Mrs. Paulson
Mrs. Slappey

HAngel/ma



FORM NO. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL RANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mohamed Shoaib DATE: November 7, 1967

FROM: Huguette Angel (Through Mr. A. Stevenson)

SUBJECT: Grant element tables

Please find a set of grant element tables prepared at your request.

These include: 1) one table for selected loans with special repayment terms.

2) tables for hypothetical loans with level principal repay-

ments.

Tables of grant elements for same hypothetical loans when repayments

are level total were also prepared but not given since the results were very

close to those obtained when repayments were level principal.

Attachment.

cc: Messrs. Friedman
Kamarck
Stevenson
B. King
Larsen
Edelman
Thompson
Wright
Weiner
van der Mel
Tiemann
Kundu
Kalmanoff
Karaosmanoglu

Mrs. Paulson
Mrs. Slappey



GRANT ELEMENT TABLES

The amounts in the tables are grant elements calculated in

the following manner:

Grant element b100x (sum of discounted repayments
- sum of discounted disbursements

divided by the sum of discounted
disbursements).

The discount rate used was 6%.

The amount of the loan was assumed fully disbursed during

the initial period.

The concept of tying was introduced by assuming that while

the amount received remained constant the principal repayments were

increased by 5, 10, 15, 20 or 25%.

The first table gives grant elements of selected loans.

The other tables apply to hypothetical loans with interest

rates of 0., 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 25, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4., 5.0 and

5.5 respectively. In all cases, repayments were semi-annual and

level principal.

Statistical Services Division
November 6, 1967



GRANT ELEMENTS
SELECTED LOANS WITH SPECIAL REPAYMENT TERMS/l

Increase in cost due to tying ()
Int. Term to Grace
% Maturity Period 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

(yrs) (years) _

IBRDI& 6.00 22 5 0. -5.00 -10.00 -15.oo -20.00 -25.00

Suppliers
creditsL 6.00 9 2 0. -5.00 -10.00 -15.00 -20.00 -25.00

IDA credits& .75 50 10 71.82 70.42 69.01 67.60 66.19 6h.78

AID/5 1.00 40 10 54.37 52.09 19.81 47.53 h5.25 12.97
A - 2.50

Export-Import
Bank/3 5.50 10 3 2.98 -1.88 -6.73 -11.58 -16.43 -21.28

Loans from
France/3 4.50 12 2 8.32 3.73 -0.85 -5.4h -10.02 -14.61

Germany /3 1.25 19 114.02 9.73 5.43 1.13 -3-17 -7-

U.K./3 4.25 23 6 16.47 12.29 8.12 3.9h -0.24 -h-11

Loans from
Eastern go-
vernment/3 2.50 15 3 23.91 20.10 16.30 12.49 8.69 1.88

/1 The repayment terms used are the weighted average terms for loans granted in 1965.
/Z Level total payment; the principal repayment in each period is rounded to the nearest $5,000.
T Level principal payments.
/17 The principal repayments are 1% of amount of loan from years 11 to 20 and 3% thereafter.

N Level principal payment. Interest is 1% during grace period and 2.5% thereafter.



GRANT ELEMENTS

INIEREST RATE 0. PERCENT REPAYM NT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIr4L
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYINGI(./.)

TERM TO GRACE
MATURTIY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.0c 25.00
(YEARS) IYEAdS)

1 26.81 23.15 19.49 15.83 12.11 t.
29.12 25.58 22.04 18.49 14.95 11.41
31.35 27.92 24.48 21.05 11.62 14.19
33.48 30.16 26.83 23.51 20.18 16.85
35.53 32.31 29.09 25.86 22.64 19.42

1. 44.63 41.86 39.10 36.33 33.56 30.79

15
1 35.76 32.55 29.34 26.12 22.91 19.70
2 37.88 34.78 31.67 28.56 25.46 22.35
3 39.92 36.91 33.91 30.90 27.90 24.90
4 41.87 38.96 36.06 33.15 30.24 27.34

43.74 40.93 38.12 35.30 32.49 29.68
10 52.03 49.63 47.23 44.84 42.44 40.04

20
1 43.22 40.38 37.54 34.70 31.86 29.03

45.17 42.43 39.69 36.95 34.21 31.47
3 47.04 44.39 41.75 39.10 36.45 33.80
4 48.83 46.28 43.72 41.16 38.60 36.04
5 50.55 48.08 45.61 43.14 40.66 38.19

1> 58.14 56.05 53.95 51.86 49.77 47.67

25
1 49.47 46.95 44.42 41.89 39.37 36.84
2 51.27 48.84 46.40 43.97 41.53 39.09

53.00 50.65 48.30 45.95 43.60 41.25
4 54.65 52.38 50-12 47.85 45.58 43.32
5 56.23 54.05 51.86 49.67 47.48 45.2q

10 63.21 61.37 59.53 57.69 55.85 54.01

30
1 54.74 52.47 50.21 47.95 45.69 43.42
2 56.41 54.23 52.05 49.87 47.69 45.51
3 58.01 55.91 53.81 51.71 49.61 47.51
4 59.54 57.51 55.49 53.47 51.44 49.42
j 61.00 59.05 57.10 55.15 53.20 51.25

to 67.43 65.81 64.18 62.55 60.92 59.29

40
1 63.00 61.15 59.30 57.45 55.60 53.75
2 64.45 62.67 60.90 59.12 57.34 55.56
3 65.84 64.13 62.42 60.71 59.01 57.3r
4 67.16 65.52 63.88 62.24 60.60 58.95
5 68.43 66.85 65.27 63.69 62.12 60.54

10 73.97 72.67 71.37 70.07 68.77 67.47

50
1 69.06 67.52 65.97 64.42 62.88 61.33

7 10.34 68.86 67.37 65.89 64.41 62.92
3 71.56 70.14 68.71 67.29 65.87 64.45

12.72 71.36 t9.99 68.63 67.27 65.90
73.83 72.52 71.22 69.91 68.60 67.29

1 78.67 77.61 76.54 75.47 74.41 73.34



GRANT ELEMENTS

INtEREST RATE 0.75 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL

INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

TERM 10 GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

(YEARS) (YEARS)

I0
1 23.46 19.63 15.80 11.97 6.15 4.3/

25.48 21.76 18.03 14.31 10.5R
3 27.43 23.80 20.17 16.54 12.92 9.29
4 29.30 25.76 22.23 18.69 15.16 11.62

5 31.09 27.65 24.20 20.76 17.31 13.86
39.05 36.01 32.96 29.91 26.86 23.82

15
1 31.29 27.85 24.42 20.98 17.55 14.11

2 33.15 29.80 26.46 23.12 19.78 16.43
3 34.93 31.67 28.42 25.17 21.91 18.66

4 36.64 33.47 30.30 27.13 23.96 20.79
1 38.27 35.19 32.10 29.01 25.93 22.84

10 45.53 42.80 40.08 37.36 34.63 31.91

20
1 37.82 34.71 31.60 28.49 25.38 22.27

39.53 36.50 33.48 30.45 27.43 24.41

3 41.16 38.22 35.28 32.34 29.39 26.45
4 42.73 39.87 37.00 34.14 31.28 28.41

5 44.23 41.45 38.66 35.87 33.08 30.29

11 50.87 48.41 45.96 43.50 41.05 38.59

25
1 43.29 40.45 37.62 34.78 31.95 29.11

2 44.86 42.11 39.35 36.59 33.84 31.08
3 46.37 43.69 41.01 38.33 35.65 32.97
4 47.82 45.21 42.60 39.99 37.38 34.78

5 49.21 46.67 44.13 41.59 39.05 36.51

10 55.31 53.07 50.84 48.60 46.37 44.13

30
1 41.90 45.29 42.69 40.u8 37.47 34.87

2 49.36 46.83 44.29 41.76 39.23 36.70

3 50.76 48.29 45.83 43.37 40.91 38.45

4 52.10 49.70 47.30 44.91 42.51 40.12

5 53.38 51.04 48.71 46.38 44.05 41.72
10 59.01 56.96 54.91 52.86 50.81 48.76

40
1 55.13 52.88 50.64 48.39 46.15 43.91

2 56.40 54.22 52.03 49.85 47.67 45.49
3 57.61 55.49 53.37 51.25 49.13 47.01

4 58.77 56.71 54.65 52.58 50.52 48.46

5 59.88 57.87 55.86 53.86 51.85 49.85

10 64.73 62.96 61.20 59.43 57.67 55.91

50
1 60.43 58.45 56.47 54.49 52.52 50.54

2 61.55 59.62 57.70 55.78 53.86 51.93

3 62.61 60.74 58.88 57.01 55.14 53.27
4 63.63 61.81 59.99 58.18 56.36 54.54

5 64.60 62.83 61.06 59.29 57.52 55.7i

10 68.84 67.28 65.72 64.16 62.61 61.0i



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 1.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINC[VAl
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

TERM 10 GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEARS)

'U
1 22.34 18.46 14.57 10.69 6.81 2.9?
2 24.27 20.48 16.70 12.91 9.12 5.34
4 26.12 22.43 18.74 15.04 11.35 7.6)
4 27.90 24.30 20.69 17.09 13.48 9.88
5 29.61 26.09 22.57 19.05 15.53 12.01

1V 37.19 34.05 30.91 27.77 24.63 21.49

15
1 29.80 26.29 22.78 19.27 15.76 12.25
Z 31.57 28.15 24.73 21.30 17.88 14.46

33.26 29.93 26.59 23.25 19.92 16.58
4 34.89 31.64 28.38 25.12 21.87 18.61
5 36.45 33.27 30.10 26.92 23.74 20.56

1; 43.36 40.53 37.69 34.86 32.03 29.20

20
1 36.02 32.82 29.62 26.42 23.22 20.02
2 37.64 34.53 31.41 28.29 25.17 22.05
3 39.20 36.16 33.12 30.08 27.04 24.00
4 40.70 37.73 34.77 31.80 28.83 25.87
f 42.13 39.23 36.34 33.45 30.55 27.66

10 48.45 45.87 43.29 40.72 38.14 35.56

25
1 41.23 38.29 35.35 32.41 29.47 26.53
2 42.73 39.86 37.00 34.14 31.27 28.41
3 44.17 41.37 38.58 35.79 33.00 30.21
4 45.54 42.82 40.10 37.38 34.65 31.93
5 46.86 44.21 41.55 38.89 36.23 33.58

10 52.67 50.31 47.94 45.57 43.21 40.84

30
1 45.61 42.90 40.18 37.46 34.74 32.02
2 47.01 44.36 41.71 39.06 36.41 33.76
3 48.34 45.76 43.17 40.59 38.01 35.42
4 49.61 47.10 44.58 42.06 39.54 37.02
5 50.83 48.38 45.92 43.46 41.00 38.54

1V 56.20 54.01 51.82 49.62 47.43 45.24

40
1 52.50 50.13 47.75 45.38 43.00 40.63
2 53.71 51.40 49.08 46.77 44.45 42.14
3 54.87 52.61 50.35 48.10 45.84 43.58
4 55.97 53.77 51.57 49.37 47.16 44.96
5 57.03 54.88 52.73 50.58 48.43 46.28

1' 61.64 59.73 57.81 55.89 53.97 52.05

50
I 57.55 55.43 53.31 51.18 49.06 46.94
2 58.62 56.55 54.48 52.41 50.34 48.27
3 59.63 57.61 55.60 53.58 51.56 49.54
4 60.60 58.63 56.66 54.69 52.72 50.7i

61.53 59.60 57.68 55.76 53.83 51.91
13 65.56 63.84 62.12 60.39 58.57 56.9'



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 1.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

TERM TO GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEARS)

10
1 20.11 16.11 12.12 8.12 4.13 0.14
2 21.84 17.94 14.03 10.12 6.21 2.30
4 23.51 19.69 15.86 12.04 8.21 4.39
4 25.11 21.37 17.62 13.88 10.13 6.39
- 26.65 22.98 19.31 15.65 11.98 8.31

1 33.47 30.15 26.82 23.50 20.17 16.84

15
1 26.82 23.16 19.50 15.84 12.18 8.53

28.41 24.83 21.25 17.67 14.09 10.51
3 29.94 26.43 22.93 19.43 15.93 12.42
4 31.40 27.97 24.54 21.11 17.68 14.25
5 32.81 29.45 26.09 22.73 19.37 16.01

to 39.02 35.97 32.93 29.88 26.83 23.78

20
1 32.42 29.04 25.66 22.28 18.90 15.52
2 33.88 30.57 27.27 23.96 20.66 17.35
1 35.28 32.05 28.81 25.57 22.34 19.10
4 36.63 33.46 30.29 27.12 23.95 20.78
5 37.91 34.81 31.71 28.60 25.50 22.39

12 43.60 40.78 37.96 35.14 32.32 29.50

25
1 37.10 33.96 30.81 27.67 24.52 21.38
2. 38.46 35.38 32.30 29.22 26.15 23.07
3 39.75 36.74 33.72 30.71 27.70 24.69
4 40.99 38.04 35.09 32.14 29.19 26.24
$ 42.18 39.29 36.39 33.50 30.61 27.72

1u 47.40 44.78 42.15 39.52 36.89 34.26

30
1 41.05 38.11 35.16 32.21 29.26 26.32
2 42.31 39.42 36.54 33.65 30.77 27.88
3 43.51 40.68 37.86 35.03 32.21 29.38
4 44.65 41.89 39.12 36.35 33.58 30.82
5 45.75 43.04 40.33 37.61 34.90 32.19

50.58 48.10 45.63 43.16 40.69 38.22

40
1 47.25 44.61 41.98 39.34 36.70 34.06
2 48.34 45.76 43.17 40.59 38.01 35.42

49.38 46.85 44.32 41.79 39.25 36.72
4 50.37 47.89 45.41 42.93 40.45 17.97
'2' 51.32 48.89 46.45 44.02 41.59 39.15
1 55.48 53.25 51.03 48.80 46.57 44.35

50
1 51.80 49.39 46.98 44.57 42.16 39.75
2 52.75 50.39 48.03 45.67 43.31 40.94
3 53.67 51.35 49.04 46.72 44.40 42.09
4 54.54 52.27 50.00 47.72 45.45 43.18
5 55.37 53.14 50.91 48.68 46.45 44.22

10 59.00 56.95 54.90 52.86 50.81 48.76



GRANT ELEMENTS

INtEREST RATE 2.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPtI
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING./.)

TERM 10 GRACE
IATURITY PFRIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.09
(YEARS) (YEARS)

10
1 17.87 13.77 9.66 5.55 1.45 -2.66

19.42 15.39 11.36 7.33 3.30 -0.73
3 20.90 16.94 12.99 9.03 5.08 1.12
4 22.32 18.44 14.55 10.67 6.79 2.90
- 23.69 19.87 16.06 12.24 8.43 4.61

10 29.75 26.24 22.73 19.22 15.71 12.19

15
1 23.84 20.03 16.22 12.42 8.61 4.80
2 25.25 21.52 17.78 14.04 10.31 6.57
5 26.61 22.94 19.27 15.60 11.93 8.26

4 27.91 24.31 20.70 17.10 13.50 9.89

5 29.16 25.62 22.08 18.53 14.99 11.45
lu 34.69 31.42 28.16 24.89 21.62 18.36

20
1 28.81 25.25 21.70 18.14 14.58 11.02
2 30.12 26.62 23.13 19.63 16.14 12.64
3 31.36 27.93 24.50 21.07 17.63 14.20
4 32.56 29.18 25.81 22.44 19.07 15.70
5 33.70 30.39 27.07 23.76 20.44 17.13

11 38.76 35.70 32.63 29.57 26.51 23.45

25
1 32.98 29.63 26.28 22.93 19.58 16.23
2 34.18 30.89 27.60 24.31 21.02 17.73
3 35.33 32.10 28.87 25.63 22.40 19.17
4 36.43 33.26 30.08 26.90 23.72 20.54
i 37.49 34.36 31.24 28.11 24.99 21.86

10 42.14 39.24 36.35 33.46 30.57 27.67

30
1 36.49 33.32 30.14 26.97 23.79 20.61
2 37.61 34.49 31.37 28.25 25.13 22.01
3 38.67 35.61 32.54 29.47 26.41 23.34
4 39.69 36.68 33.66 30.65 27.63 24.61
5 40.67 37.70 34.73 31.77 28.80 25.83

if 44.96 42.20 39.45 36.70 33.95 31.20

40
1 42.00 39.10 36.20 33.30 30.40 27.50
2 42.97 40.12 37.26 34.41 31.56 28.71
3 43.89 41.09 38.28 35.48 32.67 29.87
4 44.78 42.01 39.25 36.4q 33.73 30.97
5 45.62 42.90 40.18 37.46 34.74 32.03

10 49.31 46.78 44.25 41.71 39.18 36.64

so
1 46.04 43.34 40.65 37.95 35.25 32.55
2 46.89 44.24 41.58 38.93 36.27 33.62
A 47.71 45.09 42.48 39.86 37.25 34.63
4 48.48 45.91 43.33 40.75 38.18 35.60
5 49.22 46.68 44.14 41.60 39.07 6.53

11 52.45 50.07 47.69 45.32 42.94 40.56



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 2.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

ft RM TO GRACE
9ATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00
(YEARS) (YEAtS)

1 0
1 15.64 11.42 7.20 2.98 -1.23 -5.45

;I l1.99 12.84 8.69 4.54 0.39 -3.76
j 18.29 14.20 10.12 6.03 1.94 -2.14
4 19.53 15.51 11.48 7.46 3.44 -0.59
3 20.73 16.76 12.80 8.84 4.87 0.91

1, 26.04 22.34 18.64 14.94 11.24 7.54

15
1 29.86 16.90 12.95 8.99 5.03 1.08

22.10 18.20 14.31 10.41 6.52 2.62
3 23.28 19.45 15.61 11.78 7,94 4.11
4 24.42 20.64 16.87 13.09 9.31 5.53
r 25.52 21.79 18.07 14.34 10.62 6.89

Io 30.35 26.87 23.39 19.90 16.42 12.94

20
1 25.21 21.47 17.73 13.99 10.25 6.52
2 26.35 22.67 18.99 15.30 11.62 7.94
3 27.44 23.81 20.19 16.56 12.93 9.30
4 28.49 24.91 21.34 17.76 14.18 10.61
- 29.49 25.96 22.44 18.91 15.39 11.86

33.91 30.61 27.31 24.00 20.70 17.39

25
1 28.86 25.30 21.74 18.19 14.63 11.07
2 29.91 26.41 22.90 19.40 15.69- 12.3q
3 3C.92 27.46 24.01 20.55 17.10 13.65
4 31.88 28.47 25.07 21.66 18.26 14.85

32.80 29.44 26.08 22.72 19.36 16.00
36.87 33.71 30.56 27.40 24.24 21.09

3U
1 31.93 28.53 25.12 21.72 18.32 14.91
2 32.91 29.55 26.20 22.84 19.49 16.13
A 33.84 30.53 27.22 23.91 20.61 17.30
4 34.73 31.47 28.20 24.94 21.68 18.41
5 35.58 32.36 29.14 25.92 22.70 19.48

10 39.34 36.30 33.27 30.24 27.20 24.17

40
1 36.15 33.59 30.43 27.26 24.10 20.94
2 37.60 34.48 31.36 28.24 25.12 22.00
3 38.41 35.33 32.25 29.17 26.09 23.01
4 39.18 36.14 33.10 30.06 27.01 23.97
5 39.92 36.91 33.91 30.91 27.90 24.90

1u 43.15 40.31 37.47 34.62 31.78 28.94

50
1 40.29 37.30 34.32 31.33 28.34 25.36
2 41.03 38.08 35.13 32.19 29.24 26.29
3 41.74 38.83 35.92 33.00 30.09 27.18
4 42.42 39.54 36.66 33.78 30.91 28.03
s 43.07 40.22 37.38 34.53 31.68 28.84

10 45.89 43.19 40.48 37.78 35.07 32.37



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RATE 3.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAI
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

TERM TO GRACE
4ATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.0)
(YEARS) (YEAXSl

10
1 13.40 9.07 4.74 0.41 -3.92 -8.25
2 14.56 10.29 6.02 1.75 -2.53 -6.80
4 15.67 11.46 7.24 3.03 -1.19 -5.41
4 16.74 12.58 d.42 4.29 0.0c -4.07
l 17.77 13.65 9.54 5.43 1.32 -2.19

1) 22.32 18.43 14.55 10.66 6.78 2.90

15
1 17.88 13.77 9.67 5.56 1.46 -2.65
2 18.94 14.89 10.84 6.78 2.73 -1.3?
.5 19.96 15.96 11.95 7.95 3.95 -0.05

4 20.93 16.98 13.03 9.07 5.12 1.17
5 1.87 17.96 14.06 10.15 6.24 2.34

10 26.02 22.32 18.62 14.92 11.22 7.52

20
1 21.61 17.69 13.77 9.85 5.93 2."1
2 22.59 18.72 14.84 10.97 7.10 3.23
3 23.52 19.70 15.87 12.05 8.23 4.40
4 24.42 20.64 16.86 13.08 9.30 5.52
5 25.28 21.54 17.80 14.07 10.33 6.60

1 29.07 25.52 21.98 18.43 14.88 11.34

25
1 24.74 20.97 17.21 13.45 9.68 5.92
2 25.64 21.92 18.20 14.48 10.76 7.05
3 26.50 22.82 19.15 15.47 11.80 8.12
4 27.33 23.69 20.06 16.43 12.79 9.16
b 28.12 24.52 20.93 17.34 13.74 10.15

l 31.60 28.18 24.76 21.34 17.92 14.50

30
1 27.37 23.74 20.11 16.47 12.84 9.21
2 28.20 24.61 21.02 17.44 13.85 10.26
3 29.00 25.45 21.90 18.35 14.80 11.25
4 29.77 26.26 22.75 19.23 15.72 12.21
5 30.50 27.03 23.55 20.08 16.60 13.13

10 33.72 30.40 27.09 73.77 20.46 17.15

40
1 31.50 28.08 24.65 21.23 17.80 14.38
? 32.23 28.84 25.45 22.06 18.67 15.28
3 32.92 29.57 26.21 22.86 19.50 16.15
4 33.58 30.26 26.94 23.62 20.30 16.98
t 34.22 30.93 27.64 24.35 21.06 17.77

10 36.99 33.84 30.68 27.53 24.38 21.23

50
1 34.53 31.26 27.98 24.71 21.44 18.16
2 35.17 31.93 28.69 25.45 22.20 18.96
3 35.78 32.57 29.36 26.15 22.94 19.72
4 36.36 33.18 30.00 26.82 23.63 20.45
9 36.92 33.76 30.61 27.45 24.30 21.15

In 39.34 36.30 33.27 30.24 27.20 24.17



GRANT ELEMENTS

INFEREST RAFE 3.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIA1.
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

1 0 GRACF
,,IURiTY DERI.JI) 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00
IARS) IYFA 5)

1 11.17 6.73 2.29 -2.15 -6.60 -1L.34
12.14 7.74 3.35 -1.04 -5.44 -9.R3
13.06 8.71 4.37 0.02 -4.33 -8.67
13.95 9.65 5.35 1.04 -3.26 -7.56
14.81 10.55 6.29 2.03 -2.23 -6.49

1 18.60 14.53 10.46 6.39 2.32 -1.75

14.90 10.65 6.39 2.14 -2.12 -6.37
- 15.78 11.57 7.36 3.15 -1.06 -5.27
3 16.63 12.46 8.30 4.13 -0.04 -4.21

17.45 13.32 9.19 5.06 0.93 -3.19
18.23 14.14 10.05 5.96 1.87 -2.22

10 21.68 17.76 13.85 9.93 6.02 2.10

20
1 18.01 13.91 9.81 5.71 1.61 -2.49
2 18.82 14.76 10.70 6.65 2.59 -1.47
4 19.60 15.58 11.56 7.54 3.52 -0.50
4 20.35 16.37 12.38 8.40 4.42 0.43

21.06 17.12 13.17 9.22 5.28 1.33
1,; 24.22 20.44 16.65 12.86 9.07 5.28

25
1 20.61 16.64 12.67 8.71 4.74 0.77
4 21.36 17.43 13.50 9.57 5.64 1.71
3 22.08 18.19 14.29 10.40 6.50 ?.60
4 22.77 18.91 15.05 11.19 7.33 3.46
6 23.43 19.60 15.77 11.95 8.12 4.29

1; 26.34 22.65 18.97 15.29 11.60 7.92

in

1 22.e1 18.95 15.09 11.23 7.37 3.51
23.50 19.68 15.85 12.03 8.20 4.38
24.17 20.38 16.59 12.80 9.00 5.21

4 24.81 21.05 17.29 13.53 9.77 6.01
25.42 21.69 17.96 14.23 10.50 6.77

il 28.10 24.50 20.91 17.31 13.72 10.12

40
1 26.25 22.56 18.88 15.19 11.50 7.81
2 26.85 23.20 19.54 15.88 12.23 8.57
3 27.43 23.80 20.18 16.55 12.92 9.29
A 27.98 24.38 20.78 17.18 13.58 9.98
3 28.51 24.94 21.36 17.79 14.22 10.64

i, 30.82 27.36 23.90 20.44 16.99 13.53

50
1 28.78 25.21 21.65 18.09 14.53 10.97

29.31 25.77 22.24 18.70 15.17 11.64
t 29.82 26.31 22.80 19.29 15.78 12.27

30.30 26.82 23.33 19.85 16.36 12.%i
'30.76 27.30 23.84 20.38 16.92 13.+%

1o 32.78 29.42 26.06 22.70 19.34 iS.Aq



GRANT ELEMENTS

INTEREST RAIE 4.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

r.RM 10 GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 1. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.:),

(YEARS) (YEA!S)

10
1 8.94 4.38 -0.17 -4.72 -9.28 -13.83

9.71 5.19 0.68 -3.84 -8.35 -12.86
10.45 5.97 1.49 -2.98 -7.46 -11.94
11.16 6.72 2.28 -2.16 -6.61 -11.05

-J 11.84 7.44 3.03 -1.38 -5.79 -10.19
1 14.88 10.62 6.37 2.11 -2.15 -6.40

15
* 11.92 7.52 3.11 -1.29 -5.70 -10.10

12.63 8.26 3.89 -0.48 -4.85 -9.22
13.31 8.97 4.64 0.30 -4.03 -8.37

4 13.96 9.65 5.35 1.05 -3.25 -7.55
t4.58 10.31 6.04 1.77 -2.50 -6.77

12 17.34 13.21 9.08 4.95 0.81 -3.32

20
1 14.41 10.13 5.85 1.57 -2.71 -6.99

15.76 10.81 6.56 2.32 -1.93 -6.18
1 15.68 11.46 7.25 3.03 -1.18 -5.40
4 16.28 12.09 7.91 3.72 -0.47 -4.65
i 16.85 12.69 8.54 4.38 0.22 -3.94

1 19.38 15.35 11.32 7.29 3.26 -0.78

25
1 16.49 12.32 8.14 3.96 -0.21 -4.39
2 17.09 12.95 8.80 4.66 0.51 -3.64
3 17.67 13.55 9.43 5.32 1.20 -2.92
4 18.22 14.13 10.04 5.95 1.86 -2.23
J 18.74 14.68 10.62 6.56 2.49 -1.57

10 21.07 17.12 13.18 9.23 5.28 1.34

30
1 18.25 14.16 10.07 5.98 1.90 -2.19
2 18.80 14.74 10.68 6.62 2.56 -1.50
3 19.34 15.30 11.27 7.24 3.20 -0.83
4 19.85 15.84 11.83 7.82 3.81 -0.19
5 20.33 16.35 12.37 8.38 4.40 0.42

1i 22.48 18.60 14.73 10.85 6.97 3.10

40
1 21.00 17.05 13.10 9.15 5.20 1.25

21.48 17.56 13.63 9.71 5.78 1.85
3 21.95 18.04 14.14 10.24 6.34 2.43
4 22.39 18.51 14.63 10.75 6.87 2.98
5 22.81 18.95 15.09 11.23 7.37 3.51

1 24.66 20.89 17.12 13.36 9.59 5.82

50
23.02 19.17 15.32 11.47 7.63 3.78

2 23.45 19.62 15.79 11.96 8.14 4.31
3 23.85 20.05 16.24 12.43 8.62 4.82

24.24 20.45 16.66 12.88 9.09 5.30
?4.61 20.84 17.07 13.30 9.53 t.76

1 26.22 22.54 18.85 15.16 11.47 7.79



GRANT ELEMENTS

[NfEREST RATE 4.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL 0 RINCIPAI
INCREASE IN C0ST DUE TO TYING(./.)

fERM TO GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.!)
(YEARS) (YEARS)

10
1 6.70 2.04 -2.63 -7.29 -11.96 -16.2
7 7.)d 2.65 -1.99 -6.63 -11.26
3 7.84 3.23 -1.38 -5.99 -10.60 -it.,>
4 8.37 3.79 -0.79 -5.37 -9.96 -14.'4

8.88 4.33 -0.23 -4.78 -9.34 -13.90
1 11.16 6.72 2.27 -2.17 -6.61 -11.05

15
8.94 4.39 -0.17 -4.72 -9.27 -13.82

2 9.47 4.94 0.42 -4.11 -8.64 -13.16
3 9.98 5.48 0.98 -3.52 -8.02 -12.53
4 10.47 5.99 1.51 -2.96 -7.44 -11.92
5 10.94 6.48 2.03 -2.42 -6.88 -11.33

Ii 13.01 8.66 4.31 -0.04 -4.39 -8.74

20
1 10.81 6.35 1.89 -2.57 -7.03 -11.49
2 11.29 6.86 2.42 -2.01 -6.45 -10.88
3 11.76 7.35 2.94 -1.48 -5.89 -10.30
4 12.21 7.82 3.43 -0.96 -5.35 -9.74
1 12.64 8.27 3.90 -0.47 -4.83 -9.20

14 14.53 10.26 5.99 1.71 -2.56 -6.83

25
1 12.37 7.99 3.60 -0.78 -5.16 -9.i4
2 12.82 8.46 4.10 -0.26 -4.62 -8.98
3 13.25 8.91 4.57 0.24 -4.10 -8.44
4 13.66 9.35 5.03 0.71 -3.60 -7.92
5 14.06 9.76 5.46 1.17 -3.13 -7.41

in 15.80 11.59 1.38 3.17 -1.04 -5.25

30
1 13.68 9.37 5.05 0.74 -3.58 -7.89
2 14.10 9.81 5.51 1.22 -3.08 -7.37
3 14.50 10.23 5.95 1.68 -2.60 -6.87
4 14.88 10.63 6.37 2.12 -2.14 -6.39
6 15.25 11.01 6.78 2.54 -1.70 -5.94

1) 16.86 12.70 8.54 4.39 0.23 -3.93

40
1 15.75 11.54 7.33 3.11 -1.10 -5.31
2 16.11 11.92 7.72 3.53 -0.66 -4.86
3 16.46 12.28 8.11 3.93 -0.25 -4.43
4 16.79 12.63 8.47 4.31 0.15 -4.01
3 17.11 12.96 8.82 4.67 0.53 -3.62

1K 18.49 14.42 10.34 6.27 2.19 -1.88

50
L 17.27 13.13 8.99 4.86 0.72 -3.4?
2 17.58 13.46 9.34 5.22 1.10 -3.02
3 17.89 13.78 9.68 5.57 1.47 -2.64
4 18.18 14.09 10.00 5.91 1.82 -2.27
5 18.46 14.38 10.30 6.23 2.15 -1.93

10 19.67 15.65 11.63 7.62 3.61 -0.41



GRANT ELEMENTS

1NTEREST RATE 5.00 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPkL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

1FRM TO GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD C. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.0"
(YEARS) (YEARS)

10
1 4.47 -0.31 -5.09 -9.86 -14.64 -19.42
2 4.85 0.10 -4.66 -9.42 -14.18 -18.93
4 5.22 0.49 -4.25 -8.99 -13.73 -18.47

5.58 0.86 -3.86 -8.58 -13.30 -18.02
5.92 1.22 -3.49 -8.lq -12.89 -17.60

1. 7.44 2.81 -1.82 -6.45 -11.07 -15.70

15
1 5.96 1.26 -3.44 -8.15 -12.85 -17.55
2 6.31 1.63 -3.05 -7.74 -12.42 -17.11
3 6.65 1.99 -2.68 -7.35 -12.02 -16.68
4 6.98 2.33 -2.32 -6.98 -11.63 -16.28
5 7.29 2.65 -1.98 -6.62 -11.25 -15.89

1) 8.67 4.11 -0.46 -5.03 -9.59 -14.16

20
1 7.20 2.56 -2.08 -6.72 -11.36 -16.00

7.53 2.91 -t.72 -6.34 -10.97 -15.5q
3 7.84 3.23 -1.38 -5.98 -10.59 -15.20
4 8.14 3.55 -1.05 -5.64 -10.23 -14.83
5 8.43 3.85 -0.73 -5.31 -9.89 -14.47

It 9.69 5.17 0.66 -3.86 -8.37 -12.89

25
1 8.25 3.66 -0.93 -5.52 -10.11 -14.69
2 8.55 3.97 -0.60 -5.17 -9.75 -14.32
3 8.83 4.27 -0.28 -4.84 -9.40 -13.96
4 9.11 4.56 0.02 -4.52 -9.07 -13.61
5 9.37 4.84 0.31 -4.22 -8.75 -13.28

10 10.53 6.06 1.59 -2.89 -7.36 -11.83

30
1 9.12 4.58 0.04 -4.51 -9.05 -13.60
2 9.40 4.87 0.34 -4.19 -8.72 -13.25
3 9.67 5.15 0.63 -3.88 -8.40 -12.92
4 9.92 5.42 0.92 -3.59 -8.09 -12.60
5 10.17 5.68 1.18 -3.31 -7.80 -12.29

10 11.24 6.80 2.36 -2.08 -6.51 -10.95

40
1 10.50 6.03 1.55 -2.92 -7.40 -11.87
2 10.74 6.28 1.82 -2.65 -7.11 -11.57
1 10.97 6.52 2.07 -2.38 -6.83 -11.28
4 11.19 6.75 2.31 -2.13 -6.57 -11.01
5 11.40 6.98 2.55 -1.88 -6.31 -10.74

Lb 12.33 7.95 3.56 -0.82 -5.21 -9.59

50
1 11.51 7.09 2.66 -1.76 -6.19 -10.61
2 11.72 7.31 2.90 -1.52 -5.93 -10.35

11.93 7.52 3.12 -1.28 -5.69 -10.09
4 12.12 7.73 3.33 -1.06 -5.46 -9.85

12.31 7.92 3.54 -0.85 -5.23 -9.62
1' 13.11 8.77 4.42 0.08 -4.27 -3.61
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INTEREST RATE 5.50 PERCENT REPAYMENT TERMS LEVEL PRINCIPAL
INCREASE IN COST DUE TO TYING(./.)

TERM TO GRACE
MATURITY PERIOD 0. 5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00

(YEARS) (YERS)

1 2.23 -2.65 -7.54 -12.43 -17.32 -22.21

2 2.43 -2.45 -7.33 -12.21 -17.09 -2 .97
3 2.61 -2.26 -7.13 -12.00 -16.87 -21.73
4 2.79 -2.07 -6.93 -11.79 -16.65 - 21.51
5 2.96 -1.89 -6.74 -11.59 -16.45 -21.30

3U 3.72 -1.09 -5.91 -10.72 -15.54 -20.35

1 2.98 -1.87 -6.72 -11.57 -16.42 -21.28
-- ~--2 3.16-1.69 -6.53 -11.37 -16.21 -21.05

3 3.33 -1.51 -6.34 -11.17 -16.01 -20.84
---- ~4 3.4 -134 -6.16 -10.99 -15.81 -2064

5 3.65 -1.17 -5.99 -10.81 -15.63 -20.44

10 4.34 -0,45 -5.23 -10.01 -14.80 -19.58

-- 20
1 3.60 -1.22 -6.04 -10.86 -15.68 -20.50

2 3.76 1.05 -5.86 -10.67 -15.48 -20.29
3 3.92 -0.88 -5.69 -10.49 -15.30 -20.10

-- 44.0? -0.73 5.52 0.32 -15.12 I1.9

5 4.21 -0.58 -5.37 -10.16 -14.94 -19.73
10 4.84 0.09 -4.67 -9.43 -14.19 -18.94

25
1 4.12 -0.67 -5.47 -10.26 -15.05 -19.85
2 4.27 -0.51 -5.30 -10.09 -14.87 -19.66
3 4.42 -0.36 -5.14 -9.92 -14.70. -19.48
4 4.55 -0.22 -4.99 -9.76 -14.53 9.31
5 4. 6 9  -0.08 -4.85 -9.61 -14.38 -19.14

5.21 0.53 -4.21 -8.94 -13.68 8.42

1 4.56 -0.21 -4.98 -9.75 -14.53 -19.30

- 2 4.70 -0.06 -4.83 -9.59 -14.36 -19.12
3 4.83 0.08 -4.68 -9.44 -14.20 -18.96
4 4.96 0.21 -4.54 -9.29 -14.05 -18.80
5 5.08 0.34 -4.41 -9.15 -13.90 -18.65

10 5.62 0.9 -3.82 -8.54 -13.26 .9

1 5.25 0.51 -4.22 -8.96 -13.70 -18.44
2 5.37 0.64 -4.09 -8.82 -13.55 -18.29
3 5.49 0.76 -3.96 -8.69 -13.42 -18.14
4 5.60 0.88 -3.84 --. 56 3.28 -18.00
5 5.70 0.99 -3.73 -8.44 -13.16 -17.87

10 6.16 1.47 -3.22 7.91 12.60 -17.29

50
1 5.76 1.04 -3.67 -8.38 -13.09 -17.81
2 5.86 1.15 -3.55 -8.26 -12.97 -17.67
3 5.96 1.26 -3.44 -8.14 -12.84 -17.55
4 6.06 ------ 1-.36 -3.33 8.03 12.73 1742
5 6.15 1.46 -3.23 -7.92 -12.62 -17.31

10 6.56 1.88 -2.79 -746 -12.13 -16.80



W*. S.1. Bhatia November 6, 1967

L.K. Hawkins

Dprtmental goring Papers

Pleiaze note that, Th aldition to the distribution list, we

have sent copies of vbrking Pipers 7 and 8 to tho folloIwing people:

Mr. Enrique lordau
?b. 7I. van dr Heijden
Mr. Mbrray Rome
ILr. Roger Nelson
W -. nliott R . Mores (IMF)
Mr . P.L. Chen-Toung
Mr. A. Shibusawa
Mr. de Costa

SPhilip "ak (M..D.)



Mr. A. StevensOn 
November 2, 1967

J. H. Williams

Mr. Kamack's :4eeting with Senior Advisers and Grou Heads

IVag g to receive a copy of Mr. Bhatia's memorandum of

October 27. Part I makes me wonder whether there is some mis-

understanding. It appears to institute a new procedure, or at

least "arrangement", but I do not recall anyone in my Department

having been involved in its consideration. Secondly I am not at

all sure that the arrangement as described in Mr. Bhatia' a paper

reflects the understanding of it by Projects 
Department. Accordingly,

before the new procedure does come into effect I would wish, if 
you

are agreeable to arrange for a meeting with yourself 
and Mr. Bell

so that we may all be clear on what we are trying to 
do.

JlWilliams :mk

c.c. Mr. Bell



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATiONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: October 27, 1967

FROM: Samir K. Bhatiai> L

SUBJECT: Mr. Kamarck's Meeting with Senior Advisers and Group Heads

Messrs. Kanarck (Chairman), Stevenson, Adler, de Vries,
Sacchetti, Collier, Kalmanoff, van der Tak and Bhatia (Secretary) met
on Thursday, October 19, 1967, in Mr. Kamarck's office to discuss the
following three issues:

I. The Economics Department Arrangement for Review of
Project Reports

II. Review of the Economic Working Party System

III. Discussion of Draft Paper Entitled-"Proposed Consensus"
prepared by Mr. Collier dated October 19, 1967.

Professor Mason was present part of the time.

I. The Economics Department Arrangement for Review of Project Reports

Messrs. Stevenson and van der Tak outlined the arrangement for
review of Project Reports which they had discussed with Mr. Bernard Bell
of the Projects Department. Reports would be sent by the Projects
Department division concerned to Mr. van der Tak at the same time as
reports were being sent to the Projects Department Front Office, prior
to sending it to the country working party. The Economics Department
would review, in particular, those sections dealing with economic
analysis of the project; comments would be addressed to Mr. Sadove.
The arrangement would go into effect on October 23, 1967.

Mr. van der Tak elaborated on how he expected the arrangement
to work. The report would normally be reviewed by staff of the Investment
Planning Division, with appropriate consultations with other divisions,
in particular, the Export Projections and Trade Division. Important
comments were to be made in writing, minor ones could be dealt with
orally; it might be useful if, before comments were made, reviewing staff
would contact the author of the report to clear up misunderstandings.
Important issues should be discussed in a tripartite meeting between
Mr. Sadove, the Projects Department Division concerned, and the Sector
and Project Group. A record should be kept of the agreements reached
on revision of substantive points. Major disagreements should be referred
to the Front Office. Green cover reports presented to the Loan Committee
would be reviewed to ascertain whether adequate changes had been made,
and the Front Office informed accordingly. Initially at least, the
arrangement was to be strictly bilateral between the Projects and Economics
Departments, and would not involve the country working party. It would
appear likely, however, that it would lead to ad hoc participation in
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working party discussions on economic aspects of projects. The arrangement
was experimental and its efficacy should be reviewed after a few months.

As a counterpart of this review function, the Projects Department
would welcome participation of members of the Economics Department in
project missions. It would serve to keep staff members of the Economics
Department in touch with real problems faced in the Bank's operational
work. This practical experience would also be of great value to the
Sector and Project Group in evolving sound economic methodology.

Conclusion: Mr. Kamarck welcomed this arrangement in principle.
However, he emphasized that in order to prevent this arrangement from
becoming too onerous and absorbing too much personnel, it should be considered
as only "Technical Assistance" to the Projects Department. It is important
to be in close touch with the real problems and to help secure better economic
analysis of projects from day to day, but it is also important to keep
sufficiently free of day to day routine to continue to make a contribution
to the improvement of project analytical techniques and methodology.
He felt that at this stage this arrangement should be considered as an
experiment and should be reviewed at a later date. Mr. Kamarck asked
Mr. van der Tak to be directly responsible for the review arrangements
with the Projects Department.

II. Review of the Economic Working Party System

Mr. Kamarck asked for the opinions of those present on the
Economic Working Party system which was introduced on June 6 of this year.
In response, Mr. Collier who had attended Economic Working Party meetings
on India and Togo said that he believed that the system was working very
satisfactorily. Mr. Adler shared his views but observed that at present
no record was kept of the proceeding of the meetings. In the absence of
such minutes, it was difficult to ascertain whether points raised at the
meeting were actually incorporated in the revised report or not.

Conclusion: Mr. Kamarck suggested that the Economics Department
representative at these meetings should raise the question of minutes
with the Chairman of the Working Party.

III. Discussion of Draft Paper Entitled "Proppsed Consensus"

A copy of this paper was distributed in the meeting and discussed.
In view of the discussion, Mr. Kamarck asked Mr. Collier to redraft the
paper in order to incorporate the comments made.

Cleared with Mr. Stevenson and Mr. van de T6(Part I)

cc: Messrs. Kamarck, Stevenson, Adler, de Vries, Sacchetti, Mason
Collier, Kalmanoff, van der Tak

S tia:rk



October 26, 1967

Dear Mr. vwi Hook,

?1uk yOu very much for youir letter dated Oober 9,, 1967,

which arrived during my absence fram Waahngta.

As requested by you, I am enclosing a cpy of revised pages

outilning the compositn and major acivities of the EComaics

Deparmet of the World Bknk for incluaian in the Catalogue of

Jocial and Economic Development Remarch Instutes and Progrn.

to be published by your oranization.

I should be obliged if you would mind as a copy of this

Gatalogue when it is published.

Xours sincerely,

Andrew M. Kamareck
Director

Ecanomica Dopartment

Encloaure

Mr. Francois van gook
Head of Divisio
Organisation for Ecoomic o-operation

and Development
91, boulevard Exelmans
ParIe - XVIe, France

SKhalia:rk
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1.3.3. D.

ITEmATIONAL RANK FOR RSWMSTRUOTION AND DEVOPMT

EaOMIICS MPARU T

1818 H street N.W.
ikshington, D.C. 20433

Tel. Izecutive 3-6360

I. 0JIRAL INF0RUTIH

mDrectort Andrew X. Kamarack

Nature of te 2rgisations The Econmics Deparment has, under different
nam aWys be a Department of the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development, and has close links with the Lconamic Adviser to the
President, Irving S. Friedman.

Aim o the Institutes The Economics Department has a central role in the
ecnmic and stati-stical work of the World Bank Grou of institutions,

It deals both at the research and the operations level with the wide range
of economic questions that arise in the course of the World Bank Group's
activities. These axe cancerned primarily with the basic problem of
assisting economic growth in developing countries. The research activities
of the Departant aim to provide criteria for evaluation of country
economic develpmnt, econmic prograness and policies and to develop
analytical tools that facilitate the economic work of the Bank. For
amle, what are the principles by which the creditworthiness of an
economy should be judged when iAking loans? How is economic performance
to be measured for an economy and how should aid be linked to performance?

Questions of special economic significance may be referred to the Department
for analysis. In its operational activities the Departaunt co-operates
with the Bank's Area Departments in investigating economic growth - efforts,
programmes and policies - in specific countries and in assessing credit
rquirommts and making recamendations. Thizdly, the artmt provides
statistical serviaes, coiling, analysing and publishing statistics in
major fields of interest to the Bank. Finally, the Dpartment aims to
xesp the economice of the Bank up with the latest developments, through the
organisation of research e=drna, refresher couroes and training programes.

Admrinistration amd Orzansatioi The Department is headed by the Director,
Andrew M. amarck, a a Deputy Director, Alaxander Stevnson. John H. Adler#
Barend A. de Vries, Guy H. Orcutt, and Ugo Sacchetti are Senior Advisers.
The Department is orpanised into four Groups which consist of several
Divisions, each dealing with a distinct group of problems.
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Staffs 79 full.-timn professioals are working a varioua projects and
=a or 4 on special assignments outside the Departmont. In addition,

there are four part-time Consultants, Professors B.S. Mason, Bela Balassa,
Iaiah Frank, and Frank H. Tamagna.

Financial Resourcewt The Department is a part of the World Bank and its
nanc resourceastem frm the general budget of the Bank.

facilitiest The staff use the wall-equipped Joint Library of the Bank
and the Interational Monetary FPud as well as the Bank's collection of
official publications and Bank studies. Research work draws a anpirical
data and other information obtained in the course of Bank relatians ith
member countriea and borrowing entities.

Working Links Numerous.

II. ThAINING ACTIVTIES

The &nk has a Young Professional Training Programe with the object of
training young people for auloyment in the Bank. A mber of the Young
Professionals axe trained in the Ecomics Department.

IIn. _____A_ ACTIVITI

Countr4 2rxvp (J.H. Collier, Group Head): This group works primarily
wi e Area Departmta and consists of the following diviniaaa a

1. Domestic Finance Division The major resposibility of this
division is to help assess dsveloping countriest domestic
fiscal and financial problems and their financing plans for
public investment and development programes. Among the
division* major research works at present is a study of the
process of generatio of dmestic savings and their channeling
to investment in selected developing countries.

2. Cnparative Analysis Divisicn The major task of this division
is to ensure that, so far as possible, a consistent set of
criteria is applied in the Bank's country ecomic work.

3, CoTparative Data Divisions The major function of this division
id to prepare onparative statistics m accncnica growth and
development in Bank member countries for Bank publication,
such as the Annual R3port and the World Bank Atlas. The
division has also preared World Tables, svxmmrising and
corparing individual country information for the world at large,
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Sector and Proect Group (H.G. van der Tak, Group Head): Ze work of this
group in clO30Y relatd to that of the Projecta Departaent of the Bank
and Wo t Int*Matimal Finance Corporation. The divisions in this group
are as followst

1. Investient Planning Divisiont This division is concerned with
the determination and application of investmnt criteria and
with questions related to resource allocatim generally, in
main sectors such as transport, power and water excluding
indutry. Well advanced in the divisionts current progrsae
are atudies of practicable methods of oost-beefit analysis in
education projects and of problems in urban water supply projects.
Another study which the division is ewporing is the possibility
of deriving 4gricultural productio models for the developing
countries to ixprove projections of output at the project and
sector levels. Research is also in hand on pecial problems
that arise in project analysis in countries umdergoing serious
inflatio and on questions of optimsm timing of investments.

2. Industrialization Division, This division is mainly enapged
in studying the industrial sector and industrial planning and
policy in different developing coutries and allied problems
such as estimating demnd for industrial products and studying
protection and tax incentives in development. A study of the
appropriate pace and patten of iMort substitution and of the
dealrable level and structure of production in developing
economies is in progress.

nternatioadl GOMp (Q. galmanoff, Group Head)u Thi group is responsible
for providing information and analyses of development,6 in international
trade which are matters of close concern to the Bank. It works closely
with the Area and Projects DepartmenVt and also with other internatiaal
organisations such as the FAO, OECD, and UNCTAD. The group consist& of
the following two division.:

1. International Finance Division: This division is concerned
with the analysis of various aspects of the relationship
between development and international finance, such as the
study of multilateral and bilateral aid flows, private inter-
national capital flows and problems related to extemnal debt
of developing countries.

2, Export Projections and Trade Division: This division studies
the develemant in the supply, dmand, prices and trade of
major primary commodities and their impact on the ewport
earningp of developing countries. Projections of these variables
are made to provide a basis for work by other groups and
departments on the ecmonics of specific developing countries.
A report on feedgrains was recently issued and studies of
aluminum, copper, rice, jute, nickel and plywood are in progreso.



The division has also Gopleted a Reference andbook o
Comodity Prices and has in hand a survey of possible effects
on developing countriesa eports of reducing barriers to trade
in primary producta.

Gneral Groups This group is composed of the following two divisinst

1. Applied Quantitative Research Dvision: This division is working
experimentally on the applicatio of econoe.tric techniques to
country eoomic work and is ro-ponsible for population studies
of interest to the Bank.

2. Statistical Service. Dvisiont This is in greater part a service
organisation to provide all Departmmts in the Bank with theg
statistical copilati4n, analyse. and advice, camutaticns axd
tabulations uhich they require. AnoMther tajor activity of this
division is to provide detailed and up-to-date information about
the long-term external public debt of member countries. In
additicn, the division maintains selected information on
ommodity prices, on foreign bonds and equities, and an interest
rates in selected capital marketi. The division also studies
the methods of copiling and presenting these continuing
collections, and the developmnt of computer progrannen to
store and process data and to aconodate the types of projection
and analysis frequently needed in Bank work. This division has
also a Graphics Section which prepareas all charts appearing
in Bwnk, ID, and IFC reports.

IV. ?UBLIGATIONS AND DOCUMNTS

A number of rwports prepared by the Departzmnt are given fairly wide
circulation in fioeographed form and Scmare published by the Bank as
Occasional Papers. In addition, the Deartent issues Economics Dspartmsnt
Working Papers for the use of staff members. The Department has recently
introduced a new quarterly publication (Economics DaparUmnt: Status of
Major Studies), outlining the status of major on-going, plannd, and
copleted studiea in the Departmant, for the information and the use of
staff members of the Bank,

V. OPATIONAL ACTIVITIES

The Department makes available from time to time personnel to man Bank
missions to different countries seeking development finance. The
epartment also provide. staff to represent the Bank in international

meetings and conferences.

October 26, 1967
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Factor ABA&X1.3

4th refrm. to yaw MW of Swtaod 2; aod ow onywra-
tU n his subjoct, I weuld like to St forth bW omaa .

I thaink that it shMld first be pointed mt that fastw analysi
is not au alternative to least suaereS rWsas =,, it is ?atl an ajA to
MW Proeedur*. It U=k1B AI7is to Pr*QS d 4dthet the OM
PrObl n that alse as a rslt Of 0M0o1nearity, vhetbw this be strmg

or wLeak. It is thua a very useful toel, but there am &me pitfalls. In
the first place* xaticm of 8 ma W factors as the we 1rigima variables
and then retranalati1n of the factor analysis regression results baor to
the riginal variasble dos natbing at aU except waste timg the sups
Mr lto Can be Obtaned by direct application of least squares, Fther-
- , ther am be a s nious objection to the Etraction of a fct.er that

does not have anY direct emunmic interpretation. Lot as also dd that
fPtw nalys" is a useful teal, but not at all as ma ea ia

Sdirect i en s and indicators of multiooin arity.

The naturo of the prooedure creates so difficulties for as.
MG Gxtraatim Of faetors is an iterative proceduro with factre being

produced in wler of their contributi to trace. If an* has a good
I Patin of the factors tkat will rgsilt, then a lindt to the

mat ebId be wrtracted a= be set, otherwise the inthed calls for
iJtwvention by the user amd a juiset as to the cutoff .ftr "t of
th entim set is viewed. 3uch a procedure is obviously Ao suited to
our current service burem et up (mv will it be partiulwly god with
our projected inhoese mnahia-it is bolt suited to tins saring). Thin
we sh11 PrObablY have to use the factor analysis program as a unit unto
itself rater then ha it Integrated into a re san anavgix progran.

I woUM suggeat that we aim for a program that will extract all n
factere fro a set of observations an n variables, and that will produg as
C'tfUt the correlation of each faetor with the original variables. the
cOutrib ti of each Smator to te trace of the correlation mtrix, and
the " ulated obseraft ns of the qatracted facters. These observa os
nhAbM &ISo be PVAWed Wt In DAM input formt (f10.0) so that the eected
factors can be used in the regression anjlysis with the b*wvatimna on the

dopuznt- variable.

I hope we can et up a awting of all interested usws of this
PMr= and eom to a ---m- of features desired o that wwk um begin.

l 1 factor analysis I wan mom correctly, principal -rqm-+- aalysl.
344 AM enagw- Farr and Glaumw Adtiocllinew Rovisted R93tat Feb.67.

cc, 2aas i~amsa, ?ieaa M
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Of gMter h*lp tf mes vta M@MbwV If wt kaw beforehaW what ta@buiqua-
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Mr. J. Shmedtje Ootder 6, 1967

Jan d Weille

Xwestmept P ei01g Divi.sins Research !CUM

1. This memo first lists studies in the pipeline ad with ubioh I an
i mnected and secnd suggests and briefly discusses a mmbe of studies
vtdob our divisiao could undertake in the new future.

2. In the pipeline at the uaient we$

a. fte optlmma timing of investmentel

b. The optimum nier of berths;

a. The optiin depth of a prt;

d. A review of 62 road project appraisal reports;

*. * 1 Salvador feeder reed rappraisl study.

I would hope that by early next year the first four studies have been
finished.

3. In the field of trasport I suggest the following two studies:

a. A study on systems analysis for transportation planning
purposes. In reseat yea,, the trend, inside as well as
outside the Bank, has been towards a mae comprehensive
proach towards project planning in the field of transport.

A sader of interesting studies have been, or are being
made in this whole area and the time would seem to hame weam
to take stoek.

Aspects to be covered in this bttdyt inventory snd
analysis of existing models and approaches (Harvard,
Stanford. tockhmed International; Xndia, Brazil, Columbia,
Sudan, Dahomsy); evaluation of these modelsj reondatiens
as to the possel improvements of the models; emolasims
as to the usefulness of the systems analysis approah for
transpertation platming p ses.

This study might require scne 8 am months and could
be undertaken by a Young Professional and "'uelf.

b. A study on road maintenance costs. There would see
to be ample scope for a worthuhile contribution. The
existing literature on the subject is generally poor and
limited. Moroover, in view of the fairly extensive road
(re)oonstruction programs in many underdeveloped countries
during the last decade, the issue of road maintenance and
costs has becee increasingly isportant.
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Aspects to be covered in this study: review of
existing literature (Soberman, Willard, our ban Study,
etc.); collection and analysis of cost data (physical
and price component) for maintenance of different types
of roads and different conditions; collection and
snalysis of data with a bearing on the impact of traffic
volume on maintenance, etc. The co-operation of the
Transportation Division of the Bank's Project Department
in this study should be secured.

This study might require same 5 to 6 man months and
could be undertaken by a Young Professional under my
guidance.

h. As studies dealing with general problems in the field of project
appraisal, I suggest the following twot

a. A study on the role of taxation in project evaluation.
My impression- is that this is a neglected area. Soew
rules of thumb do exist ("taxes should be excluded in an
economic evaluation") but it seems to me that the problem
is not really thought through.

Aspects to be covered in this study: existing project
appraisal practices in dealing with direct and indirect
taxes; the role of direct and indirect taxation in resource
allocation; taxation and the criteria used for investment
planning by the public and private sector of the economy;
implications of present project appraisal practices with
a view to optimum resource allocation; conclusions and
reconendations as to the treatment of taxes in project
appraisal.

This study might require *ime 6 man months and could
perhaps best be undertaken in co-operation with our
Domestic rinance Division. I would like to take an active
interest in this study.

b. A study dealing with the so-called indirect/secondary
benefits of projects. This problem is briefly touched
upon in the recent van der Tak/lay paper. A more exten-
sive discussion of the problem in a separate paper would,
heoever, seem to be fully warranted in view of the diverse
opinions which seem to exist on this topic.

Aspects to be covered in the study: definition of
indirect/secondary benefits; existing project appraisal
practices with respect to their treatment; analysis of
the role of indirect/secondary benefits given the criteria
used in optimum resource allocation; conclusions and
recommendations.
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This Owly migt require sow 6 to 8 man mosths.
*P. fuacsinr m t wish to take an ative prt in
it.

Jde.ille tba /
oe. W. R. 0. van der Tak



Mr. F. Phat'a Oatober 5, 1967

Ilarko Zlattih

1. It ham bown Wought to a&UMUCMa that tL WdArdag P"Wrs t &f in .
mu./66 Jme 22, ;9),# am not n being distributed to the Joint

Librry. Adbon the detribmt~an saelse for thwe pqpem was beig varid
cat A it wim = -- - -rle bt Mr. Ioftust thm Tai an , that Mrs. ailmoe
-imld ir.nAv1 the Joint ibrary an the distx1tim list, but, he has yet
to a a a eCW.

2. as the Joint Librar7 u bind and catalogus theos paper, it is reoce-
ma that three (3) copie of .awh vorking paper issued to date be pr 4ded
=d that the Joint Mbrory be rA ed on the distribation list for the sme

u oberf =?i of sach future working paper.

3. In oder to o ano oples, you moy roman Mr. o 1S now from the
list and oemrark his oW for the Joint ibr.

oat Mr. Loftus
-Mla



September 27, 1967

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Group Heads and Division Chiefs

FROM: Alexander Stevenson

SUBJECT: Progress Reports

I. Status of Major Studies

1. I enclose an outline of the table discussed, covering the major
studies in progress or planned in your Division. This table should be
completed and returned to Mr. Bhatia by October 4, 1967. At monthly
intervals, thereafter, he will bring it up-to-date, and for this purpose
Divisions will supply the details of any changes required. This table will

supersede the table entitled "A Status of Major Studies in Progress and
Planned" which is at present submitted every month in full detail.

2. On the basis of the information supplied by Divisions, the Director's
Office will prepare another version of the table which will not contain
Columns.5 and 6, for circulation to other Departments so as to keep them
informea of our main activities.

3. A note on the outline of the table is attached as Annex A.

II. Fortnightly Progress Reports

4. The present progress reports submitted fortnightly will remain in

effect. However, wherever possible, it would be preferable that the
activities of staff members should be broken down into two groups:

a) time spent on major study or studies (in weeks or hours);

b) time spent on other activities.

5. At present Division's progress reports are circulated in the Blue
Books as they arrive in the Front Office. From now on, separate books will
be circulated twice a month containing progress reports from all Divisions
so as to provide a clearer picture of the Department's work.



ANNEX A

NOTE ON THE OUTLINE OF THE TABLE

The attached table is broken down into three parts:

(I) Studies in Progress

(II) Studies Planned

(III) Studies Completed

Explanation of the Columns-

In the columns of the table, details should be given as

follows:

1) "Starting Date" - the date on which the main work on the
study actually begins;

2) "Division Draft" - the date on which the draft is submitted
to the Division Chief by the staff member;

3) "First Draft" - the date on which the draft is first sent
outside the Division for comments;

4) "Final Paper" - the date on which the study is scheduled
to appear in the form of a departmental working paper or a
Bank document;

5) "Remarks" - reasons for changes in given dates of the
study or difficulties encountered in maintaining the
schedule for the study.

Part II

a) Under Part II, only those studies should be mentioned on which
the preparatory work has already been started and the main work is due to
begin within a few months.

b) In practice, it may not always be possible to complete every
column in this section.

SKBhatia



DIVISIC: ECCI01ICS EPARTI'|NT

STATUS OF MAJOR STUDIES

Part I - In Progress

A Brief Estimated
Description Total Man-. Starting Divisin First Final

Title Of SLud& of Study Month Req-ired Author(s) Date Draft Draft Paer Remarks
((2) )R(4) e

Part II Planned

Part III q- CoMpleted



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOI T | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Alexander Stevenson DATE: September 25, 1967

FROM: Sminr Bhatia

SUBJECT: Points for your consideration - TuesdayIlecn

1. Circulation of Progress of Opertions Reporte -

At present, these reports are circulated in the Blue Books
as these arrive in the Front Office. Since the -rrival times of these
reports vary, the reports are circuleed searately. This does not
tend to provide a complete picture of the Departnent' s work a, any
onetime. I have discussed this issue and its disadantages :ith the
Divsicn Chiefs, and have come to the conclusion that it would be much
better if we circulated these reports twice a month in "siparate 
book~s Qsy in &Bron Book) containing progress reports from all t'e
Divisions at onetime. ThiF would help to provide a clear picture of
the whole Department's work in a systematic way.

If you agree with this, perhaps you could announce it to-
morrow.

2. Inclusion of Press Articles in the Blue ok -

You 1ight like to a.nnounce th t from now on the Blue Books,
in addition to the regular contents, will also include press articles
of general interest to the whole Departnent. It would be appreciated
if any one noticing articles of this nature would send two copies of
it to the Front Office for inclusion in the Blue Books. For the time
being, the Front Office is taking care of the Financial Times.



U. ArtINmr R. TImMOM Septouber 22, 1967

A. . a 6$ .-

beg sion and Factor Aalyst

1. N&cont atdiev in the Bank in garntitativo ressamb have quit.
frtque3ly imolved maw puation of a large rxwixr of variables bor regmsion
analysis. Tnds has led me to srploee the availability of a simple comter-
oriented utohad far dizearding the rena variables in oultivarIt analysis.

2. Mr. John T. kcott, Jr., in his paper "Factor Analysie and Regr Nion"
(Becnmtrica, Vol. .4, go. 3, July 1966), suggested factor analysis rogramsion
i.., a stocbastic linaw equation from factc' anal .is, as an alternative

etimtion presedrs to classical least square* rogeramin. Mr. Scott pr-.1utd
cut tat a regression equation derived frm factor aaalysis had wire asneral

apnitathw man least equarom wethod, sinoe factor analois cruld handle
situatiom wher* all variles, depond+ and ependen+, wer subjot to Orroxv
in t, we" proe r a stochastic process, or had intorc arrelation.
kr. Ssett also presented sue sepi'ial rvoults whvr the factor analjyis
regrmssicn prNdkwed coefficients with tbertically expected algebraic sigm
and te least squares regression did not.

3. Messrs. . K. L. koale, N. G. enall and D. W. Ham in their pper
"The Discarding of Variabes in Maltivriate Analysis" written for C.JI.R.,tId.
discussed the probasms of redurdant variables in regreseio ana3gvis whsrs aw
variable could be discarded as adden little or noting to the accuracy with
which the regression equatin correlated with the depandt variable, and in
interdependence analysis whom a constflation in p dainni COUld be Col-
lapsed into tamer divensions thereby discarding am of the origial variables,
For the regmasim analysis problew the authors obtained Vi bwt solu+ion,
vis, the one that mazinim the mAltiple c Mrrelation bwbvem tk selected

variablas and the depandnt variable,by Latradwixg cut-off iless in an
Onumeration scheinme of tomhnn te variables. The proble of interdependence
analysis, although should be tackled by finding principal coprexnt and ssociat
varil1s to be rejected with the wigenvectorn c p g to MekU elvenvalues,
was gsi solved by using cut-fot rules so that a st of variables were selected
in such a way that the xird wltple correlation of Me variable with
aw rejected variable was M isme The aboe solutions wnv obtained within
the framework mf mltiple rtgression c.alc+latio with the help of uiwxr modi-
ficatiam. An M ltration of the in.erdependence analysis calculation bi te
above optima r*grssion uthod was givwn and caiiared with component anslysis
remlt. Them was no significant di m.erence betmen the two net& of reslts.
The authore, hrwivr, pointed out that the caqamant anklysia revults were not-timm in anv precise seme.
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4. CQp1ring thw twO mAa, or* fids that Scott's factor ansly~s$
;resaiun useg fact 1,*ding iu an intyroidI te stage whica are later

trawlated to rxiginal varisbes. CM upthds m we otwr hWW alwaye
d4als with varlAblez. Scott mentins that ftactr analysis regrmiaa will
tak. xxe m mpawr t1ne tan o-dinary least squaros wAcde. opt

matiple regr.sion progrm tok 8 minutes o the CDC 3200 empatw to
aolve a proAleu with 16 independimt varkablee. It is tIaated that factor
anAlysts rogaslan will not take m A toan half the tim requirwd by CIR
progra".

5. In view I tho resuls b+*.ifwdfrce iw fact sr anal"sIA rsjmA&3.;ms
vis., regronainn ectficient s s *3pectod fr th*beticul c idUrstl =,
and the reonable amount of ocputer tim inyol?4d, I tink Scott's approacu
samU4d be trought to tbe attentimu of staff viabnrs far tamat with a view
ti: itt applictirn within the 3ark. As stAndard factcr antsb is cntputer

pr<graw are ruwdlly availAble frou the coputer macturers, Scott's facto

amlysis rogressin prRm can be built upmi those programs withtxt a wpjur
effort.

Aliasr. Me n

UiebQehr

Aeas
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Files

FROM: Samir Bhatia

SUBJECT: Capital Inflow Paper

Messrs. Stevenson (Chairman), Collier, de Vries, Hawkins,

Hulley, Kao and Bhatia met at 2:30 p.m. on Friday, September 15, 1967,

to discuss Mr. Hawkins's memorandum dated September 6, entitled"Capital

Inflow Paper".

Main Issues

The main issues considered in the meeting were:

(a) What should be done with the present draft.

(b) hether this work should be continued in the future.

Present Draft Study

filth regard to the future of the present draft study, three

possibilities were put forward. These were: (a) that it might be

published as a Bank aper'or as an Economics Department Working Paper;

(b) that it might be left in its present form; and (c) that an article

might be prepared, based on the present study but dealing only ith the

methodology and conception of the subject, for publication in Finance

and Developme.

After examining the limitations of each of these possibilities,

the meeting felt that alternative (c) could be further considered.
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Future Work

Following discussion, it was decided that the Department should

continue with this work for the time being. This decision was reached

after taking into consideration the fact that the Department was from

time to time asked 1r other lank J>1Iis to supply information on

the subjct. in vitw of the on-guing IDA replenishment talks. Mr.

Stevenson said, however, that this matter )tould be discussed again when

Mr. Kamarck returned to the office from the Rio meetings.

As regards the present scope of the study, various suggestions

were made concerning possible modifications. Lwar prnl, as pu

pe t it t{ .

Mr. de Vries raised the point that since it was frequently the practice

to consult area economists to obtain figures for the study, it wog be

helpful if the Conparative Analysis Division were to t

reees4. Mr. de Vries also suggested that someone from the International

Finance Division should be associated with this study which falls directly

in their line of work.

Cleared with Messrsj Hulley and Kao

P+ . Collier



DRAFT
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ECQNOEICs DEPARTMEWT

Summary of the Meeting of -Ivision Chiefs e 32tember 19, 1967, No. 3

Present: Messrs. Stevenson (Chairman), de Vries, Balassa, Collier, van der

Tak, Elsaas, Goreux, Hulley, Kao, Levy, Macone, Orcutt, Please,

Schmedtje, Tiemann, Walstedt, Westebbe and Bhatia (Secretary).

Road User Charges StuZ

Mr. van der Tak said that Messrs. Bell, Baum, Sadove, Hogg (from

the Projects Department), van der Tak. Walters and Churchill had met last

Friday, September 15, to discuss the first two chapters of the Road User

Charges Study prepared by Prof. Walters. The discussion was mainly con-

centrated on the issue of marginal cost pricing (as used in the study)

vs. full cost pricing. As time was short since Prof. Walters was leaving for

England, it was decided to hold another meeting with the Projects Department

when important issues such as investment criteria, etc. would be discussed.

Mr. van der Tak reported that meanwhile, he was giving the finishing touches

to the remaining chapters of the study so that the study could be circulated

as soon as possible.

Central America Road Study

Mr. Please said that since Prof. Walter's studywas supposed to

serve as an analytical framework for the subject, he thought it would be a

good idea to combine both these studies for internal publication. Mr.

van der tak questioned the usefulness of this because he thought that based

on one case study, the Central American Road Study would not prove or
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disprove the conclusions reached in Prof. Walter t s study. Mr. Stevenson

felt that the Central American Road Study should not be made dependent on

Prof. Walterls study but it should be treated separately. Mr. Please said that

the draft of the Central American Road Stut was expected to be ready by the

end of the month.

Econoic Reports

Mr. Levy said that he did not always get the green cover economic

reports of the Bank. Mr. Stevenson advised him to discuss this matter

with Mr. Collier.

Channel of R2porting within the Department

Mr. Stevenson said that recently there had been one or two cases

where staff members did not go through the proper channel of reporting.

He reminded staff members that they should always follow the regular practice

of reporting through their Division Chiefs. In this connection, he also

reminded staff members that copies of all outgoing letters concerning the

U.N. and its agencies should always be sent to the Development Services

Department.

Distribution: Tuesday Meeting

SKhatia
September 19, 1967
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: September 20, 1967

FROM: John Hulley

SUBJECT: Work of International Finance Division

Mr. Kamarck and Mr. Stevenson met with me on September 6th to
discuss questions relating to the work of this Division. We did
not review all the work of the Division, but only certain amendments
or changes of emphasis, as follows:

1) As part of the working Party procedure, the Division should
review in detail sections of the Economic Reports concerned with debt
and capital requirements. Arrangements should be worked out with
Mr. Collier.

2) Related to the above is the need for further consideration
of the request from Mr. Thorp, the DAC Chairman, for IBRD recommen-
dations on terms of lending.

3) Members of the Division should participate in debt rescheduling
analyses, whether formal or (as in India) informal. Such participation
will be arranged by Mr. Kamarck or Mr. Stevenson ad hoc as cases arise.

4) Information on capital markets in donor countries should be
maintained, along with briefing material on economic conditions and
aid programs and policies.

5) To make possible adequate attention to the above financial
questions, assignments on trade will not in principle be given to
the Division. However, unfinished work in the trade field should be
completed.

6) Experience on country missions is generally desirable.
Normally, however, members of this Division may expect to be sent to
multilateral conferences where facts or policies pertaining to groups
of countries are reviewed, or to meetings on debt rescheduling.

7) The Division should have the full-time services of at least
one research assistant.

Cleared in draft by (and Cc to) Messrs. Stevenson
Kalmanoff

Cc: Messrs. Kamarck
Collier
Bhatia

jh/jb



To: Dr. Otto Donner

From: Alexander Stevenson

Subject: Dr. Hans Havemann - Proposed Summer Project

With reference to our talk on the subject and Prof. Havemann's letter

to you dated September 5, 1967, which you were kind enough to forward to

me, I have discussed his proposal within the Economics Department and with

the IFC. Everybody wittjtom I discussed the proposal shares my views that

this subject--the transfer of technology--is of vital importance for the

development of less-developed countries.

The main idea of Professor Havemann's proposal is to further the

development of an indigenous technology by international support of the

necessary research. He proposes to scrutinize conventional engineering

processes and design with a view to ensurt the best possible utilization of

existing resources both human and natural. Our reaction tot his is that

it would serve little purpose to survey general needs and theorize on

the usefulness of adaptation. This would add to the generalizations that

already abound in this field. What is needed is more knowledge on the economic

costs and technical feasibilities of actual industrial design changes. However

this is an extremely vast and difficult subject. Such research would need to be

carried out by teams of industrial engineers and economists versed in the trade

and industrialization problems of developing countries. While the Bank

has a general interest in th4 area, there-are certain restrictions in the

selection of projects. Moreover:, as you are aware, with present budgetary

control - there-s-4ittle-room for fIeXitility. In these circumstances I am

sorry to inform you that at this stage it would not be- possible to proceed

with Prof. Havemann's proposal for a summer project.
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However, I uho'l 4 like +aad+ht. we will certainly keep his

project in mind and if circumstances permit, at some future date, we

will eer4ifrly-take a fresh look at Ra eeen-Hevmann proposal.

We should be more than happy to meet Prof. Havemann when he

comes to Washington. Perhaps, in the meantime, you would be kind

enough to let him know our position on the matter.

_ -K -
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ECONWICS DEPARTIKENT

SuMary of the Meeting of Division Chiefs, September 12, 1967, No. 2

Present: Messrs. Stevenson, Kalmanoff, van der Tak, Balassa, Hawkins,

Holsen, Hulley, Kao, Levy, Macone, Thias, Tiemann, Westebbe,

Villela, Bhatia (Secretary).

The Historical External Debt Study

r. emann, i9 answer to k question by Mr. Kal.anoff, said

that he would decide, i7 consultation wdth Mr. Stevenson, whether punching

of data on t e cards ,hould be done in overtime by the regular staff of

his divisio or on contract basis outside.. Apart from this, he said

no other problem were foreseen in the completion of the Historical

ExternaYli Debt Study (EC-1h9).

Road User Charges Study

Mr. van der Tak announced that the two chapters of the revised

Road User Charges Study prepared by Prof. Alan Walters were circulated on

September 8. Anyone interested could obtain copies from him.

El Salvador Feeder Road End Use Stud

Mr. van der Tak mentioned that problems had arisen in connection

-with this study, f-y -a- rosuM-lt zp new government in the-=uco wv 0 +

Mr. Stevenson suggested thatjhe should ask Mr. Mirza t inte
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4t4 --ng the problem and 0 tEpr-whichIuUJ -bc takvnrte u

auccrasf uempletion of-the ntwdy. Subsequently, Mr. StevensOn wofald

pursue this matter with the Executive Tlrector of the country, so that

some decision on bhe-aater could be taken before mid-October, which Mr.

van der Tak considered important the .4tion f the study, f:

Bank's Occasionaltaper s

In view of the number of incoming papers, Mr. Stevenson agreed

that it would be a good idea to determine some criterion for the selection

of papers for publication.

Control of Statistical Services

Mr. Tiemann, in answer to a question by Mr. Stevenson, said that

the new system of controlling and planning of requests for the services

of the Statistical Division by other divisions of the Department was

working well. However, there were still a few offices where a "contact

man" had not been designated. Mr. Zemann would review this point and

agreed to send a complete list of "contact men" to Mr. Stevenson.

Dudley Seers' Report

Mr. Stevenson asked Mr. Macone whether he had seen the comments

made in the report by Prof. Seers regarding his division. Mr. Macone

said that he had asked one of his research assistants to look into that

matter.

Progress Reports

Mr. Stevenson mentioned that it would be desirable to have some

uniformity of content in the Progress Reports and said that Mr. Bhatia
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would be seeing the Group Heads and Bivision Chiefs to establish this point

-ith them.

Distribution: Tuesday Meeting

SKBhatia/aa

September 12, 1967



Mr. Kalmanoff enquired about the status of the Historical

&ternal Debt Study which we had undertaken to do for UNCTAD. Mr.

Tiemain replied that apart from small internal administrative problem

concerning the punching of the data on the cards( mxnddxx whether

this should be done in overtime by regular staff of his division or

on a contract basis outside) no other problem was foreseen in the

completion of the study. Mr. Tiemann, in consultation with the

Mr. Stevenson, would take a decision on this matter very shortly.



Mr. Alexander SeOvanscM September 11, 1967

Samir aiatia

Points for 'our Consideratiop - Tuesdw &tIstnM

The following are the points which you My ish to mention in
towrrow's Division Chiefs meetings

1. ortaf- r. Bl is to be the guest
weaker at our staff meeting on Frid~ye September 15.

2. A Review of the Prop~osed Control of statislical Services - A
few months ago It vua agreed that some control of requests to h ai-
tical Division from the rest of the Department ms essential, so that
the Statistical Services Mvision would have an idea of the total amount
of time and work involved. Suoh planning and control could be exercised
at Division Chief level with reference to Group Heads if necessary (see
minutes of Tuesday Admnistrative Meeting of June 27, 1967). You might
like to review the working of the proposed control in tomorrows meeting.

3. Progress RevortB - In reviewing the file containing division
progress reports# I found that, at present, there is no set agatem of
reporting.

a. Most of these reports are addressed to Mr. Kamrck with a
copy to you and to the appropriate Group Head. However,
there are cases where reports are addressed to the Group
Head with a copy to you and to Mr. Kamarck. Other times,
the report is sent to Mr. Kamarck through the Group Head
with a copy to you and to the Group Head. Thus, at pre-
sent, there is no well established asytem of addressing
reports.

b. There is also no uniforodty as to the contents of the
reports. There are ony a few (3) reports W*ch, in
addition to the staff activity, also submit a detailed
analysis of the status of each of the major on going
studies in thair division.

In view of tis, I sUld suggest, if you agree, that you should
mention in tomorrow's meeting that each progress report should be addressed
to the Group Head and a copy sent to you. As regards uniformity of the
contents of these reports, yot might mention that I should like to see the
Group Heads and ivision Chiefs this week if convaennt to them and will
take that opportunity to establish this point ith them.

t. Tvailable he for Review of Counri E eports ot - ile
talkng with the Gomparative Analysis 13.vision, I wsas iformed that the
tiis av al to them for review of sooact reports is not sufficient.



Mr. A3e*andm SbovunAom - 2 - sopember 3.1; 1967

I boas, seveal weeks ago, this prob1.n vs dissoused in me of the
TuesdWy iseting-9 and gubseqwtly you requesbed Mr. Adler to look into
this mbter. Pwhvs tomorov might be a good tim (if Mr. AdLw in in)
to ask him how far he has souscodod in solving this problon (or what he

be deolded in this respet).



Mr. Alexander Stevenson September 8, 1967

Andrew M. Inasak A. M. Karmarck (signed)

Work on-Developed Countries

Mr. Cope called me today on the subject of economic work on the
developed countries. Eie said that he had been thinking about it and he
had also talked with Mr. Williams and he gathered from Mr. Williams that
he was not going to come up with general recomendations on economic
vork until around the end of the year.

Mr. Cope said that he thought that Mr. 8achetti's memorandum
on the subject was a very good one but that he would prefer to wait
until around the end of the year before making up his mind on the
subject.

cc: Mr. Friednan
1,fr. Sacchetti

AMK:ner



Xr. Alexander Stevenson Sbptbu 7* 1967

Swmir BhatdA

3Auin.eu Expeted to be Ciroulated in feptember - tober, 1967

1. Referring to the Departmt's table entitled "Studies in Progress
1966-67", I should like to bring to your attention the fact that the fi

of the folloidng studies are schediled to be circulated soneti.m2r s

Title1 Grp or Di v, d n

a. Developmant Pinanoe Problem
in Brazil V Dowastic Finance Division

b. Electrical Lquiptent Industry Industrialization Divisio

a. Mechanical Equipment Industry 0

d. Comiodity Outlook Studies Export Projections and Trade
1xvision

i. Jut.

it. A-uinua

iii. Pywod

iv. Meat

e. Econ tric Study of the Whrld
Market for 1%bber Applied Quantitative Research iv.

f. A Note on the Eonomia Bafits
of Road Transport Projects Investent Planning Mvision

Final Version

2. In addition, the final versians of the folloisng studies are
empected to be completed in September - etober, 1967t

Title Group or fLvision

a. Value-Idning of Domestic
Bond Issue Domestic Finance Division

It Epected date, as mtioned in the progress report dated September 1,
is 31st September 1967.



Yfr. Alex.ander ftevenson 2 t September 7# 1967

lInal Version (ownt'd.)

Tite, Groggj or vitdon

b. Economic Analysis of Road
Transot Project Inveatamt Pauming 11vision

o. Urban iter Supply Projects

d. Tecniquss for Project Appraisal
undr Unertainty

a. Optdiznu Ti1ng of Investments

f. Coot-Benefit Analysis of
Education Projects (General
Fraw. ork) 2/

g. Econostrio Model for ?alqs& a Applied Queantitative Research riv.

3. The folloiLng are the tudes for uhich "division" drafts have
been conpleted but the future wtatua of these atud.es ha not been mentioned
in the Progre" Report W/

Division Draft
Til Grolp ar vidan 223peted

a. Analysis of Road
Constrwtion and
Maintenance Costa Investmnt Planr.ng rivision July 1967

b. loonomio Justi-
fication of %ter
Sqpply Projects " April 1, 1966

c. Road User Charges February 1967

h. I would appreciate it if you would kindly ask your secretary to
let E knOw when thes* Reports arrive in your office.

Econosic Connittee draft.

ZI See Mr. Schmedtjelt ius to Hr. umirck, dated 3epteamer 1, 1967, on
"Principal Activities of Invstmit Plaming Division, August 16 - 31.'



mr. R. van der Tak August 29, 1967

V. W. &Egg

Eoonomics DRpartment Workig Paper No. I

1. , I have looked through this paper. I agree with you (your memo

Aug. 1h that the exeroise was largely unsuooessful. To what extent was

it carried out or discussed with our highway engineers? Some of them,
including Hank van Helden, had not seen the report. As you know an ap-

praisal report is, in effect, the tip of an iceberg. It is ooneeivable

that some of the data required in in the morking papers of the particular

engineers enerned.

2. I have sent copies to Massrs. van Relden, Hardy and Young.

3. The new "Data Bank" and increasing mphasis on data collection

might make a better effort possible in the future. At that time I think

it would be Instructive to have an engineer on a brief 'sabattical' to
work with your ecnomists.

4t. Do you think that the right 'econmei questions' were asked

anyway? To what extent would it *ave been useful to analyze similar data

from developed countries as a basis for comparison and indicator of dif-

ferences, ete.

VWROgg Igh
Bank



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 23, 1967

FROM: Arabinda KunduI
Statistical Services Division - D)onomics Department

SUBJECT: Present Worth and Annuity Tables

1. Recently we had the occasion to prepare the attached present
worth and annuity tables as a handy reference in discounting calculations.
The present worth tables are calculated over 50 periods with 1 to 30
per cent interest rates, and the annuity tables over 25 periods with I to
25 per cent interest rates. The interest rates are at 1 per cent intervals.
To have some significant figures for the extreme periods and interest rates,
the tables have been prepared with 1,000 as the principal amount instead
of the usual 1.

2. A few copies of the tables are available for the interested users,
and can be obtained upon request from the General Statistics Section.

Attachment

cct Mrs. Paulson
Mr. Tiemann



ANNUITY TABLE: 25 Periods, 1 to 25 percent PAGE 1

A tv I r y WORTH 1,000 TODAY OR PERIODIC PAYMENT NECESSARY TO PAY OFF A LOAN OF 1,000

PERIODS 1% % % 4% 5% 7% 8 % 9% 10%

I tf1A1j ,Y1 .1Q2 , t j 7,n 1iP30,%flO In4U , 0, n0 fl flLI 1f5l,, i 6 nC n n 0f0lC 1A0 O o ft 19 m0P00 11 ftn f o0, n
S 507,51;)4 j15,04 9 5  52,A.1Pb 510,1061 r3 7,8049 545,4369 953,.091h 5f0,7699 '46,46A9 576.1909

6 34n,121 S46,/547 353,5rG4 3 60,346-F 767,2oq6 374,ln;P 381.P517 SP8,0335 191;,n548 4n?,1149
4 2, 1 ,'2.033 ;69 127D 275,410n ;87,118 288,5915 299.P2A1 301,9?0 30P,66R7 3t5,470A

" 2n'0 r,039d1 l,) 71 *, 46 2-46971 4n9746 4 743,P97 2r0.4c65 757 n975 263,7975

S 1/?,3415 j7f,5)5JH- 1,84,5975 1490,761Q 197,0175 203,12626 P09,7998 216,3154 >227,f9198 2P9,6M74
/ 4 Ii4,512i 160,5064 146,6M96 172.iQ8 179,35n 185,r532 192,0724 19R,69n5 205.4n55

8 43M,69p3 14,M98 14?,4564 148,5;7R 154,7218 161,0359 167,4676 174,0149 18n,6744 197.444M
9 116,4f4 1tA,7454 12,4339 114,4q3n 14nf69n1 147,C72? 153,48A5 1^0, 0 797 16A,79A 173,6405

11 1nf,9 5 2 1 iii,3265 117,?3r5 1?2,2909 129.5Q4b 135,k66f 142,1775 149,0795 159.F2n1 t 62- 7 454

11 , 4 1j2,1 1 79  10 ,n7 4 114,149n 12n,38A9 126,7?q9 133,3569 140,0763 14A,94A7 153,9631
12 so%8 1 4. 59WS o,4 6:)l n6,5527 112,8254 119 , '77 n 125,gon 132,695n 130,65n7 146,7633

14 47,414d A8,1184 94,0295 1 0,1467 106,45S8 112,96CI 119,A5n8 126,5PI8 131,5666 140.7785

14 /',9012 q',bm2n l,*5262 q4,6A9M 101,D240 107,&I49 114.7449 1I1,2969 12A,4332 135.746?
I, /7123b 77 ,d'5t' 83,7666 P9,9411 9663423 102,SAi8 109,7946 116,8295 124,n5R9 131 4739

3L f 7,V446 73,6iol 79,10n8 7 0n 92,2699 98,S51 105,576 112,9769 12n,2999 177.8166
17 5 4, 1  f9998 75,'5n A2,1989 88,699l 95, 444P 1U?,42;2 1f9,6P94 117, 462 124 .6641
1m 5 n,48 ?0 A6,/1121 7?,7087 7 d99 9 3 85,5462 92 , 1 rt5 99,4176 1 M6 , 7 M21 1 14,?1?,3 1?1 .9'X a2
1t Q 5,18 516 69,m139 76,11aA 82,7450 F9,&09 96.753C 1!14,1:76 111,73M4 119.5469

2" 2 ,4 153 ii67 67,2197 73,5IA 8R.P476 87,lR4 94,!9?9 101.859 1nl* ,5465 117 459A

21 i3,40 i5,/448 14,8718 71,2AO1 77,99A1 P5,Cn45 92.7800 09,BA23 107,16A6 1l5,6!44

22 5n,1637 ,2,7474 69,1989 75,97n5 1.3.C456 9n,4o98 08, 0 321 1iu ,90 0 114,,D!51
L2; 4q,"8i6 i4,06'61 60,8139 A?,3m9j 74,1tsa F1,27f5 dP.7139 Oo,4222 10411819 112,571A
24 47,73-> 52.671i 59.n474 A5,,56F 72,47n9 79,t7;n 87,1890 94.978 103,226 111.299A

2! 45,4068 91,.2P 4 57,4279 A4.012f 7D ,95?5 782 ;f7 45A1 5 6J.678A 11 Ql"03 110.1681



PAGE 2

AN'iT TY WORTH 1,000 TODAY OR PERIODIC PAYMENT NECESSARY TO PAY OFF A LOAN OF 1,000

PERIODS 12% 1'2 13% J4 1 if% 17I% 19% 20 %

I lItIJUUO 1121,d0 0  1131,fU0n 1140,Un04 115,%oonQ 1160.Gfl 1i7foono 1180,0000 1190,0000 1200,000
5posi6 511,oq82 59Q,4836 6 0 7, 2R97 615,11A3 6?2,560 A6,A29 5 638,7156 64A,6210 654,5459

15 400,9131 41,349 L 423,5290 4'0,731 437,9770 445,2579 452,9737 4r9,9239 467,3079 474,7?53

4 321,5264 S'9,2544 336,1942 34,,24P 75l,2654 397,6751 364,5331 371,7387 17A,9909 3A6,2P91
27n,1703 277,4091 284,3145 291,2"K 29A.3i96 3f5.4n54 312,639 319.7778 127,n52 314-3797
; 236,3766 243,2'51 250,1532 2257,IS75 64,?369 271,UlP9 278,6148 2A5.9101 791,P743 3nf,7n57

7 ?1P9153 219,117- 226,1106 233,1924 240,36n4 247,6127 P54,9472 262,3620 769,549 277,4?39
H 194,3211 201,628 20.,3867 215,5700 222,8501 230,2P43 p67,6899 245,2444 25P,8851 260,6094
9 04n,6017 1r/,6$79 194,8689 2Md,1684 09,5740 217,0825 224,A9n5 232.3Q4 240,1992 248,0795

1" 1 ',u 14 1761 9 k4 164, ?54 b 713r, 199,?5P 20690m 11 714.A566 2P25146 23n.47 3 238.5P2
11 15 121U 0;,415 4  175,4_15 1344 191,06g0 198.UAcP >06,7648 214,7764 2,8909 231,103A
12 154,0273 1I,4A68 16b,986 1  176 ,669i 184,4808 192,4147 2u0,4656 2nd,6?78 ?jA,8960 225.2A50
13 14Q, 1 5 1 0  155,0772 163,35o3 171,1637 179.11n5 187,1841 195,37R 1  203,686? 211,1002 20.6100
14 143,282 15,,7 1 2 158,6079 166,6n9i 174,685 182,e9F 191,2302 199,6781 2oA,?34b 216.8931
i5 139,0652 146,874? 154,7416 1 A2,819n 171,0171 179,9375 187,2221 196,4028 2nS,0919 21308221
1't 139,5167 14.,3Q0f 51,4262 159,6154 167,9477 176,4136 185,ou40 l3,71Ii 70,5214 211,4361
17 137,4715 140,4;67 148,6084 jcb,9154 165,3669 173,T52? 182,6616 1 1 ,4P53 ?QO,4143 209.4401
It 1 2 QM 4 ?9 t47,97 3  146,?009 194,6?12 163,1bA3 171,ER49 180,7060 1P9,6395 19,6756 207,8n54
i'p 127,!625 t44,63I t44,144 152,6A3? 161,3364 170,1417 179,n675 188,0n28 197,2376 206,4629
?p 1,5756 138788 142,3538 50,9A6n 159,7615 168,6670 177,A9D4 186,820n 196,0453 205 3565
21 123,6579 132,2401 140,R143 14 jb,4j65 j67,4162 1/6,3n 1 5,7464 95,0544 204,4'3Q

22 122. 131 , 181 1i3u*19,47Q5 148,3132 157,26q8 166,3526 175,55n2 1P4,8463 194.?2)4 2n3,6A96
23 120,9712 1?9,5son 1 3 4, 3 191  147,230A 156,27P4 165.4466 474.7214 1 M4, 090 2  193,541@ 203.0653
24 110,/6/2 18,4634 137,308. 146,3n2P , 164,1754 174,0iq2 183,443 I9?,673 2M2,5479
21 11A7402 1?7/.200 1 6.4259 145,4984 154.6904 164,0126 173,4234 12m9188 192,4873 202.1187



PAGE 3
ANNjII TV WORTH 1,000 TODAY OR PERIODIC PAYMEITS NECESSARY TO PAY OFF A LOAN OF 1,000

PERIODS 21% '2% 23% 24% 25%

1 ,2l.0l0 !220,0,on 1230,00 O 1240,0000 125n,000
2 b52 ,4887 07.43iU 678,435 6Ab,428f 694,4444
Z5 442,1755 49,681 497,17?5 5n4,718 91?,?951
4 3flV324 4n1,Uot 4ut,4514 415,9255 423,4407

341.65 J49.2n5- 356,7004 3642477 371 8467
r5fllR ,U30 315,7&4 4  123,38R7 311074 338,8195
/ 2i5,Utij ?2,7424 300,5678 308,4216 j16,3417
f ;, 4149 275,2190 ?84,"592 202,2932 3gf,39p5
y 254.9535 264,1111 27?,9494 2PU,4654 288,7562

1n t,6&%2 ?94,d95n 263.2045 271,6021 ;8n,Q72
11 230.4106 24/,an7l 256,28%0 264,8922 273,4929
12 233,7295 242,2e48 25,92q9 2r9,6483 268,4476
13 22q,2340 2A1,946' 246,7283 255,5983 264,5414
14 225,6471 24,4707 243,4178 292,4230 61,50n9
1 ?? , /64 231738 240C791p 249.9191 259,1169
1r 220,4406 229,0298 238,6969 247,935P 257,24n7
1? 2jq,5548 21,/407 237,0210 246,399? ;55,75Q2
1 4 217 ,204 226,3130 235 6/57 245,1n2 254,5862
24 215.7685 2P5,1479 234,5932 244, 007% ;53,65c6
2n i4 /448 2'4.2319 233,7Ln4 2 43,2 93  252,9159
21 ?11,9 u6 0 2'3,4A23 233,0156 242,6493 25?,3273
22 211,177 222,d55 232,4457 242,1119 251,85P4
23 ?17,27 2  272,443 231%,q45 241,716d 51,4845
24 212,18/1 221,8771 231,6106 241,3R22 251,18A2
2 211,H046 231.216? 23y 3079 241,1135 50,94Pi



PAGE 1
PRESe. WORTH TBLE: 50 Periods, I to 30 perzent

P 4 j4T OF 1,000

PERIODS i4% % 4% f%% 7% 8% 0% 10 %

1 90 4'9u 0  .a2 91, JR736 9A1,5M13 152,3610 943,24 034,r704 9'5,9959 017,4312 9n9,000

q j9j'OA 9A1,.14.6 942,1;959 914,5q62 107,02Q5 8P9,9E4 073,43A7 8c7,3189 P41,68MO 876,4463
4 42,39Q1 q42,-23 2S,1417 8Ad,9064 A63,8376 639,ej53 R1 6,2979 793,8322 77P,1815 751.314R

4 ,960 9;P,1454 i6.,4b7o 894,8n42 2 0 ,5 79 7 76?,999 2  7 5,0P99 70A,422 683,0135
4657 9q /b "6?,AOP 8219p7/ 783 ,52 747 29E7 712.Q ORb Q 3? 649093 4 670,9 13

Q447,0472 d 7 97 1 4 S3',4$4j 700,3149 746,P154 704,6c5 Ab6,74,2 630,1696 59A,2673 564,4730
/ u37,7 1P1  7002 P13,n9i5 7c9,9 1 7R 71n,6$13 6t5,C5'1 622,7497 5R3.4Q0 4 F47,03&2 513.1981
t u23,4ej2 d93,4)04 7c ,40Q2 730,6Q0' (76,8304 627,4124 R82,nu1 540,2689 %i.,8663 466,5n74
1d u14,540 0J6.,/553 V6t,4t7 7n2,5A67 e44,6099 591,EQE5 ';43,0337 500,2491 46n,4278 424.0976
1 %s0,70 670,3463 7 44,19 3 9  675,5647 !13, 9 133 558,2948 508,3493 43,935 422,41lti 3AS,5433
11 "91;,352 604.e3P ~722,4213 649,5a9 564,67Q3 5P6,7875 475, 928 478,8m29 387,539 350,439
12 "7,4442 14d.4-4 3  7U,37 9 9 6'4,507m 56,8374 496.69 4 444,n12O 397,ll 355,5347 318,63a
15 /4, 6 t?6 773,02 5  6O0 ,95 1 3 600,5741 93fn,3214 46de3I 414,9644 367,6q79 326,1786 2A9,6644
14 M4,963Q /57,'75r 601,117d 577,4751 505,06P% 442,In10 567, 1 72  340,461n 994,74A5 263.3313
! M 1 , 1495 74SO147 641,8619 555.26445 481,0171 417,26!1 36P*446p 315,2417 ?74,530 239,3q2P
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Mr. Alexander Stevenson August 21, 1967

Rosalind Gilmore

A Thin& of Shreds and Patches

You asked for some notes about this job as I have done it over the
last 20 months.

If one leaves aside its evolution toward a more stable, central and
centralizing role in the Department (my memorandum of June 28) and jobs
I have recently done within this context with which you are familiar; its
older, or underlying, role emerges as that of a Nanki-Poo, a singer of
songs for occasions, in which impressions of pattern are often misleading
since, though subjects sometimes recur, they were dealt with separately
as they arose and without continuous involvement. Recently a closer
involvement in day-to-day front office work (made possible by geographical
proximity) has enabled the job to develop more into that of a Pooh-Bah or
Lord High Everything lse, taking on much of whatever needs to be done in
the front office but does not need your own attention or Mr. Kamarck's.

I doubt whether the disappearance of Nanki-Poo will be greatly felt;
whereas Pooh-Bah is cabable of being very useful. But I will briefly
describe the work done in the anki-Poo days so that you may consider
which pieces might remain appropriate to Pooh-Bah and which are candidates
to be hived off into the divisions.

A. "Iabs..

Proposal for Establishinz an Expanded Creditor Reporting System

My first long job in the Department was to draft the paper setting out
the proposed scheme for reporting on external lending by creditor countries,
and then take part in our end of the exchanges with 0I0, and creditor
country officials, on drafting and on the ideas for changes which stemed
from French and other reservations, until the point at which the proposal
finally emerged as an official DAC paper.

The Economics Department

Soon after that I started gathering the material for a paper describing
all work done in the Department in 1965 (finalized early in April 1966 to
accompany the budget submission, and circulated within the Bank on April 25,
1966). This, together with a check list of work and responsibilities by
departments (prepared for an orientation seminar given by Hr. King), and
increasing familiarity with the Tuesday, Thursday and Friday meetings, was
the beginning of the process of taking a look at the Department's work/ and
responsibilities as a whole.
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This them was taken up again in the autumn of 196, when much
information and descriptive material was prepared for the board discussion
of the Department. This was circulated in the Department and the bank
in a paper of De~cobor 1966 "1conomics Department: Organisation and
Work in Progress", which described the Department and its work by divisions
and annexed (amongst other things) lists showing staff members participation
in missions, international conferences and other meetings, and their
publications in 1966, as well as studies and reports to the Board since
the beginning of fiscal 1965-196.

Pudgsts 1%6-1967 and 1967-1968

For the 1%6 budget I prepared all the divisional budget submissions
for use as annexes to the main budget memorandum. This also helped to
make we familiar with the Department and its staffing. I have also done
work which bore on details of budgets, e.g. the note of a meeting on
accounting for services to member countries; and, as you know, short
memoranda on research assistants and on fees for consultants.

French Ideas on DeveloMent

In the early summer of 1966 1 spent mat of my time on a survey of
papers presented at a conference of French economists and officials, to
see what themes were being stressed in French thinking about development.
This was completed on June 28; the memrandum distributed to the Economic
Committee on December 28 and to the board on February 28, 1967.

The forld Indicative Plan

Some work in the smner of 1966 bears particularly on the centralizing
role which the job chanced to fulfill on that occasion but can be organized
and expected to fulfill in the future. The FAO had prepared a large number
of projections of GW, growth rates, etc. for 1975 and 1985 as part of the
World Indioative Plan. Under the Cooperative Program, Mr. Urges sent a
set of these to Mr. Kamarck for bank communts. At about the sane time
Mr. Goreaux in Rome sent a somewhat different set to Mr. de Vries.
Mr. Kmarck sent his set for comments to the Area Department Directors who,
after consulting their desk officers, provided views and revised projections
which were incorporated into a letter to Mr. Ergas. Mr. de Vries sent his
to the Economic Advisers, received comments direct from them, and it was
when he also chanced to ask me to pull them together in a draft reply (an
accident unrelated to functional responsibility) that the two sets of papers
cam to be put together. As often the mddle began outside the Bank, but
closer involvement of this job in day-to-day work would mean that such
extraneous muddles were more quickly detected.

Continental Shelf and Dee. Water Mining

One very interesting but in itself peripheral research job was to prepare
for a proposal of Mr. Kamarck's (of great central interest) a world map
showing the continental shelves, estimates of the value of minerals and other
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resources in the off-shelf areas, and such information as was availAble
on the costs of mining it.

The Researh Lists

Soon after work on the continental shelves I started on the first of
the tabular summaries of research in progress in the Department. The
longest was prepared in September 1%6, and a version of it was originally
annexed to the Board presentation papers. Thereafter, shorter snmary
lists were prepared for the Department, and for the gconmic Comittee
(circulated January 12, 1%7), to which it was intended to add notes on
economic research in other parts of the Bank before sending the list to
the Board. The latest version of the list is that recently prepared for
the Board as an alternative to the descriptive paper on the Department
written in Nay-June 1967.

Filina and Pager-Handling

Many ideas which emerged from the work described above (as well as
from other tasks described below) were relevant in the survey which I made
of paper-handling and filing in the Department, which was begun in 1966
and completed in my report of January 19, 1967 to Mr. King. The recom-
mendations dealt with filing, routing papers, logging, and paper-keeping
within the Department. The business of meshing the Department's work with
the records kept in the central filing system is now in the hands of
General Files (though I have periodic discussions of problems with them)
and a start has been made on some other points with the changes in Rconomies
Department Working Papers; but there are further subjects in iti which might
be taken up with profit in due course.

Some subjects which have recurred in a thematic way, but without
involving major pieces of work or being espects of a continuous responsibility,
have been the following.

Twaini!% courses

The first job I did in the Department was a survey of the replies to
a questionnaire Mr. King had circulated on needs for training in the Bank.
I was also involved on some points on Mr. Walters' course on quantitative
techniques, and, as you know, I have exchanged some manursoda en extra-
mural training, language training and a writing course with Mr. Van Wagenon.
(I now wonder whether these things would not have been better done by
Mrs. Armstrong, amdalso consider that such arrangements as I make for
sonomic seminars, now that the method of anuninemmnt is itself probably
settled, would be better left to the office of wheever is chairing the
particular seminar.)
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One of the things I first did when here was to prepare short notes
on points of interest in the bundles of papers that periodically come in
from the four UNCTAD Cosittees, and also sumartes of major UNCTAD
policy statements, such as speeches by Dr. Prebisch. This was in response
to a request from Mr. Friedman to Mr. gAlmsnoff, and the task is now being
carried out in the International Finance Division. In addition I have
gathered collections of reading material for Mr. Rajan and others on subjects
which may arise at the second UNCTAD conference, and have written the notes
of sundry meetings discussing the replies to be given to letters from
UNCTAD, a11 the line to be taken by eank representatives at UNCTAD Committee
meetings or expert groups.

Africa

At various times I have provided for Mr. Kmarck information about
developments in Africa, and aid to Africa. This has included suimary
tables of the main indicators for all Sub-Saheran African countries,
information on railways, ports, schools, power and passenger cars in
Africa, and figures for United States, British, guropean and Soviet aid
to Africa.

Crank Letters

I have also from time to time drafted the replies to letters which
do not fall very clearly to anyone within the bank, such as those suggesting
that we should finance an air-borne computer center, control the United
States inflation or endorse a "moral plan for world development within
an ethical conception".

9ditorial Committee

The Editorial Coimittee has no secretary, but I have acted as its
minute writer on the two occasions on which it has met. In the intervening
period I have occasionally sen Iditorial Committee papers, and last year,
when Mr. Latimer was on leave, I handled sam of the more iafediste
correapondence about the World Bank Staff Occasional Papers. I as sure
that the*e jobs should be taken over within the editorial staff: one camot
effectively write the minutes of such a coinittee without a continuing
involvement in the papers coming before it.

Missions

I have also at various times assessed the Department's involvement in
country economic missions, drafting sme speaking notes on this for
Mr. Woeds, and several times providing analyses for the Shosib Comittee,
For the latter I also did an analysis of the measure of accuracy in the
forecasts of missions, updating this once subsequently for Mr. de Vries.
In addition, I have made periodic comparisons of the staffing pattern for
country economic missions as betwen the various departats, based on the
Economic Cmmittee Secretariat reports on sources of supply for staffing



economic miasions (which I arranged to reach Mr. Kamarek every six months).

Poaula-Uoa

Various assignments on tabulation and comparison of population and
other figures began with a request from Mr. Woods. After rapidly preparing
population tables as background for a speech of his, I used the information
to complete world maps for Mr. Woods showing population by countries.
Later I prepared a fairly elaborate comparison in percentage and absolute
terms of population in IDA countries, copared with the IDA money they had
received, for Mr. Friedmen in connection with IDA replenishment, and did
*ome further work on indicators of welfare, health, wealth and so on in
relation to various populations. All of this has aom one over to the
Comparative Country Data Division.

Country Economic Work

questions how to handle country economic work have also recurred in
various ad hoc meetings which I have recorded, from soon after I arrived,
and I have done the first drafta on one or two memoranda ultimately sent
out by Mr. Kamarck or Mr. FriLdman on specific points in this field.

PerformEnsE

Performance criteria have also been a recurrent subject at meetings;
and Mr. Kamarck recently asked me to find for him what has been written in
AID, the Bank and elsewhere on performance. I have also been editing the
AID paper on Taiwan, which is to be distributed in the Bank wainly for the
light it throws on using aid as a performance lever.

Administrative Assistant

Naturally, I have come into intermittenttsmmact with some of the
things which Mrs. Armstrong does, and last summer I sat in her office and
filled in on some part of her duties while she was on leave. In effect,
this meant dealing with plans for getting and allocating space, for this
was the time at which Mr. van der iakaond Mr. Walstedt's Divisions moved
to the Fund buildinge Contact with other secretaries, and arrangments
for secretarial assistance were looked after by Mrs. Wayrich, and travel
and leave arrangements by ies Allen. I think it would be very useful to
establish for the future some understandings about what are the overlapping
areas in which the two front office assistants should be continuingly
aware of what the other is doing, and should cover for each other when one
is on leave.

C. "...Andstches"

Finally, there have been many very sbort jobs. Soma relate directly
to a continuing stream of work, and form the kernel from which the central
job will emerge in the future; others have arisen rather at haphasard and
are not very easy to remember. I will try to describe the former and give
some examples of the others.
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KoetpWg MWd Administrative Kienutes

first, there is the regular Tuesday Mseting, and until recently the
Thursday Meeting. In theory I hve also been secretary of the staff
meeting, but this has no minutes. Arising out of these three meetings,
and semtims from other administrative decisions, are the series of
eonomics Department Administrative Minutes: the first two preceded my

arrival, but I have drafted elk the rest. The Administrative Minutes cover
many points of organiation and method in the Department; and, together
with keeping the records of the newly inaugurated series of front office
and divisional work program meetings and what flows from them, may be
Smog the meet important functions falling to this job.

Other MeetiiWeand Memorands

There hes also been a variety of other front office meetings for
which I hve written the minutes. These have covered such subjects as
our contribution to the United Nations progresereport on the development
decade; the bank budget accounts; briefing for discussions of debt and
term of assistance at various meetings of the DAC Working Party on
insocial spects of development Assistance; harmonisation of terme; tourism;

computer expenditure; discussions with the African Development Bank; subjects
for the 1967-198 budget; the Bank policy tords Malawi; and Economic
Working Parties. It is arguable that a number of these meetings should have
been recorded by members of the division primarily concerned with the subject
under discussion; but several of the others. particularly those involving
representatives from outside the Sank and possibly from other bank departments,
should, I think, contimne to be dealt with from within the front office, snd
therefore by whoever holds this job.

There have also been first drafts of memoranda to heads of other
departments or Economic Advisers on such things as computer empenditure,
recognition of Bank work, and statistical services, analogous to Administrative
Minutes within the Department.

PagK-Hand 1.a _jtdCommunicati.*n

In addition to the subjects dealt with in Administrative Minutes (e.g.
blue books and Leonomics Department Working Papers) I have done one or two
other jobs on poper-handling in the Department, such as getting the reports
kept in Mr. Latimer's office listed for information, and preparing some
guidance on printing and distributing Bank economic reports. This latter
paper could not however be issued since overhaul of the lank-wide system
soy invalidate what it says.

ewsopapers and Periodicals

Each Monday morning I filter the weekend New York Time* for Mr. Kamarck,
and I also look after his collection of economic articles and book reviews,
to which he adds from time to time. I think, however, that before I go I
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will have these erresged in such a way that he can simply mark future
articles for inclusion io one of three or four books which could be
kept in his outer office. If we pursue arrangenents for divisional
stAff numbers to 1ft& up interesting articles, the nawspaper job could
also conceivably be done in divisions: but Mr. Kamarck may prefer to
have it done by soumene closer to the run of his interests.

Russia

It may be for the se reason that Mr. Kawarck has asked to look
through a recent book on Soviet aid and extract anything of interest.
Indeed occasional work of this sort may continue to be a worthwhile break
in the routine of the job and keep the incument in touch with the particular
current interests of the Department heads.

Econmics Dfe"r mart

Short pieces of work related to the Department as a whole have
included comments on a draft handbook by the Information Department on
the Ecoonomic Work of the World bank Group; ideas for the Activities Chapter
of the Annual Report; and collecting studies and papers representative
of the Department's work for chose outside the Bank with a legitimate
interest (the Asian and African Development Banks, Mr. Anraku and so on).
This sort of task is of course quick and easy once familiarity with the
Department is built up, and is exactly what the design of the job should
enable the incumbent to have at his finger tips.

Conclusion

In this memorandum I have only enumerated subjects, without discussing
the way the job is organised. Now that its existence is stabilised, and
continuing flows of work can be further developed, it will be able, with
the excision of some of the above tda, to carry out what experience is
showing to be the centre functiona for such a position Wre effectively
than hitherto, includin he organisation and procedural work, as well as
substantive matters.

If you wish we could diaeuss the items in this papeo' along with the
suggestions for the future in my memorandus of June 28j( and from these two
perhaps arrive at a reasonably short job-description which would be useful
for the future.

Wilmore/afw



Fa. o. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Herman van der Tak DATE: August 17, 1967

FROM: Bertil Walstedt

SUBJECT: Research Projects Recently Completed, In Progress or Under Consideration

Until the Industrial Protection Study was launched, research withinthe Division was quite narrowly operational. The aim was to provide bettertools than those known to exist for industrial experts on country missions
or for market study in project appraisals.

The ultimate embodiment of our research was generally a working
paper. Sometimes this remained in our files; more often it was circulated
to interested parties within the Bank. Only exceptionally was it released
to outsiders.

Below, I have arranged available papers and memoranda under fourheadings: demand studies, studies of the steel industry, studies of otherindustries, studies of major problems of industrialization. I have identi-fied studies of relatively modest scope with an asterisk.

I. Demand Studies

1. The Demand for Steel (Walstedt - Datas). This study is essentially
completed and has been reviewed by experts. It would be desirable
to integrate some additional statistical regressions prepared after
the initial study had been done.

2. Consumer Spending Patterns and Income Elasticities of Demand (Datas).
This study contains factual information on consumer spending patterns.
After suitable editing, it could be issued under blue cover or as a
working paper.

3. Projection of Automobile Demand in Developing Countries (Nowicki).
This is an ambitious and interesting study. It needs more editing
and more additional work than the other two studies, but this should
be well worth the effort.

Wk might consider issuing all three papers as a series of "Studies in
Demand Projections".

II. Studies of the Steel Industry

The steel industry is important to most developing countries in terms
of its effect on their balance of payments, its heavy investment require-
ments, and their own aspirations. In the more advanced industrializing
countries, steel, together with equipment items, account for the bulk of
the total imports (as much as three fourths of these imports in many
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countries). A study of the steel industry would be a logical com-
plement to our three studies of the engineering industries. Equally
important, the Bank and IFC are doing much financing of steel projects.

1. Demand for Steel (see above under Demand Studies).

2. Investment Costs in Steel Production (Walstedt). The basic aim of
this study was to provide factual information regarding investment
costs for nine major processes in iron and steel production, as
well as total investment costs for different types of steel mills.
It shows how investment costs are affected by scale, technology
and other factors. Since a large share of the total steel production
costs (say, one half or more in developing countries) is represented
by charges against the investment, an understanding of factors de-
termining these costs is crucial to an understanding of the economics
of steel production. The study of investment costs in steel may be
viewed, for internal purposes, as a companion piece to the study of
investment costs in nitrogen fertilizers (see III/1 below). Unlike
the latter study, it cannot be considered for wider circulation.
Although it encompasses about 70 pages of text, tables and graphs,
it is relatively cursory (the field is enormous and highly technical)
and, in part, outdated (technology has progressed substantially since
1963). As a desk study and background paper, it should still be
useful.

3. MOcean Freights for Steel (Martinez). This study has two purposes:
To provide an appropriate picture of the freight protection that new
steel mills in developing countries would receive and to provide in-
formation for project appraisals.

4. *World Market Prices for Steel Billets (Walstedt, May). This study
was prepared at the request of IFC to provide a benchmark regarding
the economics of proposed basic steel making capacity for Argentina.

5. *Steel Prices 1955-1965 (May). The value of this study lies in the

graphs showing export and domestic prices for several categories of
steel, 1955-1965. The present text is not wel geared to the purpose
of presenting this subject and would have to be completely revised.
(not attached).

III. Studies of Other Industries

1. Investment Costs in Nitrogen Fertilizers (Cilingiroglu). This is
perhaps the most interesting one of the studies we have in rough
draft, and I would give a high priority to its completion. It was
interrupted because of Cilingiroglu's work on the Heavy Electrical
Equipment Study. Charges against the investment predominate in the
cost structure for nitrogen fertilizers. The study analyzes the reasons
for observed very high investment costs in fertilizer plants in de-
veloping countries.

IF
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IV. Studies of Major Problems of Industrialization

1. Northeast Brazil - A Case Study in Regional Economic Development
(Guillot-Lageat). In my view, the progressive decline or pro-
tracted backwardness of certain regions is one of the really major
problems of industrial development, much overlooked. Guillot's
paper was a first attempt to explore this problem. In response to
a recent request by the United Nations, the Bank indicated that
"it would judge any projects or programs presented to it for de-
pressed areas on the basis of the same criteria of economic sound-
ness which it applies generally in connection with its financing".
This is not very satisfactory, and it would be hard to defend this
policy in terms of logic or economics. Nevertheless, it accurately
reflects our lack of knowledge and understanding of this problem.

V. Studies Under Consideration

Within the Division, we have given much thought to the most pro-
ductive areas for future research. The six suggestions below reflect
the research interests of individual staff members:

1. Programming of growth and expansion of engineering industries in
developing countries. A sequel to the industrial protection study
(Baranson).

2. Public enterprise in manufacturing, with special reference to
Pakistan (Villela).

3. The learning phenomenon in industry (Schrenk).

4. Three proposals by Nowicki covering, respectively: (a) industrial
concentration and its economic effects; (b) industrial policies of
developing countries; (c) productivity of industrial investment.

5. Economics of the pulp and paper industry (Datas). We have much
information on this industry in our files which it would be useful
to synthesize.

6. Comparison of economic returns as between major sectors (Lall).
This is viewed as a short paper for discussion.

All these proposals are in a very preliminary phase of elaboration,
but you may still be interested in the attached outlines for general
background. Nowicki's suggestions, I feel, are rather too general,
and the focus would have to be narrowed to provide a practical research
project.

Attached (with original only copies of studies and study proposals mentioned in
the text).

BW: j g
cc: Mr. Stevenson

Members of Industrialization Division
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Mr. Aeander Stevenson
c/o General Delivery
Xenasaha, Mrtha's Vineyard
Massachusette

Bear Mr. Stevensons

Thamk you for your letter. I an elosing a few papers you
my care to leek atg MA will give you in this letter a quick report
on the various things I have in hand.

Distribution of gegaenmes Deartment Paens

I had some notee in draft for you, the issue became live
again with Mr. Tiamann's sewrandum of June 30 to Mr. King about
attributing authorship to the papers. As a result, I gave the notes to
Mr. Kmarek, and a shortened version of them is being circuloted for
discussion at the ne t Tuesday Meeting. Copies of these various papers
are enclosed in case you would like to glance at them. I do not think
I will now take the longer draft .merand m my further, as the
circulated notes perhaps say as much as is needed, but you may like to
see it for your mm information. I will let you know the outeme of
the discussion on Tuesday, July 25.

!esearch in Propares

Also enclosed is a copy of the typed version of the list of
studies in progress, of which we have at present made five copies for
limited use within the Deparnesnt. I will press on with the paper on
research plans which I prn Ised you, as soon as one or two other jobs
are cleared up. I suddenly realise that the present research list
does not include studies which have cone out as mess. to Country
Economic Reports (for instance, "Bananas - Problew and Prospects"
which appeard as Annex 3 of the Ecuador Report WN-157A), and I wonder
if we should make esoe effort to get these in. Conceivably even, in
the long run, we should endeavor to list all the Country Economic and
Project Reports to which staff nambers have contributed; but in the
first place it might be best to confine listing to those reports whore
we had prepared aa entire anix, say on a sector, or a ca-dity.
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blue Books

Before he left on leave Mr. King handed back the proposal on
4100 Books with the suqpestion that, rather than all blue copies coming
in to me or my sucessor, two Blue Books might be made up by a Front
Office secretary and then handed in first to whoever held this job to
remove inappropriate papers, either destroying them or putting then in
to you and Mr. Kmarok. I think this would be a useful change in the
proposal, eliminating possible aecslations of unsorted and unseen
paper while I or my suceessor happened to be out of the office. If we
do consolidate the issue of Economics Department papers, and can use the
blue Book more as a means of informing people what is available by
including in it lists of studies, rather than long finished papers
themselves, then its role should become more direct and useful.

Mr. King also suggested that an alternative to destroying
blues of the more ephemeral material would be to channel than into a
deptrmantal chroenlogical file, maintained in the front Office in which
staff members could browse if they wished. I do not myself think that
such a file would be very useful, or ach used, but it is difficult for
me to judge.

Orgiatiosal Bulletin

I have started on a rough functional description of the
Department, designed to take in the elemits listed in the existing
Organisational Bulletin and adding the new functions we have taken on
since that was drafted. Ibis may in any case be useful to clear our
own minds; but, with the sort of cautionary words which I have given
the preamble, do you think it might serve as a basis (shortened
preferably in the first part if es can do so without losing too =&sh
significant) for our entry in the forthcoming Organisationel Manual,
or is it not yet on the right lines?

Front Office Assistant Job

Several of these papers will be relevant to the continued
consideration of the structure of this job for the future. I do not
think it likely that there will be an opportunity of discussing this
with Mr. Kamarck before your return, but by then I should have a few
more papers, and a few more ideas, to add to the discussion. One quite
Important point that occurs to me is that, although I think the work I
have done for Mr. Latimer (minutes of Editorial Comittee, and holding
some parts of the fort while he has boon away) should be handed over to
whoever will be his research assistant, the two jobs should nonetheless
be done in closer coordination since he also, for different reasons,
needs to be informed of the work coming forward in the Department, and
there are =any ways in which the two jobs could compli -nt each other,
particularly in streamlining paper handling, and taking mensures to
avoid lose of work.
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I have in hand a few draft notes on the mechanics of the job,
but I doubt if they are worth bothering you with. I will also talk to
Jonathan Agnew about his job in the Prejects Department, but I already
have the impression that it is at present subject to similar uncertainties.

Mr, Anraku

In addition to ecceptiqg at Miss Carpenter's urgent request a
one-day visit from another Japanese graduate student, Mr. farda, who
wished to discuss project appraisal in the Bank, we have agreed to
Mr. Anraku's four-wek stay and he will be arriving on July 31. I have
arranged for him to spend most of that day with the Information Department,
after which he will come to us. Would you be prepared to see him briefly?
After you had talked to him I could myself take him around the Department
and introduce him to a few people, then leaving him with the International
Finance Division who have agreed to find space for him and generally look
after him during his stay. If he needs other interviews arranged then I
could take care of what he wants as the time goes along.

1xtra-AHr&1 Trainin& Coures

Administration Department broadened the categories of those
eligible for such courses and also said that they needed nominations at
once to plan autumn schedules. The attached list shows the nes I gave
to 6r. Dyck; and was made up fr nominations by Mr. d Vries mid Mr. King,
and deductions from the ann tations to Mr. Dych's manuscript list about
what Mr. almanoff's nominations would have been. Mr. Collier's divisions
are unropresented as he is still away and no names sprang indiately to
mind. Other candidates can of course be proposed for the spring semester
but I thought I should just ask whether we had made any serious omissions
from the present list.

Conclusion

I think that is about all. I should particularly welcome your
views on the suggestions on Economics Department Working Papers, above
all whether they, or the list of then, should go to the Board; and on the
first shot at a functional description of the Department.

Tours sincerely,

Rosalind U.J. Gilmore

Enclosures:

RGilzre/jb
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Tuesday Meeting

FROM: Rosalind Gilmore

SUBJECT: Proposal on Economics Department Working Papers

Attached are the notes on distribution of Economics Department

work to which Mr. Kamarck referred at the meeting of July 18; and which

are now circulated for discussion at the next Tuesday Meeting.



DRAFT
July 19, 1967

SUBJECT: Distribution of Economics Department Papers

At present Economics Department finished work may be distributed as

Bank reports, World Bank Staff Occasional Papers, Economics Department Working

Pavers, attachments to Secretarial Memoranda, or ad hoc.

The methods of distribution are loosely coordinated one with the

other; may tend to overlap: do not entirely guard against missing out people

who should see a aiven productton; and perhaps sometimes fail to lend the

full impact to some parts of the Department's work.

An equally important problem is the extent to which work done can be

lost to view, either because it is never widely distributed or owing to the

absence of well known arrangements for distribution and subsequent availability

of work which may later be needed.

Possible Chan es

Many of these problems would be resolved if the Department itself

were to issue various papers in a finished series, with a minimum set distri-

bution within the Bank, and to issue also a periodic list of the papers in

this series, and of the EC Reports prepared.

The Economics Department Working Papers (described in AdMin/66-9)

were not intended to be such a series. Their keynote was to be flexibility,

and the title is not altogether appropriate to a series including a much

broader range of the Department's work than they were designed to do. But

the series is now familiar, and has been cleared by Administration Department,

so that it may be best to build on it.
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The main practical changes that would be needed would be to adopt a

minimum set distribution (perhaps emanating from the Front Office) and to

ensure that a list of the papers was periodically circulated.

Presumably the title page need not be changed, and the disclaimer

about committing the Bank should stay. It is for consideration whether the

ruling about confidential material might be changed so as to allow "restricted"

papers to be issued in the series when it was felt desirable not to circulate

material more widely than to the Board and the Bank. It is also for consi-

deration whether the minimum set distribution should include the Board. It

would probably be excessive to send to them the whole of a series which will

include some papers in which the Executive Directors will not be interested;

but there may be advantages in making the series accessible to them by

regularly sending them the index of papers so that an ED could ask for a

copy of any paper he was interested in, and by sometimes sending a paper to

them on the Department's initiative (as with blue and grey cover reports).

Finally, much useful work is lost to view after reaching the stage

of being circulated as a draft report or paper. It might usefully complement

the arrangements discussed above if the list of such draft reports and papers,

held by 1r. Latimer, were from time to time circulated with the lists of

EC reports and of Economics Department Working Papers. If so, it would

also be worth making further efforts to ensure that all draft reports reach

Mr. Latimer's central collections: the section on unnumbered and draft

reports in the annexed list, made up from his records, shows some gaps.
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Advantages

A broadened series of Economics Department Working Papers would have

the following advantages:

(i) it would provide a convenient way for staff members to write

up more of their work in finiskad form without polishing it

for publication;

(ii) it would provide a medium for circulating more widely summaries

of interesting information from time to time prepared in the

Department (for instance, the paper on debt rescheduling

activities, or notes on aid policies of donor countries);

(iii) in particular it could make more widely available:-

(a) the first or partial results of a research project before

the whole enterprise was worked through,

(b) the "fall out" of participation in a mission, in terms

of interesting information or analysis not really

appropriate to the mission report, and

(c) background information or analysis accumulated in

replying to ad hoc requests for briefing or speech material;

(iv) it would help to preserve work that has been done, and give a

helpful point of reference for discovering whether completed

work existed on a particular subject;

(v) it might provide a useful source of material for responding to

ad hoc requests without having to spend time on rewriting;
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(vi) it would help the gradual process of more fully informing

people outside the Department of staff members' work.

Annexes

A suggested distribution list for the Economics Department Working

Papers is annexed, together with a suggested distribution for the periodic

list of Working Papers and EC and draft reports. Annex 2 is a list of

EC reports, Working Papers, and draftsand unnumbered reports for the fiscal

year 1966/67 presently available in Mr. Latimer's office.

cc- Mr. Latimer



ANNEX I

DISTRIBUTION LIST FOR ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT WORKING PAPERS

Economics Department Others

Messrs. Kamarck Mr. Friedman
Stevenson Economic Advisers (8)
Adler Mr. Pryor (Information Department)
de Vries Research Files (2)
King
Sacchetti
Latimer
Group Beads (3)
Division Chiefs (9)
Mrs. Gilmore/Armstrong

* * *

DISTRIBUTION FOR SIX-MONTHLY LISTS OF WORKING PAPERS
AND OF EC REPORTS

Board of Executive Directors (via Secretary's Office)
includes; -

President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Deputy Executive Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC

Economic Committee
(so far as not covered above)
includes:-

Economic Advisers

Editorial Committee

Mr. Pryor (Information Department)

Research Files

Economics Department Staff Members or Blue Book



ANNEX 2

ECoNOMIC REPORTS 1966-67

EC Reports

EC-l4 August, 1966 Commodity Price Trends
(1966 Edition)

EC-145 Aug. 9, 1966 Statistics of Medium - and Long-
Term External Public Debt 1956-1965.

EC-146 Aug. 31, 1966) External Public Debt-Estimated
EC-148 Oct. 4, 1966 ) Service & Principal Amounts -
EC-150 -Ot. 24, 1966) Various countries.
EC-154 May 31, 1967 )

EC-147 Sep. 26, 1966 An Economic Reappraisal of a Road
Project: The First Iranian Road
Loan of 1959 (IRN-227)

EC-149 Oct. 14, 1966 External Medium - And Long-Term
Public Debt Past & Projected
Amounts Outstanding, Transactions
and Payments; 1956-1975

EC-151 Nov. 14, 1966 Basic Trends in Coarse Grain
Econory

EC-152 April 1967 The Structure of Protection in
the Industrial Countries and its
Effects on the Exports of Proces-
sed Goods from Developing Nations

EC-153 May 16, 1967 The Export Experience of
Developing Countries

lbnumbered Economic Reports

July 29, 1966 Economic Performance Study R. M. Sundrum

Aug. 3, 1966 Public Expenditure Patterns in
Selected Developing Countries R. Sharif

Aug. 4, 1966 A Note on Capital Requirement
Estimates A. Elsaas
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Unnumbered Economic Reports (cont'd)

Sept. 21, 1966 The Wrld Bank's Estimates of the
Capital Requirements of the Lesser
Developed Countries Economics Department

International Capital Markets
Historical Evolution and Present
Position and Prospects R. Zafirion

Nov. 15, 1966 Part I The Pre-191h Century
March 27, 1967 Part II The Interwar Years
June 20, 1967 Part III The Postwar Period

Dec. 14, 1966 Suppliers' Credits from Industri-
alized to Developing Countries Bank Staff

Dec. 29, 1966 A Note on the Economic Analysis
of Road Transport Projects H. G. van der Tak

Mar. 17, 1967 The Economics of Road User
Charges Alan A. Walters

(consultant)
Part II Application "

Mar. 21, 1967 Models for Economic Planning
in India A. Elsaas

May 25, 1967 International Plywood Market
and its Prospects 0. G. Khan

June 19, 1967 Techniques for Project Appraisal
Under Uncertainty S. Reutlinger

June 28, 1967 Automotive Industries in
Developing Economies J. Baranson

Working Papers

June 6, 1967 Vbrking Paper No. 1 -- Earmarking
of Taxes for Highways in Develop-
ing Countries P. Eklund
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Worlding Papers (cont'd)

June 5, 1967 Working Paper No. 2 -- Present
Worth Calculation of Projects: J. de Weille
Twelve Tables H. M. Kim



ECONOMICS DEPARrENT
Tuesday Administrative Meeting

9:30 a.m. July 18. 1967

Present: Messrs. Kamarck, de Vries, Sacchetti, Balassa, Dubev, Elsaas,
lolsen, Macone, Schmedtje, Schrenk, Tiemann, Miss Vial, Hr. Westebbe,
Mrs. Gilmore (Secretary)

Project Appraisal Under Uncertainty

Mr. Schmedtje said that the Investment Planning Division would be
very grateful to have comments on Mr. Reutlinger's draft study, especially
from the Statistical Services and Applied Quantitative Research Divisions.
It was agreed that he would send copies of the draft to Mr. Dubey for the
International Finance Division, and also to Mr. Schrenk.

Economic Working Parties

It was agreed that the organization of Economic Working Parties
would be reviewed in September after two months more experience of their
working, when an Operational Memorandum describing the system would be pre-
pated and issued. In the meantime, a standard practice would be initiated
of inviting the Economics Department representative's views on the policy and
economic sections of the President's Report before it was finalized.

Kennedy Round

Mr. Balassa said that AID were studying the effects of the Kennedy
Round, as well as GATT and UNCTAD, so that some papers should be forthcoming
by the end of the month.

Distribution: Tuesday Meeting
Miss Vial
Messrs. Dubey

Elsaas
Holsen
Schmedtje
Schrenk

R. Gilmore
July 18, 1967
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Mr. A" r Stefsen J y 7, 1967

Orville J. NaDiasodA

Ttw Asia Dqwuwtwmt is xuntirg e.namie esims to Thailand ai
Mamsi sm~ arl I yar. It *1se soone 11kay thsat oanae. rA msta

will have to be sent to IU L mg tb* Pli nes towwds the wAn of
this year.

Dwae w be, as usual, a sewd for a forecat of comdity prico
trordb. Ma the at, we ha o ben lped b the elmse coapertion of the

Umad.e Departimmat on this matter, Wt we have tonded to rely an ad hoe
briefings of the 3,...amics D -portment wichb wmo WMa1y prepared at a
W*0At natiev, and so not Without mame difficult'T. '40 reel that It is
varthUile to have a fresh a wprohmsive leek at the oain expert aamoditios
of those cowunabis, namely, rabber, palm Ail, tin,. rico and tropical timbers
*ad to hm pmtgerions started wall Ln advance. ThU wmld be vory

iwmAt,, for exsoolo, in ess of the Xalaqta mission which ould me a
mid-Pl=n reviewmef the ?1r"t ftlarmia PlAn (19M6-70), "s vo bellowe that
the actual rObw prico Sueent, has me far departed ansideabi y fVKM ow
espertatiams.

We shb d appreciate it v-y much, if the 5S- mics Dpartment coud
plaz to Uve studies en these csseodities prepared and mad avilAble to us
for th e emnadc sissi". I undorstan that an *amsametric stud4 of
rubkor in uIel undez-aay and that a study an rice will Mve been complatod
Ose negr year.
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Mt'. Jan de wVi.1 June 30, 1967

A. Merox

Suggsted Subjects for Advanced Studies

There are two subjects which I would like to indicate for possible
advanced studies. I tried to group several aspects of each of the subjects,
which I feel could explain better my needs in acquiring more knarledg. in
both these subjects.

1. Ths first group of subjects is in the field of operations research.
(a) probabilistic methods in linear prograzing (incorporating risk and
uncertainty elements in a process of planning)
(b) problems of timing and location in a simultaneous evaluating of
alternative activities (projects)
(c) non-linear progrpming (dynamic aspects of plarming; forecasting
methods and eplanaty models based on non-linear relationships)

2. The second group of subjects is in the field of public inves ant
theory.
(a) techniques for relating economic objectives, engineering and goverment
planning
(b) city planning with regard to policy making criteria of public expenditure
in urban services.

A~ijln



Mr. Barend A. de Vries June 27, 1967

Patrick de Fontenay

The Decline of Multiple Exchaixe Rates, 19L7- 6 7

I am afraid that I have very few critical coments on this thorough
and accurate review of developmnt in the field of multiple exchange rate
practices. The following are only suggestions which, I hope, may be
useful.

1. The Author states that "the use of multiple rates was allied with
the existence of domestic inflation" (p.3). This is true to the extent
that multiple exchange rates are a symptom of balance of payments difficul-
ties often caused by inflation. However, for maW LDCs multiple exchange
rates were used mainly as an instrument to influence resource allocation
instead of a system of taxes and subsidies or to raise revenue. Indeed,
it seems that inflation contributed to the decline of multiple exchange
rate practices since internal price changes called for frequent revisies.
of the exchange rates and such frequent changes made the system unmanageable.

2. It may be worth mentioning that in some cases (e.g. Argentina)
the unification of the exchange rates was accompanied by the introduction
of an intricate system of surcharges and special bonuses on various types
of imports and exports so that the elimination of multiple rates was a
purely formal operation with little beneficial effects.

3. This raises the problem of defining multiple exchange rates.
The existence of tariffs and special taxes and restrictions tends to
create an implicit system of multiple rates. Do the United States and
the United Kingdom have multiple exchange rate systems because of the
Exchange Equalisation Tax op the premium on investment sterling? This
could be clarified.

4. The Fund's effort toward simplifying member countries' rate
structure is probably as important as the final elimination of multiple
rates. There should be a distinction between simplification and
elimination, however, and it is not clear from the text (p.11) that
Brasil and Venesuela still retain a multiple exchange rate system.

Ce: Mr. Kalmanoff

Pder/Jb



Mr. Jan do Weille June 26, 1967

Bernard Oury

Areas of Interest

1. You have asked as to indicate areas of interest to me regarding
the Bank's policy of giving its professional staff opportunities for
continuing education and self fulfilment.

2. I wish to indicate that corresponding to my global education, I
have a rather wide interest embracing the various areas of the Bank group
activities Macro and micro economic problems related to economic
development, economic planning and strategy of economic development,
project appraisal, financing, cost-benefit analysis, optimum decision
making, coputer techniques including systems analysis and simulation
techniques.

O: JIn



June 23, 1967

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: FILES

FROMN Rosalind Gilmore

SUBJECT: Work Program of Comparative Analysis Division

A meeting was held at 10 a.m. on Monday, June 19, to discuss the work

program of the Comparative Analysis Division. There were present essrs.

Kamarck, Stevenson, Collier, Maiss, Maane, Streng and Mrs. Gilmore.

Operational Work

The main changes in the Division's day-to-day work would follow from
the creation of Economic Working Parties. In future the Division (and
indeed the Department as a whole) would be involved earlier and more directly
in discussion of draft reports rather than writing comments on reports at

the green cover stage. Indeed, the Division need no longer comment on every
country economic report at this stage: it should do so only when it was

specifically requested by the Sub-Committee Chairman, or when a report had

special relevance to some topic in which a staff member had developed expert
knowledge. In general, members of the Division should try to develop
special interests in particular longer-range country economic problems

(for instance the economics of coffee production), and follow carefully the
treatment of each such problem in the appropriate reports.

Research Program

For sorie time the paper on capital inflows had taken up all the time
available for research. The exercise would have to be updated periodically,
but it was now possible also to consider some other research projects.
Mr. '1aiss said he had in mind a number of subjects which frequently raised
problems in country economic work, and which might repay investigation to
systematize our knowledge of what the Bank (and possibly other organizations)
had already done in these fields and what its impact had been: to improve
our knowledge of the analytical techniques applicable in these fields; and
to develop the theoretical framework from which these problems could be
approached in future work.

The subjects were discussed with the following tentative conclusions.
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(i) Analysis of Imprts

Projecting a country's imports and import requirements was becoming
increasingly important to the Bank's operational work but, in marked con-
trast with export projections, there was little knowledge or technical
skill to bring to bear. It might be worth doing some basic research into
what techniques were available, and what data they required, and then
experimenting with their application in conjunction with economic missions
to countries in which the foreign exchange constraint seemed particularly
important- and, if possible, for which the Applied Quantitative Research
Division was building an econometric model.

(ii) Program Lending

It would be worth undertaking some research into the experience both of
AID and the Bank with non-project lending, and its impact on the policies
of the recipient government, and of the aid-giving institution. This might
include an analysis of the benefits of broadening the horizons of thought
about aid first from project to sector, and then on to country-wide considera-
tions. A particularly important part of such a paper would be an analysis
of Bank recommendations to consortia and consultative groups.

(iii) Local Currency Financing

Some theoretical work on the manner of local currency financing, and
its treatment in country economic reports, might be useful. But it was not
of a high priority.

(iv) Experience with Policy Understandings

It would be well worthwhile to make an analysis of policy understandings
entered into by the Bank with member countries, including the form they had
taken, and their outcome and impact on the Bank's operations, on the lines
of the paner suggested on program finance. It would, however, probably be
preferable to avoid broad-brush speculations about the future uses of policy
understandings.

(v) Recornendations in Reports

A study might be made of the extent to which recommendations, expecta-
tions and projections in past reports had been borne out by events. But it
was doubtful if this would be of great benefit.

(vi) Reviewing Reports

At some stage it might be worth analyzing the composition of each and
every country economic report over a period of say two years, simply in
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structural terms, to see how far they shared common features and whether

the results could usefully be applied in reviewing future country economic

reports.

(vii) Terms of Lending

Some future general work on harmonization of terms would be needed by
the Department but probably fell more appropriately to the International

Finance Division.

Conclusion

Summing up, Mr. Kamarck said he had two specific suggestions about
work, and one about organization, to make in addition to a few general

remarks.

First, two areas for useful research would be:

(viii) Country Comparisons: further use might be made of the
idea of comparing and contrasting the experience of two

significant countries, on the lines of Professor Mason's

paper on India and Pakistan;

(ix) YrionalStudies: it was plain that work on regions as opposed

to individual countries would become increasingly important,

and the Division might make a particular contribution to

studies of the ecological constraints on development (such
as debilitating diseases in Africa) and studies of the
effectiveness and significance of existing regional organi-

zations and arrangements (EACSO, the Central American Common

Market, etc.).

On organization, Mr. Kamarck suggested the idea that country economists,

after perhaps five years in an area department, might come on assignment to

the Comparative Analysis Division to carry out some piece of theoretical

economic work related to country operations, both for their own benefit, and

to contribute th2ir direct knowledge and experience to the work of the

Division.

Finally, IMr. Kamarck said that the Division's basic approach to both

operational and research work, through a strong focus on individual countries,

and in close cooperation with the Area Departments, seemed entirely the

right one. The function for which the Division was needed in the Bank's

country work, parallel to that already performed in its project and sector

work by the Investment Planning Division, was to identify, analyze and

generalize the most frequently recurrent specific problems; to undertake

basic studies directed towards means of dealing with them, and to participate

in applying those means.
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The next year in the Bank would be one not of expansion, but of re-

grouping and retrenchment, so as to be ready for the next steps forward.

The Department should therefore consolidate its experience of country

economic work, and in particular equip itself to deal with regional

problems and regional studies. This was work not yet being done in the

Bank, the responsibility for which was almost certain to fall to the

Economics Department (whereas, it seemed likely that responsibility for

work on the developed countries was likely to be allocated elsewhere).

Of the projects which Mr. raiss had mentioned, (v) should probably be

dropped and (iii) accorded a very low priority. The rest, together with

the further two he had suggested, should be kept in mind for the right

opportunity to undertake them, though the demands of operational work

would clearly prevent a start being made of most of them for the present.

cc and clearance: Mr. Kamarck
Mr. Maiss

Distribution: Those Present
Tuesday Meeting



Mr. Alexander Stevenson June 22, 1967

E. S. Mason

Comments on the Work PrograMs of the Department

Here are a few random comments on the various work programs
presented by the divisions.

Comparative Analysis Division

In laying of f the non-operational research work on the country
problems, how are these countries to be selected? Does the Division
have the responsibility for country expertise on a particular group
of countries in which the Bank's interests are large?

Import requirements can hardly be studied except in connection
with a comprehensive forecast of the rate and character of economic
growth. This would involve projections of domestic savings,
relative sectoral growth rates, import substitution policies and
so on. I do not see how techniques for estimating import require-
ments can be divorced from a fairly elaborate study of the whole
economy.

Impact on policy of recipient countries of non-project lending
by AID and the Bank. This is an interesting and important subject
on which I am doing a good deal of work myself. Conditions imposed
by the Fund should be brought into this inquiry. In fact, I think
one of the central problems concerned with the use of leverage to
bring about domestic policy changes in what should be Ihe relasion-
ship between stabiliation policies and growth policies. As far as
I can see, this is a neglected field of economic analysis but one
of central importance to the work both of the Bank and of the Fund.
Would there be possibilities of a joint Fund-Bank inquiry into this
range of problems?

International Finance Division

I do think that continued interest in industrial protection policies
and their effect on the direction of import substitution should be
maintained, but I am not at all sure whether the Industrialisation
Division is not a better place for this work. If a particular country
is going to be selected for a pilot study of protection poliey I would
suggest Pakistan where a great deal of work has already been done.
I refer primarily to the work of the Pakistan Institute of Economic
Development. Some of this has been published in the Pakistan Economic
Review and a good deal of it is available in mimeographed form.
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External debt studies clearly should be a primary concern of the
Division and these studies are obviously directly relevant to the work
of the Bank.

If any studies of private investment are to be undertaken, I should
suppose they should be in this Division. The studies proposed, however,
do not seem to me to be very interesting. It might be better, with respect
to a particular country, to ask the questions what is the volume of annual
private investment likely to be under present conditions and what might
it be if the country in question undertook specific changes in policy
offecting foreign private investment.

Industrialization Division

I do think that the possibilities and limUatAws of industrial
import substitution should be a continuing interest of the Bank and
probably the Industrialization Division should be the center of this
work. It would appear to me that the comparative aavantages and disad-
vantages of different lines of industrialization in the LDC's should be
the primary focus of this division.

There is an interesting PhD thesis now nearing completion at
Harvard on the subject of time as a cost in the process of Indian
industrialization. The author, Robert Repetto, has collected a lot of
empirical material on the time required to get plans constructed in
India and the effects of this on cost and production. Some time in
the fall it might be useful to get him here to discuss his findings.
This seems to me to be a field of inquiry close to the interests of
the Industrialization Division and one that is relevant to Bank work.

The four studies proposed by the Division on page 2 of their
memorandum look interesting.

Since the Bank sems increasingly inferested in quasi-program
loans via such institutions as PICIC in Pakistan and ICICI in India,
there would seem to be a case for closer scrutiny of the operation of
such institutions and their effect on the dtrection of industrialization.

institutional and Quantitative Research Division

I find it very difficult on the basis of this memorandum and what
I already know to ascertain what the primary focus f this Division is
or should be. The Conrad proposal is an interesting one and I can see
that the Behrman econometric study of the world rubber market might
be useful. It is difficult, however, to see into what central groove
these studies fit. Is it one of the Division's jobs to undertake the
construction and testing of aggregative planning and growth models?
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A great deal of work on this subject is being done in the universities
and probably most of it should be done there. Has the Division a function
in interpreting and evaluating this work for Bank purposes?

The title of the Division is confusing to say the least. One would
have thought that quantitative and institutional research involved
techniques used in all the other divisions. How will the work of this
division fit into what Guy Orcutt is going to do? Am I right in thinking
that the major of this division's responsibilities are as yet inadequately
specified?

Work on Financial Markets

What appears to be contemplated is a useful series of studies
quite relevant to the problems of the Bank. They obviously need more
definition but I have no useful comments to make.

cc: Mr. Kamarck

ES/ner



Mr. Andreuw . oeank June 15, 1967

Arthur 3. Tiamn

Rpnooamded statistio text.

n reponse to your Ygguest for some wadan texts of statistics,
I resamand the following which represent three levols of nathmaatical so-
phistiations

1) 1lamatary Bminess Statisticns Tha Mde Approach -
by ?rwmd and Wflliin, published in 1966 by Prntice-
hnal, Inc.

his bd* is geared to an elmmtar athematics background
but covers both traditional d wadewa techniques. An attamt
is mde to bld .lintarq wthmatiom with advamed concepts.

2) Businees Roonoios and Statistics - br Merrett and Bammks
I published %a 1962 br Prentice-Hall, Inc.

This book asmos sam basic knowledge of statistics and
se algebraic e ehitication. The ensis is an narket stra-
tea and business research from an omnmtic perepective but the
statistical tohuiquas described here ar quite general and
Ver7 UP-t*-dats .

3) Applied Uconmic Forecasting - tV Thei1, published in 1966
by Norto-Holland Publishling CapW.

Although this book d4. not purport to be a statistics book
as smh, it contains fairly sophisticated descriptims of sme
of the more advanced statistical teohiques for economic fore-
casting.

On a still more advanced level is The Advanced Mhor of
Statistics" in three volumes by K*3d&I and others, published
W Whefer. The last volue was published in 1967. These boak.
are highly technical but quite sustive as wfll as exhauating
in presenting now techniques.

A!Tiemam/ms



Mr. A1audse stevenswn Jun 15, 1967

Bertil Waletedt

Inftstrialization Divison wn- Programt jue-Augr't 1261

1. I. t. tal &t.Dd .. 1W -w randm of Jw-10#
an indication regarding vacatd. periods weS inadVeit4M
left out.

2. would you please replaus the old table with the
attached table where th vnaten perioda a" marked.
bare &" m other ehavgps.

cci Mr. ym der ?*



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Herman van der Tak DATE: June 10, 1967

FROM: Bertil Wlstedt

SUBJECT: Industrialization Division Work Program June-August 1967

1. It might be of some value to indicate our present work
schedules, the expected completion dates for major work in
progress and the principal research interests of different
members of the division.

2. ' One word of explanation should be said with respect to the
attached table. The blanks, to the extent that the corresponding
time will not be allocated to field missions or major research
projects, will be reserved primarily for background work and/or
minor studies in the area of principal research interest for each
staff member.l/

3. We already have an arrangement whereby each staff member
(except those most recently arrived) are responsible for keeping
up with technical and economic developments in a certain number
of industries. At an early date, I hope to revise these assignments
to fit the areas of research interest, the desirability of assigning
a few industries to new staff members, and other considerations.

4. From my conversation with you, I conclude that the pin-
pointing of major research efforts by the division is likely to
take some time and cannot be fixed at this moment.

Attachment

BW:Jg

cc: Mr. Stevenson
Industrialization Division

l/ The interruptions (blanks) in the work on the Industrial
Protection Study correspond to the time required to obtain
comments on the first drafts from inside and outside the
Bank.
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Innstrializtion Division Work Prgram June-August 196f

Jun. July July July July July 30 Aupst August August
26-30 2-8 9-15 1622 v-29 Aug. 5 6 12 13-19 20-26 Research Area

Walstedt IPS Mech.Equip.-First draft ....... IFS Mach.Squip.-Final draft 1. DAmand for steel (estimated 1 full week of
work for blue cover)

2. Economics of steel industry. (Study similar
to the monographs on the equipment indus-
tries unier the Industrial Protection
Studyr.

Baranson IPS Auto.Study-Fimnl draft .................... 1. laparts of manufacturers.

Cilingiroglu IPS flec.Equip.Study ...... 2/ 1. Investment costs for nitrogen fertilizers.
2. Chadc*ls.

Datas Demand Elasticities
Consumer Goods 1. CheicaIs; pulp and paper.

uillot 1. Tatiles with particular referemre to coun-
tries in an early stage of development, in-
eluding exports of tertiles.

2. Iearing process in industrialisation.

Lall One third of the time allocated for editorial assistame to the Division Chief 1. Industrialisation of backward regions.

Nowicki 1. ftports of maeufacturersa
2. Steel and heavy mechardnal equipmaet.

Schrenk IPS Mech.Equip.-First draft ......... IPS Mech.Dquip.-Fiml draft 1. Learning process in industrialisation.

'llea 3/ 1. Public enterprise in mannfactrirg.
2. Intetrialimation of backward regions.

I/ IPS - Industrial Protection Study. The target dates for ccipletion of the first drafts (in the case of the automotive study, the final draft) are at thebeginning of the dotted lines. The emis of the dotted lines represent deadlines by which the work should be completed barring "force majeure".
2/ Comnents on study industry contacts received after July 15 will be forwarded to Mr. Cinriroglu.
/ Lecturing at seminar on industrial development to take place in Lima.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR HECONSTRUCTION AND IEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum DATE: June 6, 1967

FROM: Hans A. Adler VA4 'N -

SUBJECT: Status of Economic Studies (Progress Report)

The status of economic studies involving transportation is as
follows:

1) User charges. A draft of Professor Walters' study has
been completed and was discussed with him on May 11. The Economics
Department is preparing minutes of the meeting for circulation. Walters
has prepared two further notes, one on the relationship of his recom-
mendations to location and investment decisions, the other on the
appropriate unit for pricing; these notes are expected to be circulated
in early June. The next step will be to prepare a short paper outlining
the major issues and considerations which could form the basis for a
decision as to an appropriate road user charges policy. The Economics
Department is considering asking Walters to assist in this, though I
would suggest that such a paper should be the responsibility of Bank
staff. In addition, a case study of three Central American countries
is now expected to go forward, subject to final approval. The Economics
and Western Hemisphere Departments have assigned full-time staff and
the Transportation Division will also provide assistance. A first draft

may be expected tentatively by the end of 1967 or early 1968.

2) Port and Shipping Statistics. A contract has been signed
with Westinform for the provision of basic data periodically for three
years.

3) Port ProJects. Messrs. Higginbottom and Hughes had prepared
terms of reference (in October, 1966) for a study on the depth to which
ports should be dredged and the method for determining berth capacities.
Mr. de Weille of the Economics Department has been assigned to undertake
a study of port projects but its start has been delayed to July; with
existing staff, work on the study will be only on a part-time basis.

4) Line Closing Studies. Mr. Pusar has made some further
progress on this study but the earlier target of Spring, 1967, cannot be

met. With our present shortage of economists, it has turned out to be



Mr. Warren C. Baum - 2 - June 6, 1967

unrealistic to expect the staff to undertake such studies concurrently
with their other work. We are, however, attempting to set specific
time aside for completion of the study.

5) Appraisal of Road Projects. Mr. van der Tak has prepared
draft of a study on the methodology for appraising road projects. We
have submitted our comments on the draft and a revised version is sche-
duled for the end of June.

6) Optimum Timing of Investments. The Economics Department
(Mr. de Weifle) has been preparing a paper on this subject. This is

particularly important in our appraisal of investments for replacement,
such as the optimum age for replacing freight cars. We have reviewed a

preliminary draft. Completion is expected this summer.

7) Preparation of Tranprt Plan. $y paper on this subject
has been completed and will be published as a Bank Occasional Paper in
the late sumner or early fall.

8) Truck Regulation. Terms of reference for such a study have
been completed and were circulAted on May 23. The next step would be to

reach agreement with the Economics Department to proceed with the study
and to select a consultant to undertake it.

9) End-use Studies. The Economics Department (Messrs. Reutlinger
and de Weille) is starting preliminary work on another economic end-use

study, which is to focus on penetration and feeder roads in El Salvador.
Work has started - after being held in abeyance temporarily for operational
reasons involving relations with El Salvador. The field work is ten-
tatively scheduled for the summer or fall and a first draft for the Spring
of 1968.

10) Problems of Project Evaluation Under Inflation. Mr. Schmedtje
(Economics Department) is working on this paper; a draft is expected in
the fall. It goes beyond transport but is clearly of interest to us in
such situations as Brazil, for example.

11) Road Construction and Maintenance Costs. A paper on this
subject by Mr. d Weille will be circulated in Juns.

12) Uncertainty and Risk. Mr. Reutlinger (Economics Department)
is preparing a paper on how uncertainty and risk attaching to estimates
of benefits and costs can be taken into account more adequately in project
appraisal. A draft is planned for June.

13) Miscellaneous. a) We will continue with shorter papers,
such as the one I did on the handling of risk in project appraisal.
b) No action has been taken on my proposal for a study on project ap-
praisal, in which the methodology would be illustrated by actual case
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studies (see Annex to November 1, 1966, Progress Report); it is possible,
however, that the studies of port projects (item 3 above) and the end-
use studies (item 9) may cover similar ground. a) No work is being done
on urban transport.

HAAdlermnop
IBRD

Cleared with and cc: Mr. van der Tak

ca Messrs. Chadenet, Bell, Lipkowits
Geolot, Carmichael, Engelmann, Hardy, Loven
All Transport Economists

Mr. Sadove



Mr. Irving S. Friedman June 2, 1967

Andrew M. marek

Work on Developed Economies

With the progressive elimination of the mor* developed countries
as borrowers from the Bank, the economic work in the Bank on developed
countries is progressively disappearing. No one has ever been responsi-
bl. for work on the U.S. and Canada. Work on the United Kingdom and
France which used to be covered when we were lending to their colonies,
has now disappeared for some years. Most of the other European countries
are also no longer regularly covered. The same is true of Australia and
Japan. Unfortunately, these are also the countries from which we draw
our IDA funds and when there are discussions with them, briefing papers
have to be prepared on an ad hoe basis. It is not even clear whose
responsibility it is to prepare the ad hoc papers: Japan is still done
by the Asia Department, the preparation of briefs on the European coun-
tries and Canada seat-to fall to the Economics Department. But, such
ad hoe work cannot be very satisfactory as it is bound to lack depth of
knowledge and, above all, any real insight as to the position of the
economy.

It seems to me there is a need for consideration to be given as to
whether the Area Departments should man themselves to cover the developed
economies to a suitable extent or whether some other arrangements should
be made in these cases. I might add that although in the Economics
Department from time to time we have been called upon to help out in
this field on an emergency basis, we have not included such work in our
work program either, nor under present circumstances do we have the
manpower available to do it.

cc: Mr. Williams

AKK/vhw



Mr. Uans Adler Ju13 it 1967

H. 0. van der Tak

Your PrOgres boport on Status of Eoniomic Stidies in TE!Rgport

We h.ve on3 o cmmnt on your progress report, oncerning
item (1). I would Iiia to suggest that you amond the paragraph on
the user charges study as follows

A draft of Professor Walters' study has been copq3ted and
is discuased with him on My 11. h* Loonoics Department is preparing
minutes of the meting for circulatin. Professor Walters has prepared
two furtber notes, one on the relationship of his remconndatinsa to
location and investment decisions, the other on the appropriate unit
for pricing; these notes am expected to be circulated in early June.
The next step will be for Professor Walters, in oollaboration with the
Economics Department, to prepare a short paper outlining the major
isss and considerations dich oould form the basis for a decision
as to an appropriate road user charges policy. rho proposed case study
of three Coatral Amricen countries is am expected to go forard.
The Leon='s and Astem Faeispbere Departinats have assigmed full-time
staff 1 our part-time staff is still to be neaud; arraennts for
Professor Walters' associatioa with the study are still being considered.
A first draft mmy be expected, tentatively, by the end of 167 or earlv '68.

H~vdTaz



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck June 1, 1967

Rosalind Gilmore

Work Program of Industrialization Division

This note is to record your meeting of 2:30 p.m. on Thursday,
May 25 to discuss the work program of the Industrialization Division,
at which were also present Messrs. Stevenson, Walstedt, Baranson,
Cilingiroglu, Nowicki and Villela.

Work in Hand

Mr. Walstedt reported that his own time and that of Messrs.
Baranson, Cilingiroglu and Schrenk was fully committed to the Industrial
Protection Study until the early autumn, as was a part of that of Messrs.
Datas and Lall. Mr. Villela had started preliminary work for a study of
government enterprise in manufacturing in Pakistan, an idea which had
arisen in part out of questions raised by us in connection with the
recent Pakistan Industry Report and in part from discussions with the
Pakistan Government. Mr. Nowicki had examined what research had al-
ready been done on the demand for automobiles and trucks, and was pre-
paring a memorandum which would recomeend against further work in this
field. Mr. Datas and Mr. Guillot were occupied with missions whose work
would fairly soon be completed.

The timetable of the industry reports for the Industrial
Protection Study was this:

i) Automotive: The letter circulating the draft t6
manufacturers could set June 15 as the deadline for
comments, and Mr. Baranson would then be able to
complete a revised draft for circulation in the
Bank by the end of June;

ii) Electrical Equipment: A draft would be ready for
circulation to manufacturers in two weeks time, and
a revised version taking in their comments could be
prepared for distribution in the Bank before Mr.
Cilingiroglu left for home leave on July 15;

iii) Mechanical Equipment: Visits had still to be made to
the United States manufacturers but most of the other
work was done and the study could probably be completed
by end August.

Thus, by September the three industry studies could be considered for
issue as Bank reports, for publication as World Bank Staff Occasional
Papers, or perhaps, with the addition of a more generalized section,
for publication as a book.
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Projects in Mind

In the course of the sumer and early autumn, then, almost theentire Division would become free to devote themselves to new tasks (orold ones laid aside for the Industrial Protection Study), of which thefollowing were in mind:

a) An investigation of the reasons for the disproportionately
high investment costs of nitrogen fertilizer plants indeveloping countries, into which Mr. Cilingiroglu had alreadyput a good deal of work;

b) A study of the steel industry, with which Mr. Walstedt wasalready well acquainted, on the lines of the three industryreports of the Industrial Protection Study;

c) A study of industrialization in Africa to give members ofthe Division the theoretical equipment to cope with prac-tical problems which would increasingly be met in countryeconomic work on Africa;

d) A follow up study by Mr. Baranson to that of the automotiveindustry, concentrating either on a particular country oron re-export capacity and the import substitution saector,designed to help newly industrializing countries avoid themistakes which others had made in the past.

Each of these ideas had originated within the Division, althoughthe IFC was naturally interested in the proposed studies of both thesteel and the fertilizer industry. Apart from the old IFC request tostudy import licensing in India and Pakistan, and two minor requests onNew Zealand and Yugoslavia, the Division had no specific outside requestsfor work in the pipeline.

Planning the Future ogam

Mr. Kamarck outlined the method of planning a divisional workprogram which had been found useful for the Domestic Finance and Quanti-tative Techniques Divisious. Briefly, this was to give the researchprogram a strong country framework by selecting first a number of prob-lems which had in practice proved to be important in the development ofBank member countries, and then, in consultation with the Area Depart-ments, selecting a small number of countries in which it would be agreedthat the Ulvision would work on a problem, designing their researchtowardsi its theoretical study, elucidation and resolution. The fieldwork nigbt, if practicable, coincide at least in part with a countryeconomic mission but would not necessarily do so.
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This approach had two objects. The first was to ensure that,
while Department staff members continued to make their contribution
to the Bank's country economic work, this work would not be hit-or-
miss but oriented to the important problems and ba cumulative. The
second was that Bank research was undertaken in areas where Bank
experience, access to governments and officials, and constant country
work enabled it to make a contribution which could not be matched by
a university or research institute.

One result of such an approach might be that, instead of pre-
paring a long seetor annex to a country economic report (which was
always apt to get buried once the In diste purposes of the mission
had been met), the Economics Department staff member would contribute
a few pages of analysis to the main mission report, and then apply the
rest of the information he had gathered to the Department's own
theoretical work on the problem under study.

Mr. Walstedt said that he doubted whether a worldwide surmey
of developing countries' problems would add anything much to the list
of problems he had already suggested above. The new factor was the
idea of going over the list with the Area Departments and so arriving
jointly at a short list of countries on which attention was to be
concentrated and approaching the work by building up a world-wide
study by doing country work first.

It was agreed that Mr. Walstedt would discuss the research
ideas further with the members of the Division. With this list, and
possibly also a short list of countries, he would then widen the dis-
cussions to include the Area Departments if he thought this appropriate.
In any case, he would, by Friday, June 2, be ready to make some proposals
(orally if this were more convenient) to Mr. Kamarck and Mr. Stevenson
about the subjects and countries to be studied, and the next steps to
be taken.

Distribution: Those Present
Mr. Friedman

RG/vw



Mr. Bertil Walstedt May 26, 1967

An A.nder Steym n

Work rogram

I told Mr. James Raj this morning that your people
would be making up your future work program fairly soon aud
would like to consult with IPC about its needs and problems.
He told me you should arrange talks with the appropriate
divisins and that afterwards he, himself, would ike to
have a disoussion in partioular about some problem. which
ar ooming up oonnted with UNIDO and other intorational
agencies. Thmme IFC is not equipped to handle and he wished
to discuss them ith us.

AStevenson: ja
- ec t Mr. Kamarck



F',RM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 17, 1967

FROM: E.K. Hawkins

SUBJECT: Institutional and Quantitative Research Division - Work Program

A meeting was held in Mr. Kamarck's office on Wednesday, May 10,
to discuss the research proposal put forward by Prof. A. Conrad as a
consultant to the above Division. Mr. Kamarck requested that the proposal
be discussed in the context of the entire work program of the Division
and asked Mr. Hawkins to outline that work program and the aims that lay
behind it.

Mr. Hawkins made a statement in which he explained that he had always
envisaged the work of the Division as being mainly concerned with investi-
gating the use of quantitative economic techniques for the purpose of
assisting the country economic analysis of the Bank. He pointed out that
the philosophy behind this approach had been set out in a memorandum to
files dated April 6, 1966. -'

Mr. Hawkins drew an analogy between the work of the Investment Plan-
ning Division and the role it played in providing a researc* and service
function to the project analysis of the Bank. He said that he had
envisaged the quantitative economic research as having a similar role to
play for the applied macro-economics done in the Bank, mainly the concern
of the country economists.

The role of consultants in the program had arisen from a suggestion
made by the A .D. Little team working on the computer feasibility study.
The idea had been that it might be possible to hire consultants who could
give an initial impetus to the work program by supplementing the relative-
ly inexperienced staff members with the use of more experienced econometricians
who were not available for full time positions. It was also felt that these
consultants could exercise valuable advisory functions. In developing this
idea into a workable arrangement, it was decided that, apart from the
advisory functions, it would be desirable for each consultant to have a
particular topic for which they would be responsible for preparing a study
for the Bank. The choice of these studies came to depend upon the
consultants' interests and special knowledge and the Bank's needs. A good
example of this arrangement was that worked out with Prof. Behrman, of the
University of Pennsylvania, whereby we were able to contract for an
econometric study of the world market for rubber. This enables us to draw
upon the experience of the University of Pennsylvania in the field of
quantitative commodity studies and to define a topic which will ultimately
provide information and guidance to several areas of the Bank's activities,
particularly commodity projections and econometric work on countries in the
Asian area. In the case of Prof. Marshall Hall, the approach was different,
since Prof. Hall came to our attention when we tried to employ him full
time and in the process came to know of his interest in the construction of
an econometric model for Jamaica. When this country was included in the
Division's work program, an arrangement was negotiated with Prof. Hall
whereby he will work with us, with responsibility for a particular section
of the study.
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It had proved more difficult than we had been led to believe to
recruit consultants. We were fortunate, however, to obtain the services
of Prof. Conrad, who is the most experienced consultant we have available.
His main function is to provide advice on model construction and econometric
techniques. At the same time he suggested a project concerned with the
study of capital-output ratios as forecasting tools and he was asked to
develop this proposal as being a study the results of which would again be
of value to more than one part of the Bank's activities. It was this
proposal that was now before the meeting, this being the first time that
it had been spelled out in sufficient detail for us to appraise its
implications in full.

Mr. de Vries pointed out that in practice there was a distinction
between "elaborate" and "simple" models. Three "elaborate" models were
currently in preparation -- Brazil, Jamaica and Malaysia. It seemed best
to complete the work on these models and evaluate their usefulness before
embarking on new ones. On the other hand, there was no reason not to
undertake simple econometric work, including work on African countries,
as the need arose.

Reference was made in the subsequent discussion to the model that
appears in the draft country economic report on Uganda. Mr. Hawkins
pointed out that this model was in many ways a prototype of the kind of
work which he had foreseen as a possible outcome of the Division's
activities; its apparent simplicity was deceptive since it represented
the results of a considerable amount of work involving a model for
East Africa originally prepared outside the Bank. Mr. King stated that
one should not draw a rigid distinction between complex models and none
at all. For many economies, including many African economies, only
relatively simple models would be required and the amount of sophistication
involved in any model should be related to the purposes for which it was
to be employed. He made a plea for work to be done on African countries
where it was possible by suitable rearrangement of financial and national
accounting data to obtain a fairly clear picture of the operation of the
economy. While the use of sophisticated econometric methods might be
necessary to provide further illumination, this did not necessarily mean
that a complex model was essential. Mr. Hawkins pointed out that he had
long wanted to explore this idea and some experimental investigations were
now under way making use of data for Peru. It would be possible to extend
the analysis to other countries when the possible usefulness of the
techniques had been more clearly established.

Mr. Kamarck stated that the natural division of labor appeared to be
that the Division should concentrate on country economic models, thus work-
ing closely with the area departments and on country needs arising out of
operations. Cross-section studies that are back-up work for country models
should then be done by consultants.

Mr. de Vries felt there was a Bank-wide demand for cross-section
analysis as a guidance to both the Bank's policy work and its country work.
However, not all the cross-section work need be undertaken in the Quantitative
Research Division. At the moment the Division was doing preliminary work on
savings parameters. The Conrad proposal was, in a sense, a cross-section
study focusing on the capital-output ratio. In a way, the work of the
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Commodity Division could be regarded as a series of cross-section studies
dealing with export parameters. It would seem best that where cross-
section studies were based on an analysis of data emerging from the Bank's
day-to-day work that they be undertaken by the Bank's own staff, assisted
by outside consultants, if necessary. In drawing up any lines of division,
it should be borne in mind that there was a considerable amount of inter-
reaction and cross fertilization cross-section studies and country studies.

Mr. Hawkins then described briefly the development of the Conrad
proposal from its first preliminary outline of November 1966, the oral
exposition of the problem in theoretical terms at a Bank seminar in March
and the implications of the present proposal in terms of commitments during
the next fiscal year. He explained that the question of employing one of
Mr. Conrad's students as a summer interne had seemed to offer a possible
way of moving the second stage of the project forward during the summer
months; this stage involved the investigation of data available within the
Bank. (It would also be possible to employ an existing research assistant
in the Department part-time for this purpose.) The proposal as it now
stood fell into several parts and there were no substantive problems with
respect to Part I, (the analysis of existing studies and literature) which
was already under way. The second part involved the collection and analysis
of data on a country basis and would involve the use of information collected
by the Bank on country and project missions. We had no experience of the
retrieval and use of such information for a project of this kind. It was,
therefore, necessary to proceed initially on a pilot basis with one or two
countries, expanding the coverage as opportunities became available. The
selection of these countries required further discussion with Prof. Conrad,
which would be followed by appropriate discussions with the area departments
concerned. At one stage it had been proposed that a professional within the
Division should also work on this topic as an "anchor man" and to provide
the necessary introductions within the Bank for the summer employee. Mr.
Hawkins felt that there were difficulties about this suggestion and had
come to the conclusion that this role should be played by himself which
would leave the professional econometricians free to pursue their own
projects. He felt that this represented the best allocation of limited
staff resources. (Special arrangements would have to be made for the period
of five weeks when he was to be on home leave.)

The proposal included the continued employment of the summer interne
after September working with Prof. Conrad in New York. This was a new
suggestion which had not been considered before and Mr. Kamarck felt that
we could make no commitment beyond September at this time. It was agreed
that the question of summer employment could be confirmed and Prof. Conrad
and Mr. Barth could be informed accordingly. A new agreement would have to
be worked out with Prof. Conrad to cover both his advisory services and his
research project through the next fiscal year. In his case this agreement
would extend beyond September to the end of fiscal year 1967/68. Mr. Hawkins
was instructed to consult with Personnel and with Prof. Conrad, in order to
draft a new letter of agreement. He should also prepare an estimate for the
budget of the cost of employing Prof. Conrad as a consultant in the next
fiscal year.

EKHawkins/w

cc: Messrs. Kamarck, Stevenson, de Vries and King cc: Tuesday Meeting (June 233)
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 12, 1967

FROM: N.G. Carter A

SUBJECT: Meeting of Institutional and Quantitative Research
Division with Economists From the Middle East and
North Africa Department

Present: Messrs: Mabouche, Golden, and Payson - Area Department.
Messrs: Hawkins, Leon, ELsaas, Krishnamurty, Carter - Economics
Department.

This meeting was held at the request of the country economists
for a preliminary exploration of the possibilities of undertaking quan-
titative economic research for Tunisia and Morocco, and to discuss the
possible role that the Institutional and Quantitative Research Division
might play in this research.

It was pointed out that the Bank currently enjoys very close
relations with these countries, especially Tunisia, and that it would
be appropriate in the near future for the Bank's economic work to move
in parallel with the forward planning in those two countries. This, it
was felt, would require the country economists to be aware, if not in-
volved in, various types of models, and quantitative techniques. For
this purpose a working arrangement between the area department and the
Institutional and Quantitative Research Division of the Economics
department might prove to be very fruitful.

The problems in the two countries are not at all similar.
Tunisia is more developed with relatively good data and has a limited
choice of policies it can follow. Consequently the types of models
needed there might be long-term perspective models followed by shorter
detailed planning exercises. Morocco, on the other hand, is faced with
problems of misallocation of investment. Thus while Tunisia might want
to focus on consumption, employment and income distribution, Morocco
might be better off looking at questions of resource allocation.

Mr. Hawkins explained the type of work underway in the Division
and indicated our ultimate interest in expanding it to cover countries
such as Tunisia and Morocco, for which we had no experience.

After further discussion it was concluded that closer contact
between the two groups would be desirable, but that it was somewhat pre-
mature to discuss specific models at this stage. There was general
agreement that there were a number of different types of models that could
be useful, but that significant conclusions on this matter could only be
reached after a careful study of the econoiny involved. As this would
involve the expense of a certain amount of manpower on the part of the
Institutional and Quantitative Research division it was agreed that the
next step would be a formal request to the economics department for
assistance.

cc: Messrs. de Vries, Mabouche, Golden, Payson, Leon



Mr. Irving Friedman May 9, 1967

Alexander Stevenson

Mrs. Viohitra

We have arranged with Mr. Macone's Commodity Division to
accommodate Mrs. Vichitra when she arrives. I would appreciate
it if when she comes to see you you will refer her to Mr. Kamarck
or to me and we will see that she is taken care of.

AStevenson; j s
cc: Mr. Kamarck



Mr. Barend A. de Vries May 8,1967

E.K. favkind

fliviuion Meting

We have had a discusaion amor--gst ourselves of the kind of
topics that we feel might usefully be diseu3sed at Divisional meetings,
beginning with the proposed meeting on Ttursday, -ay 11. I think it is
desirable to ageme upon a list of topics like this so that people can
have adequate warning and can make some kind -,f prepwration to give a
presentation.

There is also a feeling that while it may be appropriate to
ask people to come from outside the Division, we vould like to consider
these maetings as mainly the concarn of the Division. This is
particularly true when we are in the pncss of oonsiderIng work in
pogress where the problems are mainly tachnical ones which might be
or little interest to peope who are not econometricians or statisticiana,
or whers the work is still largely in progress. (I propose to includS a
standing invitation to Messrs. Kundu and Oury to attend our meetings if
they am interested and able to do so.)

The following items are suggested, of which we would suggest
tackling ios. 1 and 2 next Thursday.

1. The advantagea and disadvantages of aggragative vs.
disaggmgative models.

2. Atr. Niebuhr'S presentation of his present -ork on
Malaysia.

3. 3eltirnship of our work program t- the proposed
import study.

a. Preliiinory rosults of the savi:gF study (Mr. Krishnsurty).
5. The paper on Indian planning models (Mr. Flaaas).
6. Further work :rnl the nodel for Jamaiaa (Messrs. Hawkins

and Carter).
7. The po,;ibility of a simlation mdel (Mr. Carter).
8. The Bank's interests in the field of population (Yr. Hawkins).

You may wish to add to this list, as it can obviously be extended.

E Kawkins/w

e, Members of Division
Mr. Jury
Mr. Kundu (on return)
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May 1, 1967

Economic Research

1. Attached, for your information, is a memorandum "Economic
Research Projects in Progress" which has been prepared in the Eco-
nomics Department

2. Any comments should be conveyed to me either in writing
or by phone (ext. 3985).

3. It is proposed to distribute the memorandum to the
Executive Directors for information.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

Attachment

Secretary's Department

D IS T R IBU T ION

Messrs. Friedman BeU Lipkowitz
Kamarck Collier Maiss
Adler de Vries MNDiarmid
Avramovic Edelman Sacchetti
Rist Gilmartin Sadove
Stevenson Kalmanoff Thompson

King (B. B.) Weiner
Larsen Wright



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMEST

Economic Research Projects in Progress

Title Descrip ion

Economics Department

Road User Charges A study of the economic and finan-
cial principles for a suitable

system of road user charges, and
their practical implementation in
developing countries.

Agricultural Produc- A study exploring the possibilities

tion Models of deriving agricultural production

models for developing countries.

Urban Water Supply In its initial phase, a quantita-

Projects tive study of the factors influ-

encing the demand in urban water

supply systems.

Cost-benefit Analysis A study of the practical possi-

of Education Projects bilities of applying cost-benefit
analysis to specific education
projects in developing countries.

Special Aspects of Pro- Optimum timing of investments:

ject Analysis uncertainty in project analysis:
problems of project analysis in
an inflationary situation.

Public Exenditure A study of public expenditure

Patterns patterns in developing countries
as a first step in facilitating
judgment on the appropriate bal-
ance between expenditures in
various sectors.

Domestic Development Study of the trends in public and

Finance in Brazil private savings in Brazil since
1951. Trends in current receipts
and expenditures, savings, capital
expenditures, and deficit finan-
cing of all levels of government -
federal, autonomous organization,
state and municipal - are examined.
In the private sector the study
concentrates upon private savings
channeled through the banking
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Title Description

Domestic Development system and other financial inter-
Finance in Brazil (Cont.) mediaries, the changing institu-

tional structure of the interme-
diaries, and the effects of infla-
tion upon the process of mobilizing
and allocating savings.

Value Linking of Bonds Examination of value linking as a
device by which the distorting
effects of inflationary expecta-
tions upon decisions to save and
to invest can be corrected. In
addition to the theoretical anal-
ysis of the problem, an evaluation
is made of experience with the use
of the technique in Finland, Israel
and Brazil.

Industrial Protection Analysis of cost profile and protec-
and Import Substitu- tion in automotive, heavy mechanical
tion and electrical equipment industries

in developing countries.

Structure of Protection Comparative study of the experi-
in Developing Countries ence of Argentina, Chile, Mexico,

Nigeria, Kenya, Pakistan and the
Philippines. Likely to be con-
sidered for publication as a book
jointly with IDB.

Export Experience of Comparative analysis of growth of
Developing Countries exports of 29 developing countries.

Individual Commodity Analysis of supply and demand
Studies trends in major commodity markets.

(Under way: aluminum, copper, rice
jute, nickel and plywood).

Trade Barriers to Ex- Critical survey of possible effects
ports of Developing of reducing barriers to trade in
Countries primary products on developing

countries exports.
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Title Description

Presentation of A number of standard tables and
External Debt indexes which would be helpful in

giving a comparative view of ex-
ternal debt problems and could be
used as basis for further elabora-
tion. Informative section on ex-
ternal debt rescheduling and forms
of indebtedness other than those
reported to the Bank.

Country Economic Econometric analysis of crucial
Models relationships in selected devel-

oping countries (Under way:
Brazil, Jamaica, Malaysia and
Uganda).

Policy Framework for Development: The study analyzes the major policy
Pakistan's Experience changes in Pakistan during the 1960's

and their impact on Pakistan's
economic growth.

Economic Development Institute

An Introduction to the The subjects to be covered include
Economic and Financial a general model for project analysis;
Appraisal of Development the difference between financial and
Projects. economic analysis; concepts and mea-

surement of benefits and costs; the
rate of return and other investment
criteria; discounting, compounding,
and the use of financial tables;
the internal rate of return and
benefit/cost ratios; the financial
effect of variations in the terms
of loans; the measurement of a
project's effects on the balance
of payments; project selection
according to a country's compara-
tive advantage; and common sources
of bad projects.
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Title Description

Financial Institutions in A study of successful cases of new
Developing Countries financial institutions in develop-

ing countries and their contribu-
tions of development. In the study
an attempt is being made to determine
the reasons for the success of the
various institutions and to appraise
the potential usefulness of the
same kind of institutions in other
developing countries.

Asia Department

Indian Debt and Terms of Aid A factual inquiry into the present
and prospective Indian debt situa-
tion and its implications for the
terms of future aid.

Economics Department
May 1, 1967



Mr. Barend A. de Tries April 4, 1967

Patrick B. do Fontenay

"What does it reafl mean? The Forward Ekohange xarket' by Vajaya IL.

This is a very good description of forward exchange markets.
After some changes and corrections, it should make an excellent article
for Finance and Devalopmt.

A. General Covmnts

1. The policy section is weaker than the descriptive part. Som
advantages of interventions in forward markets are not listed, vis.
there are no limits to the range within which forward rates canieu.tuate
as there are for spot rates according to IW rules, and support of forward
rates do not require the expanding of foreign reserves as support of spot
rates do. The last section should be rewritten not in terms of "gaining
reserves" but of averting outflows of short-term funds due to interest-
rate differentials, and the mechanism through which interest-rate
differentials can be offset by intervention on the forward exchange market
should be better explained. The wording of the policy section should be
also more cautious (see first sentence, p. 12).

2. The section on "omercial forward exchange' needs rewriting. I
see no advantage in distinguishing between traders who "never cover in the
forward market", "always cover", and "sometimes cover". "Leads and lage"
effects, "hedging" and the relation of forward market operations with
foreign trade should be mentioned instead.

B. Pifc GaNeents

1. The first sentdim gives the impression that forward markets are
independent of spot markets. This should be corrected.

2. p. 22 3d sentence should be rewritten. Protection against the
exchange risk involved in holding foreign currency cannot be offset by
selling domestic currency.

3. p. 4: lst paragraph. There is a serious mistake there which calls
for rewriting the whole paragraph. The author indicates that if the interest
rate in France is 5% higher than in the U. S. the profit to be made by a
U. S. investor would be lower than 5% if the forward rate for the dollar
were at a discount to the spot rate. This is wrong. The profit would be
higher. Profit from "pure arbitrage" is reduced to the extent that the
currency of the country with the lIwer rate of interest sells at a
premium to the spot rate on forward markets.

4. p. 7. 1 would delete the first two sentences: they are
controversial and do not add aything.
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5. p. 9, 3d sentence. speculators are not apmnished" by a failing
forward rate but by an unchaNged spot rate. Same remark applies to
second sentence p. 10.

6. p. 9, last paragraph. The distinction between pure and commercial
speculators is wsetly that the former operate in formard markets and the
latter in spot markets. In addition it is not correct to say that pure
specula4s redee reserve by the amout of their profits.

7. p. 10, last paragraph. Same remark as under 4. Delete.

@63 Mr. Leon
No blue copies.

PdeFontenaysyd



Xr. W. Stolper March 22, 1967

L. de Azearate

Tour Xomrande da arch 196 n In report WW8L of July 6, 196

Part 1, p.2_- Coffee smuling: I see no mention of this.

Part 1, p.10 - Nigerian banknotess I believe that the reason for the unofficial
market is somothing like this: imported goods (from Ho long, Japan,
Tchecoslovakia, etc.) used to be singgled from Nigeria and Ghan) into Togo
(and still more Dahomey) when lower tariffs and the exchange rate of the pound
in the British countries made them very attractive for Togolese and DahoAnais.
The demand for Nigerian poundfbanknotes therefore was high, outside the official
market, and the CFA franc would then be sold at a discount. The same thing
happened between Niger and Nigeria. It is said that the francs bought by
Nigerians (i.e. more often Lebanese traders) were later exchanged at the official
rate in France after having been channeled through Nigerian and Swiss or even
Lebanese banks. I used to think, but I may be wrong, that this sort of trade
had ceased due to the higher tariffs and prices in Nigeria and even that
smuggling goes the opposite way now.

Part I, .1 - 12% figure for Govesrwnt financing: I agree that this is
probab rrealisti in view of the budget position. But those who indulge in
this sort of exercise, in the French territories, are normally much more
irrealistic still.

Part II, p.2 - GDP - see Comptes Eoononique. du Togo for 1964 by Mrs. Nguyen
Thy ImNgen, Lome 1966. I an certain according to French practise that
"governent" means "salaries". "Commerce and Trade" is measured by the mount
of gross margins plus wages plus taxes, including I suppose, surpiuses of OPAT.

Part II, g.8: Industrial projectas I think that given their small nuber and
the compliction and delays involved with getting information through letters
etc. we had better wait and gt the information on the spot. As for rules of
thumb from the Projects Department I shall get in touch with then but I think
that they will be more helpful when we submit them the relevant information
on projects contemplated and ask for their appraisal. I do not think that the
Bank has ever looked into the Port of Lamne.
Cash flow table: This will probably be obtainable on the spot - I shall write
to Lome to have this ready.

Part II, R.Ll - Electricity: I an not aware of the facts. I rem=mber that in
Dahomy the cosonessionnaire comp=W used to behave as a typical monopoly, having
got the means to do so from the Governent (colonial authorities at that tim.).
I agree that the price-tax policy of the Government - OPAT deserves to be
investigated - it reflects the frequent conflict between pricing policy and
revenue requirements.

I an sure that we shall be able to get without difficulty the cost structare
of export products (i.e between producer price to the f.o.b. stage). I shall
ask Lome to have this prepared.
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Part II, R. 17 1 information on Investment Cod* enterprises: I shall ask
Ministry of Finance to prepare this information.

Part II - Rages 18-20: Price policyt control of retail prices is a periodic
manis in these countries (largely inherited from French practices). Everybody
agrees that they are largely ineffective. As for the 3OTFZI operations on
imported goods I am sorry to learn that Togo has not escaped this mode: in
other contries of the region the general pattern of events has been: import-
export firms make large profits on isported goods, so the State should take
over this trade, swlI cheaper, still make profit. and thus oatisfy everybidy!
The official firms set up in this context usually sell luxury goods, to the
great satisfaction of the uropean population (I used to buy my Scotch at tie
State grocery, where good soap and scooters could also be found), ends up with
large unsold stocks, huge bank overdrafts, deficits and one or two manager.
kicked out or in jail (see Upper Volta, Niget, Algeria, Ghana, etc.)

Part 11, table U 3 I shall ask in advance for the detail of import taxes but
i may be difficult to obtain by categor~es of gI ot.

Part II, 2L table 1: Budgett We shall be able to work out a functional
Rtribution withthehelp of the Treasury. Capital budget has indeed to be
constructed if you want to have the whole picture, i.e. including all sources of
aid. To be prepared on the spot with FAC, M, Caisse Centrals, Rassies,
US AID, etc.

Part II me 31 : Treasury: as far a. I recall Treasury deposits are call
money wi eCEAO in Lose (i.e. liabilities for the Bmnk); Treasury Investments
are assets in the form, I think, of French Treasury Bonds in Paris (i.e.
liabilities for the Bank and equivalent foreign assets). As such these
investmnts are quite liquid.

Part II, p. 33: rediscount corresponding to unpaid billst I don't know to what
xtent unpaid bills have grown in Togo (certainly less than in Dahomey). The

relerant information will be got only by talking to D0C1 in Lame and Paris,
also with the Treasurer. I think BCZIO has statistics of rediscount. by
industry, but they are reluctant to ommunicate them when a small number of
firms is concerned in any one category.

Pert II. p.58: quasi money = tias deposits.

Part I, .h : table 2C $importv)% could we think of an adequate breakdown
sen ran for to Low?

Part II . O: Aid received: see capital budget - Debt: the B&ek requires
e inormation only from countries to which it (or IDA) has made loans. With

the help of BCIAO we should be able to get the information. I shall write to
them about this.

Part II, .59 Table Ts se above "

LdeAsarate:gmb

ces Mr. Billingten
Mr. Bachmann



WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY . MOROANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA

REGIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 26506

March 13, 1967

Mr. E. K. Hawkins
Institutional and Quantitative Research Division
Economics Department
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, NIt!
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Harkins:

In my brief meeting with Mr. Upper, and the group of visitors he accompanied
to West Virginia University, I mentioned that we are currently constructing
an input-output table for West Virginia, but that this is only the first
phase of a longer-range project. During the second phase we intend to
tsimulate" the process of economic development by modifying the actual input-
output table on the basis of a variety of assumptions. The latter will be
dictated by conventional location theory, and long-term growth trends in
national markets.

We do not at the moment have anything on paper concerning either phase of
this work. We expect the basic input-output tables to be completed and
ready for publication by June. We expect them to be published by the Univer-
sity, but as you well know there is a considerable time lag in getting
materials through the press. I really cannot say when the input-output tables
will be available, but only that they will be at some time in the future.

The results of the experimental work which we are contemplating will not be
available for an even longer time.

I will be discussing our proposed work with a graduate seminar at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh in May, and I have been asked to write a paper for this
meeting. While this paper will have no empirical content it will sunmarize
the method we propose to follow. I don't know how useful this might be, but
I will see that you get a copy of this paper when it is ready.

Sincerely yours,

William H. Miernyk, Director
Regional Research Institute

WHM:lr
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: February 16, 1967

FROM: A. Kundu
Statistical Services Division, Economics Dept.

SUBJECT: Elasticity Table

1. In demand analysis or prediction of consumption of a co-
mmodity the most common problem is to estimate the increase in demand
or consumption under various assumptions of elasticity and growth of
income or expenditure. The attached "Elasticity Table" should prove
handy as a ready reference for this type of calculation.

2. The "Elasticity Table" has been produced according to the
following principles:

Suppose consumption and expenditures are y and x. Then
expenditure elasticity of consumption is defined as

= y / x

where is the elasticity and y, Lx are the changes in
consumption and expenditure.

The above definition relates to the concept of elasticity at
a point. Since consumption-expenditure relations are observed at discrete
points of time, the concept of point elasticity is not applicable to con-
tinuous curves and mathematical functions.

However, as we are interested in the growth of consumption and
expenditure we shall have to compare the consumption- expenditure positions
at two different points of time, assuming that there is a growth path, i.e.,
a continous curve joining the discrete points of time. The concept of are
elasticity assumes that a straight line passes through the two points of
time, and the arc elasticity is defined as the point elasticity mid-way
between the two points:

y+ /xx 1i+Y/xlSAx y

where (y',x') and(y,x)are the consumption-expenditure patterns.

It is easily seen from above that for small arcs and continous
curves the point elasticity at arw point of the arc can serve as an
approximate measure of the elasticity of arc. Hence a point elasticity,
assumed to be constant over the arc connecting two discrete points of time,
could be taken as a simple measure of arc elasticity.
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Now, starting with a constant point elasticity, small changes,and a continuous curve we can write, for the point (y, x),
- btx dy d/S- y / -= = T x

After integrating, the above becomes

log y = I log x + c

Where c is a constant.

Therefore, for a value of x' we shall have y' given by,

log y, = rtlog x' + c.

From the above two equations,

log y' - log y = l (log x' - log x),

or, log (y'/y) = r log (x'/x),

and if y' = y +&y and xt = x +&x,

log (1 + )= f log (1 + Am-.y x

Thus, given rta constant elasticity, one can estimate Ay/y from
A x/x or vice versa.

3. The "Elasticity Table" shows values of Ay/y for various values of
Ax/x within the range .01 to 2.50 and values of R within the range -1.00
to 1.00. The "Table" extends to 8 pages. On each page the second columnshous the values of &x/x, and columns 3 to 11 give the values ofAy/y for
various values of q shown at the top of the columns. To take an example,suppose expenditure increases by 10% (i.e., ax/x = 0.10) and elasticity is
-.6 (i.e., n = -.60). Looking at Page 1 where we have the column headingof -.60 for i and then row 10 corresponding toAx/x = .10, we find the value
ofAy/y to be -60556 which means y will increase by -5.56%, or again, if
supply of a commodity increases by 10% (i.e.,ay/y = 0.10) and price
elasticity of demand is -.55 (i.e., i. = -.55), then to clear the market
the price will have to go down by 16% (i.e., Ax/x = -.16), as can be seen
from Page 5, Row 16 and column heading 1-.55".

4. A few copies of the "Elasticity Table" are available for
the interested users, and can be obtained upon request.

cc: Messrs. Goor
Tiemann
Macone (3 copies)



PAGE 1

ELASTICITY TABLE. Values of Ay/ corresponding to Ax/ for given elasticities (71).

-1.00 -. 90 -. 80 -. 75 -. 70 -. 65 -. 60 -. 55 -. 50

1 0,0100 -0.0099 -0.0089 -0.0079 -0.0074 -0.0069 -0.0064 -0.0060 -0.0055 -0.0050
2 0,0200 -0.0196 -0.0177 -0.0157 -0.0147 -0.0138 -0.0128 -0.0118 -0.0108 -0.0099
3 0,0300 -0.0291 -0.0263 -0.0234 -0.0219 -0.0205 -0.0190 -0.0176 -0.0161 -0.0147
4 0,0400 -0.0385 -0,0347 -0.0309 -0.0290 -0.0271 -0.0252 -0.0233 -0.0213 -0.0194
5 0.0500 -0.0476 -0.0430 -0.0383 -0.0359 -0.0336 -0.0312 -0.0288 -0.0265 -0.0241
6 0.0600 -0.0566 -0.0511 -0.0455 -0.0428 -0.0400 -0.0372 -0.0344 -0.0315 -0.0287
7 0.0700 -0.0654 -0.0591 -0.0527 -0.0495 -0.0463 -0.0430 -0.0398 -0.0365 -0.0333
8 0,0800 -0.0741 -0.0669 -0.0597 -0.0561 -0.0524 -0.0488 -0.0451 -0.0414 -0.0377
9 010900 -0.0826 -0.0746 -0.0666 -0.0626 -0.0585 -0.0545 -0.0504 -0.0463 -0.0422

10 0.1000 -0,0909 -0.0822 -0.0734 -0.0690 -0.0645 -0.0601 -0.0556 -0.0511 -0.0465
11 0.1100 -0.0991 -0.0896 -0.0801 -0.0753 -0.0704 -0.0656 -0.0607 -0.0558 -0.0508
12 0.1290 -0.1071 -00970 -0.0867 -0.0815 -0.0763 -0.0710 -0.0657 -0.0604 -0.0551
13 0.1300 -0.1150 -0.1042 -0.0931 -0.0876 -0.0820 -0.0764 -0.0707 -0.0650 -0.0593
14 0.1400 -0.1228 -0.1112 -0.0995 -0.0936 -0.0876 -0.0816 -0.0756 -0.0695 -0.0634
15 0.1500 -0.1304 -0.1182 -0.1058 -0.0995 -0.0932 -0.0868 -0.0804 -0.0740 -0.0675

16 0.160ff -9fl379 -_1250 -0.1120 _ -0.1053 -0.0987 -0.0920 -0.0852 -0.0784 -0.0715
17 0,1700 -0.1453 -0.1318 -0.1180 -0.1111 -0.1041 -0.0970 -0.0899 -0.0827 -0.0755
18 0,1800 -0,1525 -0.1384 -0.1240 -0.1167 -0.1094 -0.1020 -0.0945 -0.0870 -0.0794
19 0.1900 -0.1597 -0.1449 -0.1299 -0.1223 -0.1146 -0.1069 -0.0991 -0.0912 -0.0833
20 0.2000 -0.1667 -0.1513 -0.1357 -0.1278 -0.1198 -0.1118 -0.1036 -0.0954 -0.0871
21 0.2100 -0.1736 -0.1576 -0.1414 -0.1332 -0.1249 -0.1165 -0.1081 -0.0995 -0.0909
22 _.ZZOQ -0,1803 -0.1639 -0.1471 -0.1385 -0.1299 -0.1212 -0.1125 -0.1036 -0.0946
23 0.2300 -0.1870 -0.1700 -0.1526 -0.1438 -0.1349 -0.1259 -0.1168 -0.1076 -0.0983
24 1,2400 -0,1935 -0.1760 -0.1581 -0.1490 -0.1398 -0.1305 -0.1211 -0.1116 -0.1020
25 0,2500 -0.2000 -0.1819 -0.1635 -0.1541 -0.1446 -0.1350 -0.1253 -0.1155 -0.1056
26 0.3000 -0.2308 -0.2103 -0.1893 -0.1786 -0.1678 -0.1568 -0.1457 -0.1344 -0.1229
27 0.3500 -0.2593 -0.2367 -0.2134 -0.2015 -0.1895 -0.1772 -0.1648 -0.1522 -0,1393
28 0.4000 -0.2857 -0.2613 -0.2360 -0.2230 -0.2098 -0.1964 -0.1828 -0.1689 -0.1548
29 0.4500 -0.3103 -0.2842 -0.2571 -0.2432 -0.2290 -0.2146 -0.1998 -0.1848 -0.1695
30 0.5004 -0.3Ifl_ - -93057 -0.2770 -0.2622 -0.2471 -0.2317 -0.2159 -0.1999 -0.1835
31 0.5500 -0.3548 -0.3259 -0.2957 -0.2801 -0.2642 -0.2479 -0.2312 -0.214Z -0.1968
32 0,6000 -0,3750 -0.3449 -0.3134 -0.2971 -0.2804 -0.2632 -0.2457 -0.2278 -0.2094
33 0.6500 -0.3939 -0.3628 -0.3301 -0.3131 -0.2951 -0.2778 -0.2595 -0.2408 -O.Z215
34 QIOOQ, -0.4118 -0.3797 -0.3459 -0.3283 -0.3103 -0.2917 -0.2727 -0.2531 -0.2330
35 0,7500 -0.4286 -0.3957 -0.3609 -0.3428 -0.3241 -0.3049 -0.2852 -0.2649 -0.2441
36 0.8000 -0.4444 -0.4108 -0.3751 -0.3565 -0.3373 -0.3175 -0.2972 -0.2762 -0.2546
37 0.8500 -0.4595 -0.4252 -0.3887 -0.3696 -0.3499 -0.3296 -0.3087 -0.2871 -0.2648
38 0,9000 -0.4737 -0.4388 -0.4016 -0.3821 -0.3619 -0.3411 -0.3196 -0.2974 -0.2745
39 0.9500 -0.4872 -0.4518 -0.4139 -0,3940 -0.3734 -0.3521 -0.3301 -0.3074 -0.2839
40 1.0000 -0,5000 -0.4641 -0.4257 -0.4054 -0.3844 -0.3627 -0.3402 -0.3170 -0.2929
41 1.2500 -0.5556 -0.5180 -0.4773 -0.4557 -0.4331 -0.4097 -0.3853 -0.3598 -0.3333
42 1.5000 -0.6000 -0.5616 -0.5196 -0.4970 -0.4734 -0.4488 -0.4229 -0.3959 -0.3675
43 1.7500 -0.6364 -0.5977 -0.5548 -0.5317 -0.5074 -0.4819 -0.4550 -0.4267 -0.3970
44 2.0000 -0.6667 -0.6280 -0.5848 -0.5613 -0.5365 -0.5104 -0.4827 -0.4535 -0.4226
45 2.5000 -0,7143 -0.6762 -0.6329 -0.6092 -0.5839 -0.5570 -0.5284 -0.4979 -0.4655

kh/#* Values Of /Y for given a calculated fin- a. qutt- log (I log A
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ELASTICITY TABLE: Values of Ay/ corresponding to Ax for given elasticities (N).

&x -,5 -.40 -. .5-30 -20| _20 ..15 .,10 -.05

1 0.0100 -0.0045 -0.0040 -0.0035 -0.0030 -0.0025 -0.0020 -0.0015 -0.0010 -0.0005
2 0.0200 -0.0089 -0.0079 -0.0069 -0.0059 -0.0049 -0,0040 -0.0030 -0.QOA -0.0010 _

3 f.flM)Q -0.0132 -0.0118 -0.0103 -0.0088 -0.0074 -0.0059 -0.0044 -0.0030 -0.0015
4 0.0400 -0.0175 .- a0M56 -0.0136 -D0h1t -0a0098 -0.07a -0.0059 -0.0039 -0.0020
5 0.0500 -0.0217 -0.0193 -0.0169 -0.0145 -0.0121 -0.0097 -0.0073 -0.0049 -0.0024
6 0.0600 -0.0259 -_0.0230 -0.0202 -0.0173 -0.0145 -0.0116 -02087 -000 _. 9
7 0,0700 -0.0300 -0.0267 -0.0234 -0.0201 -0.0168 -0.0134 -0.0101 -0.0067 -0.0034
8 040800 -0.0340 -0.0303 -0.0266 -0.0228 -0.0191. -_Q153 -0.0115 -0,0_077 -0.Q03_
9 0.0900 -0.0380 -0.0339 -0.0297 -0.0255 -0.0213 -0.0171 -0.0128 -0.0086 -0.0043

10 01000 -0.0420 -. 0374 -00328 -00281 __.QflS -Q. 1Q9 -0.0142 -0.0095 -0.0046
11 0,1100 -0.0459 -0.0409 -0.0359 -0.0308 -0.0258 -0.0207 -0.0155 -0.0104 -0.0052

2_ 0.1200 -0.f4.7 -_ -0A0443 -0a3A9 __ 0af4 -0.0279 -0.0224 .0169 -0.0113 -00057
13 0.1300 -0.0535 -0.0477 -0.0419 -0.0360 -0.0301 -0.0241 -0.0182 -0.0121 -4.00"1
14 a.1400 -n.n3 -4.5U11 -S.0AM -0.0385 -0022_ - -Q.l9 -- 0.0195 -0.0130 -tpS06
15 0.1500 -0.0610 -0.0544 -0.0417 -0.0411 -0.0343 -0.0276 -0.0207 -0.0139 -0.0010
16 0 s60 -0.0446 -0.0516 -0.0506 -. 0435 --.A3-4 -7A2fl -- -0,0220 -00147 -0,0074
17 0.1700 -0.0682 -0.0609 -0.0535 -0.0460 -0.0385 -0.0309 -0.0233 -0.0156 -0.0078
18 0.1800 -0.0718 -&0n0641 -0.0563 -0.0484 _-0.0405 _-,36 -0.0245 -0.0164 -0.0062
19 0.1900 -0.0753 -0.0672 -0.0591 -0.0508 -0.0426 -0.0342 -0.0258 -0.0172 -0.0067
20 0.2000 -0-0188 -. 01D 0.l1A -Q,9532 _ -_tA 4&' -0.0358 -0.0270 -060161 -0.0091
21 0.2100 -0.0822 -0.0734 -0.0645 -0.0556 -0.0465 -0.0374 -0.0282 -0.0169 -0.0095
2 0.22Af -0.0hI& -0. 0765 .f672 -9.457 -0.0tSS -0.0390 -0.0294 -0.0197 -0.0099
23 0.2300 -0.0889 -0.0795 -0.0699 -0.0602 -0.0504 -0.0406 -0.0306 -0.0205 -0.0103
24 022400 -0.0923 -0.0824 -0.0725 -0.0625 -0,0524 _ -0,0421 -0.0318 -0.0213 -0.0107
25 0.2500 -0.0955 -0.0854 -0.0751 -0.0648 -0.0543 -0.0436 -0.0329 -0.0221 -0.0111
26 0.3000 -0.1114 -0.0996 -0.0877 -0.0157 -. 0615  -01t__ -9.0386 -0.0259 -0.0130
27 043500 -0.1263 -0.1131 -0.0997 -0.0861 -0.0723 -0.0583 -0.0440 -0.0296 -0.0149
28 0.4000 -0.1405 _-.1259 .0-1fl1 -n.094t_ -0.OI.7 -0.0651 -0.0492 -0.0331 -0.0167
29 0.4500 -0.1540 -0.1381 -0.1219 -0.1055 -0.0887 -0.0716 -0.0542 -0.0365 -0.0164
-.30'' - SAl -0 166a ---- 0 497 -l32f__ -09.1145 -nQ.9& 4  -0.0779 -0.0590 -0.0397 -0.0201
31 0.5500 -0.1790 -0.1608 -0.1422 -0.1232 -0.1038 -0.039 -0.0636 -0.0429 -0.0217
32 O.60flO -- 0a190A -01W4 -0.1511 -0.1,15 -0.1109 -0.0597 -0.0681 -=0w4S9 -0.0232
33 0.6500 -0.2018 -0.1515 -0.1608 -0.1395 -0.1177 -0.0953 -0.0724 -0.0408 -0.0247

0-7000 -0a7l?4 -0.1 - -0.1695 -0.14fl -0.1242 -0.1007 -0.0765 -0.0517 -0.0262
35 0.7500 -0.2226 -0.2006 -0.1779 -0.1545 -0.1306 -0.1059 -0.0805 -0.0544 -0.0276
36 0.00 -0.2324- -0a2O95 -0.1459 -rL141t -0.1367 -0.1109 -0.044 -0.@571 -0.0290
37 0.8500 -0.2418 -4.2181 -0.1937 -0.1685 -0.1426 -0.1158 -0.0881 -0.0597 -0.0303
38 009000 -0.2509 -Sa2264 -0.2012 -0.1152 -0.1461 r9s1205S -0.0918 -0.702 0-0.0316
39 0.9500 -0.2596 -0.2344 -0.2084 -0.1816 -0.1538 -0.1250 -0.0953 -0.0646 -0.0326
4 -n il0DflftD -o.zna -9Z4tL -0 t  4 -Q.l_8_t -.: L -92194 .3987 -0.0670 -0.0341
41 1.2500 -0.3057 -0.2770 -0.2471 -0.2159 -0.1835 -0.1497 -0.1145 -0.0779 -0.0397
42 1,5000 -0.3379 -0.3069 -0.2744 -0.2403 -0.2047 -0_1674 -,1284 -0,0876 -0.0448
43 1.7500 -0.3657 -0.3328 -0.2982 -0.2618 -0.2235 -0.1832 -0.1408 -0.0962 -0.0493
44 2.0000 -0.3900 -0.3556 -0.3192 -0.2808 -0.2402 -0,1973 _-0.1119 -,l040 -0.0534
45 2.5000 -0.4309 -0.3941 -0.3550 -0.3133 -0.2689 -0.2216 -0.1713 -0.1177 -0.0607

-N b Valves ofIYnlou tlz- 1misated thttuat
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ELASTICI?' TABLE. Values of Ay/y correspondLng to Ax, or given elasticities (vi).

05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 jI .45

1 0.0100 000005 0.0010 0.0015 0,0020 0.0025 0.0030 0.0035 0.0040 0.0045
2 0,0200 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0.0040 0.0050 0.0060 0.0070 0.0080 0.0090
3 0.0300 0.0015 0.0030 0.0044 0.0059 0.0074 0.0089 0.0104 .06119 0.0134
4 01042k -,0020 0.0 003 0.0059 0.0079 0.0099 0.0118 0.0138 0.0158 0.0178
5 0.0500 0.0024 0.0049 0.0073 0.0098 0.0123 0.0147 0.017 - 0.0197 0.0222
6 0.0600 0.0029 0.0058 0.0088 0.0117 0.0147 0.0176 0.0206 0.0236 0.0266
7 0.0700 0.0034 0.0068 0.0102 0s0136 0.0171 0.0205 0.0240 O.0274 0.0309
8 010800 0.0039 0,0077 0.0116 0.015 0.0194 0.0234 0.0273 0.0313 0.0352
9 0,0900 0.0043 0.00?7 0.0130 0.0174 0.0218 0.0262 0.0306 0.0351 0.0395
10 0.1020 0.0048 0.0096 0.0144 0.0192 0.0241 0.0290 0.0339 0.0389 0.0438
11 0.1100 0.0052 0.0105 0.0158 0.0211 0.0264 0.0318 0.0372 0.0426 0.0481
12 0,1200 00O57___ 0_0114 0.0171 0.0229 0.0287 0.0346 0.0405 0.0464 0.0523
13 0.1300 0.0061 0.0123 0.0185 0.0247 0.0310 0.0373 0.0437 0.0501 0.0565
14 0.1400 _0.0066 0.0132 0.0198 0.0266 0.0333 0.0401 0.0469 0.0538 0.0607
15 0.1500 0.0070 0.0141 0.0212 0.0283 0.0356 0.0428 0.0501 0.05m5 0.0649

_0.1-400 A.0074__ _9L9150 0,0225 0.0301 0.0378 0.0455 0.0533 0.0612 0.0691
17 0.1700 0.0079 0.0158 0.0238 0.0319 0.0400 0.O482 0.0565 0648 0-.07-32
18 0,1800 0.0083 0.0167 0.0251 0.0337 0.0422 0.0509 0.0596 0.0684 0.0773
19 0.1900 0.0087 0.0175 0.0264 0.0354 0.0444 0.0536 0.0628 0.0121 0.0814
20 0.2009 0.0092 0.0184 0.0277 0.0371 0.0466 0.0562 0.0659 0.0757 0.0855
21 0.2100 0.0096 0.0192 0.0290 0.0389 0.0488 0.0589 0.060 60.0792 0.0896

DtZZPO, _4.0100 0.0201 0.0303 0.0406 0.0510 0.0615 0.0721 0.0828 0.0936
23 0.2300 0.0104 0.0209 0.0315 0.0423 00531 0.0641 0.0751 0.0863 0.0976
24 0.2400 0.0108 0.0217 0.0328 0.0440 0.0553 0.0667 0.0782 0.0899 0.1016
25 0.2500 0.0112 0.0226 0.0340 0.0456 0.0574 0.0692 0.0812 0.0934 0.1056
26 0.3000 0.0132 0,0266 0.0401 0.0539 0.0678 0.0819 0.0962 0.1107 0.1253
27 0.3500 0.0151 0.0305 0.0460 0.0619 0.0779 0.0942 0.1108 0.1275 0.1446
28 0.4090 0.0170 0.0342 0.0518 0.0696 0.0878 __ 0.1062 0.1250 0.1441 0.1635
29 0.4500 0.0188 0.0379 0.0573 0.0771 0.0973 0.1179 0.1389 0.1602 0.1f80
30 QA Q5P 0.0205 0.0414 0.0627 0.0845 0.1067 0.1293 0.1525 0.1761 0.2002
31 0.5500 0.0222 0.0448 0.0679 0.0916 0.1158 0.1405 0.1658 - 0.1916 0.2180
32 0.6000 0.0238 0.0481 0.0730 0.0986 0.1247 0.1514 0.1788 0.2068 0.2355
33 0.6500 0.0254 0.0514 0.0180 0.1053 0.1334 0.1621 0.1916 0.2218 0.2528
34 0.7000 0.0269 0.0545 0.0828 0.1120 0.1419 0.1726 0.2041 0.2365 0.2697
35 0.7500 0.0284 0.0576 0.0876 0.1184 0.1502 0.1828 0.2164 0.2509 0.2864
36 0.8000 0.0298 0.0605 0.0922 0.1247 0.1583 0.1928 0.2284 0.2651 0.302837 0.8500 0.0312 0.0635 0.0967 0.1309 0.1663 0.2027 0.2403 0.2190 0.318
38 0.9000 0.0326 0.0663 0.1011 0.1370 0.1741 0.2123 0.2519 0.2927 0.3349
39 0,9500 0.0340 0.0691 0.1054 0.1429 0.1811 0.2218 0.2633 0.3061 0.3506
40 .09 0.0353 0.0718 0.1096 0.1487 0.1892 0.2311 0.2746 0.3195 0.366041 1,2500 0.0414 0.0845 0.1293 0.1761 0.2247 0.2754 0.3282 0.3832 0.4404
42 1.5000 0.0469 0.0960 0.1473 0.2011 0.2574 0.3164 0.3781 0.4427 0.5103
43 1,7500 0.0519 0.1065 0.1639 0.2242 0.2878 0.3546 0.4248 0.4988 0.5065
44 2.0000 0.0565 0.1161 0.1791 0.2457 0.3161 0.3904 0.4689 0.5518 0.6395
45 2.5000 0.0646 0.1335 0.2067 0.2847 0.3678 0.4562 0.5503 0.6505 0.1572

rpA j /Az fA Aa
S.Vmluem of /,fo givew y and -Lcalculated from the agation log (1 + ag(x 

_log (I + -a
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ELASTICITY TABLE: Values of A/ oorresponding to Ax for given elastioities (T).
y

.50 55 60 .65 .70 .75 .0 90 1.00

1 0,0100 0.0050 0.0055 0.0060 0.0065 0.0070 0.0075 0.0080 0.0090 0.0100
2 0.0200 0.0100 0.0110 0.0120 0.0130 0.0140 0,0150 0.0160 "01$0- 0.0200
3 0.0300 0.0149 0.0164 0.0179 0.0194 0.0209 0.0224 0.0239 0.0270 0.0300
4 0.0400 0.019& _A.l218 0.0238 0.0251. O.278 0.0299 9.l3t9 0.0359 0.0400
5 0.0500 0.0247 8.0272 0.0297 0.0322 0.0347 0.0373 0.0398 0.0449 0.0500
6 0.0600 0.0296 , .0326 0.0356 0.0386 0,0416 0.94_4_7 _9_,47? 0*-0538 0.0600
7 0.0700 0.0344 0.0379 0.0414 0.0450 0.0485 0.0521 0.0556 0.0628 0.0700
8 0.0800 0.0392 0.0432 0.0473 0.0513 0.0554 0,0594 0,0635 017 0.0800
9 0.0900 0.0440 0.0485 0.0531 0.0576 0.0622 0.0668 0.0714 0.0806 0.0900

10 0.10D 0.0488 -_.0538 0.0589 0,0639 _0.Q 9Q_ 0.0741 Q 9 2  0.0896 0.1000
11 0.1100 0.0536 0.0591 0.0646 0.0702 0.0758 0.0814 0.9871 0.0985 0.1100
12 AO1200 0.,543 _ 0.0643 0.9704 0.0744 _4.Q8)2 0.0681 _ 9 _ 0.1074 0.1200
13 0.1300 0.0630 0.0695 0.0161 0.0827 0.0893 0.0960 0.1027 0.1163 0.1300
14 01400 0.0677 A10747 00 flt18 0.089 0.0961 0,10_13 _1l0 _ 01252 0.1400
15 0.1500 0.0724 0.0799 0.0875 0.0951 0.1028 0.1105 0.1183 0.1340 0.1500
6k __D.100 _0-070 0.0851 0.0931 L.9U k.1D91 0.1171 S.i126 0.1429 0,1600

17 0.1700 0.0817 0.0902 0.0988 0.1074 0.1162 0.1250 0.1338 0.1518 0.1700
18 0.1800 0.0863 .0933 0.___4 0.1136 0,1228 0.1322 0.1416 0.1606 0.1800
19 0.1900 0.0909 0.1004 0.1100 0.1197 0.1295 0.1394 0.1493 0.1695 0.1900
20 D2000 0.0954 2.1055 0.I456 0,1258 0,1361_ 4465 .1570 0.1783 0.2000
21 0.2100 0.1000 0.1105 0.1212 0.1319 0.1427 0.1537 0.1641 0.1872 0.2100

-22 0200G.i04LA.I1s 6 - .127 .0.1380 A,1493 0,1608 0.1724 0.1960 0.2200
23 0.2300 0.1091 0.1206 0.1323 0.1440 0.1559 0.1680 0.1801 0.2048 0.2300
24 042400 0.1136 0.1256 0.1378 0.1501 0.1625 - 01r_7 011878 0.2136 0.2400
25 0,2500 0.1180 0.1306 0.1433 0.1561 0.1691 0.1822 0.1954 0.2224 0.2500
26 0.3000 0.1402 0.1552 0.1705 0.1859 .,2016 0,2175 0,2335 0.2663 0.3000
27 0.3500 0.1619 0.1795 0.1973 0.2154 0.2338 0.2524 0.2714 0.3101 0.3500
28 Ob 4O1O 0.1832 -02433 0.2237 0.2445 .1456 __ 9.ZUV _ ,3089 0,353_ 094000
29 0.4500 0.2042 0.2267 0.2497 0.2732 0.2971 0.3214 0.3462 0.3971 0.4500
30 0.5000 -- 2247 A.2498 00.214 9.3015 0.3282 03554 _ 0, 832 0.4404 0,5000
31 0.5500 0.2450 0.2726 0.3008 0.3296 0.3590 0.3891 0.4199 0.4835 0.5500
32 0.6000 0.2640 2950 0.3258 0,3573 _0 , 3 8 9 6 _ ,4226 0.4565 0,5265 06( 00
33 0.6500 0.2845 0.3171 0.3505 0.3847 0.4198 0.4558 0.4928 0.5694 0.6500
34. D.00f 0.13038 03389 __J.3l9_ AX4119 ,4498 024888 0,5288 0.6121 0.7000
35 0.7500 0.3229 0.3604 0.3990 0.4387 0.4795 0.5215 0.5647 0.6548 0.7500
36 0.8000 03416- 0.3817 0Q.4Z29 - _I,465. 0,5090 0,5540 0.6004 0.6972 0.6000
37 0.8500 0.3601 0.4026 0.4464 0.4916 0.5382 0.5863 0.6358 0.7396 0.8500
38 0.9000 0.3784 4.4234 -. 4698 0.5177 0.5672 . .6183 Q.6711 0*7819 0,9000
39 0.9500 0.3964 0.4438 0.4929 0.5436 0.5960 0.6502 0.7062 0.8240 0.9500
40 U.D0fG 0.4142 0.4641 A.5. 0.6245 0.681B Q71LQ,446t _ 1.0000
41 1.2500 0.5000 0.5621 0.6267 0.6940 0.7641 0.8371 0.9131 1.0747 1.2500
42 1.5000 0.5811 0.6553 0.7329 0,8141 0.8991 0,9882 1,0814 1.2811 1.5000
43 1.7500 0.6583 0.7443 0.8348 0.9300 1.0302 1.1355 1.2463 1.4854 1.7500
44 2.0000 0.7321 0.8299 0,9332 1,0423 1.1577 1.2795 1.4082 1.6879 2.0000
45 2.5000 0.8708 0.9918 1.1205 1.2576 1.4035 1.5589 1.7243 2.0879 2.5000

AyaT& fcr givm A d caculated frm the equation log (I + -- log (1 + )
y/ ceuae fr 1 )_ _
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ELASTICITT TABLE: Values of /y corresponding tO" x for given slasticitjes (1).

31.00 -. 90 -. 80 -. 75 -. 70 -. 65 -. 60 -. 55 -. 50

C 
-9.010 0.0 Ut 0.0091 0s1 0.0j76 0.o071 0.J066 0.uoO6 0.0055 0.0050-U.02" 0 .)02+ 0.0183 G.0163 0.s153 (.0142 0.0132 0.0122 0.0112 0.01023 -0.0300 (.J309 0.027n 0.0247 U.0231 0.0216 0.0200 0,0184 0.0169 0.0153

-0.400 0.041_ _0.31_ _ 0.0332 U.0311 0.0290 0.0269 0.0248 0.0227 0.02065 -0.0500 0.0526 0.0472 0.0419 0.0392 0.0366 0.0339 0.0313 0.0286 0.02606 -0.0600 0.0638 0.0573 0,0507 0.0475 0.0443 0.0410 0,0378 0.0346 0.0314
7 -0.0700 0.0753 0.0675 0.0598 U.0559 0.0521 0.0483 0.0445 0.0407 0.03706 -0.Ub0u 0.0870 0.0779 0.0690 0.0645 0.0601 0.0557 0.0513 0.0469 0.04269 -0.09% 0.0989 0.0886 0.0784 0.0733 0.0682 0.0632 0.0582 d.5032 0.048310 -0.1000 0.1111 0.0995 0.0879 0.0822 0.0765 0.0709 0,0653 0.0597 0,054111 -0.1100 0.1236 b.11u6 0.0977 0.0913 o.T6f6 0~.0787 0.0724 0.0662 0.060012 - -0.1200 0.1364 0.1219 - 0.1077 0.1006 0.0936 0.0866 0.0797 0.0728 0.066013 -0.1300 0.1494 0.1335 0.1179 0.1101 0.1024 0.0947 0.0871 0.0796 .07IT

14 -0.1400 0.1628 0.1454 0.1282 0.1198 0.1114 0.1030 0,0947 0.0865 0.078315 -0.1500 0.1765 0.1575 0.1388 0.1296 0.1265 0.114 0.1024 6.0935 0.08411 -0.1600 0.1905 0.1699 0.1497 0.1397 0.1298 0.1200 0.1103 0.1006 0.091117 -0.1700 0.2048 0.1826 0.1607 0.1500 0.1393 0.1288 0.1183 0.1079 '0.097618 -0.1800 0.2195 0.1955 0.1721 0.1605 0.1490 0.1377 0.1264 0.1153 0.104319 -0.1900 0.2346 0.2088 0.1836 0.1712 0.1589 0.1468 0.1348 0.1229 0.111120 -0.2000 0.2500 0.2224 0.1954 0.1822 0,1691 0.1561 0.1433 0.1306 0.118021 -0.2100 0.2658 0.2363 0.2075 0.193 0.1794 0.1656 0.1519 0.1384 0.125122 -0.2200 0.2821 0.2506 0.2199 0.2048 0.1900 0.1753 0.1608 0.1464 0.132323 -0.2300 0.2987 0.2652 0.2326 0.2166 0.2008 0.1852 0.1698 0.1546 0.139624 -r.2400 0.3158 0.2802 0.2455 0.2285 0.2118 0.1953 0.1790 0.1629 0.147125 -0.2500 0.3333 0.2955 0.2588 0.2 6 0.2231 0.2056 0.1884 0.1714 0.15472te -0.3000 0.4286 0.3785 0.3302 U.3067 0.2836 0.2609 0.2386 0.2167 0.195227 -0.3500 0.5385 0.4736 0.4115 0.3814 0.3520 0.3231 0.2949 0.2674 0.24032L -0.4000 0.6667 0.5837 0.5048 0.669 0.4299 0.3938 0.3587 0.3244 0.291029 -0.4500 0.8182 0.7127 0.6133 0.5658 0.5197 - 0.4749 0.4315 oi93 0,348430 -0.5000 1,0000 0.8661 0.7411 0.6818 0.6245 0.5692 0.5157 0.4641 0.414231 -0.5500 1.2222 1.0517 0.8942 0.8201 0.7488 0.6804 0.6146 0.5514 O490732 -0.6000 1.5000 1.2811 1.0814 0.9882 0.8991 0.8141 0.7329 0.6553 0.58113 -0.6500 1,8571 1.3160 1.1976 .bas2 0.9786 0.8774 0.7814 0.690334 -0.7000 2.3333 1.9552 1.6200 1.4669 1.3228 1.1871 1.0593 0.9390 0.825735 -0.7500 3.0005 2.4822 2.0314 1.6284 1.6390 1.4623 1.2974 1.1435 1.000036 -0.8000 4.0000 3,2567 2.6239 2.3437 2.0852 1.8466 1.6265 1.4234 1.236137 -0.8500 5,6667 4.5146 3.5617 3.1489 2.7734 2.4319 2.1214 1.8389 1.582038 -0.9000 9,0000 6.9433 __ 5.3096 4.6234 4,0119 3.4668 2.9811 2.5481 2.162339 -0.9500 19.0000 13.8227 9.9856 8.4574 7.1418 6.0092 5.0342 4.1948 3.4721

alues of for given x and calculated frca the equation log (1 + ) log (l + A )
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ELASTICITT TABLE: Values of 6i7 corresponding toAl 1/ for givc elasticitles
T/71

-. 45 -.4o -35 -.30 -. 25 -. 20 -. 15 .10 -. 05

I -' 1 0.u04> 0.00 0.0035 o.093u 0.0025 ( .0020 0.0015 0.0010 0.0005
2 -C. C 0.uO1 0.0081 0.0011 0.u61 0.0051 0.0040 0.0030 0.0020 0.0010
3 -0.0300 0.013d 0.90123 0.0107 0.Vu92 0.0076 0.0061 0.0046 0.0031 0.0015
4 -0.040J 0.0185 0.0165 0.0144 0.0123 0.0103 0.0082 0.0061 0.0041 0.0020
5 -0.0500 0.234 0.0207 0.0181 0.0155 0.0129 0.0103 0.0077 0.0051 0.0026
b -0.0600 0.0282 0.0251 0.0219 0.0187 0.0156 0.0125 0.0093 0.0062 0.0031
7 -067C0 0.032 0.0295 0.0257 0.022) 0.0183 0.0146 0.0109 0.0073 0.0036

0.0382 0.0339 0.0296 0.U253 0.0211 0.0168 0.0126 0.0084 0.00429 0.0434 0.0384 0.0336 0.0287 0,0239 0.019( .6142 0.0095 0.0047
10 -0.0C1n 0.04L6 U.0430 0.0376 0.u321 0.0267 0.0213 0.0159 0.0106 0.0053
i -0.11b 0.053$ 0.0477 0.0416 5.0356 - 0.0296 0.0236 C.0176 0.YF7 0r5 -
12 -0.1202 0.0592 0.0525 0.0458 0.0391 0.0325 0.0259 0.0194 0.0129 0.0064
13 -0.1300 0.0647 0.0573 0.0499 --.0427 0.0354 0.0282 0.021 0.0140 0.070
14 -0.1400 0.0702 0.0622 0.0542 0.0463 0.0384 0.0306 0.0229 0.0152 0.0076
15 -0.1500 0.0759 0.0672 0.0585 0.0500 0.0415 0.0330 0.0247 0.0164 o.8oz
16 -0.1600 0.0816 0.0722 0.0629 0.0537 0.0446 0.0355 0.0265 0.0176 0.0088
17 -0.1700 0.0875 0.0774 0.0674 0.0575 0.0477 0.0380 0.0283 0.0185 0.0094
16 -0.18 0 0.0934 0.0826 0.0719 0.0613 0.0509 0.0405 0.0302 0.0200 0.0100
19 -0.19C 0.0995 0.0579 0.0765 0.0653 0.O544 0.0430 0.0321 0.0213 0.0106
20 -0.20C0) 0.1056 0.0934 0.0812 0.0692 0.0574 0.0456 0.0340 0.0226 0.0112
21 -o.2i00 0.1119 0.0989 0.0860 0.0733 0.0607 6.0483 6.0360 6.039 .0pIY9
22 -0.2200 0.1183 0.1045 0.0909 0.0774 0.0641 0.0509 0.0380 0.0252 0.0125
23 -0.2300 0.1248 0.1102 0.0958 0.0816 0.0675 0.37 U4O 0.^0265 0.01 -2-
2', -rC.2400 0.1314 0.1160 0.1008 0.0858 0.0710 0.0564 0.0420 0.0278 0.0138
25 -0.2500 0.1382 0.1220 0.1059 0.0901 0.0146 0.0592 0.0441 0.0292 0.0145
26 -0.3000 0.1741 0.1533 0.1330 0.1129 0.0933 0.0739 0.0550 0.0363 0.0180
27 -0.3500 0.2139 0.1880 0.1627 0.1380 0.1137 0.0900 0.0668 0.0440 0.0218
28 -0.4000 0,2584 0.2267 0.1958 0.1656 0.1362 0.1076 0.0796 0.0524 0.0259
29 -0.4500 0.3087 0.2701 0.2327 0.1964 0.1612 0.1270 0.0938 0.0616 0.0303
30 -0.5000 0.3660 0.3195 0.2746 0.2311 0.1892 0.1487 0.1096 0.0718 0.0353
31 -0.5500 0.4324 0.3763 0.3224 0.2707 0.2209 0.1732 0.1272 0.0831 0.0407
32 -0.6000 0.5103 0.4427 0.3781 0.3164 0.2574 0.2011 0.1473 0.0960 0.0469
33 -0.6500 0.6039 0.5219 0.4440 0.3702 0.3001 - 0.2336 0.1705 0.1107 0.0539
34 -0.7000 0.7191 0.6186 0.5241 0.4350 0.3512 0.2723 0.1979 0.1279 0.0620
35 -0.7500 0.8661 0.7411 6.6245 . 0.4142 0.3195 0.214 .T47 -T07i8 D
36 -0.8000_ 1.0634 0.9037 0.7565 0.6207 0.4953 0.3797 0.2731 0.1746 0.0838
37 -0.8500 1.3483 1.1358 0.9425 0.7667 0.6069 0.4614 0.3292 679609
38 -0.9000 1.b184 1.5119 1.2387 0.9953 0.7783 0.5849 0.4125 0.2589 0.1220
39 -0.9500 2.8500 2.3145 1.8534 1.4565 1.1147 0*8206 0.5673 0.3493 0.1616

y x . Values of /xfor given and oalclated fr.m the equation log (1 +4) log (1
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E;ASTI0ITY TABLE; Values of j corresponding to A for given elasticities (i).

7x

.0% .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .. 0

-'r. IC -0.u(n -0.0011k1 u.ut2 -U.062 -0.0030 -0.0035 -0.0040 -0.0045
-O.'260 -0.0010 -0.002i -0.0030 -0.& -0.0056 -0.0060 -0.0070 -0.0080 -0.0091

3 -0.r)3u0 -0.0015 -0.0032 -0.0046 -u.u0e1 -0.007o -0.0091 -0.0106 -0.0121 -0.0136
4 -0.04ic0 -0.0020 -0.0041 -0.0061 -0.0102 -0.0122 -0.0142 -0.0162 -0.0182
5 -0.0500 -0.0026 -0.0051 -0.0077 -0.0102 -0.0127 -0.0153 -0.0178 -0.0203 -0.0228
6 -0.0600 -0.0031 -0.0062 -0.0092 -0.0123 -0.0153 -0.0184 -0.0214 -0.0244 -0.0275
7 -f.l700 -0.0036 -0.0072 -0.0108 -0.0160 -0.0215 -0.0251 -0.0286 -0.0321
6 -0.0800 -0,0042 -0.0003 -0.0124 -0.0165 -0.020b -0.0247 -0.0288 -0.0328 -0.0368
9 -. o,(t9fn -0.004? -0.0094 -0.0140 --. 1[ 7 -0.0233 -0.0279 -0.0325 -0.0370 -0.0416

1t -1 i(c -0.0053 -0.0105 -0.0157 -0.02( 9 -0.0260 -0.0311 -0.0362 -0.0413 -0.0463
11 -0.110ui -0.O5b -0.0116 -0.0173 -0.0230 -0.0287 -0.0344 -0.0400 -0.0455 -0.0511
12 -0.1200 -0.0064 -0.0127 -0.0190 -0.0252 -0.0315 -0.0376 -0.0438 -0.0498 -0.0559
13 -0.1300 -0.0069 -0.0138 -0.0207 -0.0275 -0.0342 -0.0409 -0.0476 0.42 -0.0607
14 -0.1400 -0.0075 -0.0150 -0.0224 -0.0297 -0.0370 -0.0442 -0.0514 -0.0585 -0.0656
15 -0.1500 -0,0081 -0.0161 -0.0241 -0.0320 -0.0398 -0.0476 -0.0553 -0.0629 -0.0705
16 -0.1600 -0.0087 -0.0173 -0.0258 -0.0343 -0.0427 -0.0510 -0.0592 -0.0674 -0.0755
17 -0.1700 -0.0093 -0.0185 -0.0276 -0.03(6 -0.0455 -0,0544 -0.0631 -0.0718 -0.0804
He -0.1800 -0.0099 -0.0196 -0.0293 -0.03F9 -0.0484 -0.0578 -0.0671 -0.0763 -0.0854
19 -0.1900 -0.0105 -0.0209 -0.0311 -0.0413 -0.0513 -0.0613 -0.0711 -0.0808 -0.0905
2u -0.20CC -0.0111 -0.0221 -0.0329 -0.0436 -0.0543 -0.0648 -0.0751 -0.0854 -0.0955
21 -0.2100 -0.0117 -0.0233 -0.0347 -0.0461 -0.0572 -0.0683 -0.0792 -0.0900 -0.1006
22 -0.2200 -0.0123 -0.0245 -0.0366 -0.0485 -0.0602 -0.0718 -0.0833 -0.0946 -0.1058
23 -0.2300 -0.0130 -0.0258 -0.0384 -0.0509 -0.0633 -0.0754 -0.0874~ -0.0993 -0.1110
24 -(.2400 -0.0136 -0.0271 -0.0403 -0.0534 -0.0663 -0.0790 -0.0916 -0.1040 -0.1162
25 -0.25(0 -0.0143 -0.0284 -0.0422 -0.0559 -0.0694 -0.0827 -0.0958 -0.1087 -0.1214
26 -0.3000 -0.0177 -0.0350 -0.0521 -0.0689 -0.0853 -0.1015 -0.1174 -0.1330 -0.1483
27 -0.3500 -0.0213 -0.0422 -0.0626 -0.0825 -0.1021 -0.1212 -0.1400 -0.1583 -0.1762
2t -0.4000 -0.0252 -0.0498 -0.0738 -0.0971 -0.1199 -0.1421 -0.1637 -0.1848 -0.2054
29 -0.4500 -0.0294 -0.0560 -0.0858 -0.1127 -0.1388 -0.1642 -0.1888 -0.2127 -0.2359
30 -0.5000 -0.0341 -0.0670 -0.0987 -0.1294 -0.1591 -0.1877 -0.2154 -0.2421 -0.2680
31 -0.5500 -0.0391 -0.0767 -0.1129 -0.1476 -0.1810 -0.2130 -0.2438 -- -0.2734 -0.3019
32 -0.6000 -0.0446 -0.0876 -0.1284 -0.1674 -0.2047 -0.2403 -0.2744 -0.3069 -0.3379
33 -0.6500 -0.0511 -0.0997 -0.1451 -0.1894 -0.2304i-0.72 2 -0.30 5 -0.3429 -0.3765
34 -0.7000 -0.0584 -0.1134 -0.1652 -0.2140 -0.2599 -0.3032 -0.3439 -0.3822 -0.4183
35 -0.7500 -0.0670 -0.1294 -0.1877 -0.2421 -0.2929 -0.3402~ -. 3844 -0.4257 -C.464F
36 -0.8000 -0.0773 -0.1487 -0.2145 -0.2752 -0.3313 -0.3830 -0.4307 -0.4747 -0.5153
37 -0.8500 -0.0905 -0.1728 -0.2477 -1.3157 -0.3777 -0.4340 -0.485!2 -0.5 -6.5742
38 -0.9000 -0.1087 -0.2057 -0.2921 -0.3690 -0.4377 -0.4988 -0.5533 -0.6019 -0.6452
39 -0.9500 -0.1391 -0.2589 -0.3620 -0.4507 -0.5271 -0.5929 -0.6495 -0.6983 -0.7403

x Values x fr and malated fia the equatLon log (1 + ) f1log (1 + ) .

7 ~ - -7 Y.



PAGE 8

ELASTICITY TABLE: Values of A Y/ corresponding to A x* fm given elasticities a (".
.90 .55 .60 .65 .70 .75 .80 . 90 .. 00

I . l -0.U050 -0.0055 -0.06 - . YU5 -. 0070 -0.0075 -0.bOO0.090 -0T0100
-UQ2L<' -O.u10t -0.0110 -0.c 120 -u.&1l3 -0.014C -0.0150 -0.016o -0.0180 -0.0200

3 -C.03e -0.0151 -0.0166 -0.01i -U.u1%9t -0.0211 -0.0226 -0.0241 -0.0270 -0.0300
-0,4qc -0.0204 -Q.lZ -0,0242 -0.02_6 -0,0282 -0.0302 -0.0321 -O.0361 -0.0400

5 -0.0500 -0.0253 -0.0278 -0.0303 -0.0328 -0.0353 -0.0377 -0.0402 -0.0451 -0.0500
6 -0.0600 -0.0305 -0.0 35 -0.0364 -0.0394 -0.0424 -0.0453 -0.0483 -0.0542 -0.0600
7 -0.G7(0 -0.0356 -0.0391 -0.0426 -U.04A -0.0495 -0.0530 -0.0564 -0.0632 -0.0700
8 .r (0 -0,0406 -0.0448 -0.0488 -0.U52 -0.0567 -0.0606 -0.0645 -0.0723 -0.0800
9 -0.0960 -0.0461 -0.0505 -0.0550 -0.0595 -0.0639 -0.0683 0.0727 -0.0814 -0.0900

10 -0.10(n -0.0513 -0.0563 -0.0613 -O. 0 66d -0.0711 -0.0760 -0.0808 -0.0905 -0.1000
11 -0.1100 -0.0566 -0.0621 -0.0675 -0.0729 -0.0783 -0.0837 -0.0890 -0.0996 -0.1100
12 -u.1200 -0.0619 -0.0679 -0.0738 -0.0797 -0.0856 -0.0914 -0.0972 -0.1087 -0.1200
13 -0.1300 -0.0673 -0.0737 -0.0802 -0.0865 -0.0929 -0.0992 -0.1054 -6.1178 -0.1300
14 -0.1400 -9.9726 -0.0796 -0.0865 -0.0934 -0.1002 -0.1070 -0.1137 -0.1269 -0.1400
15 -0.1500 -0.0780 -0.0855 -0.0929 -0.1002 -0.1075 -0.1148 -0.1219 -0.1361 -0.1500
16 -0.1600 -0.0835 -0.0914 -0.0993 -0.1071 -0.1149 -0.1226 -0.1302 -0.1452 -0.1600
17 -0.1700 -0.0890 -0.0974 -0.1058 -0.1141 -0.1223 -0.1304 -0.1385 -0.1544 -0.17060
18 -0.1800 -0,0945 -0.103* -0.1123 -0.1210 -0.1297 -0.1383 -0.1468 -0.1636 -0.1800
i9 -0.19 -0.1000 -0.1094 -0.1188 -0.1280 -0.1371 -0.1462 -0 1551 -0.1728 -0.1900
20 -0.2000 -0.1056 -0.1155 -0.1253 -0.1350 -0.1446 -0.1541 -0.1635 -0.1819 -0.2000
21 -0.2100 -0.1112 -0.1216 -0.1319 -0.1421 -0.1521 -0.1620 -0.1719 -0.1912 -O.Z2iOO
22 -0.2200 -0.1168 -0.1277 -0.1385 -0.1491 -0.1596 -0.1700 -0.1803 -0.2004 -0.2200
23 -0.2300 -0.1225 -0.1339 -0.1451 -0.1562 -0.1672 -0.1780 -0.1887 -062096 -0.2300
24 -0,?400 -0.1282 -0.1401 -0.1518 -0.1634 -0.1748 -0.1860 -0.1971 -0.2189 -0.2400
25 -0.2500 -0.1340 -0.1463 -0.1585 -0.1706 -0.1824 -0.1941 -0,2056 -e.2281 -0.2500
26 -0.3000 -0.1633 -0.1781 -0.1927 -0.2069 -0.2209 -0.2347 -0.2482 -0.2746 -0.3000
27 -0.3500 -0.193b -0.2110 -0.2278 -0.2442 -0.2603 -0.2761 -0.2915 -0.3214 -0.3500
28 -0.4000 -0.2254 -02449 -0.2640 -0.2825 -0.3006 -0.3183 -0.3355 -0.3686 -0.4000
29 -0.4500 -0.2584 -0.2802 -0.3014 -0.3220 -0.3420 -0.3613 -0.3801 -. 4161 -0.4500
30 -0.5000 -0.2929 -0*3170 -0.3402 -0.3627 -0.3844 -0.4054 -0.4257 -6.4641 -0.5000
31 -0.5500 -0.3292 -0.3554 -0.3807 -0.4049 -0.4282 -0.4506 -0.4721 -0.5126 -0.5500
32 -0.6000 -0.3675 -0.3959 -0.4229 -0.4488 -0.4734 -0.4970 -0.5196 -0.5616 -0.6000
33 -0.6500 -0.4084 -0,4386 -0.4674 -0.4946 -0,5204 -0.5450 -0.5682 -0.6113 -0.6500
34 -0.7000 -0.4523 -0.4843 -0.5144 -0.5428 -0.5695 -0.5946 -0.6183 -0.6616 -0.7000
35 -. 7500 -0.5000 -0.5335 -0.5647 -0.5939 -06211 -0.6464 --. O6701 -. O2 -0.7500
36 -0.8000 -0.5528 -0.5874 -0.6193 -0.6487 -0.6759 -0.7009 -0.7241 -0.7651 -0.8000
37 -0.8500 -6127 -0.6478 -0.6796 -0.7086 -0.7350 -0.7590 -0.1808 -0.818 -0.8500
38 -0.9000 -0.6838 -0.7182 -0.7488 -0.7761 -0.8005 -0.8222 -0.8415 -0.8741 -0.9000
39 -0.9500 -0.7764 -0.8075 -0.8343 -0.8573 -0.8772 -0.894 -0.9090 -0.9325 -0.9500

A &x .r /ddq+ Ath 1g (lt+ )r



Mr. U.K. Cgebhal .mJnay 10, 1967

Rosaland Gilmsre

MIftrande for the SOM4

I attach the stencls of two =foranda prepared in the
Ecanowdes Depertmat, togpther with draft cover not" for their

suboeeson to the Executive Directore. As yw vill see from the
atths notes, Mr. Shoaib suggestoe, wW Mr. Frisdmm agreed,
that they should go to the Board; -nd we hae mw noe smme
ch.b in format consequent en Mr. Fredman's coume of

J-aury 18, kAwmst those we have moved the siatw.rs and
dates to the wW of the me.araa, iLmluding there the cames of
amthore, as we belie" this to be the aprepriate procedure. If
this is wietakem, or if yvu prefer to attribute the papers to the
Departmset alm., pl-um de so.

e@: Mr. KRwarck
Mr. macons
Mr. Elz
Mr. YaVit

miimore/jb



Prt.em of Da"LetgL cgrLea

I attashed paper, describing the dse.s,1a of devel mat

problem at a conference hold wW.r the auspices of the Xnatitut de

Recheimbe st FVrmatiot on vo s kwvaloppeommt m a*, was prepared

to the Ecosnomis Dopart it, tL now dLetribuste d n cae it mmy be

of wider Latert.

!(



T Wo F ixm fOE Peace Act of 1966

%h* Attachod ampramma m w prepaSd for se withia the

Ecnoanis 3epeuawat, and is diatribu4 to ase Lt ma y. t wider

istorest.
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Mr. Andrew M. KAmarck January 18, 1967

Leonard a. Rist

Sundry RPmarks.

1. 14rdEmls
This is most interesting and useful* I know you cannot

include everything in them. It would, Ib0nver, be very illuminating
to have a column oi scholarisation (percent of childrean of school
age going to school). UNESCO publishes figures on this and it
would be easy to add them, say, next to the population figures.
This is one very important aspect of development.

2. HS2RMascA 2f HduANMI4n.
I understand you have a study under way on the subject.

2%0 ottahd pper from the Morgan Guaranty Burvey may perhaps be
of assistance.

3. Mr. Sla411s PI e gn Poection Z" ita Affects on DewelouiLM

Please see my attached note to Mr. Owen.

att.



1r. H. Latimer December 15, 1966

Paolo Lean

PrMess in Capital Theory.

I think it would be useful to photocopy and distribute, out
of the November issue of the Quarterly Journal of Iconowics, the
discussion by Painetti, Morishima, Garepnani, Bruno and Samielson
an "technique switching" (pp. 503583). This a fundamtal discussion
which affects permanently the "established" theory of capital and,
therefore, all neoclassical schemes of pricing, incoea distribution, etc.
Although in the minds of marq people the neoclassical theory is buried
at least since 1953, the discussion is important because for the first
time the "American School" (Samuelson) recognises that it is, in fact,
dead.

Mr. Kamarok suggested that we should make this series of
papers available in the Department.

V



Ir. Andrw M. Emwsumk D iw 9. 1

MhIX108 a. Goo

PEoposed R!sMfig"u 21SmtJI"sCatBe

1. SOm pSIUMy imw* ws &W 40"tim o plmi fOr O k
a chart seris. Wwwr, this pmject haM bso thA victia Ot thO
Divisun workload amd otkr prioritiou. As a esiat of ymr reoent

assorndsan this sabjeot, I em reuctivating the PmejwUt

2. boe of the 1we of titm eie I last wor*ed an thia Pro-
ject, I have strt- to ~sentls all thn bes@ saterials , Update I

tMakingca the sbjects&, dm t aw set of plam. I winl d t
an quiky s pa" A mad will prent ywa with a preUd 7 OGtl .

coacorAw
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November 16, 1966

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Members of the Economic Committee

FRCK: C. F. Owen

SUBJECT: Showing of Film on Input-Output Structure of American Economy

1. The Economics Department is arranging to show the following
film in the Eugene Black Auditorium on Friday the 18th of November at
4:00 p.m.

THE INPT-OUTPUI STRUCTURE OF THE AMERICAN ECONCWS.

2. This film has been loaned by the Scientific American and
is in color with a running time of approximately hO minutes. It is
thought that the film will be of interest not only to economists,
but also to others who may wish to know more about input-output tech-
niques and the uses that can be made of them.

3. I should appreciate if you would advise all economists in
your Department of this film and bring it to the attention of any
others who may be interested in it.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

D IS T R I BU T I ON

Messrs. Friedman Bell Maiss
Kamarck Fdelman McDiarmid
Adler Gilmartin Sacchetti
Avramovie King (B. B.) Sadove
Rist Larsen Thompson
de Vries Lipkowitz Weiner
Collier Wright



r. A. N. iamarck October 17, 1966

Bela alassa

196 Pulications !I Stat M

In reference to Yow ma of 3epteamer 21, I uA listing
below P ublicatimns in the year 1966.

"Lee effets du Mrinc GOMM sur le ourants d'chaups
intarnatiaenx," (vith Alain Cam) Revav d'~bEga Politiq, 1966
(2), pp. 201-27.

"Tariff Reductions and Trade in Manufactureis amg the Industrial
Countries," Awerican Econmic Review, Jume, 1966, pp. 4:66-73.

American Direct Investmente in the Cam= Market," Banc& Naziona
del Lavorc q!!!rterE& Review, Jma, 19660 pp. 121-14:6.

"Planning in aOpen wm sL," & , 1966 (W), pp. 385-4J10

"Wirtachattlicm Etwicklung und Internatmmlan sHad l," in
S@do H. Beaters and E. Boesch, Stuttgart,

"A~anseAn&i1athesiea," in Low*1tan mnd Dackratiagh Gesells-haf6
ed. C. D. Kernig, Freiburg, Harder Verla, 1966.



xr. Su4" A. do Vrisfstb 12, 16

A. tu~n
Sutaastis Div.,11 Ec a Dmps

our 1Aw of ki *s 6. 5 i

1. I & ytu hv received the table of **ppert =nit valwos Vx

Indivian countridw sent to you.

2. We haw* calcuated tkw now price ratio* s defluod kvg you for A

Ccmwdaities =saV "u for all ctmunditie,. They we shown in thes conpunar-

run calumm 40 and 41 (3A wAs MA accardIM to your notatimn). Per

ntage chaige3 4 Col. hi over Col. 25 are givwn in Ca. 42 (27A).

3. The remts of the rugreasin **Watians with tow as the in-0 PV

dfaof Variable Wns *g , p. D* 80 AOs UK ON variables

ohmw P Is sioxificaut oyin elation to xe. raw megreasimoquaetion

is an foll"wM

ir - 23.-763 + 1.31 ()
(52-7) (.565)

R - .4cS
'fi - .135
51-T - 1.785

4. 1 ans ase *amlaatfg tables eminig total sqw~rt flgenme of vos

caenris in your stud and the ccuntry reports uWi paenetagestr ut

imn of scow $6le4tud ceamdifts.

5. 4* have dice -;4part Uariatimns 195"-3" &;W fe in the tape

in Txblou I ^Ms 2. PMmoo see p*gVo 5 &Ws 6 for scowa asinricant chawgs.

(%A2)

AwU! a



FoRM NO. 59
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: kmdr SRAI M"a" SSM/166-i5

DATED: Ari 2$81

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: c,0w.. - Ocr Start Mettaja

SUMMARY:

7. Mr. Kamarck reported that:

(a) A meeting was being organized for mid-May to try to coordinate

the commodity studies of the Bank and FAO. An inventory which

had been made of the Bank's needs for such studies had made

clear that they could only be met if full advantage were taken

of opportunities for division of labor with other agencies.

(b) The Department of Information had arranged for a visit 
to the

Bank by Professor Nyilas, Head of the Department of International

Economics at the Karl Marx University of Budapest, who wished to

discuss the Bank's approach to the "investment decision process",
with special reference to the application of the newest tech-

niques in developed and underdeveloped countries.

8. With reference to item (b), the Chairman said that the Bank should

cooperate with Professor Nyilas. His personal experience had been that

theoretical economists from Eastern European countries were usually so

unfamiliar with the working of private enterprise that discussion with them
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ECONOMIC COMMITTEE sEP
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Ec/0/66 - 32

March 7, 1966

"Interesting Change" Analysis

Attached for your information is a report '!Exploration
of the Possibility of Making an 'Interesting Chan ' Analysis for
IfS", which has been prepared by Mr. Earl Hicks of the Fund. Mr.
Hicks is interested in the Bank's reaction to his report; Mr. B.
B. King would like to have your coments, even if it is only to
the effect that the innovation would, or would not, be helpful.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

DISTRIBUTION

Messrs. Friecnan Bell Niss
Kamarek Edelman McDiarmid
Adler (J.H.) Gilmartin Sadove
Avramovic King (B.B.) Thompson
Rist Larsen Weiner
de Vries Tipkowits Wright



?Ir. a. A. de dries - March L, 1

E. K. rawkins

?roduction Functions

1. i have ,-ad the )utlin nt to ub Lj :ir. Liu and I ha e the
following brib co-e'nts.

2. In any econometric stuiies we do there is an otvious need
for -Lork to &e uone on ,roduction funcions. ihis is ont of the
relations tht I ..as ,oin, t.o pronose that wc stuay in detail in the
saoe ...i &e h ve talked about studyin savings functionis. If
Mr. Liu is interested in this topic, 4C should encourage him to work
on it. his prl ent ouline, ho.ever, seemT to me far to acadeiic as
a starting point and I think we siould ask hiu to Cormula te ideas in
a - aor sitable LO our purposes.

3. -ht first need is Z.o Maxe the 'state of wne art' accessinle
to t o:e o-, us kincludin, yeelf) who n ve not followed tI-is subject
in e a4; in a her worcs it is necess ry to outline tne theoretical
issues involvea oeforn one can think of apnlying the methods to lesser
developed countries. 3econdly, i would want Ar. Liu to work fairly
closely witn Mr. 1iebuhr and Mr. Kundu to relate production functions
to the input/output information availadle for some countries. I think
i' would also be useful if r. Liu coulc ximake a survey of production
functions taat nave been used for mooels of under-developed countries.
,iii 'ould i ir with our plan of drawing up an inventory of such
models that have been used.

h. This particular topic is a bood example of one that would
be suitablE for group discussion amonbt ourselves; it could be
han led in the regular meetings that I wish Lo organize for the group
and winh we have already discussed.

5. I see no karm in askin, Lr. Liu to think about these matt.ers
in between now and when he joins us in mid-year. I think that it would
be most useful for him to concentrate on Lhe qestion of summarizing the
present thinking on the subject, with particular reference to the

manner in which it is relevanL to different types of under-.developed
countries. If he could draw up some kind of bibliography this iould
be very valuable.

E. K. Hawkins:bso
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February 7, 1966

Leverage

The attached memorandum, dated January 21, 1966, from
Mr. Stevenson to Mr. Alter, is distributed for information
with Mr. Stevenson's permission.

Mr. Kamarck requested this distribution, as he considers
that the memorandum is an interesting contribution to the im-
portant subject of how aid-givers can obtain improved economic
performance in a country.

C. F. Owen
Secretary

DISTRIBUTION

Messrs. Friedman Bel Maiss
Kamarck Edelman MeDiarmid
Adler (J.H.) Gilmartin Sadove
Avramovic King (B.B.) Thompson
Rist Larsen Weiner
de Vries Lipkowitz Wright



OFFICE MEMORANDUM

To: Mr. Alter January 21, 1966

From: Alexander Stevenson

Subject: Leverage

In recent years lenders, including the Bank, have been more and more
preoccupied with the problem of how their aid can be used to stimulate better
economic performance, usually identified with an increased growth rate in
the recipient countries. What a lender can do depends, of course, on how
much he is prepared to put in, where he is prepared to put it, and how
large his contribution is likely to be in relation to the resources avail-
able to the recipient economy for development. What can be done will also
vary with the degree of receptivity in the recipient country and in parti-
cular with the influence of people in its government who have the same
policy objectives as the lender. Furthermore, since development is a
continuing and complex process, turning the aid tap on and off suddenly
may do more harm than good.

Your memorandum to the Loan Committee on Costa Rica, dated January
17, raises some interesting questions in my mind on the use of leverage
and I wonder if we might not begin to think of some general principles.
For instance:

1. If the aim is to secure improvements in broad aspects of eco-
nomic policy, for example, fiscal, monetary and exchange rate policy,
influence can best be exerted by offering to lend more if policies are
made more appropriate to stimulating healthy economic growth, less if
they are not.

2. If the aim is to secure improved economic policies in a parti-
cular economic sector, the lender can exert maximum pressure and influence
by offering to lend more or less support to that sector, depending on
policy and performance in it.

3. In appropriate cases, where changes sought are related either
to a particular economic sector or to a particular program in it for
which money is being made available, influence can be exerted by planning
a series of loans making the granting of the second in some way dependent
on the success of the first.

If these guidelines made sense, they would lead to the conclusion
that, to set up a multi-tranche arrangement related to a particular pro-
gram like that suggested for agricultural credit in Costa Rica in such a
way that the second and subsequent tranches are related to improvements
in performance in areas which have nothing to do with agriculture or with
the operation of the agricultural credit program, would not be in general
desirable. Whether it is in this specific case depends, however, also on
political considerations and I have to leave to you and to your judgment
of the Finance Minister's judgment that it would help him. In making that
judgment you have also to take account of which effect the approach wil
have on the Bank's reputation in Costa Rica in the long run.


